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CURRENT LABOR MARKET DEVELOPMENTS

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 4, 1972

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTrE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 11:05 a.m., in room S407,

the Capitol Building, Hon. William Proxmire (chairman of the com-
mittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Proxmire and Percy.
Also present: John R. Stark, executive director; Loughlin F. Mc-

Hugh, senior economist; Courtenay M. Slater, economist; Lucy Fal-
cone, research economist; and Leslie J. Bander, minority economist.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN PROXMIRE

Chairman PROXMIRE. The committee will come to order.
Today the Joint Economic Committee continues its monthly re-

view of the employment and unemployment situation as reflected in
the latest data just released by the U.S. Department of Labor. We
have with us once more the Commissioner of Labor Statistics Geof-
frey Moore and members of his staff.

We have now had 15 months of so-called "recovery" over which the
unemployment rate has hovered in the neighborhood of 6 percent.
There has also been little change since August 15 when the President
announced his new stimulative economic policy-little change in un-
employment. Mr. Moore, you have been telling us for these many
months that we are in a recovery stage and that it is not unusual for
unemployment to lag behind other indexes of business advances. Now
I know that you foreswear any forecasting, but on the basis of your
long experience in business cycle analysis, I hope you can give some
enlightenment on just how much longer we must wait to get rid of
that lag and put the jobless back to work again.

Despite what I have been reading about your analysis of employ-
ment and unemployment statistics, I must repeat what I have said
before, unemployment is the No. 1 problem this country faces today.
For over a year 5 million persons have been out of work, at least 21/2
million more than our society should or can tolerate, and some people
argue we should look at the employed. We certainly should. This is
a growing country. We have many people who would be in the work
force if their were more abundant jobs available. The fact is we have
a tragically high total of 5.4 million people who want work and can-
not find it.

Frankly, I was rather shocked at your Wall Street Journal article
yesterday, which argued that employment is a neglected statistic. I

(507)
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would like to ask you about it when we come to that, but for now, let's
go into the current picture and give us your discussion of it, your
analysis of what has happened in the past month in employment and
unemployment.

STATEMENT OF HON. GEOFFREY H. MOORE, COMMISSIONER,
BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS, DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, AC-
COMPANIED BY JOEL POPKIN, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR
PRICES AND LIVING CONDITIONS; HYMAN KAITZ, ASSISTANT
COMMISSIONER FOR CURRENT EMPLOYMENT ANALYSIS; AND
NORMAN SAMUELS, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR WAGES
AND INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

Mr. MooRE. Thank you very much.
I would like to put in the record, if you are willing to do so, the press

release that we issued this morning on the employment situation.
Chairman PROXMIRE. All right.
(The press release follows:)

[Bureau of Labor Statistics, Department of Labor, Press Release No. 72-73, Feb. 4, 1972]

THE EMPLOYMENT SITUATION: JANUARY 1972

Employment rose in January, while the unemployment rate was essentially
unchanged, the U.S. Department of Labor's Bureau of Labor Statistics reported
today. The overall jobless rate was 5.9 percent in January, compared with 6.0
percent in December, as revised. (See explanation of the annual revision of the
seasonally adjusted data in the note on page 6.) The jobless rate has remained
close to 6 percent since late 1970.

Total employment rose 240,000 in January (seasonally adjusted), after elimi-
nating the effect of the introduction of 1970 Census population controls into the
procedures used in developing the statistics. (See note on page 6.) Employment
has advanced strongly since last summer.

Nonfarm payroll employment also rose in January, reaching 71.4 million (sea-
sonally adjusted), an alltime high. However, the average workweek in private
nonfarm industries, particularly in manufacturing, declined over the month.

UNEMPLOYMENT

The number of unemployed persons, which always increases substantially be-
tween December and January, rose this January to 5.4 million. On a seasonally
adjusted basis, unemployment in January was little different from the December
level. Although there was a small increase in joblessness among part-time work-
ers, the rise was offset by a decline among full-time workers.

The unemployment rate for full-time workers declined slightly over the month
(from 5.7 to 5.5 percent), while the rate for part-time workers rose from 8.4 to
9.0 percent. Jobless rates for the major age-sex groups-men 20 years and over
(4.2 percent), women 20 years and over (5.5 percent), and teenagers (17.8 per-
cent)-were little changed between December and January and were at about the
same levels as a year ago. There was, however, some over-the-month decline in
Joblessness among men and women 25 years and over, as well as among married
men,

Unemployment rates for white workers (5.3 percent) and Negro workers (10.6
percent) were essentially unchanged in January from the December levels. The
rate for white workers was slightly below the year-ago level, while that for
Negroes was above the January 1971 rate (9.5 percent).

The jobless situation for workers in most major industry and occupational
groups was little changed in January. However, the jobless rate for construction
workers dropped from 11.2 percent in December to 9.8 percent in January, follow-
ing a rise of about the same magnitude in December. The factory jobless rate
declined from 6.9 to 6.4 percent in January.
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Joblessness among workers covered by State unemployment insurance pro-
grams declined markedly in January, as their jobless rate moved from 4.1 per-
cent in December to 3.4 percent. The State insured rate was at its lowest point
since the spring of 1970.

The number of persons jobless 15 weeks or more was 1.2 million, seasonally
adjusted, in January, slightly below the December level. However, the average
(mean) duration of joblessness rose to 11.8 weeks in January, seasonally ad-
justed, after declining in the 2 previous months. The average duration was 12
weeks longer than in January 1971.

TABLE A.-HIGHLIGHTS OF THE EMPLOYMENT SITUATION (SEASONALLY ADJUSTED)

1971

January December 4th 3d 2d Ist
Selected categories 1972 1971 quarter quarter quarter quarter

Millions of persons:
Civilian labor force -85.7 85.2 85.0 84.2 83.7 83. 5

Total employment -80.6 80.1 80.0 79.2 78.7 78.5
Unemployment -5.1 5.1 5.0 5.0 5. 0 5.0

Percent of labor force:
Unemployment rates:

All workers -5.9 6.0 5.9 6.0 6.0 6.0
Adultmen -4.2 4.3 4.3 4.4 4.4 4.3
Adult women -5.5 5.8 5.7 5. 7 5.8 5.7
Teenagers -17.8 17.3 16.9 16.8 16.9 17.3
White -5.3 5.4 5.4 5.5 5.5 5.5
Negro and other races -10.6 10.4 10.1 10.1 9.9 9.5
Married men -3.0 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2
Full-time workers -5.5 5.7 5.6 5.5 5. 5 5. 5
State insured -3. 4 4.1 4.2 4. 2 4.1 3. 8

Millions of persons:
Nonfarm payroll employment -71.4 71.2 71.0 70.6 70.7 70.4

Goods-producing industries -22. 5 22.4 22.4 22.4 22.5 22. 5
Service-producing industries -48.9 48.8 48.6 48.3 48.1 47.9

Hours of work:
Average weekly hours:

Total private nonfarm -36.9 37.2 37.1 36.8 37.0 37.0
Manufacturing -39.9 40.3 40.1 39.8 39.9 39.8
Manufacturing overtime -2.9 3.1 3.0 2.9 2.9 2. 8

Note: Payroll employment and hours figures for latest 2 months are preliminary.
Sources: Tables A-1, A-3, B-i, B-2.

CIVILIAN LABOR FORCE AND TOTAL EMPLOYMENT

The number of persons in the civilian labor force declined in January, as it
usually does at this time of year. On a seasonally adjusted basis, the labor
force was up by 480,000 to 85.7 million; however, after allowance for the up-
ward adjustment in the labor force level (333,000) as a result of the introduction
of 1970 Census population data, the labor force was little changed from the
December level.

Total employment also declined over the month, but less than it usually does
between December and January. As a result, after seasonal adjustment, total
eInployluent was up by 240,000 (eliminating the 301,000 upward adjustment stem-
minig from the introduction of the new population controls.)

Over the year ending in January 1972, the civilian labor force and employ-
ment have each increased by 1.6 million (after eliminating the effects of the
population control adjustment), with most of the increases occurring since
last summer.

VIETNAM ERA VETERANS

Four million Vietnam veterans 20-29 years old were in the labor force in
January; 3.6 million of them held jobs and 400,000 were unemployed. After
seasonal adjustment, the number of jobless veterans (340,000) and their un-
employment rate (8.5 percent) were no different in January than during the
last 3 months of 1971. (Table A-7 contains seasonally adjusted data for the
first time for veterans and nonveterans.)
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For nonveterans 20 to 29 years old, the seasonally adjusted unemployment
rate, at 7.5 percent, was also unchanged from the last few months of 1971. The
rate for veterans has generally been higher than that for nonveterans in the
same age group, but the gap has narrowed since last October.

INDUSTRY PAYROLL EMPLOYMENT

Nonagricultural payroll employment, which usually drops sharply between
December and January, declined by 1.6 million this January. The drop was some-
what smaller than usual, however, and after seasonal adjustment, nonfarm pay-
roll employment rose by 240,000 over the month to 71.4 million-an alltime high.
(Payroll employment data are not linked to population levels an are therefore
unaffected by the introduction of the new population controls.) Payroll employ-
ment and has been rising steadily since last summer, posting a gain of 875,000
between August and January.

The January increase in payroll employment was about evenly divided be-tween the goods-producing and service-producing sectors of the economy. The
largest gain occurred in the contract construction industry (75,000) and repre-
sented a rebound from a slightly larger decline between November and December.
In manufacturing, employment rose by 45,000 in January, with most of the in-
crease occurring in the durable goods sector. Factory employment has risen by
160,000 since reaching its recent low in August 1971.

In the service-producing industries, employment rose by 115,000, seasonally
adjusted, in January. The largest over-the-month increases were posted in trans-
portation and public utilities, retail trade, and State an local government.

HOURS OF WORK
The average workweek for all rank-and-file workers on private nonagricultural

payrolls declined more than usual between December and January. After sea-sonal adjustment, the average workweek was down 0.3 hour to 36.9 hours. Thisdrop returned weekly hours to the levels that had prevailed throughout mostof 1971. The largest reduction in average hours took place in manufacturing,
where the workweek moved down by 0.4 hour to 39.9 hours, seasonally adjusted.This decline was concentrated in the durable goods industries, which hadposted sizeable increases over the previous 3 months. Factory overtime, at 2.9hours in January, was down 0.2 hour from December, returning to the levels
that had prevailed through nearly all of 1971.

HOURLY AND WEEKLY EARNINGS

The average hourly earnings of production and nonsupervisory workers onprivate nonagricultural payrolls rose 3 cents in January to $3.53. After adjust-ment for seasonality, average hourly pay was up 2 cents. Compared with a year
ago, hourly earnings have risen 20 cents, or 6.0 percent.Despite the increase in average hourly earnings, the decline in the actualworkweek resulted in a $1.35 decrease in average weekly earnings, to $129.20.After seasonal adjustment, however, average weekly earnings were down only
31 cents in January.

Compared with 'January 1971, average weekly earnings were up $7.32, or 6.0percent. During the latest 12-month period for which Consumer Price Indexis available-December 1970 to December 1971-consumer prices rose by 3.4
percent.

HOURLY EARNINGS INDEX
Incorporated in this release for the first time is the Bureau's Hourly Earn-ings Index, a series which provides the best available monthly measure of under-lying wage movements for production and nonsupervisory workers in the privatenonfarm economy. The data are also regularly published in three BLS monthlyperiodicals, Current Wage Developments, Employment and Earnings, and the

Alonthly Labor Review.The Hourly Earnings Index is adjusted to exclude effects of tw-o types ofchanges that are unrelated to underlying wage rate developments: fluctuationsin overtime premiums in manufacturing (the only sector for which overtimedata are available) and the effects of shifts of workers between high-wage andlow-wage industries. Hovever, it is not a pure measure of wvage-rate change since
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it is affected by such factors as fluctuations in earnings under incentive plans,
changes in the propositions of low- and high-paid workers within establishments,
and overtime variations outside of manufacturing.

In January, the Hourly Earnings Index, seasonally adjusted, was 133.8
(1967=100), according to preliminary figures. The index was 0.4 percent higher
in January than in December, and 6.2 percent higher than January a year ago.
(See table B.) Because erratic monthly fluctuations can occur in the index,
changes over longer intervals than a month should be observed before reaching
conclusions as to a trend.

TABLE B.-HOURLY EARNINGS INDEX FOR PRODUCTION OR NONSUPERVISORY WORKERS IN PRIVATE NONFARM
INDUSTRIES, SEASONALLY ADJUSTED (1967=100)

Percent change

December January
1971- 1971-

January December November October January January JanuaryIndustry 1972' 1971' 1971 1971 1971 1972 1972

Total private nontarm:
Current dollars -133.8 133.3 131.6 131.4 126.0 0.4 6. 2Constant (1967) dollars -() 108.3 107.3 107.4 105.6 3.9 ' 3. 2

Mining- 134.8 133.0 126.2 125.9 123.5 1.3 9.2Contractconstruction -143.6 142.3 142.1 141.6 133.1 .9 7.9
Manufacturing -131.4 131.5 129.0 129.1 124.4 -.1 5. 7Transportation and public utilities - 137.2 135.6 133.4 132.9 125.3 1.2 9. 5Wholesale and retail trade -131.8 131.6 130.1 129.9 125.0 .2 5.4Finance, insurance, and real estate - 130.0 129.1 127.9 128.1 122.9 .7 5. 7Services -134.2 132.7 131.9 131.7 127.8 1.1 5. 0

' Preliminary.
a Indicates data are not available.
3 Percent change from November 1971 to December 1971, the latest data available.
4 Percent change from December 1970 to December 1971, the latest data available.
Note: All series are in current dollars except where indicated.

During the 12-month period ending in December, the Hourly Earnings Index in
dollars of constant purchasing power rose 3.2 percent, the largest increase since
the beginning of the series in 1964.

All industry components of the seasonally adjusted index for January increased
over December, with the exception of manufacturing. The increases ranged from
0.2 percent in trade to 1.3 percent in mining. Between January 1971 and January
1972, all industries posted increases, ranging from 5.0 percent in services to 9.5
percent in transportation and public utilities.

This release presents and analyzes statistics from two major surveys. Data on
labor force, total employment, and unemployment are derived from the sample
survey of households conducted and tabulated by the Bureau of the Census for the
Bureau of Labor Statistics. Statistics on payroll employment, hours, and earn-
ings are collected by State agencies from payroll records of employers and are
tabulated by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. A description of the two surveys
appears in the BLS publication Employment and Earnings.

Note on Seasonal Adjustment and Population Controls

It is a long established practice by the BLS to revise the seasonally adjusted
labor force series at the beginning of each calendar year, taking into account data
from the previous year. The revisions just completed did not affect the previously
published 1971 seasonally adjusted overall unemployment rate in 6 months of the
year. It altered the rate by 0.1 percentage point in 5 months and by 0.2 percentage
point in 1 month (June). (The comparison of the 1971 unemployment rates as
originally published and on a revised basis is shown below.) The adjustment had
no effect on the 1971 annual average of 5.9 percent, which is computed on the
basis of unadjusted numbers. New seasonal factors for the 12 component series
of the civilian labor force and the updated historical seasonally adjusted data for
the major series will appear in the February 1972 issue of Employment and
Earnings.

The following table presents the seasonally adjusted national unemployment
rate in 1971 as originally published and as revised based on the application of
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new seasonal adjustment factors incorporating data through December 1971. The
revised unemployment rate between 5.8 and 6.1 percent during the year, com-
pared with a range of 5.6 and 6.2 percent in the originally published figures.

Unemploy-
ment rate as Revised

ori ginally unemployment
Months in 1971 pobtished rate

January - 6.0 6.0
February-- 8 5.
March-------------------------------------- 6.0 6.0
April 6.1 6.0
May -6.2 6.1
Ju ne ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 5.6 5.8
July ------------------------------------------------------------- 5.8 5.9
August ---------------- -------------------- 6. 1 6. 1
September -6.0 6.0
October -5.8 5.8
November -6.0 6.0
December -6.1 6. 0

With the availability of population data from the 1970 Census of Population,
the Current Population Survey (CPS) data for January 1972 have been ad-
justed to the 1970 population controls derived from the Census. This is one of a
series of changes in the sampling and estimation methods for the survey that
are being made over the December 1971-March 1973 period. The adjustment of
the CPS to 1970-based population controls raises the civilian labor force and
total employment by about 0.4 percent, or a little more than 300,000, over
the 1960-based figures. Unemployment levels are raised by about the same per-
centage, and unemployment rates overall and for individual groups are un-
affected. Because the adjustments are comparatively small, they have been intro-
duced in a single month rather than being spread over the decade; this pro-
cedure is the same as that used in April 1962 to introduce the 1960 Census data
into the CPS. Comparisons of data for January 1972 and subsequent months
with those for periods prior to this date are affected to the extent of the spe-
cific difference for each series. A table comparing selected January 1972 data on
both the 1970 and 1960 bases is presented on the following page. A further de-
scription of the adjustment of the CPS to the 1970 Census will appear in the
February 1972 Employment and Earnings.

CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONAL POPULATION AND LABOR FORCE STATUS OF PERSONS 16 YEARS AND OVER BY SEX
AND AGE, USING 1960 BASE AND 1970 BASE POPULATION ESTIMATES-JANUARY 1972

[In thousands

Civilian
noninstitutional population Civilian labor force

Net Net
Sex and age 1970 base 1960 base differeoce 1970 base 1960 base diff erence

Total -142,103 141, 316

Males -66,814 66, 562

16 to 19 years
20 to 24 years .
25 to 34 years-
35 to 44 years
45 to 54 years-
55 to 64 yea rs
65 years and over .

Females -- ---------------

16 to 19 years -
20 to 24 years
25 to 34 years
35 to 44 years-
45 to 54 years-
55 to 64 yea rs-
65 years and over-

787 84, 553 84, 220 333

252 51, 918 51,767 151

7, 609 7, 523 86 3,879 3,837 42
7,783 7,665 118 6,321 6,227 94

12,439 12, 536 -97 11, 887 11,975 -88
10,735 10, 660 75 10, 299 10, 229 70
11,153 11, 173 -20 10,403 10,425 -22
8,834 8,754 80 7,128 7,076 52
8,262 8,251 11 2,001 1,997 4

75, 289 74,754 535 32, 635 32, 453 182

7,705 7,675 30 3,167 3,156 11
8,986 8,840 146 5, 153 5, 070 83

13,360 13,386 -26 6,272 6,283 -11
11,630 11,487 143 6,097 6,017 80
12, 129 12, 153 -24 6,607 6,620 -13
9,963 9,912 51 4,294 4,285 9

11,516 11,300 216 1,046 1,022 24
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CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONAL POPULATION AND LABOR FORCE STATUS OF PERSONS 16 YEARS AND OVER
BY SEX AND AGE, USING 1960 BASE AND 1970 BASE POPULATION ESTIMATES-JANUARY 1972-Continued

Employed

Agriculture Nonagriculture industries Unemployed

Net Net Net
1970 1960 differ- 1970 1960 differ- 1970 1960 differ-

Sex and age base base ence base base ence base base ence

Total 2, 869 2, 856 13 76, 237 75, 949 288 5, 447 5, 415 32

Males -2, 423 2, 413 10 46, 255 46, 131 123, 3, 240 3, 222 18

16 to 19 yearn ---------- 192 190 2 2, 932 2, 901 31 755 746 9
20 to 24 years- 193 189 4 5, 365 5, 285 80 763 753 10
25 to 34 years ---------- 325 328 -3 10,932 11, 010 -78 629 638 -9
35 to 44 years -362 360 2 9, 539 9, 475 64 397 393 4
45 to 54 years -474 474 - 9,582 9, 604 -22 347 347
55 to 64 years -519 514 5 6, 333 6, 289 44 277 273 4
65 years and over -357 357 - 1, 572 1, 568 4 72 72

Females -446 444 2 29, 982 29, 817 165 2, 207 2,193 14

16 to 19 years -38 38 -- 2,617 2, 608 9 512 510 2
20 to 24 years -23 22 1 4, 629 4, 555 74 501 492 9
25 to 34 years -55 55-- 5,777 5,788 -11 440 440
3 5to 44 years ---------- 102 101 1 5 5706 5,632 74 289 284 5
45 to 54 years- 107 107 - - 6,213 6, 225 -12 287 288 -1
55 to 64 years -93 92 1 4, 060 4,051 9 142 141 1
65 years and over - 29 28 1 981 958 23 36 36

TABLE A-l.-EMPLOYMENT STATUS OF THE NONINSTITUTIONAL POPULATION BY SEX AND AGE

[In thousands]

Seasonally adjusted

Employment status, January December Januar January December November October September
age, and sex 1972 1971 1971 1972 1971 1971 1971 1971

TOTAL

Total labor force -87,147 87, 541 85, 628 88, 301 87, 883 87, 812 87, 467 87, 240
Civilian labor force -84, 553 84,883 82, 652 85,707 85,225 85, 116 84,750 84, 491

Employed --------- 79,106 80,188 77, 238 80,636 80, 098 80, 020 79, 832 79, 451
Agriculture- 2,869 2,948 2,877 3,393 3,400 3,419 3,416 3,363
Nonagricultural

industries -76,237 77,240 74,361 77,243 76,698 76,601 76,416 76,088
On part time for

economic reasons 2,321 2,198 2,415 2,429 2,388 2,604 2,502 2,311
Usually work full

time -1,220 1,045 1,442 1,146 1,084 1,263 1,148 1,076
Usually work part

time - 1,101 1,153 973 1,283 1,304 1,341 1,354 1,235
Unemployed- 5,447 4,695 5,414 5,071 5,127 5,096 4,918 5,040

MEN, 20 YEARS AND OVER

Civilian labor force -48,039 47,990 47,296 48,259 48,169 48,200 48,179 48,113
Employed -45, 554 45, 907 44, 749 46, 247 46,080 46, 066 46,124 45, 969

Agriculture -2,230 2,266 2,233 2,442 2,439 2,503 2,494 2,435
Nonagricultural

industries -43, 323 43, 641 42, 517 43,805 43,641 43, 563 43,630 43,534
Unemployed- 2,485 2,083 2,546 2,012 2,089 2,134 2,055 2,144

WOMEN, 20 YEARS AND
OVER

Civilian labor force -29, 468 29, 628 28, 783 29, 424 29,284 29,254 29, 082 28, 960
Employed -27, 774 28,182 27, 083 27, 794 27, 592 27, 571 27, 471 27, 319

Agriculture -408 434 389 564 547 528 530 548
Nonagricultural

industries - 27,366 27, 748 26, 694 27, 230 27, 045 27 043 26,941 26, 771
Unemployed -------- 1,695 1,445 1,700 1,630 1,692 1,683 1,611 1,641

BOTH SEXES, 16-19 YEARS

Civilian labor force -7, 046 7,266 6,573 8,024 7,772 7, 662 7,489 7,418
Employed -5,779 6,099 5,405 6,595 6,426 6,383 6,237 6,163

Agriculture -230 248 255 387 414 388 392 380
Nonagricultural

industries - 5,548 5,851 5,150 6 208 6,012 5,995 5 ,45 5,783
Unemployed -------- 1,267 1,167 1, 168 1,429 1,346 1, 279 1, 252 1, 25S
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TABLE A-2.-FULL-TIME AND PART-TIME STATUS OF THE CIVILIAN LABOR FORCE BY SEX AND AGE

(Numbers in thousands]

Seasonally adjusted

Full-time and part-time Decem- Novem- Septem-
employment status, sex, January January January ber ber October ber January
and age 1972 197 1972 1971 1971 1971 1971 1971

FULL TIME

Total, 16 years and over:
Civilian labor force- 71, 691 70, 226 73, 286 73, 169 73, 021 72, 550 72, 341 71, 664Employed -------- 67. 430 65, 983 69, 279 69, 022 68, 890 68, 643 68, 284 67, 737

Unemployed - 4, 261 4, 243 4,007 4,147 4,131 3, 907 4, 057 3, 927
Unemployment rate - 5.9 6.0 5.5 5. 7 5.7 5.4 5.6 5.5

Men, 20 years and over:
Civilian labor force - 45, 623 44,903 45, 892 45, 805 45, 898 45, 766 45, 717 45, 148

Employed-43, 356 42, 580 44, 061 43, 881 43, 909 43, 848 43, 729 43, 272Unemployed ------- 2, 267 2, 323 1, 831 1, 924 1, 989 1, 918 1,988 I, 876
Unemployment rate - 5.0 5.2 4.0 4.2 4.3 4.2 4.3 4.2

Women, 20 years and over: -
Civilian labor force - 22, 915 22, 439 23, 009 22, 992 22, 985 22, 735 22, 784 22, 529

Employed -21, 552 21,078 21, 704 21,680 21, 643 21, 464 21,433 21,227
Unemployed -1, 364 1, 361 1, 305 1, 312 1, 342 1, 271 1, 351 1, 302
Unemployment rate - 6.0 6.1 5.7 4. 7 5.8 5.6 5.9 5.8

PART TIME

Total, 16 years and over:
Civilian labor force - 12, 862 12, 426 12, 617 12, 083 12,125 12,190 12, 293 12, 170

Employed -11,676 11 255 11, 476 11.072 11,094 11, 158 11,280 11,066
Unemployed -1186 1 171 1, 141 1,011 1, 031 1,032 1,013 1,104
Unemployment rate 9.2 9.4 9.0 8.4 8.5 8.5 8.2 9.1

Note: Persons on part-time schedules for economic reasons are included in the full-time employed category; unemployed
persons are allocated by whether seeking full- or part-time work.

TABLE A-3.-MAJOR UNEMPLOYMENT INDICATORS, PERSONS UNDER 16 YEARS AND OVER

Thousands of persons
unemployed Seasonally adjusted rates of unemployment

De- No- Sep-
January January January cember vember October tember January

Selected categories 19/2 1971 1972 1971 1971 1971 1971 1971

Total (all civilian workers) - 5, 447 5, 414 5.9 6. 0 6.0 5.8 6.0 6. 0
Men, 20 years and over-- 2, 485 2,546 4.2 4.3 4.4 4.3 4.5 4.3
Women, 20 years and over 1, 695 1, 700 5.5 5.8 5. 8 5.5 5. 7 5.7
both sexes,16-19 years.---- 1,267 1, 168 17.8 17.3 16.7 16.7 16.9 17.5
White -4,422 4,501 5.3 5.4 5.6 5.3 5.4 5.5
Negro and other races 1,025 914 10.6 10.4 9.4 10.4 10.4 9.5

Married men -1,518 1,650 3.0 3. 2 3.3 3.0 3.3 3.3
Full-time workers- 4, 261 4, 243 5.5 5.7 5.7 5.4 5.6 5.5
Part-time workers- 1, 186 1, 171 9.0 8.4 8.5 8. 5 8. 2 9. 1
Unemployed 15 weeks and

over' -1,266 1,136 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.3
State insured -2,.524 2,796 3.4 4.1 4.1 4.4 4.3 3. 8
Labor force time lost a - - -6.4 6.4 6.4 6.5 6.3 6.5

OCCUPATION 4

White-collar workers - 1,434 1,383 3.6 3.6 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.5
Professional and technical-. 298 288 3. 1 2.9 2.9 3.1 2.7 3.0
Managers, officials, and
proprietors -157 139 1.9 1.8 1.9 1.7 1. 6 1.6
Clerical workers -713 714 4.7 4.9 4.6 4.7 4.8 4.9
Sales workers -266 243 4.4 4.0 3.9 3.9 4. 1 4. 2

Blue-collar workers- 2,637 2,711 7.1 7.5 7.5 7.1 7.7 7.6
Craftsmen and foremen.. . 684 724 4.3 4.8 4.6 4.7 5.3 4.9
Operatives -1, 282 1, 365 7.9 8. 2 8. 2 7.8 8. 3 8.7
Nonfarm laborers -672 622 11.6 11.9 11.8 10.6 11.2 10.4

Service workers -759 772 6.1 6.4 6.6 6.0 6.5 6. 3
Farm workers -101 114 2.8 2.7 3.7 1.9 2.8 3.0

See footnotes at end of table.
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TABLE A-3.-MAJOR UNEMPLOYMENT INDICATORS, PERSONS UNDER 16 YEARS AND OVER-Continued

Thousands of persons
unemployed Seasonally adjusted rates of unemployment

De- No- Sep-
January January January cember vember October tember January

Selected categories 1972 1971 1972 1971 1971 1971 1971 1971

INDUSTRY'

Nonagricultural private wage
and salary workers 5 - 4, 281 4, 388 6. 1 6. 3 6. 2 5.9 6. 2 6. 4
Construction -645 685 9.8 11. 2 9. 7 10. 2 9.7 11. 1
Manufacturing -1,426 1. 607 6.4 6.9 6.6 6.2 6.9 7.1

Durable goods -834 932 6. 7 6. 7 6. 7 6. 4 7.0 7. 4
Nondurable goods - 592 675 6.0 7.1 6.3 5.8 6.8 6.8

Transportation and public
utilities - 213 223 4.1 4.1 4.4 4.3 3.6 4. 3

Wholesale and retail trade 1,066 997 6.3 6.5 6.6 6.1 6.3 6.2
Finance and service in-
dustries 892 843 5.3 4.9 5.1 4.9 5.1 5. 1

Government wage and salary
workers 415 371 3.0 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.0 2.8

Agricultural wage and salary
workers ---------- salary 130 134 8.6 7.5 9.6 7.0 8.5 8.9

I Unemployment rate calculated asa percent of civilian labor force.
' Insured unemployment under State programs-unemployment rate calculated as a percent of average covered em-

plo ment
a Man-hours lost by the unemployed and persons on part time for economic reasons as a percent of potentially available

labor force man-hours.
4 Unemployment by occupation includes all experienced unemployed persons, whereas that by industry covers only

only unemployed wage and salary workers.
6 Includes mining, not shown separately.

TABLE A-4.-UNEMPLOYED PERSONS 16 YEARS AND OVER BY DURATION OF UNEMPLOYMENT

LIn thousands!

Seasonally adjusted

De- No- Sep-
January January January cember vember October tember January

Duration of unemployment 1972 1971 1972 1971 1971 1971 1971 1971

Less than 5 weeks -2,530 2,487 2,358 2,410 2,290 2,140 2, 317 2, 318
5 to 14 weeks - 1, 651 1, 791 1, 502 1, 509 1, 650 1, 529 1, 567 1, 630
15 weeks and over -1, 266 1,136 1,198 1, 273 1, 311 1, 253 1, 250 1,075

15 to 26 weeks -- 701 724 636 724 741 628 683 663
27 weeks and over -563 413 562 549 570 625 567 412

Average (mean) duration,
in weeks - 11.5 10.1 11.8 11.4 11.8 12.5 12.0 10.3

TABLE A-5.-UNEMPLOYED PERSONS BY REASON FOR UNEMPLOYMENT

[Numbers in thousandsj

Seasonally adjusted

January January January Decem- Novem- October Septem- January
Reasons for unemployment 1972 1971 1972 ber 1971 ber 1971 1971 ber 1971 1971

NUMBFR OF UNEMPLOYED

Lost last job - 2,809 2,954 2,169 2, 365 2, 360 2, 206 2, 369 2. 281
Left last job -598 668 564 666 629 541 583 630
Reentered labor force - 1,531 1,364 1,652 1,432 1,493 1,486 1,536 1,471
Never worked before - 509 429 742 736 651 663 603 625

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION

Total unemployed -100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Lost last lob -51.6 54.5 42.3 45.5 46.0 45.1 46.5 45.6
Left last job - 11.0 12.3 11.0 12.8 12.3 11.0 11.5 12.6
Reentered labor force 28.1 25.2 32.2 27.5 29.1 30.4 30.2 29.4
Neverworked before 9.3 7.9 14.5 14.2 12.7 13.5 11.8 12.5

UNEMPLOYED AS A PER-
CENT OF THE CIVILIAN
LABOR FORCE

Lostlastjob -3.3 3.6 2.5 2.8 2.8 2.6 2.8 2.7
Lettlastjob -. 7 .8 .7 .8 .7 .6 .7 .8
Reentered labor force -1. 8 1.6 1.9 1. 7 1. 8 1.8 1.8 1.8
Never worked before .6 .5 .9 .9 .8 .8 .7 .7

See footnotes at end of table.
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TABLE A-6.-UNEMPLOYED PERSONS BY AGE AND SEX

Thousands Percent
of persons looking for Seasonally adjusted unemployment rates

full-time
Jan- Jan- work, Jan- Decem- Novem- Octo- Sept- Jan-
uary uary January uary ber her ber ember uary
1972 1971 1972 1972 1971 1971 1971 1971 1971

Total, 16 years and over - 5, 447 5, 414
16 to 19 years -1, 267 1,168

16 and 17 years -528 517
18 and 19 years -740 651

20 to 24 years -1, 264 1,164
25 years and over- 2, 916 3, 082

25 to 54 years- 2, 389 2, 468
55 years and over -526 613

Males, 16 years and over - 3, 240 3, 252
16 to 19 years- 755 706

16 and 17 years -330 340
18 and 19 years -425 366

20 to 24 years -763 703
25 years and over -1, 722 1, 844

25 to 54 years -1, 373 1, 413
55 years and over -349 430

Females, 16 years and over 2, 207 2,162
16 to 19 years -512 462

16 and 17 years -197 177
18 and 19 years -315 285

20 to 24 years- 501 462
25 years and over 1,194 1, 238

25 to 54 years -1, 015 1, 055
55 years and over -178 183

78.2 5.9 6.0 6.0 5.8 6.0 6.0
49.7 17.8 17. 3 16.7 16. 7 16.9 17.5
26.9 19.1 18.8 18. 3 19.9 18. 4 19.6
65.9 16.8 16.3 15.4 14.5 15.8 16.1
83.5 10.1 10.1 10.4 9.2 9.6 9.9
88.3 3.7 4.1 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0
90.0 3.9 4.3 4.2 4.3 4.3 4.1
81.0 3.1 3.4 3.4 3.0 3.2 3.6
81.3 5.3 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.4 5.4
48.7 17.3 17.3 16.2 16.5 16.3 17.2
26.7 18.7 19.0 18.1 20.3 18.6 19.6
65.6 16.1 16.0 14.7 13.7 14.6 15.3
84.9 10.4 10.5 10.7 9.7 10.2 10.4
94.0 3.2 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5
96.1 3.3 3.6 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.4
86.0 3.0 3.0 3.2 2.9 3.0 3.7
73.7 6.9 7.0 6.9 6.7 6.9 7.0
51.4 18.4 17.3 17.3 17.0 17.6 18.0
26.9 19.6 18.5 18.7 19.2 18.0 19.6
66.3 17.7 16.7 16.2 15.6 17.3 17.0
81.4 9.6 9.6 10.0 8.6 9.8 9.3
80.1 4.6 5.0 4.8 4.9 4.9 4.9
81.8 4.9 5.4 5.2 5.3 5.3 5.3
70.8 3.3 3.9 3.7 3.0 3.4 3.4

TABLE A-7.-EMPLOYMENT STATUS OF MALE VIETNAM ERA VETERANS AND NONVETERANS 20 TO 29 YEARS OLD

[Number in thousands]

Seasonally adjusted

Jan. Dec. Jan. Jan. Dec. Nov. Oct. Sept. Jan.
Employment status 1972 1971 1971 1972 1971 1971 1971 1971 1971

WAR VETERANS I

Civilian noninstitutional populationn---- 4, 380 4, 334 3, 752 (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (a)
Civilian labor force -3, 974 3, 979 3,416 3, 990 3, 985 3, 957 3, 910 3, 887 3, 425

Employed ---------- 3, 574 3, 656 3, 050 3, 649 3, 650 3, 621 3, 598 3, 508 3, 112
Unemployed -400 343 366 341 335 336 312 379 313

Unemployment rate - 10.1 8.1 10.8 8.5 8.4 8.5 8.0 9.8 9.1

NONVETERANS

Civilian noninstitutional population 9,662 9, 616 9, 179 (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2)
Civilian labor force -8,248 8, 270 7, 846 8,425 8,483 8,346 8,284 8,128 8,005

Employed -7, 516 7, 678 7,160 7, 793 7, 834 7,668 7, 680 7, 583 7, 416
Unemployed -732 592 686 632 649 678 604 545 589

Unemployment rate -8.9 7.2 8.7 7.5 7.7 8.1 7.3 6.7 7.4

' War veterans 20 to 29 years old are all veterans of the Vietnam era (service at any time after Aug. 4, 1964), and they
account for over 80 percent of the Vietnam era veterans of all ages. Post-Korea peacetime veterans 20 to 29 years old are
not included in this table.

2 Not applicable.
Note: This table introduces seasonally adjusted data for male veterans and nonveterans 20 to 29 years old, which was

made possible by the availability of data through 1971. Because of the small number of years of data available, seasonal
adjustments were made by a simplertechnique than the standard Bureau of LaborStatistics procedure used for series with
8 or more years of data.

Age and sex



TABLE B-I-EMPLOYEES ON NONAGRICULTURAL PAYROLLS, BY INDUSTRY

lIn thousandsj

Seasonally adjusted
Change from- Change from

January December November January December January January December November December
Industry 1972' 1971 x 1971 1971 1971 1971 1972' 1971' 1971 1971

Total -70, 467 72, 030 71, 638 69, 527 -1, 563 940 71, 407 71,167 71, 042 240

Goods producing - 21, 997 22, 366 22, 627 22,111 -369 -114 22, 535 22, 408 22, 448 127

Mining------------------- 598 604 524 611 -6 -13 611 606 525 5
Contract construction- ------------------- 2,951 3, 160 3,410 2,921 -209 30 3,305 3,228 3,320 77

Manufacturing-184 18 18,693 18, 579 -154 -131 18, 619 18,574 18, 603 45
Production wres-1-------- 3,388 13, 528 13, 605 13, 400 -140 - 12 13, 537 13, 489 13, 505 48

Durable guods ------------- 10, 533 10,579 10,612 10,646 -46 -113 10, 587 10,552 10. 572 35
Production workers --------- 7,598 7.636 7,660 7,619 -38 -21 7,645 7,602 7,614 43

Ordnance and accessories -------- 185.6 185.6 187.3 209.2 0 -23.6 185 184 186 1 C.
Lumber and wood products -589.4 592.5 598.1 544.5 -3. 1 44.9 609 601 601 8
Furniture and fixtures -478.0 477.5 475.8 449.4 .5 28.6 478 473 470 5
Stone, clay, and glass products ------ 618.4 626.8 636.3 606.1 -8. 4 12.3 638 632 634 6
Primary metal industries -- --- 1,186.9 1,171.9 1165. 2 1,255.3 15.0 -68. 4 1,193 1,179 1,178 14
Fabricated metal products--------1, 339. 8 1,345.6 1, 350.7 1, 325.4 -5. 8 14.4 1, 342 1,334 1, 339 8
Machinery, exceptaelectrical-1,------ 1f784.9 1, 787.5 1,778.9 1 827.2 -2. 6 -42. 3 1 787 1 795 1 797 -8
Electrical equipment- 1,794.3 1,803.8 1,806.7 1,801.9 -9.5 -7.6 1,793 1,791 1,791 2
Transportation equipment- 1,729.1 1,742.5 1,750.6 1,796.1 -13. 4 -67.6 1,715 1,718 1,732 -3
Instruments and related products 431.8 434.9 436.7 436.1 -3.1 -4. 3 433 433 436 0
Miscellaneuus maeufacturing------- 395.0 409.9 425.8 393.7 -14. 9 1. 3 414 412 408 2
Nondurable goods------------ 7,915 8023 8,081 7,933 -108 -18 8,032 8,022 8,031 10

Production workers -5,790 5,892 5,945 5,781 -102 9 5,892 5,887 5,891 5
Food and kindred products -1,696.8 1,739.9 1,770.8 1,696.1 -43. 1 .7 1,766 1,754 1,750 12
Tobacco manufactures-------- 71. 4 73. 5 76. 5 78. 0 -2. 1 -6. 6 72 69 71 3
Textile mill products--------- 972.1 976.8 973.1 955.7 -4. 7 16.4 979 975 970 4
Apparel and other textile products -- 1,327.9 1,354.0 1,380.6 1,338.8 -26. 1 -10. 9 1,345 1,355 1,370 -10
Paper and allied products ------ 684.8 694.2 693.5 689.7 -9. 4 -4.9 688 691 691 -3
Printing and publishing -1,079.2 1,089.5 1,087.9 1 094.2 -10. 3 -15.0 1,084 1,082 1,084 2
Chemicalsand allied products 997.3 1,000.7 1,003.6 1,p021. 7 -3.34 -24.4 .005 .005 .,008 0
Petroleum and coal products 186.1 188.4 189.1 186.9 -2.3 -.8 191 191 189 0
Rubber and plastics products, nec - 597.0 598.9 597.0 561.5 -1.9 35.5 599 595 592 4
Leather and leather products 302.2 307.4 308.6 310.0 -5.2 -7.8 303 lOS 306 -2

See footnotes at end of table.



TABLE B-i.-EMPLOYEES ON NONAGRICULTURAL PAYROLLS, BY INDUSTRY-Continued

ln thousands]

Change from- Seasonally adjusted
Change from

Industry January December November January December January January December November DecemberIndustry ~~~~~~19721, 1971 1 197 1 1971 1971 1971 19721, 1971 1 1971 1971

Service producing -48, 470 49,664 49,011 47,416 -1,194 1,054 48,872 48,759 48, 594 113 C
Transportation and public utilities- 4,420 4,468 4, 447 4, 435 -48 -15 4,492 4,464 4, 434 28 00Wholesale and retail trade ---------- 15, 179 16, 100 15, 537 14, 862 -921 317 15, 359 15, 325 15, 278 34Wholesale trade -3, 852 3,911 3,905 3, 810 -59 42 3,883 3, 880 3, 874 3Retail trade -11,327 12,189 11,632 11,052 -862 275 11,476 11,445 11,404 31Finance, insurance, and real estate- 3,822 3,832 3,836 3,709 -10 113 3,861 3,851 3,851 10Services -11,904 12,023 12, 032 11,611 -119 293 12, 098 12, 083 12,044 15Government -13,145 13, 241 13,159 12, 799 -96 346 13.062 13, 036 12,987 26Federal -2,646 2,696 2,655 2,640 -50 6 2,667 2,667 2 669 0State and local -10,499 10, 545 10,504 10,159 -46 340 10, 395 10,369 10, 318 26

' Preliminary.



TABLE B-2.-AVERAGE WEEKLY HOURS OF PRODUCTION OR NONSUPERVISORY WORKERS' ON PRIVATE NONAGRICULTURAL PAYROLLS, BY INDUSTRY

Seasonally adjusted
Change from-

Change from
January December November January December January January December November December

Industry 1972' 19712 1971 1971 1971 1971 19722 19712 1971 1971

Total private

Mining -- -------------------------
Contract construction .
Manufacturing ----------- ----------------

Overtime hours ..
Durable goods .

Overtime hours n
Ordnance and accessories.......
Lumber and wood products
Furniture and fixtures..
Stone, clay, and glass products .
Primary metal industries.....
Fabricated metal products .
Machinery, except electrical ..
Electrical equipment.-
Transportation equipment .-.
Instruments and related products-
Miscellaneous manufacturing-------

Nondurable goods.
Overtime hours -. -

Food and kindred products -- .
Tobacco manufactures.--....
Textile mill products -
Apparel and other textile products..
Paper and allied products-
Printing and publishing
Chemicals and allied products
Petroleum and coal products .
Rubber and plastics products, nec.-
Leather and leather products .

Transportation and public utilities .
Wholesale and retail trade ---

Wholesale trade - .-.----.----
Retail trade - .----------------.---

Finance, insurance, and real estate -
Services-

36.6 37.3 37.0 36.6 -0.7 0.0 36.9 37.2 37.1 -0.3

41. 7
35.2
39.7

2.8
40.3
2. 8

42.2
39.9
39.7
40. 7
40.3
39.9
40.6
39.7
41.2
40. 2
38.9
39.0
2.9

39.9
33.5
40.8
35.2
41.8
36.8
41.5
41.8
40.8
37.9
40. 1
34.7
39.6
33. 2
37. 1
33.8

42.4
36.3
40.7
3.2

41.4
3. 2

42. 3
40.9
40.9
41.6
41. 1
41.3
41.9
40.9
42.7
40.8
39.4
39.7

3. 2
40. 5
36. 2
41.4
36.0
42.9
38.0
41.8
42.2
41.3
38.6
40.6
35. 5
40.2
34.2
37. 1
34. 1

42.3
37.9
40. 2
3. 1

40.7
3.0

42.0
40.6
40.4
41.9
39.9
40.6
41. 1
40.4
41. 1
40.5
39. 5
39.6
3. 1

40. 1
35. 7
41. 4
36.3
42.4
37.6
41.6
42. 1
40.8
38.4
40.6
34.9
39. 8
33.4
37.0
34.0

42. 4
36.0
39.6
2. 7

40.1
2. 6

41.6
38.9
38.9
40.3
40.4
40. 1
40. 2
39.6
41.2
39.6
38. 3
38.9
2. 7

40. 4
38.3
40.0
34.8
41.5
37.2
41.3
42, 0
39.9
37. 2
39.7
34.7
39.6
33.1
36.7
34.0

- 7
-1.1I
-1.0
-.4

-1. I
-.4
-I.

-1. 0
-1.2
-.9
-.8

-1.4
-1.3
-1.2
-1.5
-.6
-35
-.7
-. 3
-.6

-2.7
-.6
-.8

-1.1
-1.2
-.3
-.4
-_5
-.7
-. 5
-.8
-.6

-1.0
0

-.3

-. 7
-. 8

.1I

.1I
.2
.2
.6

1.0
.8
.4

-. I
-.2

.4

.1I
0

.6
.6
.1
.2

-.5
-4.8

.8
.4
.3

-.4
.2

-.2
.9
.7
.4
0
0

.1I
.4

-.2

42. 2
36.7
39.9
2.9

40. 5
2.9

41.7
40.8
40.3
41.6
40.2
40.2
40.6
39.8
41.3
40.4
39. 2
39.3
3. 1

40.2
34. 2
41. 3
35.6
42.0
37.2
41.7
42.3
41.0
37.7
40.3
35.1
39.7
33.7
37.1
34.0

42.2
36.6
40.3
3. 1

40.9
3.0

41.9
40.9
39.9
41.6
41. 1
40.9
41. 3
40.3
41.9
40.4
39. 1
39.4
3.1

40.2
35.8
40.9
36. 0
42.4
37.5
41.6
42.6
41.0
37.8
40. 5
35.3
39.9
34.0
37. 1
34. 1

42. 3
39. 0
40.1
3.0

40.6
2.9

41.9
40.8
40.0
41.9
40.1
40.4
41. 1
40.1
40. 5
40.2
39.1
39. 5
3.0

40.0
35.6
41. 1
36.2
42.3
37.6
41.4
41.8
40.6
38.3
40.4
35.2
39.9
33.7
36.9
34.1

0
.1

-.4
-.2
-.4
- I
-.2
- I
.4
0

-,9
-.7
-.7
- 5 c~n
-. 66

0 cD
.1

- 1
0
0

-1.6
.4

-.4
-.4
-.3
.1

-.3
0

-.1
-.2
-. 2
-.2
-.3

0
- I

I Data relate to production workers in mining and manufacturing: to construction workers in con- 2 Preliminary.
tract construction: and to nonsupervisory workers in transportation and public utilities; wholesale and
retail trade; finance, insurance, and real estate; and services. These groups account for approximately
four-fifths of the total employment on private nonagricultural payrolls.



TABLE B-3.-AVERAGE HOURLY AND WEEKLY EARNINGS OF PRODUCTION OR NONSUPERVISORY WORKERSI ON PRIVATE NONAGRICULTURAL PAYROLLS, BY INDUSTRY

Average hourly earnings Average weekly earnings

Change from- Change from-

January December November January December January January December November January December January
Industry 1972 2 19712 1971 1971 1971 1971 1972 2 19712 1971 1971 1971 1971

Total private -$3.53 $3.50 $3.48 $3.33 $0.03 $0.20 $129.20 $130.55 $128.76 $121.88 -$1. 35 $7.32
Seasonally adjusted -3.53 3.51 3.48 3.33 .02 .20 130.26 130.57 129.11 122.88 -. 31 7.38

Mining 4.30 4.26 3.92 3.98 .04 .32 179.31 180.62 165.82 168. 75 -1. 31 10.56
Contract construction 5.98 5.92 5.90 5.53 .06 .45 210.50 214.90 223.61 199.08 -4.40 11.42
Manufacturing 3.70 3.69 3.60 3.50 .01 .20 146.89 150.18 144.72 138.60 -3. 29 8.29

Durable goods 3.93 3.93 3.83 3.72 0 .21 158.38 162.70 155.88 149.17 -4. 32 9.21
Ordnance and accessories 4.03 3.97 3.88 3.77 .06 .26 170.07 167.93 162.96 156.83 2.14 13.24
Lumber and wood products -- 3.17 3.19 3.20 3.01 -.02 .16 126.48 130.47 129.92 117.09 -3.99 9.39
Furniture and fixtures 2.98 2.97 2.93 2.83 .01 .15 118.31 121.47 118.37 110.09 -3.16 8. 22
Stone, clay, and glass products- 3.74 3.73 3.71 3.52 .01 .22 152.22 155.17 155.45 141.86 -2. 95 10.36
Primary metal industries ------- 4.51 4.51 4.36 4.08 0 .43 181.75 185.36 173.96 164.83 -3.61 16.92
Fabricated metal products 3.85 3.86 3.78 3.67 -. 01 .18 153.62 159.42 153.47 147.17 -5. 80 6.45
Machinery, except electrical - 4.15 4.16 4.04 3.87 -. 01 .28 168.49 174.30 166.04 155.57 -5. 81 12. 92
Electrical equipment 3.61 3.60 3.52 3.43 .01 .18 143.32 147.24 142.21 135.83 -3. 92 7 49 An1
Transportation equipment 4.58 4.61 4.44 4.41 -.03 .17 188.70 196.85 182.48 181.69 -8. 15 7:01 tD
Instruments and related

products 3.61 3.61 3.56 3.46 0 .15 145.12 147.29 144.18 137.02 -2.17 8.10
Miscellaneous manufacturing -- 3.08 3.05 2.97 2.93 .03 .15 119.81 120.17 117.32 112.22 -. 36 7.59

Nondurable goods 3.38 3.36 3. 29 3.19 .02 .19 131.82 133.39 130.28 124.09 -1. 57 7. 73
Food and kindred products-. .. 3.52 3.51 3.40 3.32 .01 .20 140.45 142.16 136.34 134.13 -1. 71 6.32
Tobacco manufactures 3.27 3.29 3.08 3.01 -.02 .26 109.55 119.10 109.96 115.28 -9. 55 -5. 73
Textile mill products 2.68 2.62 2.59 2.54 .06 .14 109.34 108.47 107.23 101.60 .87 7.74
Apparel and other textile

products - 2.56 2.54 2.52 2.46 .02 .10 90.11 91.44 91.48 85.61 -1.33 4.50
Paper and allied products 3.81 3.80 3.73 3.56 .01 .25 159.26 163.02 158.15 147.74 -3. 76 11. 52
Printing and publishing 4.33 4.35 4.27 4.06 -. 02 .27 159.34 165.30 160.55 151.03 -5. 96 8. 31
Chemicals and allied products.. 4. 11 4.07 4.00 3.83 .04 .28 170.57 170.13 166. 40 158. 18 .44 12. 39
Petroleum and coal products.... 4.77 4.66 4.65 4.43 .11 .34 199.39 196.65 195.77 186.06 2.74 13.33
Rubber and plastics products,

nec 3.53 3.52 3.46 3.32 .01 .21 144.02 145.38 141.17 132.47 -1. 36 11. 55
Leather and leather products... 2.67 2.65 2.61 2.56 .02 .11 101. 19 102.29 100.22 95.23 -1. 10 5.96

Transportation and public utilities 4.43 4.39 4.33 4.04 .04 .39 177.64 178.23 175.80 160.39 -. 59 17.25
Wholesale and retail trade -2.96 2.91 2.91 2.81 .05 .15 102.71 103.31 101.56 97.51 -. 60 5.20

Wholesale trade 3.80 3.78 3.74 3.57 .02 .23 150.48 151.96 148.85 141.37 -1.48 9.11
Retail trade -2.64 2.60 2.60 2.52 .04 .12 87.65 88.92 86.84 83.41 -1. 27 4.24

Finance, insurance, and real estate 3.38 3.34 3.30 3.19 .04 .19 125.40 123.91 122.10 117.07 1.49 8.33
Services -- 3.08 3.05 3.04 2.93 .03 .15 104.10 104.01 103.36 99.62 .09 4. 48

I See footnote 1, table B-2.
X Preliminary.
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EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT OF VETERANS AND NONVETERANS; 20-29 YEARS OLD
(Seasonsally Adjusted)
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UNEMPLOYMENT-HOUSEHOLD SURVEY
SEASOtJALLY ADJUSTED
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UNEMPLOYMENT-HOUSEHOLD SURVEY
SEASOIALLY ADJUSTED
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NONAGRICULTURAL EMPLOYMENT AND HOURS-ESTABLISHMENT SURVEY
SEASONALLY ADJUSTED
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Chairman PROXMIRE. May I say that I will also put in the record-
because I have referred to it, it is only fair-your article on "Em loy-
ment: The Neglected Indicator," from yesterday's Wall treet
Journal.

Mr. MOORE. Thank you.
(The article follows:)

[From the Wall Street Journal, Feb. 3, 1972]

EMPLOYMENT: THE NEGLECTED INDICATOR

(By Geoffrey H. Moore)

Ask any newspaper reader what the unemployment rate today is and he
will probably know it is about 6%. Ask him whether employment is rising or
falling or remaining about the same and he probably won't have the foggiest
idea. If he has thought about it at all, he may reason that employment and
unemployment are just reverse sides of the same coin, and if you know what
is happening to one, the opposite must be happening to the other. Unfortunately,
he would be wrong.

In general, a great deal more is said about the. unemployment rate and Its
movements than about the level of employment and its movements. This is
understandable because of our public concern about the hardships suffered by
many who can't find work. But, as an indicator of the economic situation, em-
ployment deserves at least equal attention. Three principal reasons underlie
this assertion.

First, the concept of employment is firmer than the concept of unemployment.
Having a job and being paid for it is, for the most part, an observable experience.
True, there are some fuzzy situations-as when a person is on strike, or when
he has accepted a job but has not yet started to work, or when he is on vacation
without pay, or when he is working only a few hours a week. But most of these
situations can be objectively identified and decided by rules set up for the
purpose.

The concept of unemployment is quite different. For those who have had a
job and have just been laid off, the situation may be clear. Nevertheless, unless
the worker is doing something to seek work, he will not be counted as unem-
ployed according to the definition used for many years in the U.S. Those who
are unemployed because they have been laid off constitute only 40% to 50% of
the unemployed. The rest have either quit their jobs voluntarily or have not
recently (or ever) had a job. Now they are seeking one.

THE JOB SEEKERS

Seeking a job is not as clear-cut a condition as having a job. One can seek
half-heartedly or energetically. One can seek a job, yet turn down one or more
offers. One can set realistic or unrealistic standards for pay, hours, type of
work-or location. Furthermore, one can accept a job without having sought it.
in which case one will become employed without having been unemployed. Or
one can seek a job and at the same time have another fulltime activity, such as
being a student. Or one can have given up seeking a job because none was to
be found, yet be quite ready to take one if the opportunity comes along.

In short, for a sizable number of the jobless, whether one is unemployed or
not is to some degree a matter of opinion. In the household survey from which
estimates of total employment and unemployment are derived, questions are
answered by the respondent-often the housewife who happens to be at home and
who answers for the entire family. Hence there is bound to be some variability
in opinion from one household to another, or from the same household at different
times. This is one reason for paying close attention to unemployment rates for
those whose status is not likely to be in doubt-married men or heads of house-
hold, those who have lost their job or those who are seeking full-time work. It
is also a reason for focusing on employment trends, since variability of opinion
is likely-to be much less important when the individual is employed.

A second reason for watching the trend of employment is statistical. Because
only a small fraction of the labor force is unemployed, the numbers are subject
to a much larger relative sampling error than the numbers of employed. More-
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over, seasonal variations are easier to eliminate in employment than in unem-
ployment, so the results are less subject to revision. Hence one can be more
confident with respect to a developing trend in the employment than in the
unemployment data.

A third reason that employment deserves equal consideration with unemploy-
ment as an index of the economic health of the nation has to do with their
cyclical behavior. Ordinarily the total labor force of the country-those at work
and seeking work-grows fairly steadily year in and year out with the growth
of population. The business cycle has some effect on the rate of growth of labor
force, especially on those workers who are not the family breadwinners, but
the influence is relatively small. What the business cycle does affect in a sub-
stantial way is employment, and these effects take time to spread across the
entire economy. Not all companies or establishments or industries begin to
expand at once when an economic recovery begins, nor do they all contract at
once when a recession hits.

GROWTH OF THE LABOR FORCE

As a result, at the beginning of a recovery the expansion of aggregate employ-
ment usually starts off at a slow pace, less than the continuing growth of the
labor force. Indeed, the growth of the labor force may be stimulated to some
degree by the improving employment situation. Unemployment continues to rise,
therefore, despite the rise in employment.

But the rise in unemployment under these conditions is not a sign that the
economy is deteriorating. On the contrary, the economy is gaining strength.
Moreover, the outlook is improving even for many of those who are unemployed,
because the prospects for finding a job improve when employment is rising-
since that means more workers are being hired than are being fired.

In short, at a time of economic recovery unemployment is typically a lagging
indicator relative to employment. Not until the expansion of employment catches
up with and surpasses the growth in the labor force is there any decline in
unemployment.

It is equally true, of course, and for similar reasons, that at the time of an
economic downturn unemployment tends to be a leading indicator relative to
employment. The slowing in the rate of increase in total employment, while the
labor force continues to grow at about the same pace as before, usually brings
about a rise in unemployment before employment begins to decline. This under-
lines the importance of considering the movements of both employment and
unemployment.

Indeed, none of the points made above denigrate the importance of the unem-
ployment data. What they do snggest is that just as close attention should be
paid to the trend of employment in appraising the economic scene.

(Mr. Moore is Federal Commissioner of Labor Statistics.)

Chairman PROXMIRE. I am sorry, Mr. Commissioner, I think you
have a new colleague here at the table. I wish you would identify him
for the record.

Mr. MOORE. Yes. Mr. Norman Samuels, head of our Wages and
Industrial Relations in the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Mr. Samuels, welcome.
Mr. MOORE. Total employment in January rose from the December

level at a fairly substantial rate. We calculated about an increase of
240,000, seasonally adjusted. The unemployment rate remained essen-
tially uncivinged. It was at 5.9 percent in January, compared with 6
percent in December.

Since last summer, as you pointed out, there has been virtually no
change in the unemployment rate. There has been a very substantial
increase in employment. It comes to a figure of about 1.3 million since
July, which is an annual rate of 2.6 million, and that is a very substan-
tial rate of increase in employment in terms of historical experience.

That is employment as measured by the household survey. There
was a similar increase in January in our figures on nonfarm payroll
employment, and they reached a new high level of 71.4 million in
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January. They, too, have shown a substantial increase since August,
of about 875,000.

The workweek in the private nonfarm sector declined in January
from December, and it did also in manufacturing, fairly sharply.

Looking at some of the details about unemployment-
Chairman PROXMIRE. What did you say about the workweek; it did

what?
Mr. MOORE. It declined in January from its December level, particu-

larly in manufacturing industries.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Overall it declined as well as in manufac-

turing ?
Mr. MOORE. Yes, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. That is a perverse indicator, then, is it not?
Mr. MOORE. Yes; it is. It is a downswing.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Obviously, if the workweek increases, there is

more likelihood of more employment. As the workweek declines, it is
more likely the employer will use his old force rather than hire new
people.

Mr. MOORE. As a general rule, but all of these figures fluctuate from
one month to another and vou have to look at more than 1 month at
a time to get a trend. But this was a sharp decline.

Looking at some of the details about unemployment, the unemploy-
ment rate for full-time workers declined slightly from 5.7 percent to
5.5 percent, while the rate for part-time workers rose from 8.4 to 9
percent.

The rate of unemployment among married men, which is a rela-
tively stable measure of unemployment, and, of course, very important
for families as well as men, declined from 3.2 percent to 3 percent in
January.

The rates for white workers and for Negro workers were substan-
tially unchanged from their December levels.

The rate of joblessness as measured by the State unemployment
insurance figures, which covered those people who were covered by
unemployment insurance, and are derived entirely independent from
our survey of unemployment, dropped from 4.1 percent in December
to 3.4 percent in January. And the 3.4 is the lowest since the spring
of 1970.

Chairman PROXMIRE. That is very good news, is it not? It is pretty
spectacular and a sharp improvement.

Mr. MOORE. Yes.
Chairman PROXMIRE. How do you explain that discrepancy, the fact

that that indicator of unemployment dropped so sharply while the
overall figures for unemployment we get from the regular census re-
mained about the same?

Mr. MOORE. Well, it is not easy to explain differences of that sort,
but one factor you have to bear in mind is the people who have un-
employment insurance had jobs and they lost them, so the closer
comparison is with the household figures on the job losers that are in
the total unemployed. Not everybody who is unemployed had a job.
Many people are seeking a job for the first time.

But if you restrict the figures to those who had a job and lost it
and are now seeking one, that, too, dropped in January, although not
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spectacularly. It is now at the level of 2.5 percent and that is the
lowest it has been since the autumn of 1970. There is a certain degree
of consistency.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Does this take into account those who have
become ineligible for unemployment compensation because they have
been out of work so long? Would that account for part of it, because
many tens of thousands of people are unemployed long enough so that
they exhausted their unemployment compensation benefits?

Mr. MOORE. The exhaustions are not counted in the insured rate.
The are counted in our job loser rates.

Chairman PROXMIRE. So that would be another explanation?
Mr. MOORE. That could be another explanation, although I do not

know it developed that much between December and January.
I think the length of unemployment, this is how long a person re-

mains unemployed, is a very important factor to be considered, and
our measure of the average duration came to 11.8 weeks in January,
which is a rise from the preceding month after a decline in the 2 pre-
vious months. The high point of that average duration was 12.6 weeks,
and that was reached last June. So it is a little bit below its high
but has not declined very much.

The employment and unemployment of veterans are recorded in
the release and for the first time we have figures that are adjusted for
seasonal variations. I think a lot of people may wonder how there
can be seasonal variation in employment or unemployment of veterans,
but there nevertheless is, and we have attempted to eliminate it in
order to get a better idea of the trend in the figures. This is the first
time we have reported the results.

The unemployment rate for veterans on that basis, seasonally ad-
justed, in January was 8.5 percent, which is about the same as it has
been for the last 3 months of 1971, but lower than it was earlier in the
year. Over the year 1971 as a whole, it averaged 8.8 percent, and in
January it is a bit below that average level.

For nonveterans of the same age group, 20 to 29, the unemployment
rate at 7.5 percent was about the same, also, as in the last part of 1971,
but a little higher than the average for the year 1971 as a whole.

So the differential between the veterans rate and the nonveterans
unemployment rate has narrowed during that period.

The employment from our payroll records, which are reported by
employers rather than by households, shows a substantial increase in
January, about a quarter of a million, and it is about evenly divided
between the goods-producing industries and the service-producing
industries in the economy.

As I mentioned before, the workweek declined in January. We do
not have any special reason to account for that rather sharp decline.
It is a number that fluctuates from one month to another, but we can-
not explain the drop in this particular month.

The payroll data gives us information on average hourly earnings
and average weekly earnings of production and nonsupervisory work-
ers in the private nonagricultural economy. They show an increase in
January of 3 cents in their average hourly wage of $3.50. The average
weekly earnings dropped in January compared with December. In
the period from January to January, there has been a 6 percent in-
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crease in average weekly earnings. During the most recent period we
have the consumer price index for, through December. prices showed
an increase of 3.4 percent. So weekly earnings have gone up faster
than the price level.

In this release, we present for the first time in a release an hourly
earnings index. Hereafter we will continue reporting it in the em-
ployment release. We regard it as the best available monthly measure
of the underlying wage movements for production or nonsupervisory
workers in the private nonfarm economy. It is based on the hourly
earnings reported in the payroll records, but we try to take account
of two types of change that affect average hourly earnings but are
unrelated to wage rate developments. One of those factors is the fluc-
tuations in overtime pay in manufacturing and we eliminate over-
time premiums f rom the figures in manufacturing. We also take
account of the shifts of workers between high-wage and low-wage
industries, since that can affect the overall average without any charge
in the wage rate.

So the index eliminates those two sources of fluctuation that are
unrelated to wage rate changes themselves.

The index shows in Jamnary an increase of four-tenths of a percent
over December and 6.2 percent above a year ago.

In December, of which we have the consumer price index available,
the hourlv earnings index showed an increase of 6.6 percent as com-
pared with an increase in the consumer price index of 3.4 percent.
That means that the purchasing power of hourly earnings have in-
creased a little more than 3 percent during 1971.

I think that is an important development. It is the first time since
1964 when we began this series, and also when the general inflation
began, that there has been that great an increase in hourly earnings
after allowing for changes in prices. In other words, the real wage has
taken a substantial jump during 1971, whereas in all of the years be-
fore that, going back to 1964, the real wage was increasing very little.
indeed.

That, I think, is related to the recent upswing in productivity. The
real wages follow to some degree the trend in output per man-hour
and the two have been moving this past year in a much better way in
terms of increase than they have moved in the last 4 or 5 years.

Chairman PROXMIRE. I agree that is an excellent point. It is very
good news. The difficulty, of course, is that if you put this over a little
longer period. over 2 or 3 years, the increase in real wages have been
quite low. Although the last year, you are absolutely right, it has been
a big improvement.

Mr. MOORE. The trend now seems to be up.
Well, that concludes my statement. I do want to mention and stress

the fact that we have revised the seasonal adjustment factors, as we
always do at the beginning of a new calendar year, for last year. So
that the unemployment rate, for example, as now reported, seasonally
adjusted, is a little different in several months of last year than when
it was originally reported.

For example, the December rate was originally reported at 6.1 per-
cent and we now report it as 6 nercent. Earlier in the year, there were
several small changes in the adjusted rate of that sort.
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That is a routine revision that we undertake at the beginning of the
new year, when we have complete data for the preceding year.

The other adjustment I want to mention is that we have in the
January figures, for the first time, incorporated the results of the 1970
census of population, to which this sample survey is adjusted. The
census turned out to show a slightly larger population than had been
calculated by adding births and subtracting deaths and so on, over the
years since 1960, since the preceding census.

So we adjusted all of our labor force, employment, and unemploy-
ment figures to new levels beginning in January. For the unemploy-
ment rate, it makes absolutely no difference at all. It would have been
reported the same either way. For employment and labor force and the
details of those figures, there is an increase due to the rise in the popu-
lation base on which the figures are computed.

So that needs to be taken into account. And in our release, we have
tried to point out that and have taken it into account in making com-
parisons between January and earlier months.

I would hope that everyone else would do likewise.
Thank you very much.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Mr. Commissioner, thank you very much. As

usual, it is a very professional and competent presentation you make.
I do feel-maybe I am wrong that you put the best possible face on a

pretty gloomy situation-but the fundamental question that I ask is
why is it that we allegedly are in a recovery period, a period in which
the President has said again and again that 1971 was a good year, 1972
will be a great year, profits seem to be increasing, many other indica-
tors are good, but unemployment drags along at the same dreary level
of 5.9, 6, 6.1 percent, right around 6 percent.

We now have 5.447 million unemployed. As many unemployed as we
have had at almost any period in the last 10 years. There are 3 or 4
months maybe in the last 10 years, or 11 years, since 1961, that we have
had as many unemployed as we had last month. You have told us that
if employment continues to expand as it has in the past. that we are
going to get on top of this unemployment situation. We have been
waiting a long time for that and it has not happened. What is your
response?

Mr. MOORE. Well, I agree that it is a serious problem. I think it is
necessary to understand, at least, the arithmetic of it.

We have had in the last 6 months a very sharp rise in employment,
the number of people with jobs. Now, why hasn't that reduced unem-
ployment?

Well, the arithmetic of it is that the labor force, the number of
people that are in the population, that are looking for jobs, as well as
those that have jobs, has increased just as fast as employment has. So
while it has been an unusually rapid increase in employment, it has
also been an unusually rapid increase in the labor force and the em-
ployment increase has just not caught up with the labor force.

Chairman PROXMIRE. The labor force, Mr. Commissioner, is not
above normal; is it?

Mr. MOORE. Oh, the increase is.
Chairman PROXMIRE. The increase in the last 5 or 6 months, but be-

fore that you had a very sluggish increase in the labor force.
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Mr. MOORE. No. During the first part of the year, you mean. That is
true.

Chairman PROXMIRE. That is right.
Mr. MOORE. But then you were not having the employment increase,

either. But over, say, the last 2 years, there has been a very sharp rate
of increase in the labor force, unusually rapid, and even though there
has been some increase in employment, it has not been enough to reach
into the unemployment figures.

That is sort of the arithmetic of it, and I think it ought to be gen-
erally understood why that is. But the employment of people, which
is sort of the positive side of the equation, has been behaving in a
vigorous fashion.

Chairman PROXMIRE. For the last few months, but, again, as I say,
it seems to be from a fairly low base.

One of the things that concerns me, I have just been handed an
article from the Washington Post of last month, January 9, which
reports that a detailed Federal study has found that there are more
than 15,000 jobless persons in Washington's poorest neighborhoods
who want employment but are not actively seeking it.

Using job figures, those people actively seeking jobs, the study said
unemployment in the surveyed areas was at 4.8 percent. However, if
those who are not seeking a job but said they wanted one were added
to the labor force, the unemployment rate would be about 13 percent,
not 4.8 percent.

If this is true in Washington, I imagine it might very well be true
in many other large cities throughout the country. The study found
that persons who wanted work and were not actively seeking jobs out-
numbered persons actively seeking jobs by 2 to 1. That raises the
question, once again, of the precision and accuracy of the method now
of ascertaining unemployment.

If this 2-to-1 figure maintains, would you say it might maintain
elsewhere or is there a peculiar situation in Washington that would
not permit it to do so? Could we multiply the 5.4 million unemployed
by 2, and say there is an additional 10.8 million people who would like
jobs if they could get them and say the 10.8 plus the 5.4 adds up to
maybe 15 million or 16 million unemployed?

Mr. MOORE. Well, I would like to comment on that, Mr. Chairman.
We do collect every month the figures on the number of people who
are not in the labor force that say they want a job. Now, only a frac-
tion of those people who say they want a job are really in a position
to take one. They have various reasons why they say they want one,
but they have not been looking for one, they are simply not available.
They may be ill, they may be discouraged for one reason or another
from looking for a job. They have a number of reasons why they say
that although they want a job, they are not now seeking one and many
of them are simply not available to work.

So while we measure that and report that figure every month, we do
not include it in the total unemployed. That has been a long standing
practice that goes back years and years, and we have simply adhered
to that practice.

Now, one point about that is if we did include such people as unem-
ployed, naturally, we ought to include them all of the way back into
the historical period.
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Chairman PROXMIRE. Yes, indeed. I am not accusing you of dishon-
esty for not having comparable statistics, but what I would like to
get is some idea of what this amounts to.

Mr. MOORE. I am going to come to that.
If we did include them all of the way back, we would be adding a

very substantial number to the unemployed in 1969, 1968, 1967, all of
the way back to the period that we have the figures for.

Let me just give you a few figures that we have from the National
Unemployment and Employment Survey to illustrate this point. In
the fourth quarter of 1971, we reported that there were 4.3 million
people that were not in the labor force, but said they wanted a job.

Chairman PROXMIRE. What was that date again?
Mr. MOORE. This was the fourth quarter of 1971.
In the fourth quarter of 1970, there were about 4 million. It has gone

up about 300,000 over that year. In 1969, it was about 4.5 million. In
1968, it was about 4.5 million. In 1967, it was 4.7 million.

So over this whole period, there has been roughly 4.5 million people
saying that they want a job, they want one now, but they are not doing
anything about getting it.

Chairman PROXMIRE. This figure you are giving me, I am not sure
it is a useful figure. But I understand it would include people who
could not take jobs. You say they are ill, they are otherwise occupied
because of family responsibilities, they would like a job but they can-
not take it. What I want is the figures you give on discouraged workers,
those who are capable of taking a job, but just are discouraged because
they are not actively, overtly, seeking work.

Mr. MOORE. I will be glad to come to that. But my point is remark-
ing on this is that the article in the Washington Post included these
people, those that want a job, in the figures. That is what moved the
unemployment rate up.

Chairman PROXMIRE. It was a good article, I thought, because it
broke it down. It indicated that the survey found 15,000 wanted regu-
lar jobs, 9,000 said they intended to actively seek work, an additional
23,000 wanted jobs under certain conditions, and 3,600 cited their in-
ability to find work was a secondary reason for not seeking it. So
they had a series of statistics and explained what they were.

Mr. MOORE. The reason why they got up to 13.5 percent was because
they added those that wanted a job into the total.

Now, turning to the people who are discouraged from seeking work
and think they cannot get a job, the figures are very much smaller. In
the fourth quarter of 1971, we reported 788,000. In 1970, on the average
for the year, we reported 638,000. In 1969, it was 574,000. In 1968, it
was 667,000. In 1967, it was 732,000. Again, the level has been a little
over 700,000 and there was some upswing in the number during 1970.

Chairman PROXMIRE. The fact the trend is increasing is significant
and unfortunate. If you add those discouraged workers to the 5.4,
you get about 6.2 million out of work. Now, what is the reasoning be-
hind not including in the statistics people of this kind, who could
work, want work, but who are not actively seeking work?

Mr. MOORE. Well I guess it goes back to the Gordon Committee in
1961-62, who studied this matter. They were appointed by President
Kennedy, made a very thoroughgoing study of the unemployment and
employment statistics, and recommended that the basic criterion for
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considering a person unemployed was whether he was actively seek-
ing work and whether he was available to take work. All of the other
people who might want a job but are not doing anything about find-
ing it would not be counted as unemployed.

So they made that recommendation and we have followed it.
Now, while it is true that the numbers of people who think they

cannot get a job have increased, they have not increased in very large
numbers. In 1969, for example, the average for the year was 574,000.
For the fourth quarter of 1971, it was 788,000, an increase of about
200,000, which if we had added it to the unemployment rate would
have increased it. But it would have increased it, also, back in 1969,
and in all of the other years as well.

Chairman PROX3rIRE. I would like to get into your position that em-
ployment is the neglected indicator, and that we have, as a society, and
perhaps many of us in Congress who speak out on this, have neglected
the employment situation. In your article you stress that we should
look at the employment numbers as well as the unemployment
numbers.

Let us go over the definition of "employed." Anyone who has worked
1 hour or more during the survey week is counted as employed.
Correct?

Mr. MOORE. Yes sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. The domestic worker who did one-half day

of ironing or cleaning but was unable to find work the other four and
a half days is therefore counted as employed. Is that correct?

Mr. KAITZ. Yes.
Chairman PROXMIRE. The day laborer who goes out in the morning

to a street corner "hiring hall" is counted as employed if he obtains
even part of 1 day's work during the entire week. Is that correct?

Mr. MOORE. Yes.
Chairman PROXMIRE. How about the 15-year-old girl who babysits

for a few hours during the survey week. Is she employed? Would her
mother normally think to volunteer this information to the inter-
viewer?

As I get it the interviewer would come around and ask the mother,
if she was the one who answered, whether people in the-family have
worked or not, had worked, were seeking work. She had a daughter
who babysit for a few dollars during the week. Do you think normally
that mother would remember that?

Mr. MOORE. You mean if she is also seeking work at the same time?
Chairman PROXMIRE. Well, that might be the situation.
Mr. MOORE. I think it is a little doubtful which she would remember

or which she would report.
Mr. KAITZ. I think that is an uncertain element.
Chairman PROXMIRE. At any rate, the point I am trying to make is

employment is a vague concept, too. You have the 14-year-old boy, for
example, with a morning paper route, and he may be doing pretty
well, making a substantial, relatively substantial amount of money.
But he is not considered employed, is he, because he is only 14?

Mr. MOORE. That is right. The thing about employment is
Chairman PROXMIRE. He has a steady job and earns more money

than millions of other people in the country.
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Mr. MOORE. The fact that there is money coming in from employ-
ment gives you something rather objective to think about and observe.

Chairman PROXNEIRE. Because of his age, he is arbitrarily ruled
out, is not considered as an employed person?

Mr. MOORE. If lie is under 16, yes.
Chairman PROXMIRE. So when you say in your article, employment

is a "firmer" concept than unemployment, I am not sure that that is
correct. In addition to the examples that I have just cited here, we
have examples of those who work for substandard wages. Those who
are qualified for a well-paying job but find only a poor one. Two
and a half million persons who want full time and find only part
time. So both the employment and unemployment are arbitrary defi-
nitions, it seems to me. One is no more arbitrary than the other.

Mr. MOORE. Well, they may be arbitrary, sir, but I think by and
large the fact that when you are employed you are bringing money
into the family, or into your own pocketbook, is a pretty definite
observation and you are pretty well qualified to say what you are
doing, that you are earning a wage. But when you are unemployed
and seeking work, well, it just seems to me there is not that objectivity
about it that there is in the case of the wage earner.

Chairman PROX31IRE. That is your feeling, but I would think there
would be millions of people who are making a pittance, who are able
to get jobs for only a few hours a week and who want full-time work,
who you say are employed and they say are not employed. At any
rate, I do not want to press that too hard.

Let me get into something I think is very important for the future.
of whether or not we are going to be able to get on top of this
unemployment situation. You spoke about the fact the work week
had declined in the last month and I think that is an unfortunate,
certainly discouraging element.

Another matter of great concern that I think has been put extra-
ordinarilv well was bv one of the best economic writers in the business,
Leonard Silk of the New York Times. There is a very close relation-
shiD between output growth, productivity growth, and changes in
employment. If the productivity growth is unusually rapid, then
fewer new workers need to be hired to achieve any given rate of
increase in total output. The reverse, of course, is also true-if pro-
ductivity growth is slow, more workers are needed to produce any
given increase in output.

Tn the article T am referring to, the New York Times last week
by Leomnrd Silk, he argues because productivity growth has increased
so sluggishly in the past 2 years, emplovment may be somewhat
above what we would expect based on historieal relationships. There-
fore, the unemnlovment rate, high as it is, is lower than we would
expect hnsed on historical trends.

Mr. Silk goes on to argue that even if real output grows 6 percent
in 1972. as the administration has forecasted, unemployment could still
be 6 percent at the end of this year.

Now, this has been the great optimistic basis for forecasting a good
year or great year in 1972. that the real output is going to grow at
6 percent. If it grows a little less than that, we will be in trouble. But
even if it grows at 6 percent, the entire growth of output could be
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accommodated by the rapidly rising productivity needed to put usback on the productivity trend line, together with expansion of thelabor force.
Mr. Silk's conclusions are based on a study by Mr. George Perry,

one of the finest economists in this field, and that re-examines andupdates our estimates of GNP potential and the relationship betweenoutput and unemployment changes.
I know we cannot ask you to forecast, but would you agree thatproductivity growth has been below the historical trend over the last3 years? And if productivity growth had been more rapid during thepast 2 years, would not unemployment currently be higher than itactually is?
Mr. MOORE. Well, I would not analyze the situation that way, sir.That is, I do not believe-
Chairman PROXMIRE. How about answering that question? I knowwe have gone through this before. Isn't this correct, that produc-

tivity growth has been below the historical trend over the last 3years?
Mr. MOORE. Except for last year, yes. But last year we had quitea good productivity growth and by the 1969 and 1970 standards, itwas very good indeed.
Chairman PROXMIRE. It was not sensational last year by any means.Productivity increase was, as you say, somewhat better than it hadbeen, but it certainly wasn't-it was 3.4 percent. That is just aboutaverage.
Mr. MOORE. But it is much better than zero, which it was the yearbefore.
Chairman PROXMIRE. If productivity growth had been more rapidduring the past 2 years, would not unemployment be higher than itactually is? Is that correct or incorrect, that statement, that it would

be higher?
Mr. MOORE. I would say not. No. The reason I say that is I do notthink a low rate of growth in productivity is good for employment

and a high rate of growth in productivity is bad for employment. Ithink if you look at the historical facts about it, you will not find that.
Chairman PROXMIRE. I am not saying that. What I am saying is ifproductivity growth had been higher last year than it was, and ifthe production had been at the same level, we would then have higher

unemployment, would we not?
Mr. MOORE. That is a matter of arithmetic.
Chairman PROXMIRE. So we would have? And the arithmetic comes

out that unemployment would be higher.
Mr. MOORE. Yes, sir. The arithmetic works out that way. Whether

it would work out that way in fact is another question.
Chairman PROXMIRE. No, but I am getting at the 6 percent figure,you see. That is a very rosy optimistic figure. It is a good figure andwe all hope we can achieve it. Maybe we can do so. Would you agree,based on past experience, more rapid productivity growth is to be

expected during an economic recovery?
Mr. MOORE. In the early stages of recovery, and I would say that is

about the first year, that is true.
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Chairman PROXMIRE. What stage are we in now; are we still in the
early stages.?

Mr. MOORE. Well, the National Bureau of Economic Research, that
dates these matters, dated the beginning of the recovery as November
1970.

Chairman PROXMIRE. So we are not in the early stages on the basis
of history?

Mr. MOORE. Well beyond.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Well beyond. That would mean the productiv-

ity is not likely to increase as rapidly as it did last year when it was
only 3.4 percent, which is about the average or maybe a little less.
Certainly less than what we would like it to be.

Mr. MOORE. Based on this historical experience, that is right. It is
not likely to increase quite as rapidly, although it certainly may do so.
But, on the other hand, this projected 6 percent rate of output looked
at on a quarterly basis, is not quite as rapid an increase as we have had
in recent quarters, either.

Chairman PROXMIRE. I would like to ask you now about the effect
of collective bargaining contracts on wage agreements and on prices.

According to the BLS release last week, contracts covering 41/2 mil-
lion workers expired last year. But the release covers only 31/2 million
workers who agreed to new contracts before November 13. Another
one-half million workers were covered by contracts still awaiting Pay
Board action at the end of the year, and the final one-half million had
not yet agreed to new contracts.

Is this a larger end-of-year overhang than usual? If so, is it the need
to get Pay Board approval which is causing unusual delay?

Mr. MOORE. I would like to have Mr. Samuels answer that. I believe
that is correct, but-

Mr. SAMUELS. It is a larger overhang, Mr. Chairman. All of it is
not entirely due to the Pay Board, I am sure, although there is some
backlog there.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Can you tell us how much that backlog amounts
to?

Mr. SAMUELS. No, I cannot.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Can you give us an estimate? Would it be half

of it?
Mr. SAMUELS. I am not certain, Mr. Chairman. I really do not know

the figures on what is-
Chairman PROXMIRE. We had Judge Boldt before the Banking Com-

mittee just last week for confirmation and it became very clear to us
that the Pay Board has not been able to act until very recently on
many, many applications.

Mr. SAMUELS. That is correct.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Involving, I presume, hundreds of thousands,

maybe millions of workers.
Mr. SAMUELS. That may be correct. I just do not have the figure on

what their backlog is. I could only say that this year our yearend re-
lease has a smaller proportion of the settlements that were made during
the year than we normally have, due to the various factors that we
have indicated in that release.
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Chairman PROXMIRE. So you can say you do not know how much ofit, but at least part of it is because the Pay Board has not acted?Mr. SAMuELs. That is correct.
Chairman PROXMIRE. How long will it be before you will be able to doan analysis comparing wage settlement after the Pay Board was es-tablished, with previous settlements?
Mr. SAltFELS. After the Pay Board was established?
Chairman PROXMIRE. Yes. Since the Pay Board was established,many people feel the settlements have been higher, that the Pay Boardhas not served any purpose at all. We had these spectacular increasesin coal wages, railroads, aerospace; far above the guidelines.Mr. SAMTJELS. We do produce quarterly data, Mr. Chairman. Andthe fourth quarter, of course, includes some of the freeze. And we donot have all of the actions in the fourth quarter resulting from thePay Board. But our next quarter release, hopefully, will include muchof the information since the Pay Board has been in action.Chairman PROXMIRE. One of the weaknesses in the Pay Board's sta-tistics is that they, and also in the Price Commission, is that they do notgive cumulative increases. I think you always look at the Price Com-mission, for example, and the Pay Board does the same kind of thing,and they give the increase on the Price Commission for a particularproduct. It may be 2 percent, 3 percent, or 7 percent for that product.Then they give the impact this had on all of the firm's prices, all ofits sales. But they do not accumulate that. The same firm comes back10, 12, 15 times during a year. If they accumulated it, you might get aquite different picture. We are hopeful we can get that from the PayBoard.

Mr. Moore, to get back to the article which you wrote in the WallStreet Journal, you said this:
Those who are unemployed because they have been laid off constitute only40 percent to 50 percent of the unemployed. The rest have either quit their jobsvoluntarily or have not recently or ever had a job. Now they are seeking one.
I am disturbed by several implications of that statement. You sayonly 40 to 50 percent are unemployed because they are laid off. I amamazed that you prefaced that by using the adverb "only." To be pre-cise, in 1971, 46.3 percent of the unemployed had been laid off. Is thishigher or lower by historical standards?
Mr. MOORE. I think it is running between 40 and 50 percent. Wehave only had those figures since 1967, but during most of thattime-
Chairman PROXMIRE. What percentage of the unemployed relate tothis all-high employment year?
Maybe I can help you on that. In 1969, the high employment year,laid off constituted 36 percent of the unemployed. So it is substantiallyhigher. That 46 percent is almost a third higher.
Mr. MOORE. Oh, yes. You would expect it to be higher with a busi-ness slowdown going on. But the reason for the word "only" is simplythat I thought a great many people think of the unemployed as beingonly those who have lost a job. That is not the case. It is only true ofabout half of them.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Well, the fact that unemployment has risen inthe past 2 years, higher and higher percentage has been laid off work-ers of that unemployed, doesn't this question the validity of a current
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popular theory in administration circles, they claim a large percent is
due to women or teenagers who are new or are reentrants in the labor
force? You have a higher percentage of people who are laid off. It is
hard to argue the reason you have the unemployment is because you
have the expanding labor force with so many kids and so many house-
wives coming into it.

Mr. MOORE. Well, except that they may be subject to higher layoff
rates than the rest, as well.

Chairman PROXM1IRE. Let me give you the figures. I have the figures
here: Lost last job, unemployed persons by reason for unemployment,
1968 was 38 percent; 1969, 35 percent; 1970, 44 percent; 1971, 46 per-
cent. So the last 3 years it has been rising and at a rather sharp
rate. The trend line is definitely up. So those who have lost their jobs
account for a higher proportion of unemployed now, not a lesser
proportion.

Also, you seem to dismiss the other 50 percent of the unemployed
who were not laid off but who were new entrants or reentrants in the
labor force. You are not implying, I hope, that the recent college grad-
uate. or Vietnamu veteran looking for his first job isn't as unemployed
as someone laid off?

Mr. MOORE. No, sir. I am certainly not implying that. But I think,
again, it is a more definite observable situation when somebody has
had a job and has lost it and is now seeking to get another job, than
if he has never had a job before. Because it depends on what activities
lie is engaging in to seek work, and what he is thinking and doing
about the offers that he, may be getting. That is less clear in the case
of someone who has never had a job before.

Chairman PROX-MIRE. Mr. Moore, last month my staff requested from
you, and it was provided, data on the labor force time lost in our
economy. I understand you compute total man-hours that are poten-
tially available and subtract from them the number of hours actually
worked. The difference is the number of potentially available man-
hours that were not used productively or man-hours lost. In 1971,
man-hours lost were over 210 million compared to 126 million in 1969.

A tremendous increase. It seems to me this is a useful alternative
way of presenting employment and unemployment data, since it makes
allowance for those working only part time for economic reasons. The
point I made before, that the person who seeks work and can only
work 1 day a week due to a hiring law and works a few hours, this
statistic embraces that.

The employment series, for example, counts equally if the laborer
can only find a job for 2 hours a week and the man who has a full-time
job. The man-hours series instead focuses on the total hours worked.
Usually unemployment statistics give a better picture with composi-
tion of employment. I wish you would consider publishing either
monthly or periodically the man-hour series on labor force time lost.

Mr. MOORE. Well, we would be glad to consider that. As you know,
we do publish the percentage rate in terms of labor force time lost
and that has been normally higher than the unemployment rate, as
simply counting the number of people. All the way back into the fifties,
it has been at a higher rate than the general unemployment rate that
we publish every month. So we do publish the percentage. What we
have not published are the numerator and the denominator.
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Chairman PROXMIRE. Of course, I want those statistics very muchand I think scholars can use them. I doubt very much they will havethe kind of appeal to the public, because what I think most of us cangrasp is the fact there are 5.4 million people that want jobs; that thepercentage is now 6 percent. It would be very hard for this statistic toget through, but I think it would be useful for those who go into thisin more detail.
Mr. Mooxi.. Mr. Chairman, I have been experimenting a little inrecent weeks with another kind of measure of unemployment which isrelated to the one you mention, that takes into account how manyweeks of unemployment have been experienced by the unemployed.That, of course, is a very significant factor. A few weeks of unemploy-ment may not mean very much, but for the person who is unemployedfor months, it becomes a very serious matter indeed.
So it is possible to construct a measure from our statistics that takesinto account both how long the unemployment has lasted and howmany people or what percentage of the labor force had been experi-encing unemployment. As I say, we have been experimenting withthat kind of a measure. We have not published it as yet.
Chairman PROXINRE. Mr. Moore, on August 15, President Nixonmade a spectacular and historic speech on the new economic policy.On August 15, I appeared on "Meet the Press," and I said what weshould do was have a freeze on wages and prices, that we should cutloose from gold and stimulate the economy with tax cuts. Eight hourslater, the President picked up the "Proxmire program" and made itthe national program. I would like to suggest another one this morn-ing. Some people might say this is ridiculous, President Nixon willnever do anything like that, but I think it is no more ridiculous thanwhat he has done. And I think what he has done is not ridiculous butright.
Supposing the President should recognize that we Democrats haveone issue left, in a sense, and that is the unemployment issue. I hopewe lose it. Because I hope the unemployment declines sharply, ofcourse. But say the President should announce a program in which-Iwant your comment on the soundness of this program or the wisdom ofit or the consequences of it-should say, until unemployment getsbelow 5 percent, every month the Government is going to follow apolicy of hiring 100,000 people, the Government is going to be anemployer of last resort.
What would be the practicality of that kind of an approach? Wehave something close to it in the proposals made by several Senatorsthat we have large public service employment programs. But nothingquite this ambitious or this determined and this definite, to put us ona course of making sure that we do, or as sure as we can, that we doreduce unemployment and reduce it sharply. What would be theconsequences? You are undoubtedly in many ways the outstandingauthority on unemployment, not only as a Commissioner, but also afine economist. What would be the effect of this kind of Governmentprogram, in your judgment?
Mr. MOORE. Well, Senator, I have tried as Commissioner of theBureau of Labor Statistics to stay out of comments
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Chairman PRoxri-iRE. I am not saying he should do this. I am not
saying you should say whether he should do it or not. I think he
should, but I am not asking you to make judgment on that. I am
just saying what you, as an economic professional, say the effect of
this would be. Would it be very highly inflationary would it be an
enormous expense, or counterproductive;- or would it be a practical
approach to our most serious economic problem?

Mr. MooRE. That is why I am in difficulty. While I am an economist,
I am also the Commissioner of Labor Statistics, and I work for the
Secretary of Labor. I would much prefer if any comments are to
be made on that, that the Secretary of Labor make them. And he is,
I know, scheduled to appear before your committee on February 17.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Let me ask you this: Can you think of any-
thing we can do-anything that we can do-directly and expressly
to get this nagging, tragic, and wasteful unemployment problem under
control and begin to be sure we can move ahead?

Mr. MooRIt. Well, I think the concentration has to be on employ-
ment; that is, what is it that will stimulate employment. The private
economy is certainly the biggest employer that there is. The measures
that have been taken have been directed, as you have indicated, to-
ward that problem. And as they take hold, it will have some effect.
But I really do not want to go further into the policy issue.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Before I yield to Senator Percy, I would like
to ask one other question. You suggested in your article that atten-
tion should be focused on unemployment rates for those whose unem-
ployment status is not likely to be in doubt, married men or head of
household. But I think you raised a significant point here and I am
not disagreeing with your concept of doubtful unemployment status,
but I do think we should put more emphasis than we do on unemploy-
ment of married men because they are the breadwinners, by and large.

In January 1969, an overall unemploymnent of 3.4 percent, the rate
for married men was 1.4 percent. In January 1972, overall rate was
5.9 percent, while the rate for married men was 3.4 percent. Isn't it
significant that the rate for the family breadwinner has more than
doubled-has risen proportionately more than the overall rate?
Doesn't this imply the head of the household has borne a greater
share of increased unemployment than other groups?

Mr. MOORE. Well, proportionately, it certainly has risen more; that
is, the unemployment rate for married men has virtually doubled in
this period. In terms of the percentage of the labor force of married
men that are unemployed, the increase has been about 1.5 percentage
points and that is a little less than the increase in the overall unem-
ployment rate, which was f rom about 3.5 percent to roughly 6 percent.

So it depends on what your percentage is, whether you think of the
labor force as being the base, how many are actually working and
seeking work, in which case the married men had a smaller propor-
tionate increase, or whether you think of the level of unemployment
itself as the base, in which case they had a larger percentage.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Senator Percy.
Senator PERCY. Mr. Moore, I am sorry I was not here earlier. I was

over in the Appropriations Committee. If I repeat any of the chair-
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man's questions, you can just so indicate and I will read the recordlater.
What does it mean that the December figures as revised were 6 per-cent? In other words, it was 6.1 percent when you first reported. Therevised figure brings it down to 6 percent. Is that correct?
Mr. MOORE. Yes.
Senator PERCY. What is the nature of those refinements that broughtthat figure down? I realize one-tenth of 1 percent is not much, but

when you are working down in that direction, it is very significant. Atleast the trend is down.
Mr. MOORE. The reason for it is that every year when we have the

full preceding calendar year available, we revise the seasonal adjust-
ment of the preceding year's figures. It is simply the result of thatrevision of the seasonal adjustment factors that cause that shift of atenth of 1 percent in the unemployment rate for December.

Several other months earlier in the year are also changed. The largestchange is two-tenths of 1 percent and most of them are changed byone-tenth of 1 percent.
Senator PERCY. You indicate that the unemployment rate was es-

sentially unchanged, but it is down to 5.9 percent. Is there any indi-
cation whether on refinement that figure might lean toward 5.8 percent,
or maybe toward 6 percent? In other words, would it be significant ifthere was a two-tenths percent drop ?

Mr. MOORE. It would be a little more significant than a one-tenth
drop.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Marginal.
Senator PERCY. I am a great believer in trends and I am hopeful

that we are going to be seeing the trend in this lower direction. That
is the important thing each month, I think, that we will be looking for.

Mr. MOORE. As the one who has to report these figures, I couldn't
hope any more than you.

Senator PERCY. You recall last month I raised some questions, not
really based on knowledge, but on hunches and inclinations, feeling
that maybe this 6 percent is not as high as we might interpret it because
of larger numbers of women and more young people are out on the
job market, who are only casually looking for work. So I went this
month and I intend to try to go every month in between these sessions
to visit unemployment compensation offices.

I went to the one on Milwaukee Avenue, just north of Irving Park
Boulevard in Chicago, and spent a morning there, walking from per-
son to person as they stood waiting for their unemployment compen-
sation checks or recertification. I talked to the staff members, the di-
rector, and the counseling people, to try to find out why people are out
of work on the North Side of Chicago.

Statistics are one thing, but human beings actually telling you their
story are something else. It was interesting. Electronics workers simply
cannot find jobs in Chicago anymore. This is a very shocking thing tome. We have seen it coming over a period of years. We used to be an
electronic center and now most of that has moved to Japan, Korea,
Hong Kong, and so forth.

So that is one reason. The people who have been skilled in electronic
assembly work are failing to realize that they have to now change that
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job skill. No longer, at least in Chicago, can they use that job skill and
apply it on that kind of work. They have got to change that skill.

I saw something of a resistance of individuals to recognize they have
to do something to get some training, and not just wait to see if some-
thing opens up. I don't see anything coming along that is going to
open up dramatically in that particular field.

I found quite a few construction workers. They are unemployed.
They are in the statistics, of course, but it is cold weather. It is not just
this year, it is every year. And their income, they kind of figure they
have to average it out over the year. Their hourly rates take that into
account. So at that particular time, that was a fairly subsantial num-

ber of the unemployed standing in line there. I would say there were
300 or 400 that particular morning I was in there.

I found a number who said that they could find work, but as one

woman said, "I had the title of office manager. You don't think I am

roing to take a title less than that now, so I am holding out." Have

you had jobs available to you for the skills you possess, "Oh, yes," but

she added, "It would lower me in status in my own eyes and maybe

jeopardize my future." So she is saying she can get a job, plenty of them

with her secretarial skills, but she wants to be an office manager and

she is just holding out. And there were several who had that kind of
experience.

I did find a number of people who-I am not sure they are really

looking for work-are second members of a family which has some-

one employed. This might be a wife who had worked before, who was

out of work now, drawing unemployment compensation, but not look-

ing very hard for a job. I asked one woman, "How many calls do you

make a day and can you give me a list of the places, the companies

you have called on in the last week?" She couldn't. The last month?

And she couldn't and wouldn't. She finally said, "Well, we are not

feeling any pressure. After all, my husband is working and I am get-

tinr unemployment compensation." So she is a part of those statistics.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Will the Senator yield at that point?
Senator PERCY. Yes, sir.
Chairman PROXIMIRE. I want to apologize. Unfortunately, I am

chairman of the-and I mean unfortunately-Appropriations Sub-

committee on Foreign Operations and I have to go to the floor. We
have a foreign aid bill up and they are waiting for me there.

I apologize, Mr. Commissioner, and I apologize, Senator Percy, for
having to leave.

Senator Percy will continue to chair the meeting as long as he
wishes and I am sure you will be in better hands, Mr. Moore, at least
more friendly as far as your policies are concerned, not as far as you
are personally. I would just like to leave one little parting arrow I can
shoot into your back as I go, and that is I am somewhat shocked, Mr.

Commissioner, you refused to answer on policy grounds, what would
be the effect of having our Government act as an employer of last re-
sort, Federal Government, but you do not hesitate to write a policy
article for the Wall Street Journal entitled, "Employment: The Ne-
glected Indicator."

I think this is somewhat inconsistent. I see a difference, but I do not
think the difference is very great.
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Senator PERCY. Mr. Chairman, on your behalf I will take up the
argument of the employer of last resort and argue your case. Which is
my case. I would rather have people working even if they are hiredfor public service by the Government, than to be on welfare.

Chairman PROXMIRE. You may turn out to be in less friendly hands.
Senator PERCY (presiding). I would like to say, under normal

seniority patterns, it may be years before I become chairman of this
committee, so this may go on for hours.

My conclusion was, as I left the unemployment office-and I intend
to do this downstate in other offices, also-that I did not see any real
widespread hardship as the result of my somewhat limited sampling
that morning. The unemployment statistics, when I walked out, did
not bother me quite as much, as they might have otherwise, if I
thought of 6 million people walking the streets, earnestly looking for
work, and being turned down with doors slammed in their face.

I did find several people who had been in electronics. Most of them
had working experience with a company that had closed or moved its
department out of Chicago. Those people literally did not know how
to go look for a job. They never had to look for work. They needed
counseling on how to find jobs and how to go about looking. I found
them really uninformed as to what was needed to search and seek, if I
can use that phrase, and find a job.

But I am going to try in these hearings to better inform myself as
to the nature of unemployment in the United States. We cannot toler-
ate it, I know that.

But I was disturbed this morning when I read an article in the
Chicago Sun-Times. It is a UPI story entitled, "Future Crush of
Workers Seen as Full Employment Curb."

A long-range study of the economy prepared for the White House predictedThursday it will take nearly 20 years to achieve the administration's goal of 4percent unemployment because of a greatly expanded labor market.
I wonder if you have seen that particular article or study that was

prepared for the White House?
Mr. MOORE. No, sir. I have not seen it. I think I have seen reference

to it in the paper. I have not seen it myself or had an opportunity to
study it.

Senator PERCY. It says:
Even with the economy operating at full capacity, theoretical "full employ-ment" actually will be 4.5 percent in the next decade, rather than the 4 percentrule of thumb now used by the administration, because of the crush of young

people in the labor force.
I am wondering, because the chairman mentioned your department

with respect to policy positions. Is it your department that defines full
employment at the 4 percent level?

Mr. MOORE. No, sir. It is not the Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Senator PERCY. Is this a political decision, then, based on certain

facts? That 4 percent figure is a very, very important part of our
present budgetary process. It now accounts for the $25.5 billion deficit
which is a full employment surplus of $700 million by the new eco-
nomics of my friend George Shultz. If it were 4.5 percent, we couldnot justify that kind of a deficit now. It would have to be something
less than that. I would very much appreciate having a statistical com-
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putation made by our own staff, or by your department, as to what the
factors are involved now in determining full employment and then
what the deficit would be. I should get that from the Bureau of the
Budget, I suppose, taking a hypothetical case, if it were 4.5 percent.

But I would hope possibly that report could be studied carefully by
you, because of our high regard for your analytical abilities. At our
next meeting possibly we could discuss it here or I would be very
happy and would be most interested if I could be educated as to the
impact of this study on the statistics that we are given and whether or
not our goal of 4 percent unemployment is unrealistic or not, and
whether 4.5 percent might be a new figure, particularly considering
some of the unemployed that are voluntary and some of the unem-
ployed I have literally seen there, people classified as unemployed who
really are not looking very hard for work for a variety of factors.

Lastly, was there any further comment you would want to make on
Chairman Proxmire's question on the Government as an employer of
last resort? I understand this was mainly a question as to whether or
not your agency is in a policy role in that category. I understand that
you are not.

Mr. MooRE. Yes. That was my position, that I did not think we
should take a stand on whether it was a good idea or a bad one, since
it is a policy proposal and ordinarily we should not do that.

I must say, if I may comment on the chairman's last remark, I did
not regard the article that I wrote for Wall Street Journal, or that
was published in it, as a policy statement in any way whatsoever. It
was simply an attempt to analyze the statistics that we produce on
employment, as well as unemployment, and call people's attention to
some of the differences between them that I thought would help them
to interpret the employment and unemployment situation.

Senator PERCY. Did Chairman Proxmire order that article be incor-
porated in the record this morning?

Mr. MooRE. Yes, he did.
Senator PERCY. Fine.
I have no further questions. The committee is adjourned until the

call of the Chair. We thank you very much.
(Whereupon, at 12:25 p.m., the committee adjourned, subject to the

call of the Chair.)
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JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 11 a.m., in room 1202,

New Senate Office Building,, Hon. William Proxmire (chairman of
the committee) presiding.

Present: Senator Proxmire; and Representatives Conable and
Brown.

Also present: John R. Stark, executive director; Loughlin F. Mc-
Hugh, senior economist; Courtenay M. Slater, economist; and George
D. Krumbhaar, Jr., and Walter B. Laessig, minority counsels.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CGIATRMAN PROXMIRE

Chairman PROXMIRE. The committee will come to order.
We welcome once again Mr. Moore. We are glad to have you.
I am very happy to see that the information on unemployment is

improving. It is very, very good news. It is nothing spectacular, of
course, but it is a steady reduction to 6 percent in December, 5.9 in
January, and 5.7 in February. We hope this trend will continue.

Let me say we are only a short time away from the first anniversary
of the Labor Department's decision to do away with the press brief-
ing my technicians. As you are aware, I feel I must disagree most
emphatically with Secretary Hodgson's explanation in which he said
he wanted to eliminate the circus atmosphere.

The trouble, I find, with the elimination of briefings, as serious as
it is, is it is one of the leading indicators of a growing disbelief in
the credibility of expert interpretation of economic developments. I
am sure you are aware of the growing credibility gap.

I can warn you economic reporters will increasingly call to question
the reliability of the basic data. This credibility gap will undoubtedly
widen. There is not one reference to the possible contribution of your
agency or yourself to this study, whereas, when you appeared with
Secretary Hodgson recently Secretary Hodgson argued this was not
a study of statistics but a study of unemployment, itself. Since then we
have found that Secretary Hodgson was not correct. It is a study of
the statistics and they are explicitly indicated as part of the study.

Moreover, the study originally planned to take 3 weeks 10 years ago,
took 8 months.

Mr. Moore, we have Professor Bassie who originally had been
scheduled to appear before you. He graciously agreed to follow you.
We will have him on after you have concluded with your testimony.

We are delighted to have a chance to welcome you.
Statistics have given us all much trouble.

(547)
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STATEMENT OF HON. GEOFFREY H. MOORE, COMMISSIONER,
BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS, DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, AC-
COMPANIED BY NORMAN SAMUELS, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER
FOR WAGES AND INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS; AND HYMAN KAITZ,
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR CURRENT EMPLOYMENT
ANALYSIS

Mr. MOORE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have with me Mr. Kaitz,assistant commissioner of our Office of Current Employment Analysis;and Mr. Norman Samuels, assistant commissioner of our Office ofWages and Industrial Relations. Mr. Popkin, whom I have frequentlybrought to these meetings, could not be here today as he has anothermeeting he couldn't avoid.
I would like, if you will, to put the employment press release in therecord, as usual.
Chairman PROXMIRE. It will be received.
(The press release referred to follows:)

[Bureau of Labor Statistics, Department of Labor, Press Release No. 72-134, Mar. 3, 1972]

THE EMPLOYMENT SITUATION: FEBBUARY 1972
Unemployment declined slightly in February, and employment was essentiallyunchanged, the U.S. Department of Labor's Bureau of Labor Statistics reportedtoday. The overall jobless rate was 5.7 percent in February, down from 5.9percent in January and 6.0 percent in December.
Total employment was 80.6 million in February, seasonally adjusted, un-changed from January. Since last summer, however, the number of jobholdershas risen substantially.
Nonfarm payroll employment likewise wvas little changed in February butalso has posted sizeable gains since last summer. The average workweek inmanufacturing rebounded in February from a drop in the previous month,reaching its highest level in over 2 years.

UNEMPLOYMENT

The number of unemployed persons totaled 5.4 million in February, the samelevel as in the previous month and in February a year ago. After adjustmentfor the usual seasonal rise, however, unemployment was down 160,000 overthe month. The decline was most marked among adult women, whose rate moveddown from 5.5 to 5.0 percent.
The unemployment rate for all adult men (20 years and over), at 4.0 percentin February, was slightly below its January level of 4.2 percent; the entiredecline took place among those 20 to 24 years of age (whose rate dipped from10.4 to 9.2 percent), as the rate for men 25 years and older held steady at 3.2percent. The jobless rate for married men edged down for the third consecutivemonth, reaching 2.8 percent in February, its lowest level since the summer of1970.
In contrast to the favorable developments among adult workers, the joblessrate for teenagers rose over the month and at 18.8 percent equaled the previouspost-World War II highs.
Unemployment rates for full-time workers (5.3 percent) and part-time workers(8.4 percent) were little changed in February. The jobless rate for workerscovered by State unemployment insurance programs, which had dropped sub-stantially in January (from 4.1 to 3.4 percent), was also about unchanged overthe month, at 3.5 percent.
The unemployment rate for white workers edged down in February (from5.3 to 5.1 percent), while the rate for Negroes was about the same over themonth (10.5 percent). This marked the first time since August 1969 that the
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Negro-white jobless rate ratio has been at or above 2.0 to 1 for two successive
months. The widening of this ratio in recent months stems from a sharp rise
in joblessness among Negro youth and a decline among white adults.

The jobless rates for workers in most major industry groups in February
moved down slightly from January. The largest movement took place in durable
goods manufacturing, where the rate declined from 6.7 to 6.1 percent. Among
the occupation groups, the rate for white-collar workers declined from 3.6 to
3.3 percent. This was mainly a result of a reduction in joblessness among pro-
fessional and technical workers, whose rate moved down from 3.1 to 2.5 percent,
its lowest level in 8 months.

TABLE A.-HIGHLIGHTS OF THE EMPLOYMENT SITUATION (SEASONALLY ADJUSTED)

1971-
_ _ _______ 4th

Feb. Jan. Feb. 4th 3d 2d 1st qtr.
Selected categories 1972 1972 1971 qtr. qtr. qtr. qtr. 1970

Millions of persons:
Civilian labor force I -85.5 85.7 83.4 85.0 84.2 83.7 83.5 83.4

Total employment I-80.6 80.6 78.5 80.0 79. 2 78. 7 78. 5 78.6
Unemployment- 4.9 5.1 4.9 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 4.8

Percent of labor force:
Unemployment rates:

Allworkers -5.7 5.9 5.9 5.9 6.0 6.0 6.0 5.8
Adult men -4.0 4.2 4.3 4.3 4.4 4.4 4.3 4.2
Adultwomen -5.0 5.5 5.6 5.7 5.7 5.8 5.7 5.5
Teenagers -18.8 17.8 16.9 16.9 16.8 16.9 17.3 17.2
White - . --------- 5.1 5.3 5.4 5.4 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.4
Negro and other races 10.5 10.6 9.6 10.1 10.1 9.9 9.5 9. 2
Married men 2.8 3.0 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2
Full-time workers -5. 3 5.4 5. 4 5.6 5. 5 5.5 5. 5 5.4
State insured 3. 5 3.4 3.7 4. 2 4.2 4.1 3.8 4.3

Millions of persons:
Nonfarm payroll employment 71.7 71.6 70.4 71.0 70.6 70.7 70.4 70.1

Goods-producing industries 22.5 22.5 22.5 22.4 22.4 22.5 22.5 22.6
Service-producing industries 49.2 49.1 47.9 48.6 48.3 48.1 47.9 47.6

Hours of work:
Average weekly hours:

Total private nonfarm -37.2 37.0 37.0 37.1 36.8 37.0 37.0 36.9
Manufacturing 40.4 40. 0 39. 8 40.1 39.8 39. 9 39.8 39. 5
Manufacturing overtime 3.1 2.9 2.8 3. 0 2.9 2.9 2. 8 2. 7

' Civilian labor force and total employment figures for periods prior to January 1972 are not strictly comparable with
data for this and subsequent months because of the introduction of 1970 census data into the estimation procedures.
As a result of these adjustments, the labor force and employment were raised by a little over 300,000.

Note: Payroll employment and hours figures for latest 2 months are preliminary.

Source: Table A-l, A-3, 8-1, and B-2.

The number of workers jobless less than 5 weeks was 2.1 million, seasonally
adjusted, 220,000 below the January level. By contrast, the number unemployed
for 27 weeks or more rose over the month. Partly as a result of these move-
ments, the average (mean) duration of joblessness increased to 12.5 weeks in
February, seasonally adjusted. During the past 10 months, the average duration
has fluctuated between 11.4 and 12.6 weeks.

CIVILIAN LABOR FORCE AND TOTAL EMPLOYMENT

The civilian labor force, at 85.5 million, seasonally adjusted, was little changed
in February, as was total employment, at 80.6 million. Since February 1971,
however, the civilian labor force has expanded by 1.7 million and employment
by 1.8 million (after eliminating the effects of the population control adjustment
introduced in January 1972). Over the year, employment of adult men has risen
by about 900,000, employment of adult women by 700,000, and employment of teen-
agers by 200,000. Since last summer, the gains have been concentrated among
adult women.
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VIETNAM ERA VETERANS

The employment situation for Vietnam Era veterans 20 to 29 years old im-proved in February, as employment continued to rise while unemployment didnot show the usual seasonal increase. About 4.1 million veterans were in thelabor force in February; 3.7 million held jobs and 400,000 were unemployed.After seasonal adjustment, the unemployment rate for veterans, at 7.4 percent,was substantially below the January level of 8.5 percent and the lowest in morethan a year. (See table A-7.)
Young veterans 20 to 24 years old accounted for most of the over-the-monthreduction in the veterans' unemployment rate. Their jobless rate in Februarywas 9.7 percent, seasonally adjusted, down from 12.3 percent in January. Theunemployment rate for young veterans 20 to 24 years old has generally been muchhigher than for nonveterans of the same age, but the improvement in Februaryerased most of the difference. The rate for 25-29 year-old veterans, at 5.4 per-cent, was about the same as a month earlier.
For all nonveterans 20 to 29 years old, the seasonally adjusted unemploymentrate of 7.0 percent was essentially the same as in January and most of 1971.Contrary to its previous pattern, the nonveteran rate was not significantly belowthat for veterans.

INDUSTRY PAYROLL EMPLOYMENT

Nonfarm payroll employment stood at 71.7 million in February seasonally ad-justed, little changed from the upward-revised January level. Over the last 6months, however, payroll employment has risen by almost 1.2 million. In Febru-ary, employment continued to gain in the service-producing industries, but thiswas partly offset by a decline in contract construction.
In the service-producing industries, employment rose 150,000, seasonally ad-justed, as large gains were posted in trade, services, and State and local govern-ment. Since August 1971, service-producing employment has increased by nearly1 million jobs.
The number of workers on contract construction payrolls dipped 80,000, season-ally adjusted, in February to 3.2 million, following a nearly equal increase betweenDecember and January. Employment in this industry has fluctuated around thenarrow 3.2 to 3.3 million range over the past year and a half.
In manufacturing, employment was essentially unchanged in February, at 18.6million (seasonally adjusted). There were no significant changes in either thedurable or nondurable goods sectors.

HOURS OF WORK

The average workweek for all rank-and-file workers on private nonagriculturalpayrolls edged up in February. After seasonal adjustment, the average workweekrose 0.2 hour to 37.2 hours. This brought average hours back to the December level,the highest point since July 1970.
The largest increase in the workweek occurred in manufacturing-0.4 hour,seasonally adjusted-as average hours rose to 40.4 hours, their highest level sinceDecember 1969. Within manufacturing, the workweek in durable goods rose 0.5hour to 41.0 hours, seasonally adjusted, following a decline of nearly an equalamount between December and January. The average workweek for durablegoods has risen 1.3 hours since September. In nondurable goods, the averageworkweek rose 0.3 hour in February.
Overtime hours in manufacturing went up 0.2 hour in February to 3.1 hours,seasonally adjusted. This increase brought factory overtime back to its Decemberlevel, which had been the highest level since March 1970.

HOURLY AND WEEKLY EARNINGS

Average hourly earnings of production and nonsupervisory workers on privatenonagricultural payrolls in February were unchanged from January at $3.54, bothbefore and after seasonal adjustment. Compared with a year ago, average hourlyearnings were up 19 cents, or 5.7 percent.
Due to the slight rise in the actual workweek, average weekly earnings inFebruary rose 35 cents to $130.27. After adjusting for seasonality, average weeklyearnings were up 71 cents over the month.
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Compared with February 1971, average weekly earnings have risen $7.66 or
6.2 percent. During the latest 12-month period for which the Consumer Price
Index is available-January 1971 to January 1972-consumer prices rose 3.4
percent.

HOURLY EARNINGS INDEX

In February, the Bureau's Hourly Earnings Index, seasonally adjusted, was
134.2 (1967=100), about the same as in January according to preliminary figures.
TABLE B.-HOURLY EARNINGS INDEX FOR PRODUCTION OR NONSUPERVISORY WORKERS IN PRIVATE NONFARM

INDUSTRIES, SEASONALLY ADJUSTED

[1967= 1001

Percent change

January February
1972- 1971-February I January I December November February February FebruaryIndustry 1972 1972 1971 1971 1971 1972 1972

Total private nonfarm:
Current dollars -134.2 134.3 133.5 131.6 126.7 -. 1 5.9Constant (1967) dollars- (2 108.9 108.5 107.3 105.6 (3) (4)Mining -132.6 133.6 132.8 126.2 124.1 -. 7 6.9Contract construction -144.2 144.0 142.7 142.1 134 2 .2 7.4

Manufacturing -132.3 132.4 131.6 129.0 125. 0 (6) 5.9Transportation and public utilities - 137.7 137.7 136.2 133.4 126.5 (5) 8.9Wholesale and retail trade -132.0 132.3 131.8 130.1 125.3 -. 2 5. 3Finance, insurance, and real estate 129.7 130.4 129.4 127.9 124.0 -.5 4.6Services -133.6 134.0 133.1 131. 9 128.1 -. 3 4. 3

Prelimlnary.
2 Data not available.
3Percent change was 0.3 from December 1971 to January 1972, the latest month available.
4Percent change was 3.1 from January 1971 to January 1972,the latest month available.
a Less than 0.05 percent.

Note: All series are in current dollars except where indicated.

The index was 5.9 percent higher than February a year ago. (See table B.) Be-
tween February 1971 and February 1972, all industries posted increases, ranging
from 4.3 percent in services to 8.9 percent in transportation and public utilities.
Because erratic monthly fluctuations can occur in the index, changes over longer
intervals than a month should be observed before reaching conclusions as to a
trend.

During the 12-month period ending in January, the Hourly Earnings Index in
dollars of constant purchasing power rose 3.1 percent.

The index is designed to measure underlying wage movements for production
or nonsupervisory workers in the private nonfarm economy. It is adjusted to
exclude effects of two types of changes that are unrelated to underlying wage rate
developments: fluctuations in overtime premiums in manufacturing (the only
sector for which overtime data are available) and the effects of shifts of work-
ers between high-wage and low-wage industries. However, it is not a pure measure
of wage rate change, since it is affected by such factors as fluctuations of earn-
ings tuder incentive plans, changes in the proportion of low- and high-paid work-
ers within establishments, and overtime variations outside of manufacturing.

This release presents and analyzes statistics from two major surveys. Data on
labor force, total employment, and unemployment are derived from the sample
survey of households conducted and tabulated by the Bureau of the Census for
the Bureau of Labor Statistics. Statistics on payroll employment, hours, and
earnings are collected by State agencies from payroll records of employers and
are tabulated by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. A description of the two sur-
veys appears in the BLS publication Ensp7oymcnt and Earnings.

Note: Figures for periods prior to January 1972 in the tables and charts are not
strictly comparable with current data because of the introduction of 1970 Census
data into the estimation procedures. For example. the civilian labor force and
employnsent totals were raised by more than 300,000 as a result of the census
adjustment. An explanation of the changes and an indication of the differences
appears in "Revisions in the Current Population Survey" in the February 1972
issue of Employment alnd Earnings.

60-174 0-72-pt. 3-l
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TABLE A-1.-EMPLOYMENT STATUS OF THE NONINSTITUTIONAL POPULATION BY SEX AND AGE

[In thousandsl

Seasonally adjusted

Employment status, age, February January February February January December November October
and sex 1972 1972 1971 1972 1972 1971 1971 1971

TOTAL

Total labor force - - 87, 318
Civilian labor force -- - 84, 778

Employed - 79, 356
Agricultuie . 2, 909
Nonagricultural

industries . 76, 458
On part time for

economic reasons 2, 234
Usually work full

time - 1, 147
Usually work part

time -1,087
Unemployed -5, 412

MEN, 20 YEARS AND OVER
Civilian labor force -- 48, 126

Employed -45, 665
Agriculture - .---. 2, 243
Nonagricultural

industries .- 43,422
Unemployed - .- . 2, 461

WOMEN,20YEARS AND OVER
Civilian labor force -- 29, 535

Employed - - 27, 940
Agriculture - --- 419
Nonagricultural

industries -27 251
Unemployed- 1 595

BOTH SEXES, 16-19 YEARS
Civilian labor force 7,117

Employed -5,761
Agriculture -247
Nonagricultural

industries- 5 514
Unemployed- 1,356

87, 147 85, 653 88, 075 88, 301 87, 883 87, 812 87, 467
84, 553 82, 703 85, 535 85, 707 85, 225 85, 116 84, 750
79, 106 77, 262 80, 623 80, 636 80 098 80, 020 79, 832
2,869 2, 846 3, 357 3, 393 3,400 3, 419 3,416

76, 237 74, 415 77, 266 77, 243 76, 698 76, 601 76, 416

2,321 2, 390 2,303

1,220 1,267 1,127

1, 101 1,123 1,176
5,447 5,442 4,912

48,039 47,281 48,181
45, 554 44, 698 46, 255

2, 230 2,194 2, 394

43,323 42,504 43,861
2,485 2,582 1,926

29, 468 28, 804 29, 358
27,774 27,071 27,878

408 386 575

27 366 26,685 27,303
1,695 1,733 1,480

2, 429 2, 388 2, 604 2, 502

1, 146 1, 084

1, 283 1, 304
5,071 5, 127

1, 263

1, 341
5, 096

1, 148

1, 354
4, 918

48, 259 48, 169 48, 200 48, 179
46,247 46, 080 46 066 46, 124

2,442 2,439 2 503 2,494

43, 805 43, 641 43, 563 43, 630
2,012 2,089 2,134 2,055

29, 424 29, 284 29, 254 29, 082
27,794 27,592 27,571 27,471

564 547 528 530

27,230 27,045 27,043 26,941
1,630 1,692 1,683 1,611

7, 046 6, 619 .7, 996 8,024 7, 772 7, 662
5, 779 5,492 6,490 6, 595 6, 426 6,383

230 265 388 387 414 388

5, 548 5, 227 6,102 6,208 6,102 5, 995
1, 267 1,127 1,506 1,429 1, 346 1, 279

7, 489
6, 237

392

5, 845
1, 252

TABLE A-2.-FULL-TIME AND PART-TIME STATUS OF THE CIVILIAN LABOR FORCE BY SEX AND AGE

[Numbers in thousandsl

Full-time and part- -- --______ Seasonally adjusted
time employment February February February January Decem- Novem- October February
status, sex, and age 1972 1971 1972 1972 ber 1971 ber 1971 1971 1971

FULL TIME

Total, 16 years and over:
Civilian labor force - 71,565 70,304 72,997 73,261 73,170 73,020 72,550 71,628

Employed -67, 333 66,012. 69,123 69,279 69, 023 68,889 68, 643 67, 753
Unemployed- 4,233 4,292 3,874 3,982 4,147 4,131 3,907 3,875
Unemployment rate- 5.9 6.1 5.3 5.4 5.7 5.7 5.4 5.4

Men, 20 years and over:
Civilian labor force -- 45,619 44,920 45,847 45,892 45, 805 45, 898 45, 766 45,110

Employed -43,369 42,554 44,074 44, 061 43,881 43,909 43,848 43,246
Unemployed -2,250 2,365 1,773 1,831 1,924 1,989 1,918 1,864
Unemnloyment rate----- 4.9 5.3 3.9 4.0 4.2 4.3 4.2 4.1

Women, 20 years and over:
Civilian labor force -- - 22, 895 22, 521 22,921 23, 009 22, 992 22, 985 22, 735 22, 542

Employed- 21,583 21,160 21,691 21,704 21,680 21,643 21,464 21,266
Unemployed - 1,312 1,361 1,230 1,305 1,312 1,342 1,271 1,276
Unemployment rate 5.7 6.0 5.4 5.7 5.7 5.8 5.6 5.7

PART TIME

total, 16 years and over:
Civilian labor force - 13, 213 12, 399 12, 540 12, 595 12, 083 12,125 12,190 11,757

Employed -12,034 11,250 11,482 11,476 11,072 11,094 11,158 10,732
Unemployed 1,179 1,149 1,058 1,119 1,011 1,031 1,032 1,025
Unemployment rate - 8.9 9.3 8.4 8.9 8.4 8.5 8.5 8.7

Note: Persons on part-time schedulesforeconomic reasons are included in the full-time employed category; unemployed
persons are allocated by whether seeking full- or part-time work.
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TABLE A-3.--MAJOR UNEMPLOYMENT INDICATORS, PERSONS 16 YEARS AND OVER

Selected categories

Thousands of per-
sons unemployed Seasonally adjusted rates of unemployment

February February February January December November October February
1972 1971 1972 1972 1971 1971 1971 1971

Total (all civilian workers) -- 5, 412 5, 442 5.7 5.9 6. 0 6.0 5.8 5. 9
Men,20 nears and over 2,461 2,582 4.0 4.2 4.3 4.4 4.3 4.3
Women, 2Byearsand over-. 1, 595 1, 733 5.0 5.5 5.8 5.8 5.5 5.6
Both sexs0, 16-19 years .... 1, 356 1, 127 18. 8 17.8 17. 3 16. 7 16.7 16.9
White. . . 4,383 4,511 5.1 5.3 5.4 5.6 5.3 5.4
Negro and other races 1,028 931 10.5 10.6 10.4 9.4 10.4 9.6

Married men 1,461 1,645 2.8 3.0 3.2 3.3 3.0 3.2
Full-time workers 4, 233 4, 292 5.3 5.4 5.7 5.7 5.4 5.4
Part-time workers. 1, 179 1,149 8.4 8.9 8.4 8.5 8.5 8.7
Unemployed 15 weeks and

over' 1,422 1,179 1.5 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.3
Stateinsured2 2,553 2,744 3.5 3.4 4.1 4.1 4.4 3.7
Labor force time losta . .6.1 6.4 6.4 6.4 6.5 6.4

OCCUPATION 4

White-collar workers. 1,410 1, 429 3.3 3.6 3.6
Professional and technical. 271 332 2.5 3.1 2.9
Managers and administra-

tors, except farm 154 155 1.6 1.9 1.8
Sales workers . 263 251 4.0 4.4 4.0
Clerical workers 721 691 4.7 4.7 4. 9

Blue-collar workers 2, 598 2,694 7.0 7. 1 7.5
Craftsmen and kindred

workers 678 657 4.4 4.3 4.8
Operatives 1,276 1,427 7.5 7.9 8.2
Nonfarm laborers 644 610 11.8 11.6 11.9

Service workers 742 743 5.9 6. 1 6.4
Farm workers 89 102 2.7 2.8 2.7

3.4 3.4 3.5
2.9 3.1 3.2

1.9 1.7 1.6
3.9 3.9 4.0
4.6 4.7 4.8
7.5 7.1 7.4

4.6 4.7 4.5
8.2 7.8 8. 5

11.8 10.6 11.1
6.6 6.0 6.0
3.7 1.9 3.2

INDUSTRY 4

Nonagricultural private wage
and salary workers 5a - 4, 262 4, 410 5.9 6. 1 6.3 6. 2 5.9 6.2

Construction n.-------- 689 668 10.3 9.8 11.2 9.7 10.2 10.9
Manufacturing 1, 422 1, 635 6.0 6.4 6.9 6.6 6.2 6. 8

Dorable gsods 838 1, 013 6.1 6.7 6.7 6.7 6.4 7.2
Nondura ble goads 584 622 6.0 6.0 7.1 6.3 5.8 6.4

Transportation and public
utilities 222 225 3.9 4.1 4.1 4.4 4.3 4.1

Wholesale and retail trade 1,095 1,049 6.2 6.3 6.5 6.6 6.1 6.2
Finance and service indus-

tries . 816 806 4.9 5.3 4.9 5.1 4.9 4.9
Government wage and salary

workers .- - 377 334 2.8 3.0 3.2 3.2 3.2 2.7
Agricultural wage and salary

workers .- - 119 128 8.3 8.6 7.5 9.6 7.0 9.5

' Unemployment rate calculated as a percent of civilian labor force.
Insured unemployment under State programs-unemployment rate calculated as a percent of average covered em-

ployment.
Man-hours lost by the unemployed and persons on part time for economic reasons as a percent of potentially available

labor force man-hours.
4 Unemployment by occupation includes all experienced unemployed persons, whereas that by industry covers only

unemployed wage and salary workers.
0 ncludes mining, not shown separately.

TABLE A-4.-UNEMPLOYED PERSONS 16 YEARS AND OVER BY DURATION OF UNEMPLOYMENT

1in thousands

Seasonally adjusted

Duration of unemployment February February Febroa ry January December November October February
192 1971 1972 1971 1971 1971 171 1971

Less then 5 weeks 2, 080 2,154 2,142 2, 358 2, 410 2, 290 2,140 2, 218
5 to 14 weeks 1, 909 2, 108 1, 454 1, 502 1, 509 1, 650 1,529 1, 605
15 weeks and over. 1,422 1, 179 1,294 1, 198 1,273 1, 311 1,253 1,073

15 to 26 weeks 766 728 634 646 724 741 628 619
27 weeks and over 656 451 660 562 549 570 625 454

Average (mean) duration, in
weeks .- - - 12.6 10.5 12.5 11.8 11.4 11.8 12.5 10.4
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TABLE A-5.-UNEMPLOYED PERSONS BY REASON FOR UNEMPLOYMENT

[Numbers in thousands]

Seasonally adjusted

February February February January December November October February
Reason for unemployment 1972 1971 1972 1972 1971 1971 1971 1971

NUMBER OF UNEMPLOYED

Lost last job -2,677 2,958 2,077 2,169 2,365 2,360 2,206 2,295
Left last job -611 644 603 564 666 629 541 635
Reentered labor force - 1,557 1,372 1,503 1,652 1,432 1,493 1,486 1, 325
Never worked before -566 468 713 742 736 651 663 589

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION

Total unemployed- 100.0 100.0 100.0 100. 0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100. 0
Lost last job ------------- 49.5 54.3 42.4 42.3 45.4 46.0 45.1 47. 4
Left last job -11.3 11.8 12.3 11. 0 12.8 12.3 11.0 13.1
Reentered labor force 28.8 25.2 30.7 32.2 27.5 29.1 30.4 27.4
Never worked before 10.5 8.6 14.6 14.5 14.2 12.7 13.5 12.2

UNEMPLOYED AS A PER-
CENT OR THE CIVILIAN
LABOR FORCE

Lostlastjob -3.1 3.6 2.4 2. 5 2.8 2.8 2.6 2.8
Left last job -. 7 .8 .7 .7 .8 .7 .6 .8
Reentered labor force -1. 8 1.7 1.8 1. 9 1. 7 1. 8 1. 8 1. 6
Never worked before .7 .6 .8 .9 .9 .8 .8 .7

TABLE A-6.-UNEMPLOYED PERSONS BY AGE AND SEX

Thousands of Percent
persons looking for Seasonally adjusted employment rates

full-time
Feb- Feb- work, Feb- Feb- Jan- De- No- Octo- Feb-

ruary ruary ruary ruary uary cember vember her ruary
Age and sex 1972 1971 1972 1972 1972 1971 1971 1971 1971

Total, 16 years and over ---- - 5,412 5,442 78.2 5.7 5.9 6.0 6.0 5.8 5. 9
16 to 19 years - - 1,356 1,127 49.5 18.8 17.8 17.3 16.7 16.7 16. 9

16 and 17 years - - 611 472 26.5 22.0 19.1 18.8 18.3 19.9 18.0
18 and 19 years - - 745 655 68. 3 16.7 16.8 16. 3 15.4 14. 5 16. 1

20 to 24 years - - 1,205 1,224 84.4 8.8 10.1 10.1 10.4 9.2 9.6
25 yearsand over - - 2,850 3,091 89.3 3.6 3.7 4.1 4.0 4.0 4.0

25 to 54 years - - 2,314 2,479 90.1 3.7 3.9 4.3 4.2 4.3 4.1
55 years and over- - 536 611 85.8 3.1 3.1 3.4 3.4 3.0 3.5

Males, 16 years and over 3,293 3,236 80.8 5. 3 5.3 5.4 5.4 5. 3 5. 3
16 to 19 years - - 832 654 49.5 19.6 17.3 17.3 16.2 16.5 16.5

16 and 17 years - - 377 298 25.2 21.8 18.7 19.0 18. 1 20.3 17. 9
18 and 19 years- - 455 355 69.7 17.6 16.1 16.0 14.7 13.7 15.2

20 to 24 years .736 730 85.9 9.2 10.4 10.5 10.7 9.7 9. 9
25 years and over - - 1,726 1,852 93.7 3.2 3.2 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5

25 to 54 years .1,358 1,421 95.9 3.2 3.3 3.6 3.7 3.7 3.3
55 years and over -- 368 430 85.6 3.2 3.0 3. 0 3. 2 2. 9 3.8

Females, 16 years and over . 2,119 2,206 74.1 6.4 6. 9 7.0 6. 9 6.7 6. 8
16 to 19 years .524 473 49.4 17.9 18.4 17.3 17.3 17.0 17. 4

16 and 17 years .234 174 28.6 22.3 19.6 18.5 18.7 19.2 18. 2
18 and 19 years - - 290 299 66.2 15.6 17.7 16.7 16.2 15. 6 17. 1

20 to 24 years .470 494 81.9 8.4 9.6 9.6 10.0 8.6 9. 2
25years and over . 1,125 1,239 82.4 4.3 4.6 5.0 4.8 4.9 4. 8

25to54years 957 1,058 81.7 4.7 4.9 5.4 5 2 5.3 5.4
55 years and over 169 181 85.8 2.9 3.3 3.9 3.7 3.0 3. 1
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TABLE A-7.-EMPLOYMENT STATUS OF MALE VIETNAM ERA VETERANS AND NONVETERANS 20 TO 29 YEARS OLD

[Numbers in thousandsl

Seasonally adjusted

Feb. Jan. Feb. Feb. Jan. Dec. Nov. Oct. Feb.
Employment status 1972 1972 1971 1972 1972 1971 1971 1971 1971

VETERANS '

Total, 20 to 29 years old:
Civilian noninstitutional popula- 4,436 4,380 3,807 (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2)

tions-------------
Civilian labor force - 4,086 3, 974 3,472 4,100 3,390 3,985 3, 957 3, 910 3, 476

Employed -3,690 3, 574 3,091 3, 798 3,649 3,650 3,621 3,598 3,184
Unemployed -396 400 381 302 341 335 336 312 292
Unemployment rate -9.7 10.1 11. 1 7.4 8.5 8.4 9.5 8. 0 8.4

20 to 24 years:
Civilian noninstitutional popula-

tion .- 2,008 1,991 1,893 (2) (') (') (') (2) (2)
Civilian labor force -1, 811 1,749 1,660 1,842 1, 745 1, 773 1, 786 1,790 1,676

Employed -1, 585 1,502 1,408 1,663 1,530 1,550 1, 572 1, 616 1, 477
Unemployed -226 245 252 179 215 223 214 174 199
Unemployment rate - 12.5 14.1 15.2 9.7 12.3 12.6 12.0 9. 7 11.9

25 to 29 years:
Civilian noninstitutional popula-

tion -2,428 2,389 1,194 (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2)
Civilian labor force- 2, 275 2, 225 2,812 2,258 2, 245 2, 212 2,171 2,120 1,800

Employed -2,105 2. 072 1,683 2,135 2,119 2,110 2,049 1,982 1, 707
Unemployed --------- 170 153 129 123 126 112 122 138 93
Unemployment rate -7.5 6.9 7. 1 5.4 5.6 5.1 5.6 6.5 5.2

NONVETERANS

Total, 20 to 29 years old
Civilian noninstitutional popula-

tion -9, 707 9,662 9, 209 (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2)
Civilian labor force- 8,215 8,248 7, 821 8,368 8, 425 8,483 8,346 8,284 7, 959

Employed- 7,502 7,516 7, 139 7, 783 7, 793 7, 834 7,668 7,680 7, 400
Unemployed -713 732 682 584 632 649 678 604 559
Unemployment rate -8.7 8.9 8.7 7.0 7.5 7.7 8.1 7.3 7.0

20 to 24 years:
Civilian noninstitutional popula-

tion--------------5,802 5, 790 5,332 (2) (2 () () () ()
Civilian labor force -4,507 4,569 4, 139 4,665 4,751 4,706 4,576 4,546 4,282

Employed -3,998 4,053 3,663 4,244 4,284 4,255 4,105 4,125 3, 889
Unemployed -509 516 476 421 467 451 471 421 393
Unemployment rate - 11.3 11.3 11.5 9.0 9.8 9.6 10.3 9.3 9.3

25 to 29 years:
Civilian noninstitutional popula-

tion -3,905 3, 872 3, 877 (2) (2) (2) (1) (2) (a)
Civilian labor force -1,708 3,679 3, 682 3,703 3, 674 3, 777 3, 770 3,738 3, 677

Employed -3,504 3,463 3, 476 3,539 3, 509 3, 579 3,563 3,555 3,551
Unemployed -204 216 206 164 165 198 207 183 166
Unemployment rate -5.5 5.9 5.6 4.4 4.5 5.2 5.5 4.9 4.5

' Vietnam era veterans are those who served after Aug. 4,1964; they are all classified as war veterans. Over 80 percent
of the Vietnam era veterans of all ages are 20 to 29 years old. Post-Korean-peacetime veterans 20 to 29 years old are not
included in this tiable.

2 Not applicable.



TABLE B-1.-EMPLOYEES ON NONAGRICULTURAL PAYROLLS, BY INDUSTRY

[In thousandsj

Seasonally adjusted
Change from

Change from
February January December February January February February January December January

Industry 19721 1972' 1971 1971 1972 1971 19721 1972' 1971 1972

Total -- 70, 733 70, 661 72, 034 69, 450 72 1,283 71, 686 71,603 71,185 83

Goods-producing (total) -21, 952 22, 005 22, 377 21, 984 -53 -32 22, 476 22, 544 22, 418 -68

Mining 597 601 605 606 -4 -9 613 615 607 -2
Contract construction -2,880 2,963 3,177 2,846 -83 34 3,236 3,318 3,245 -82
Manufacturing -18,475 18,441 18, 595 18, 532 34 -57 18, 627 18, 611 18, 566 16

Production workers 13, 408 13, 372 13, 514 13, 378 36 30 13, 539 13, 523 13, 474 16
Durable goods -10, 541 10, 519 10, 575 10, 597 22 -56 10, 588 10, 573 10,548 15

Production workers -7,602 7,578 7,629 7,591 24 11 7,640 7,625 7,594 15
Ordnance and accessories 182.5 184.2 185.5 200.7 -1. 7 -18. 2 182 183 184 -1
Lumber and wood products 578.3 584.2 591.8 550.7 -5. 9 27.6 594 604 600 -10
Furniture and fixtures 474.7 477.5 478.3 447.3 -2. 8 27.4 476 478 474 -2
Stone, clay, and glass products 619.0 620.4 627.3 604.8 -1. 4 14.2 638 640 632 -2
Primary metal industries -1,181. 1 1,177. 3 1, 168. 6 1, 260.4 3.8 -79. 3 1,181 1,183 1,176 -2
Fabricated metal products -1,338.3 1, 333.1 1, 343.4 1, 321.2 5.2 17.1 1,345 1,336 1,331 9
Machinery, except electrical 1, 799. 1 1, 783. 5 1, 786. 2 1, 819. 3 15. 6 -20. 2 1,790 1,785 1,793 5
Electrical equipment- 1, 801. 3 1,797.9 1, 805. 8 1,790.3 3.4 11. 0 1,803 1,796 1.793 7
Transportation equipment -1, 721.4 1, 729.3 1, 743. 3 1, 776.1 -7. 9 -54. 7 1, 716 1,716 1,719 0
Instruments and related products ---- 440.4 432.9 435.3 430.3 7.5 10.1 442 434 434 8
Miscellaneous manufacturing 405.1 398.7 409.8 395.8 6.4 9.3 421 418 412 3



Nondurable goods --------------------- 7, 934 7,922 8, 020 7,935 12 -1 8, 039 8, 038 8, 018 1
Production workers- 5, 806 5, 794 5, 885 5, 787 12 19 5,899 5,898 5,880 1
Food and kindred products -1, 668.8 1, 691.6 1, 734.0 1, 682.9 -22.8 -14.1 1, 749 1, 760 1, 748 -11
Tobacco manufactures -69.3 70.1 73.4 75.6 -. 8 -6.3 72 71 69 1
Textile mill products -978. 5 974. 2 976. 3 955.1 4. 3 23. 4 982 981 974 1
Apparel and other textile products-.. 1, 359.0 1, 334.9 1, 355. 6 1, 360.7 24.1 -1. 7 1, 358 1, 352 1, 357 6
Paper and allied products -682.3 684.7 693.5 685.8 -2. 4 -3. 5 687 688 690 -1
Printing and publishing -1, 084.7 1,084.2 1, 091.4 1, 094.1 .5 -9. 4 1, 087 1, 089 1, 084 -2
Chemicals and allied products 999.7 995.7 1, 001.0 1, 019.4 4.0 -19. 7 1, 006 1, 004 1, 005 2
Petroleum and coal products 182.9 183.7 188.6 186.3 -. 8 -3. 4 188 188 191 0
Rubber and plastics products, nec... 599.8 596.7 597.8 566.0 3.1 33.8 601 599 594 2
Leather and leather products 309. 0 305.8 308. 0 309.0 3. 2 0 309 306 306 3

Service-producing. 48, 781 48, 656 49, 657 47, 466 125 1, 315 49, 210 49, 059 48, 767 151

Transportation and public utilities 4,427 4,469 4,469 4,454 -12 -27 4, 499 4, 511 4, 465 -12
Wholesale and retail trade 15, 166 15, 270 16, 089 14. 721 -104 445 15, 514 15, 451 15, 315 63

Wholesale trade ---- 3, 882 3, 877 3, 915 3, 799 5 83 3, 929 3,908 3, 884 21
Retail trade 11, 284 11,393 12, 174 10, 922 -109 362 11, 585 11, 543 11, 431 42

Finance, insurance, and real estate 3,847 3, 837 3,841 3,715 10 132 3,882 3,876 3, 860 6
Services -------------- 12, 039 11, 941 12, 029 11, 667 98 372 12, 185 12, 135 12, 089 50
Government 13, 302 13, 169 13, 229 12, 909 133 393 13, 130 13, 086 13, 038 44

Federal 2,651 2 646 2 684 2, 646 5 5 2, 667 2, 667 2, 669 0
State and local 10,651 10, 523 10, 545 10, 263 128 388 10, 463 10, 419 10, 369 44

X Preliminary



TABLE B-2.-AVERAGE WEEKLY HOURS OF PRODUCTION OR NONiSUPERVIS3RY WORKLRS I ON PRIVATE NONAGRICULTURAL PAYROLLS, BY INDUSTRY

Change from Seasonally adjusted

February January December February January February Febraary January December Change from
Industry 19722 19722 1971 1971 197 1971 19722 19722 1971 January 1972

Total, private------------- 36.8 36.7 37.3 36.6 0.1 0.2 37.2 37.0 37.2 0. 2

Mining------------------- 42.2 42.4 42.8 41.9 -.2 .3 42.7 42.9 42.6 -.2
Contract construction ------------ 36.0 35.8 36.5 35.5 .2 .5 37.3 37.4 36.8 -.1
Manufactu ring --------------- 40.0 39.8 40.7 39.4 .2 .6 40.4 40.0 40.3 .4

Oyertime hours ----------- 2.9 2.8 3. 2 2. 7 .1 .2 3.1 2. 9 3.1 .2
Durable goods ------------- 40 6 40.3 41. 4 39.9 .3 .7 41.0 40.5 40.9 .5

Overtime hoors --------- 2.8 2.7 3. 2 2.6 .1 .2 3. 0 2. 8 3. 0 .2
Ordnance and accessories ------ 42.7 42.1 42.4 41.2 .6 1. 5 42.9 41.6 42.0 1. 3
Lumber and wood products ----- 40. 1 39.9 40. 8 39. 3 .2 .8 40.6 40. 8 43. 8 -.2
Furniture and fistures -------- 39.9 39.9 40.9 38.7 0 1.2 40.8 40.5 39.9 .3
Stone, clay, and glass products ---- 41.3 40.9 41.6 40.6 .4 .7 42.2 41.8 41.6 .3
Primary metal industries ------ 41. 0 40.5 41. 0 4 0. 5 .5 .5 41.1 40.4 41.0 .7
Fabricated metal products ------ 40.5 40.2 41.3 39.8 .3 .7 41.1 40.5 40.9 .6
Machinery, except electrical ----- 41.4 41.0 41. 9 40.1 .4 1.3 41.4 41. 0 41.3 .4
Electrical equipment--------- 39.9 39. 9 40.9 39. 2 0 .7 40. 4 40. 0 40. 3 .4
Transportation equipment ------ 40.5 40.4 42.5 40.8 .1 -.3 41.2 40.5 41.7 .7
Instruments and related products. --- 39.9 40. 3 40.8 39.3 -. 4 .6 40.3 48. 5 40. 4 -.2
Miscellaneous manufacturing ---- 39.1 38.7 39.5 38.0 .4 1. 1 39.5 39.0 39.2 .5

Nondurable goods------------ 39.3 39.1 39.8 38.7 .2 .6 39.7 39.4 39.5 .3
Overtime hours --------- 2.9 2.9 3.1 2.7 0 .2 3.1 3. 1 3.0 0

Food and kindred products ----- 39.6 39. 7 40.6 40. 0 -. 1 -. 4 40. 0 40. 0 40.3 0
Tobacco manufactures ------- 33.2 34. 0 36. 0 35.6 -. 8 -2. 4 33.7 34.7 35.6 -1. 0
Testile mill products--------- 41. 0 40.8 41. 5 40.0 .2 1. 0 41.2 41.3 41.0 -.1
Apparel and other textile proudcts ... 35.9 35.4 35.9 34.7 .5 1.2 36.2 35.8 35. 9 .4
Paper and allied products ------ 42.4 41.9 42.8 41. 4 .5 1.0 42.8 42.2 *42.3 .7
Printing and publishing ------- 37. 3 37. 1 38. 0 37. 1 .2 .2 37.6 37. 5 37. 5 -1
Chemicals and allied products ---- 41.7 41. 5 41.9 41.3 .2 .4 41. 9 41.7 41.7 .2
Petroleum and cnal products ----- 42. 2 41. 8 42.3 42. 3 .4 -. 1 42. 8 42. 3 42. 7 .5
Rubber and plastics products, n.e.c-- 40.7 40.5 41.2 39.6 .2 1. 1 41. 0 40.7 40.9 .3
Leather and leather products ---- 38.9 38.3 38.7 36.9 .6 2. 0 38.9 38.1 37.9 .8

Transpurtation and public utilities ------ 40. 3 40. 0 40.6 40. 4 .3 -. 1 40. 5 40.2 40. 5 .3
Wholesale and retail trade ---------- 34. 8 34.7 35. 5 34.6 . 1 .2 35.3 35. 1 35.3 .2

Wholesale trade ------------ 39.7 39.7 40.3 39.4 0 .3 40.0 39.8 40.0 .2
Retail trade--------------- 33.2 33.2 34.1 33.1 0 .1 33.7 33.7 33.9 0

Finance, insurance, and real estate ------ 37.1 37.1 37.0 36.8 0 .3 37.1 37.1 37.0 0
Seryices ------------------ 34. 1 33.9 34.2 34.0 .2 .1 34. 3 34.1 34.2 .2

1Data relate to productinn workers in mining and manufacturing: to cnnstructinn workers in contract 2 Preliminary.
connstructinn: and to nuonspervisory workers in transpnrtatinn and public utilities; wholesale and
retail trade; finance, insurance, eod rcil estate; and services. These groups account for approsimately
4/S ot the total employment on private nonagricultural payrolls.



TABLE B-3.-AVERAGE HOURLY AND WEEKLY EARNINGS OF PRODUCTION OR NONSUPERVISORY WORKERS, ON PRIVATE NONAGRICULTURAL PAYROLLS, BY INDUSTRY

Average hourly earnings Average weekly earnings

Change from- Change from-

February January December February January February February January December February January Februar
Industry 19722 19722 1971 1971 1972 1971 19722 19722 1971 1971 1972 1971

Total private -$3.54 $3.54 $3.51 $3.35 0 $0.19 $130.27 $129.92 $130.92 $122.61 $0.35 $7.66
Seasonally adjusted- 3. 54 3. 54 3. 52 3. 35 0 .19 131.69 130.98 130.94 123.95 .71 7. 74

-g- 4.27 4.31 4. 27 4.00 -$0.04 .27 180. 19 182.74 182.76 167.60 -2. 55 12. 59
actconstruction ----------------- 5.98 5.98 5.93 5.56 0 .42 215.28 214.08 216.45 197.38 1.20 17.90
factoring -3.71 3.70 3.69 3.51 .01 .20 148.40 147.26 150.18 138.29 1.14 10.11
urable goods -3.95 3.94 3. 93 3. 74 01 .21 160. 37 158. 78 162.70 149.23 1. 59 11. 14

Ordnance and accessories 4.05 4. 00 3. 98 3. 77 .65 .28 172. 94 168.40 168. 75 155. 32 4.54 17.62
Lumber and wood products 3. 16 3. 19 3. 19 3.06 -. 03 .10 126. 72 127.28 130. 15 120.26 -. 56 6.46
Furniture and fixures -2.98 2.98 2.98 2.84 0 .14 118.90 118.90 121.88 109.91 0 8.99
Stone, clay, and glass products.. 3.77 3.75 3.74 3. 55 .02 .22 155. 70 153.38 155. 58 144.13 2.32 11. 57
Primary metal industries 4. 57 4.54 4. 50 4.09 .03 .48 187. 37 183. 87 184. 50 165.65 3. 50 21. 72
Fabricated metal products --. 3.88 3.88 3.87 3.67 0 .21 157.14 155.98 159.83 146.07 1.16 11.07
Machinery, except electrical -- 4. 18 4. 17 4. 16 3.90 .01 .28 173. 05 170.97 174. 30 156.39 2. 08 16. 66
Electrical equipment -.-.- . 3.61 3.61 3.60 3.43 0 .18 144.04 144.04 147.24 134.46 .00 9. 58 V'
Transportation equipment . 4.60 4.60 4.62 4.44 0 .16 186. 30 185. 84 196. 35 181. 15 .46 5. 15 '
Instruments and related prod-

U c ts -.
Miscellaneous manufacturing --

Nondurable goods .
Food and kindred products.
Tobacco manufactures
Textile mill products .
Apparel and other textile prod-

ucts ------
Paper and allied products.
Printing and publishing
Chemicals and allied products--
Petroleum and coal products
Rubber and plastic products,

n.e.c- ---- -
Leather and leather products --

Transportation and public utilities
Wholesale and retail trade

Wholesale trade -- ----
Retail trade - ----------

Finance, insurance, and real estate
Services - . -.-.-.-.----

3.63 3. 64 3.62 3.48 -. 01 . 15 144. 84 146.69 147. 70 136.76 -1.85 8. 08
3.06 3.06 3.05 2.94 0 .12 119.65 118.42 120.48 111.72 1.23 7.93
3.39 3.38 3.36 3.20 .01 .19 133.23 132.16 133.73 123.84 1.07 9.39
3.51 3.51 3.51 3.32 0 .19 139.00 139.35 142.51 132.80 -. 35 6. 20
3.36 3.32 3.29 3.02 .04 .34 111. 55 112. 88 118.44 107. 51 -1. 33 4. 04
2.71 2.68 2.62 2.54 .03 .17 111. 11 109 34 108. 73 101.60 1. 77 9.51

2.48
3.58
4.08
3.84
4.49

.01

B 020
.03

.09 92. 26 90.62 91. 55 86. 06 1. 64 6.20
, 25 162. 39 159.64 162.64 148.21 2.75 14.18
.26 161. 88 161. 01 165.68 151.37 .87 10. 51
.26 170.97 170. 15 170. 11 158. 59 .82 12.38
.39 205.94 202.73 196.70 189.93 3.21 16.01

2.57 2.56 2.55
3.83 3.81 3.80
4.34 4.34 4.36
4.10 4.10 4.06
4. 88 4.85 4.65

3.55
2.69
4.46
2.98
3. 82
2.66
3.39
3.08

3. 53 3. 53 3.32 .02 .23 144. 49 142.97 145.44 131.47 1. 52 13.02
2. 67 2.65 2. 58 .02 .11 104.64 102. 26 102. 56 95.20 2. 38 9.44
4.45 4.41 4.08 .01 .38 179.74 178.00 179.05 164.83 1. 74 14.91
2.97 2.91 2.83 .01 .15 103.70 103.06 103. 31 97.92 .64 5. 78
3.81 3.79 3.59 .01 .23 151.65 151.26 152.74 141.45 .39 10.20
2.65 2.61 2.54 .01 .12 88.31 87.98 89.00 84.07 .33 4.24
3.39 3.34 3.24 0 .15 125.77 125.77 123.58 119.23 0 6.54
3.08 3.06 2.95 0 .13 105.03 104.41 104.65 100.30 .62 4.73

I See footnote 1, table B-2.
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LABOR FORCE AND EMPLOYMENT-HOUSEHOLD SURVEY
SEASONALLY ADJUSTED
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UNEMPLOYMENT-HOUSEHOLD SURVEY
SEASONALLY ADJUSTED
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UNEMPLOYMENT-HOUSEHOLD SURVEY
SEASONALLY ADJUSTED
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NONAGRICULTURAL EMPLOYMENT AND HOUJRS-ESTABLISHMENT SURVEY
SEASONALLY ADJUSTED
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EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT OF VETERANS AND NONVETERANS 20-29 YEARS
SEASONALLY ADJUSTED
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Mr. MOORE. The story is as you have indicated. With respect to un-
employment it was 6 percent in December, 5.9 in January, and 5.7 in
February. Total employment remained about the same in February
as it was in January. Both months, though, are substantially higher
than they were in December and a good deal higher than they were
last summer. There has been an increase of about 1,300,000 in the total
employment in the country since last summer.

The other measure that we have of employment, the payroll sta-
tistics which are obtained from employers rather than from house-
holds, was also little changed in February, but that, too, has gained
substantially since last summer, an increase of about 1.2 million, I
believe, since last July.

Looking at the details in the unemployment picture, the rate of un-
employment this month, that is, between Januar and February,
moved down most sharply among adult women, where the rate de-
clined from 5.5 percent to 5 percent.

For adult men there was a small dip from 4.2 percent to 4. But for
teenagers, there was an increase from 17.8 percent to 18.8 percent. That
teenage rate, I think, is one of the most troublesome parts of our em-
ployment picture at the moment, since this rate is just about as high
as it has ever been.

For married men, the jobless rate went down to 2.8 percent, and
that is the lowest level since the summer of 1970.

The unemployment insurance rate which is obtained altogether in-
dependently from the household survey, and is simply another meas-
ure of the incidence of unemployment among those who are covered
by unemployment insurance, remained about the same, 3.5 percent in
the February survey week as compared with 3.4 last month.

Both of those rates, 3.4 and 3.5, are below where they were in Decem-
ber and earlier in the year when they were in the 4-percent range.

The unemployment rate for white workers went down slightly, from
5.3 to 5.1 percent. The rate for Negroes remained about the same,
10.5 percent. That, again, is another troublesome factor in the unem-
ployment picture at the present time. The black rate has remained at
a relatively high level.

One of the interesting developments this month, I think, has been
the decline in unemployment among major industries. In the seven
major industries for which we calculate an unemployment rate. basing
it on whether a person who is now unemployed had his last job in that
industry, six out of the seven industries had a decline in the unem-
ployment rate from last month. While some of those declines were
very small, it is a widespread movement. That is supported by the
employment statistics on an industry basis that we get from our estab-
lishment survey, from the employers, in that among the 30 major in-
dustries that we survey, 25 had an increase in employment over the
last 6 months.

Chairman PROXMIRE. How many industries ?
Mr. MOORE. Twenty-five out of the 30 had an increase in employment

over the last 6 months. A couple of them had no change and two or
three had a decline.

One of the things as a student of the business cycle that I have
always paid very close attention to during either a recession or a
recovery is how widespread that recovery, if it is underway, has gotten.
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This observation that I just made on how many industries are now
showing a rise in employment I believe is showing that the recovery
has become a very widespread movement.

A year ago the situation was just about the reverse, with something
like three-quarters or 80 percent of the industries that we survey show-
ing a decline in employment. The shift in the behavior of industry
employment has come about fairly gradually, fairly steadily, and it is
just about as high as it has ever been in terms of the proportion of
industries that are now showing increases.

The same thing is true, I might add, with respect to the workweek.
There has been a very widespread upward movement in the workweek
in manufacturing, and this month the average workweek in manufac-
turing went to 40.4 hours, which is the highest figure, I believe, since
July 1970. Again, most industries in the manufacturing sector have
been showing increases in the workweek over the last 6 to 9 months.

The duration of joblessness, how long it lasts for those who are
unemployed, has levelled off over the last 8 to 10 months at around
about 12 weeks. This month, in February, the average turned out to be
121/2 weeks. It has fluctuated in the last 10 months between 11/2 and
121/2 weeks.

One of the elements in a recovery that one expects to see happen as
the employment situation improves is a reduction in the average length
of unemployment. There has been no appreciable reduction yet, but in
the last 8 to 10 months there has been no increase either.

The employment and unemployment situation for Vietnam veterans
showed a substantial improvement this month, also. The unemploy-
ment rate for veterans is 7.4 percent, which is down from the January
level of 8.5 percent, and is the lowest level in more than a year. Com-
paratively, the veterans' rate has almost reached the level for non-
veterans of the same age group. Most of the time in the past it has
been higher than the nonveteran rate, but in February it was almost at
the same level.

The employment report also contains information on hourly earn-
ings. They remained in February at the January level of $3.54. That is
an average for all nonsupervisory and production workers in private
nonfarm jobs. That was up about 5.7 percent from a year ago.

The index that we compute regularly now and release in this report
on average hourly earnings was also about the same in February as in
January, 5.9 percent higher than a year ago.

Over the year the hourly earnings index, which I think is one of
our best measures of the underlying movements in wage rates, has
been definitely exceeding the rise in prices. The price index over
the year has been rising about 3 to 3.5 percent, and the nearly 6 per-
cent increase in wages have meant that real earnings have gone up
something like 3 percent during the last 12 months.

Well, that summarizes the story that we have in our press release
this month, Mr. Chairman. I will be -lad to answer any questions.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Thank you, Commissioner Moore. I think it
is interesting that you say veterans' unemployment has dropped de-
cidedly, and real wages continue to rise.

The staff has pointed out to me, that there does seem to be one
particular peculiar element in the statistics this month. I am referring
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to the staff of the Joint Economic Committee. It goes back to what
you and Secretary Hodgson and other administrations have stressed,
to look at employment instead of unemployment. Employment in-
volves 94 or 95 percent of the work force, instead of the 5 or 6 percent
unemployed.

Employment didn't go up at all, even seasonably adjusted in Feb-
ruary. That seems strange in a recovery period. The only reason
unemployment declined in February, I am told, is because there was a
labor force decline. You say in the pless release that the civilian labor
force seasonally adjusted was little chanlie in February. Yet, when I
look at the table A of the press release, I see that the civilian labor
force declined by 200,000.

Is that a statistically significant change, would you say?
Mr. MooRE. Our measures of the statistical significance of the month-

to-month changes show that was not a significant decline, but it was
a decline in the numbers. There is no question about that.

Chairman PizOiXMiRE. If employment had increased by 200,000, would
you still call it insignificant?

Mr. MOORE. Our level of significance for total civilian employment
is 239,000, and unless it approximately equals that it is not a statis-
tically significant change.

Chairman PROXNIRE,. Let me pursue this a little further. Suppose
employment had stayed constant, as it did, and the labor force, in-
stead of declining, had also stayed constant. Would not the unemploy-
ment rate then remain at 5.9 percent?

Mr. M\OOnE. Total unemployment certainly would have remained at
the same level and the unemployment rate would have, also.

Chairman PROXIMRE. Suppose employment had stayed constant as it
did and the labor force had grown by an average amount of 140,000.
Then what would have happened to the unemployment rate? I cal-
culate it would be about 6.1 percent.

Mr. MOORE. From the 5.9, I guess that would be about right.
Mr. KAITZ. What were the figures again?
Chairman PROXMIRE. Suppose employment had stayed constant, as

it did, and the labor force had grown by an average amount of about
140,000. In that event, I calculate that unemployment would be 6.1
percent. So it seems that the significant factor that developed during
this period in the labor market in February was that the labor force
declined.

Mr. MOORE. Well, you can put it that way. But let me put it a little
differently.

Chairman PRoXAMIRE. My own reaction is in the first place I have
complete and absolute faith in your analysis. I know you are a com-
pletely honest man and very capable. I am very, very encouraged to
see this drop. But I do think the staff raises a legitimate point. You
say I could put it that way. What is wrong with putting it that way?
Why is that unfair?

Mr. MOORE. Well, another way to put it is simply that we measure
the number of employed and we also measure the number of unem-
ployed. If we add them together we get the civilian labor force.

The reason why the civilian labor force went down is because unem-
ployment went down. Employment remained the same and unemploy-
ment declined.

60-174 0-72-pt. 3 6
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Chairman PROXMIRE. Perhaps what happened is we had more dis-
couraged workers. Instead of the same people seeking work they gave
up. This is what reflected a better unemployment figure, is that
correct?

Mr. MOORE. Well, that is a possibility. I don't have any figures to
establish that.

Chairman PROXMIRE. A decline of 200,000 in the labor force, in a
growing country, demographic figures indicating more young people
coming into the market all the time, we certainly wouldn't expect a
drop in the size of the labor force, should we?

Mr. MOORE. No. But we wouldn't expect employment to remain con-
stant either. It just happened to do so this month. In other words,
there is a degree of fluctuation in these figures because of sampling
and other events that happened during the month. One can't depend
on them for a precise measurement of the month-to-month change. I
don't personally know, really, what the significance is, if there is any,
to the decline in the sum of the employment and the unemployment
figure.

Chairman PRoxiMIIRE. Let me say that one of the points which has
been stressed, and I think with considerable effectiveness by the ad-
ministration, is that we have had a growing labor force, especially in
the last 6 months of 1971, which continued perhaps in January.

Now we don't have that in February. Because of this fact, you do
have a drop in the unemployment statistic, the percentages having
fallen. This does not seem to be the kind of drop in unemployment
which many of us might expect. With growth in the economy, with
more people at work, with the labor force growing, the employment
growing more rapidly, that is quite a different picture.

Congressman Conable.
Representative CONABLE. I wanted to raise only one point in connec-

tion with this problem.
One thing that happens when the head of a household loses his job is

that other members of his household go out and try to add to the fam-
ily income in order to eke out a family's budget. Therefore, you can
very easily have one man lose his job and three people go into the un-
employment rolls, at least out seeking work. The son and the wife,
for instance.

Isn't this a possible explanation of the decline in the labor force,
also, if employment has been rising? I acknowledge that employment
has not been rising on the basis of this month's statistics but it cer-
tainly has over the past year.

Isn't that a perfectly logical explanation of some shrinkage of the
labor force, as much as the discouragement which the chairman sug-
gests as a possible factor?

Mr. MOORE. Yes, ' think it is perfectly possible that that happened,
but I have no facts to say whether it did happen.

Chairman PROXMIRE. I was just going to say isn't it true that our
whole experience has been that when the economy begins to prosper
and grow and develop, more people enter the work force, not fewer.
They don't drop out because the economy develops. You have a grow-
ing labor force. One indicator of growth is the growth of the labor
force.
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Mr. MOORE. As a general proposition that is true, but it is not true
every month.

Chairman PROXMIRE. In addition to the 5 million persons officially
counted as unemployed in 1971, there were 774,000 discouraged work-
ers and 2.4 million who worked part time because no full-time work
was available. Are those numbers about correct?

Mr. MOORE. Did you say during 1971?
Chairman PROXMIRE. Yes.
Mr. MOORE. 774,000 is the number of people who said that they

wanted a job now but think they could not get one. We count them as
discouraged workers.

Chairman PROXMIRE. I am not suggesting that you change your
method of reporting, but I suggest that you might add this as useful
additional indicator. If the number of hours of these part-time work-
ers or unemployed is converted to the equivalent number of full-time
unemployed, that would add 1.1 million to the count of unemployment.

If I add this and the discouraged workers to the 5 million unem-
ployed, I get a total of the equivalent of almost 7 million unemployed
persons. If I adjust the labor force to include discouraged workers
and then take this 6.9 million as a percentage, I get an expanded un-
employment rate of 8.1 percent.

I am not being critical of the official unemployment rate. In fact,
it is, I would agree, the most valuable single statistic we have on the
unemployment situation. But would it be helpful if BLS also published
additionally, from time to time, an expanded estimate of the unemploy-
ment rate which would include the discouraged workers and the part-
time unemployed?

Mr. MOORE. We do publish the figures separately. In that procedure
we are following the recommendations that the Gordon committee
made some 10 years ago. I rather think that is a good practice.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics has followed this procedure in terms
of defining the unemployment figure for many, many years, and to
diverge from that I think would very likely be a mistake.

Chairman PROXMIRE. I am not asking for any divergence. I am ask-
ing for that from time to time you combine these and tell us what
it is so we can compare this element and have a little better under-
standing, one more in depth. I think it does reflect some degree of dis-
tress, where distressed people can't find jobs.

Mr. MOORE. One thing we do publish in one of the early tables in the
report is the percent of time lost through unemployment and under-
employment. That figure for February was 6.1 percent. For January,
it was 6.4 percent, and for December it was 6.4. It has been in the
neighborhood of 6.4, 6.5, all during last year. The February figure is
lower than any figure last year except for June.

Chairman PROXMIRE. What is the February figure?
Mr. MOORE. 6.1 percent.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Do you have any explanation of the sharp rise

in teenage unemployment to 18.8 percent? That is the highest rate, I
understand, since sometime in the 1940's.

Mr. MOORE. The only observation I have been able to make on that
is that it is confined to the 16- and 17-year-old group, not the 18- and
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19-year-olds. I don't really know why there was such a sudden jump
in February for the 16- to 17-year-old group.

Chairman PROXMIIRE. Would you call that much of a change signifi-
cant? Should we be concerned with that much of a jump, would you
think?

Mr. MOORE. Even that is not statistically significant, no. You see,
it is a very small group. It has a very small sample coverage and,
hence, the possibilities of sampling errors are that much bigger.

Chairman PROXMIRE. How much of a change is it?
MAr. MOORE. In terms of the total 16- to 19-year-old group, there was

an increase of 77,000, and it requires an 87,000 increase to be sta-
tistically significant.

Chairman PROXMIRE. What were the percentage figures?
Mr. AMOORiE. 17.8 and 18.8. It was a full percentage point.
Chairman PROXMIRE. You say 77,000 would not give us a figure that

would let us come to a firm conclusion?
Mr. MOORE. It is very close to it.
Chairman PROX-MIRE. Congressman Conable.
Representative CONABLE. We haven't been very successful in trans-

ferring the circus atmosphere to this hearing room, have we? I notice
the modest interest in good news today, anyway. I must say that I have
also noticed that there has been a sharp falling off in general of in-
terest in economic matters. I hope that is a reflection of the fact that
usually happiness is directly proportional to the lack of news content.

I would like to ask you, sir, if you have any explanation for the
sharp drop in female unemployment. That is something that is of
some interest not only to me but to my wife, who seems to be quite
interested in women's activities of one sort or another.

I think it is an area of increasing public consciousness. Does that
reflect reductions in the number of women seeking jobs?

Mr. MOORE. I think if you look over the past 6 months it reflects a
substantial increase in the number of women employed. There has
been a very sharp rise in the employment of women, and I believe that
has tended to reduce the amount of unemployment they are experi-
encing. But just why that is-possibly it is tied in with the fact that
the service industries as a whole have really continued to grow over
this whole period and they employ large numbers of women.

So the employment situation for women has improved over the last
6 months. That, I think, has been reflected in their unemployment
rates.

Representative CONABLE. The question of significance always comes
up. I remember a year ago when the unemployment rate went up and
von said it was very significant, and yet you say that dropping by one-
tenth of a percent isn't very significant viewed as a month-to-month
shift.

However, in this case we have had now 3 months of decline. Does
this mean that cumulatively we are developing some significance, that
we can begin to say that we have a trend, or is it still too soon to tell
on that? What do you view in these statistics that might indicate the
existence of a hard statistical trend instead of just a 1 month aberra-
tion ?
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Mr. MOORE. There have been 2 months of decline. The rate in Decem-
ber was 6. It has dropped from 6 in December to 5.9 and then 5.7,
three-tenthsl of a percent over the 2 months.

I asked my staff yesterday that very question and their answer was
over the 2 months, from December to February, this would be counted
ais a statistically significant decline. Of course, the larger it gets, the
more significant it is. I think one think that that tells me is that it is
very difficult to answer the question in any meaningful way about
what is significant and what isn't. It has a very limited significance,
if I may use that word in answer to the question, because it depends on
how you look at the figures and which ones you decide to look at.

Over the 2 months there has been a statistically significant drop.
Representative CONABLE. Which in this collection of statistics that

Iimake up your report this month do you consider the most significant,
however insignificant the significance may be?

Ml. MOORE. I have great difficulty answering that question. I do
think that basically the employment figures are the ones that are the
most dependable and the most economically significant from the stand-
point of the economy as a whole.

If we cannot generate an increase in employment that is widespread
among the different industries, then the economy is in trouble. As I
pointed out, in recent months the economy has been doing that. There
has been an increase in the scope of the expansion in employment. It
is now at just about as high a level as it usually ever gets.

Representative CONABLE. Let me ask you what the rate of unem-
ployment in durable goods manufacturing was. It declined from 6.7
to 6.1 percent. Isn't that indicative of the expansionary economic poli-
cies that we have been pursuing? Doesn't that show that they may have
been taking some effect?

Mr. MOORE. Yes; and I think the employment figures in the durable
goods area show the same thing.

Representative CONABLE. I am talking about the durable goods
industries.

Mr. MOORE. Right.
Representative CONABLE. I just wonder in relation to government

policy if that isn't a significant figure.
Mr. MooRiE. I, as you know, don't like to get into government policy

matters. I think the broad effect of government policies is not only
in the durable goods industries but in many others as well. Unless
it is broader than simply a few industries, it really isn't going to be too
effective. I think certainly the improvement this month in the durable
goods manufacturing unemployment rate was a very favorable devel-
opment in those industries.

Representative CONABLE. In the press release you point out that the
reduction in joblessness amnong professional and technical workers
has moved from 3.1 to 2.5 percent, the lowest level in 8 months. That is
a 20-percent drop in 1 month of unemployment in that particularly
sensitive area of workers, professional and technical.

Is that siglnificant? Are these people likely to be the first people
hired back in a trend of increasing employment? Is it possible to gen-
eralize about that?
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Mr. MOORE. For one thing, the drop in terms of our test of signifi-
cance is significant. It is a drop of six-tenths of a percent. Whether it
is at all common that professional and technical people are the first
to be rehired, I really don't know from my own knowledge, whether
that is a safe generalization or not.

I am afraid I just can't answer your question.
Representative CONABLE. Overtime has gone up two-tenths hours in

February, to 3.1 hours seasonally adjusted. What has been the trend
in overtime? Has that been a pretty flat statistic? That is usually a
harbinger of increasing employment, isn't it, if overtime is going up?
Don't employers tend to keep people on longer hours rather than tak-
ing on more hungry mouths to feed, at least for a while?

Mr. MOORE. Yes, that certainly is the usual tendency. Over the past
year there has been an irregular rise in the number of overtime hours
being paid for. It got down to as low as about 2.7 hours at the end of
1970. It is now 3.1. It has recovered about a third of the decline that it
entered into back in 1969. So it is a sensitive indicator of the employ-
ment situation and it has been moving up.

Representative CONABLE. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PRox31IiRE. Congressman Brown.
Representative BROWN. To return to the question that the chairman

and Mr. Conable were discussing about the head of household being in
the work force, being out of a job and then getting a job, when he gets
out of a job his wife and children may go out and look for work. Then,
when lie gets his job back they no longer have to work.

If that were the scenario of unemployment generally, and you could
prove it statistically, I would assume that the statistics would read
something like this: That the number of job losers would be down,
that is, the number of men losing jobs would decline. Full-time unem-
ployment would be down. Part-time unemployment would be down
because these men would be having either part-time jobs or full-time
jobs. The unemployment for married men would be down. Unemploy-
ment for adult men would be down. Overtime would be up. The job-
leavers would be up. Unemployment for adult women would be down
because they ould have left the job market. Is that right?

Mr. MOORE. Yes.
Representative BROWN. In fact, those things have all occurred in

this month, so maybe there is a scenario showing up here that men
who have full-time jobs lost them but are getting them back to the
extent that their wives no longer have to work.

The only thing that doesn't fit into the scenario is that you expect
also the unemployment for teenagers would be down because teen-
agers would have left the employment field altogether. But, appar-
ently, unemployment for teenagers is up and up sharply. So teenagers
are still in the field or are still coming into the field.

Can you tell me what the picture is specifically with teenagers? Is
it that there is a number of people in that age group seeking employ-
ment, that that number has increased? Just what is the circumstance?

Mr. MOORE. The total labor force for teenagers has been moving up
in the last 5 months or so relatively sharply. Employment of teenagers
has also been moving up fairly sharply in the last 5 months or so.

It has not been sharply enough to reduce their unemployment rate.
This time we had, as I indicated, a relatively sharp rise in the teenage
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unemployment rate. It was concentrated in the very young group, 16-
to 17-year-olds.

Representative BROWN. If we are squeezing out the inefficient work-
ers and the people who do not do a good job in their employment-
in other words, the marginal worker is no longer continued in his
job-I would expect that the statistics would show that the average
length of time of unemployment would increase.

In other words, you would have laid off the guy you didn't want to
keep and he would not be among those you would call back. Also, you
might layoff the teenage worker, the one who is inexperienced in his
job. That seems to be what has happened.

That is what the statistics indicate happen. Can we assume that in-
dustry is moving toward a more efficient work force?

Can we assume that professionals are coming back on the job and
adult men are coming back on the job?

-Mr. MOOllE. With any expansion of demand that is at all widespread
I think you do expect to see that happening. But what puzzles me about
the numbers is that there has been a sharp rise in the employment of
teenagers as well as in their unemployment.

That seems a little inconsistent with the idea that they are being
laid off in order to employ more experienced people.

Representative BROWN. The last time we upped the minimum wage,
I was running a business, and we had experience where we were hiring
teenagers or those that would be in this 20 to 24 age group as the
economy grew, but at the same time we were having an anticipation
of an increase in the minimum wage.

In anticipation of that increase I can recall very specifically letting
t wo youngsters go and replacing them with an older man because as a
result of the minimum wage increase it would be cheaper for me to hire
a man at a full-time job than it was to hire two teenagers at the mini-
mum wage.

Is that likely to be in this picture any place?
Mr. MOORE. I just have no information that it is in the picture.
Representative BlROwN. We have been told that we should be very

careful about a minimum wage increase at this particular time.
I want to talk about one other area of the Government program.

You note that the unemployment for all of those in the 20- to 24-age
category has dropped, I think, from 10.4 to 9.2. Yet the unemployment
for the veterans, a much smaller group in that age category, has
d(opped from 12.3 to 9.7, a sharp drop. If we don't include the veteran
figures, I would assume that the unemployment for nonveterans in the
20- to 24-age group has not been as much impacted by the decline in
uinemploymnent.

In other words, the guy that is getting hired in that age category of
20 to 24 is the veteran of Vietnam, is that right?

Mr. MOORE. That is correct.
Representative BROWN. So the program which the administration

has undertaken to try to get employment for veterans of Vietnam would
appear to be operatingr with a rather significant degree of success in
view of those statistics, wouldn't it?

Mr. MOORE. Yes, it is consistent with that interpretation. That is,
there has been a greater improvement in the veteran employment and
unemployment situation than there has been in the nonveterans of the
same age group.
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Representative BROWN. Let us look at another area that seems not to
have been very successful, and that is the sharp rise and rather dis-
couragingly sharp rise and consistent rise of the joblessness among
Negro youths and Negroes generally.
. Is there some way to explain this more fully? How does this relate

historically to joblessness among nonwhites and particularly among
Negro youths?

Mr. MOORE. I would have to say it is unusual. Usually the employ-
ment and unemployment of blacks moves along pretty much in the
same way and about the same time as the unemployment and employ-
ment of whites.

Representative BROWN. I was very encouraged to say by the bad
news, if that is the way to put it, that when we were having increased
unemployment rates this time, that the blacks were not being laid off
as sharply as had been the case in previous times of unemployment in-
crease. Isn't that correct?

Mr. MOORE. Yes. The ratio of unemployment of blacks to whites was
lower this time than it has usually been in the past.

Representative BROWN. In other words, the blacks were being held on
the job though the jobs were not holding up quite as well. But now that
we seem to be in a generalized recovery, the blacks are not benefiting
from that, blacks and teenagers as two separate categories and then
teenage blacks as a specific category, not benefiting from that as much
as one might anticipate.

Is there any explanation that you can give to that?
Mr. MOORE. One possibility that I would think of offhand, and I

don't know whether it would hold up under investigation, is that over
the last 10 years or so there has been a very substantial shift in the
kinds of occupations and the kinds of industries in which blacks are
employed.

In general, they have moved into, I would say, more secure jobs.
They are less likely to have a high unemployment rate. That is a great
benefit to them when unemployment is rising because their unemploy-
ment will then not rise as much as it otherwise would. But it is a little
bit on the opposite side when the situation is improving and their sit-
uation will not improve as much either.

Representative BROWN. I would suggest that this means that in the
future we are going to have to take a more careful look at the structural
aspects of our labor force and unemployment and our efforts to cure
that problem.

I must say that I think programs such as the OIC and several others
in that field, specifically designed to train minority groups and voca-
tional education, designed to go to teenage employment, may very
well be part of our consideration of the unemployment factor.

Mr. MOORE. It is one reason, sir, why I think the employment and
unemployment situation needs to be looked at in great detail, to isolate
the problems. Paying attention simply to the overall aggregates just
doesn't tell you where the problems are or what ought to be done
about them.

Representative BROWN. My time is up, but. I want to underscore
this rather sharp rise in teenage unemployment with some comments
that I made the other day, or some observations I made the other
(lay, when Secretary Connally and some of the other men testified
generally Onl the situation in our society.
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To me, it is an indication that we are shifting more sharply than
perhaps we are willing to recognize into a highly technologically
based society wherein those elements of our society who are untrained
and merely have their youth and dextrousness and strength, the things
that go with youth, are no longer as much in demand as they were
in a rural, agrarian society or even in a society where the basic unit
was the assembly line.

In other words, you had to be able to do something well and rapidly
in the physical sense. Now we are into a cybernetickind of technology
where we must have people who are trained and where we spot them
in the work force.

The day seems to be coming where we will have to spend a lot
more time training or we will have to find some way to keep enter-
tained and passive those elements of our society who are not equipped
for the kind of technological society in which we find ourselves living.

Mr. MooRE. I would agree with that as a long-run trend.
Representative BROWN. AMy time is up.
Chairman PROXMIRE. I apologize to Mr. Bassie, but I do want to

pursue just a little bit further some further points with Mr. Moore.
I think it is an interesting situation which has been developing

here. As far as teenage unemployment is concerned, you gave me
the answer that it was not statistically significant, the change from
17.8 to 18.8. If we go back and take the change in November, we
find it was 16.7 percent unemployed in November, 17.3 in December,
17.8 in January, 18.8 in February.

Would you consider that trend statistically significant?
Mr. MOORE. Let me consult my adviser on that.
He said he thinks it would be, yes, sir.
Chairman PROXIAIRE. That seems to me to be very alarming. Inci-

dentally, referring to what Congressman Brown said, the evidence
we have is that the teenagers now, 16 to 19 years old, are far better
educated, even to the extent that they have had an opportunity in
many cases to be better trained than any other group of teenagers.

In a sense, that element should be a positive element in overcoming
the structural difficulty of getting people employed who have had little
education, who have been dropouts in the past.

Mr. MOORE. It is true, sir, that many of the teenagers that are counted
as unemployed, as well as those counted as employed, are in school.
Many more of them are in school these days than was true in the past.

Chairman PROXMIRE. To get back very quickly to the hours. Con-
gressman Conable discussed that. It is true that the hours went back
up to the level they were in December 1971; however, that is an ex-
traordinarily low level of hours worked. It is lower than any period in
the 1960's, far lower. It is almost at a recession level.

So it is hard to see much encouragement from the fact that people,
instead of working 36.9 hours are working 37.2. It is still very, very far
down. In fact, I can't find any statistics going back as far as we kept
them where they were that low. Maybe in the 1930's they got below that
but we have to go back that far.

We have a long way to go before the overtime problem is developed
to the point where we would hire new people. I think that is one of the
reasons why we are having so much difficulty with more production, in
getting more people employed. It would seem more logical to put
people who are not working full time to work full time before you go
into the labor market for more people.
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Mr. MOORE. In terms of that trend, Senator, I think one of the big
reasons for it is the very much larger proportion of people who are
working on a part-time week basis. That proportion has increased over
the years. That has tended to reduce the average length of workweek
very substantially.

That, I would say, is a trend and has really nothing to do with the
current economic situation.

Chairman PROXMIRE. It may have something to do with it, especially
the fact that you have so many people who want to work full time but
who can only work part time.

Mr. MOORE. Yes, but you had that before this developed.
Chairman PROXMIRE. I hesitate to do this, because the hour is late

and Mr. Bassie is ready, but I can't resist it.
In December and January, we had a spectacular increase, unfor-

tunately, in the wholesale price index, which is a foreshadower of what
is going to happen in consumer prices. By and large, over the past few
years the wholesale price index has behaved far better than the con-
sumer price index. It has risen at about half the rate, or at least much
less. But in December and January, the increase was over 6 percent
seasonally adjusted.

This is explained that the bulge is to be expected after the freeze.
How long do you expect this bulge to last?

Mr. MOORE. I have not had anything to say about that bulge or how
long it may or may not last. I have compiled a table, and I would be
very happy to put it into the record if you wish, which shows the
behavior of the consumer price index and the wholesale price index
and hourly earnings during the period prior to the freeze, during the
freeze period, during the post-freeze period, and during the period
starting from August as a whole.

Chairman PROXMIRE. We would be delighted to have that go into the
record. It will be placed in the record at this point.

(The information to be furnished for the record follows:)
MEASURES OF PRICE AND WAGE CHANGES BEFORE AND DURING THE PRICE-WAGE-RENT STABILIZATION PROGRAM

[Seasonally adjusted percent change, compound annual rate]

6 months Phases I
prior to Phase I Phase 11 and I1
phase I August to November August 1971

February to November 1971 to to February
August 1971 1971 February 1972 1972

CPI,all items -4.1 1.7 14.0 22.6
CPIfood -5.4 1.7 13.0 22.2

CPI, commodities less food -3.7 0 3.1 2 1.2
CPI, services 3 (not seasonally adjusted) 4.5 3.1 1 5. 2 2 3. 9
CPI, rent 3 (not seasonally adjusted) - 3.9 2.8 i 2. 6 2 2. 7
WPI, all commodities -4.6 -0.8 7. 7 3.4WPI, farm products and processed foods and feeds ' 4.6 0.0 7. 14 8. 4
WPI, industrials -5.7 +1. 3 4.2 1.4
WPI, consumer foods '- 4.4 -0. 3 15.6 7.4
WPI, consumer commodities less food 1.8 -1. 1 3.6 1. 3
WPI, producer finished goods -3.3 -2.7 6. 3 1. 7
Spot market price index, 13 industrial raw materials'- -2.0 +3. 1 24.9 13.4Hourly earnings index, private nonfarm projuction

workers -6.8 2.2 8.3 5.1

1 November 1971 to January 1972.
2 August 1971 to January 1972.

3Not seasonally adjusted because data contain virtually no seasonal movements.
4 Raw agricultural products are exempt from the price controls.

5 Weekly index, not a component of the WPI. Includes copper, lead, and steel scrap, zinc, tin, cotton, print cloth, wooltops, burlap hides, rubber, rosin, tallow.
Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor, Mar. 10, 1972.
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Mr. MOORE. In looking at the period as a whole, and comparing it
with the preceding period, we can see whether this bulge, as some
people have called it, has completely erased the effect of the freeze so
that the level of prices now compared with August had really in-
creased just as fast as before. Then I think you would have to con-
clude that neither the freeze nor phase II was very effective.

But in fact that is not the case by any means. For example, if you
take the CPI since August and through January, the rate of increase
has been 2.6 percent as compared with 4.1 percent in the 6 months
preceding the August date.

Chairman PROXMIRE. We all recognize that the freeze was effective.
At least I do, and I think most other people have to recognize that.

But the wholesale price of industrial products, which is peculiarly
subject to the freeze and the subsequent phase II had an increase at
an annual rate of over 4 percent, most recently, and that was the rate
before the freeze was put into effect.

Mr. MOORE. What I mean is that if the bulge-if this recent rate of
increase-has been sufficiently rapid to eradicate the effect of the
freeze, itself, then the whole policy, it seems to me, would be rela-
tively ineffective. But it has not been that big.

In the case of the industrial wholesale price index, since August
and through January, it has increased at the rate of eight-tenths of
1 percent. Before August it was increasing at a rate of 5.7 percent. So
the bulge has simply not by any means eliminated the effect of the
freeze. It has just not been that big.

Chairman PROXMIRE. I am trying to confine this to industrial whole-
sale prices.

Mr. MOORE. That is what I am talking about.
Chairman PROXMIRE. There you say that the bulge has not been as

big since when? Did you take the whole period?
Mr. MOORE. Between August and January it went up 0.8 percent at

an annual rate, and prior to the freeze it went up at a 5.7 percent
rate. [Data for February, available on March 10, show an increase of
1.4 percent at annual rate, August through February.]

Chairman PROXMIRE. What I am saying is that we have to wait be-
fore we can tell.

Mr. MOORE. That is true. If the bulge continues, at the recent rates,
there will be a very different situation.

Chairman PROXMIRE. I have other questions, but my colleagues may
want to question you further.

Representative BROWN. Mr. Chairman, I do have one question be-
cause it relates to a point that the.chairman raised when he was dis-
cussing full-time employment.

I am under the impression that the labor laws which established
the time beyond which workers received time and a half for overtime
were changed somewhere along the line in the Depression. The 40-hour
week was established at that time, am I correct?

Mr. MOORE. Yes. I think in 1935.
Representative BROWN. And we are still laboring under the re-

quirement of the 40-hour week as the limit beyond which time and a
half is paid. But many industries have negotiated 371/2 -hour weeks
or less beyond which time and a half for overtime is paid.

So, in fact, in many industries a full workweek is something less
than 40 hours. When you are talking about full-time employment, how
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does that work out? Full-time employment for employees this yearas opposed to full-time employment for employees 10 years ago meanswhat?
Mr. MooRtE. Our current definition is that at 35-hour week is full-time. I don't recall whether we have changed that definition. I don'tbelieve it has been changed.
Representative BROWN. Since when?
Mr. KA1TZ. In terms of the household survey our classification pro-cedure is to classify people as full time if they work 35 or more hoursper week and part time if they work less. This is a concept which weuse in the household survey and it does not necessarily conform tothe actual practices in industry.
As far as I know, our definition has been consistent over time. It hasnot changed.
Representative BROWN. Can you give me some idea what the average

rate at which time and a half begins is? What has happened to thatrate in the last 10 or 20 years? In many industries the 371/2-hour weekis now common, whereas, 10 years ago a 37½/2-hour week was relativelyrare.
Have you taken that into account at all in your statistics?
Mr. MOORE. We may be able to supply some information for therecord, Mr. Brown, but I have no real knowledge of what the answer

is to that.
Representative BROWN. Tell me what the average time and a halfrate was in terms of hours worked and how that has changed over theperiod of the last few years. I think it would be helpful. I think itshould be reflected in some way of what your full-time week is. If youare accepting a full-time week as 35 hours in 1936, after the 40-hourweek was passed, my guess is nobody got time and a half until theyworked 40 hours in 1936, but in 1972, some 35 years later, certainly35 hours is closer to a full-time week than it was then.
How long has the 35-hour full-time week been statistically in effect?Do you go back to the 1920's or 1930's?
Mr. MOORE. Our household survey goes back only to the 1940's. Itwas not in existence before then. If we can find any information thathas a bearing on your question, we will supply it.
Representative BROWN. I wish you would give it a good solid look.It seems to me there is one that might stand a little revision in termsof what many industries have had negotiated or have negotiated withtheir employees.
I dare say that a lot of newsmen who cover this committee have hadtheir average hours of work negotiated by the Guild changed from 40hours to 371/2 hours in recent years.
Mr. MOORE. We will be glad to look into it, Congressman Brown.
(The information to be furnished for the record follows:)

The table below relates to weekly overtime provisions in major collectivebargaining agreements, that is, the weekly hours to be worked before overtimeis paid. During the period covered, 1956-57 to 1971, the proportion of workerscovered by agreements specifying overtime to be paid after 40 hours has increased,and there has been some increase also in the proportions to be paid overtime after
35 or 371/2 hours.
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PERCENT OF WORKERS COVERED BY AGREEMENTS PROVIDING WEEKLY OVERTIME

Straight-time hours 1956-57 1971

All workers covered -100.0 100.0

30 hrs (I) (2)
35hrs -1.0 2.1
36 hfrs -(l) 5
373'. hrs-(2) 1.1
40 hrs -50.4 65.9
48 hrs (l) .5
Other -10. 4 1. 1
No reference -37.9 28.6

2 Not available.
2 Less than 0.005.

Chairman PROXMIIRE. Thank you very, very much, Commissioner
Moore. We appreciate your appearance.

Mr. Bassie, I want to apologize once again for your waiting so long.
As a matter of fact, you were originally invited to appear at 10 :30,
I think. I had to Chair a hearing of the Banking Committee until
11 o'clock.

You have appeared before this committee and have been most help-
ful a numiber of times. We tried to get your testimony earlier in con-
nection with the evaluat -n of the President's report. You may wish
to give us your assessments now.

I want to also ask you about your position with respect to the Bu-
reau of Labor Statistics situation since you wvere appointed head of a
committee to inquire into what was happening. Would you give us
your views on these matters?

STATEMENT OF V. LEWIS BASSIE, PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS,
COLLEGE OF COMMERCE AND BUSINESS, UNIVERSITY OF
ILLINOIS

Mr. BAssir. Thank you, Senator Proxmire and gentlemen.
It is true that I am a member of a committee that was supposed to

study the matter of possible arrangements to bias economic statistics.
However, I camnot speak as a member of that committee because the
committee has never met yet, and we are not going to report for an-
other month or two. However, I will be glad to give you my own per-
sonal views.

Chairman PROX30RE. Give us just a word about this committee, who
appointed it, what its mission is, and so forth.

Air. BASSTE. This subject came up for discussion at the last meeting
of the conference on income and wealth.

Chairman PROXM[I1RE. What is that conference?
Mr. BASSIE. It is a special group of scholars who have contributed

to and are interested in the national income and product accounts and
matters related to their use. That group has been in existence since
the 1930"s. It is a fairly select group because the members have to be
elected on the basis of their contributions in this field.

Representative BROWN. Elected by the members of the group?
Mr. BASSIE. Yes. By the other members of the conference.
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Representative BROWN. It is sort of like a fraternity? You don't
just join up but you have to be asked?

Mr. BASSIE. Yes, that is true. However, you could apply if you felt
you had made a significant contribution, and that would be taken into
account by the members of the conference.

Chairman PRoxiviiRE. One of the distinguished economists on our
staff says if you don't regularly attend you are kicked out, and he
was.

Mr. BASSIE. Well, I think they do try to keep the group limited to
those people who are really interested in the subject. Of course, all of
us are interested in these basic statistics because we all have to rely
on them for the analyses we make and for any kind of proposed solu-
tions we want to recommend.

Unless we have good data we can't perform adequately. There were
a number of people who made some kind of expressions of concern
about the matter. I spoke on the point and as a result got myself stuck
with an assignment to look into it.

We have been gathering material up to this point but have not ar-
rived at any conclusions. However, we will be making some kind of a
report at the next meeting of the conference.

As you know, I also had expressed my concern to this committee
last fall. I was out of the country for a year. When I came back in
September, this subject came up at luncheon one day. A group of us
were eating together and we decided we would send an expression of
our concern. Wee did that. So I have some information on it.

The thing that is behind it all, of course, is what I might call the
cosmetic approach of the administration. This administration is ex-
tremely conscious of its public relations image, and as a result the fear
is fairly widespread among statisticians and economists that maybe
some efforts were being made to use the statistical mechanisms of the
Government for purposes they were not designed to serve.

That fear to some extent persists. Even though Commissioner Moore
made a statement to the press and sent it to all of us, the fear hasn't
been entirely removed. There are several difficulties, even though I
don't challenge anything in his statement. I thought he made a very
good statement of his position and I admire the fact that he insists on
maintaining the integrity of the labor data.

My own feeling is that we should not tolerate any change in the pro-
cedures of collecting the unemployment statistics at this time. I am
also very much against any change in the interpretation of the full
employment target. On the first of these, at least, his statement was
very definitive. On the second, the administration has not really stood
fast, but I think it is important we should at this time.

Now, coming back to what is unsatisfactory, you see, the nature of
h)is statement was that, "WIell, we were planning a reorganization
anyway and it is just a coincidence that it came up in timing at the
same time as these incidents relating to the unemployment statistics."
I think it is true, that it has been well established, that a reorganiza-
tion was underway. But anybody can see that a reorganization didn't
have to affect-these particular men in this particular way. In other
words, it is too much of a coincidence.
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Also, the statement left too many things unsaid to be really satis-
factory. It didn't give any new information on what went on behind
the scenes or anv new evidence that would detach the actions against
these men from the incidents that had brought them on.

You see, the situation that has been created here goes back beyond
this reorganization. If this were an isolated case, we might take a dif-
ferent view of it. Actually, of course, it goes back to Secretary Hickel's
dismissal and other incidents throughout the Government which
showed that the problem is much broader, and that various people
have been put under pressure to behave in a certain way that would
be considered favorable.

The fear persists that anybody down the line who wants to protect
his job might tend to bias his work to some extent. This might even be
carried onl to such an extent that a person like Commissioner Moore
could not control fully the efforts of his subordinates. So there has been
some persisting fear.

If the incidents in the Bureau of Labor Statistics were, as I said,
isolated cases, they could perhaps be dismissed as water over the dam.
But as some people felt, the matter should have further study.

Chairman PROXM1IRE. As I understand it, Mr. Bassie, what you are
telling us is that a group of scholars and a number of others whom you
have consulted in addition are concerned about the possibilities that
this or any administration, Republican or Democratic-all of them
are self-serving, wvhether Johnson, Kennedy, Eisenhower, everybody
wants to put the best light on their performance.

One way of evaluating the performance of an administration is to
see what happens in employment, in inflation, and so forth. AWe rely on
statistics for that. Are you telling us that these scholars are concerned
that the administration mighlt find ways of tampering with the sta-
tistics or of changing the method of collection so they wouldn't be
comparable and would give an inadequately favorable appearance to
economic developments? Did it go that far? Be as specific as possible.

Mr. BASSIE. I think I have to give you a kind of yes and no answer
on that. Some people have this concern and many of the others don't.
It is not unanimous by any means. Nobody has any evidence of real
fudging of the figures.

Chairman PROXMIRE. If anything like that developed, wouldn't it
be a scandal that would just have the most tremendous repercussions?
It seems to me it would be far more damaging to any administration
than any possible gain. If, for example, they instructed the hundreds
of people-they would have to be instructed-who gather, interpret,
or handle these statistics to change in any way, this is the kind of story
which our alert press would have and would disclose very quickly,
wouldn't you assume?

Mr. BASSIE. I should certainly hope so, Senator.
Chairman PROXMIRE. How could we protect ourselves against this

possibility? Once again, I hope my question isn't too partisan because
this could happen to any administration.

Mr. BASSIE. I should think that this ought to go right back to the
administration itself, and there ought to be some kind of an order
coming out that all the public relations men let the statistical offices
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alone to do their jobs without interference. I am sure Commissioner
Moore has no interest other than to be let alone to do his job properly.
I think we should not have the kind of pressures that seem to have
developed here in recent years.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Do you recall the decision on the part of theadministration to stop the press conferences which had been conducted
by the top technicians in the Department, in which they interpreted
and explained the latest unemployment statistics to a press group that
was permitted to examine and cross-examine in the presence of other
reporters?

Would you call that discontinuance one element in developing alack of credibility or a concern on the part of these scholars?
Mr. BASSIE. It certainly has been interpreted that way. I was out ofthe country at the time these incidents occurred and have read about

them sometime afterward. Again I would say that the feeling aboutthem is not by any means unanimous. These press conferences have, tosome extent, been a matter of controversy in the past. Their termina-tion, coming just at the time it did, though, and in relationship to cer-tain disputed incidents, puts the official intent in a bad light.
In some way I feel these incidents were futile, and I have somewhat

the same feeling about the discussion here today. You see, the currentdecline in unemployment under the circumstances of winter weather
and a sluggish economy did not impress me as very meaningful. Idoubt that it is wise to put much weight on these month-to-month
jiggles.

But it was originally just that kind of effort, to interpret month-to-
month jiggles favorably, that led to the whole hassle in the first place.

Chairman PROXMIRE. In your oral statement, you spoke about twothings I think concern us very much. One is a change in the method
of collecting statistics. Are you referring to the Connally task forcewhich is supposed to report in 3 weeks on the method of collecting
unemployment statistics, and so forth?

Mr. BAssnJ. No. I had no reference to that and I don't know whatthat task force is going to report. We should keep the survey as it isnow because if we don't there is going to be a period of months when
we will not be able to interpret the results of a new survey.

You can never interpret these things properly for a while until youhave a series of probably at least a year under your belt. So at thisjuncture it would be bad to be put adrift by having the methodology
changed.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Are they trying to change the methodology?
Mr. BASSIE. I don't know.
Chairman PROXMTRE. My staff says they are. You don't know whether

they are or not?
Mr. BASSIE. I don't know, but I would be against it.
Chairman PROXMIRE. I am concerned. I would think that a highly

competent, concerned, and interested man like you who has been look-ing into this kind of thing would have some knowledge about that.
Mr. BASSIE. I have no access to the task force. I have no channel of

information there.
Chairman PROXMIRE. You spoke about the change in the unemploy-

ment target. It has been 4 percent. There is talk that there is at leastone Treasury study, disavowed by Mr. Connally when he appeared be-
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fore this committee, which I disclosed which says that the 4 percent
is unrealistic; you can't get down to 4 percent; that 5 percent is the
logical level for us to shoot at for unemployment without the kind of
inflation that is unacceptable.

What do you mean by the assertion that we should not change our
target?

Mr. BASSIE. Well, it is precisely this: I feel in part much the same
way some of the others do whose views you referred to; namely, that
it is going to be extremely difficult to get down to 4 percent. I think
it is doubtful that we could accomplish that in the next few years.

But I don't say, because of that, I am going to swing over and define
the problem out of existence. That does not seem to me a proper ap-
proach at all. So I say we should keep the present target, and we should
try to do what we can about reducing the unemployment problem.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Then you also mentioned the Hickel dismissal
as relating to this whole situation. It seems to me that is not related
very clearly to the economic area. It would also seem that the Presi-
dent should be free to hire or fire anybody he wants to with respect to
his Cabinet. That is his own group of personal representatives. I would
think the President could hire or fire and dismiss people with whom
he disagreed or who disagreed with him very quickly without ques-
tioning his action. When you get into the people who are directly
responsible to Commissioner Moore you might have a different kind of
a situation.

Mr. BASSIE. I can't fully agree with you on that. I know it is a
tradition that we let the President have the men he wants in his Cabi-
net. But these Cabinet members, Nwho are department heads and who
are directing the structure of the various bureaus under their depart-
ment headship could make many changes, and it is not to me a simple
matter that the President should be able to redirect all those activities
at his will. I think some restraints on that process would be desirable
in the public interest.

Chairman PROXMfIRE. Let me ask you about--
AMr. BASSIE. I only referred to Secretary Hickel, not by way of tying

it to the statistical-economic problem, but merely as indicating that
the administration is rather intolerant of dissent and that people who
are in other kinds of functions than those of Cabinet members to some
extent would feel the same kind of fear of losing their status or
positions.

Chairman PROX3IIRE. Give me your views, if you would like, a sum-
mary, on the business outlook.

Mr. BASSIE. Here I have quite a divergence with most of my col-
leagues. I believe the economic situation is not satisfactory, and I think
that in fact it is barely favorable. I can't say that even that applies to
more than a few months ahead. The recovery up to this point has been
very weak. In fact, it so far has not even progressed as fast as my own
calculations indicated it should have.

This situation is very difficult to explain. None of the people who are
more optimistic than I have come up with any explanation of why,
with a buildup in the Government deficit of over $30 billion in the
last 2 years, we do not have more response from the economy.

Chairman PizOXauIRE. It is expected to be $60 billion in the next year.
You have a colossal deficit, an easy monetary policy, we are reassured

60-174 0-72-pt. 3-6
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again and again, and you have the most recent statistic to indicate thatis finally taking some bite.
You have warned us about accepting these month-to-month changes,but the most recent available business indicators seem to be favorable.The unemployment figures while still a matter of concern seem to beimproving, although I questioned that this morning, as you may haveobserved, because of the most recent drop in the labor force. Neverthe-less, ill general there seems to be a recovery. Do you fault the $85 to$100 billion prediction of increase in the gross national product forthe next year?
Mr. 13 ASSIE. Yes; definitely. In the forecast I worked out it wasonly about half as big as that, and of that, maybe 60 percent came inthe category of price increase rather than real production.
Chairman PROXMIRE. I-low much would you suggestt?
Mr. BASSIE. About 2 or a little over, about 21/4 percent, maybe ofreal growth.
Chairman PROXMIRE. You say you are disappointed in that?
Mr. BASSIE. It hasn't been progressing fast enough to develop that,as far as I can see.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Why are you so gloomy in view of the effortsof the Government and the obvious incentive the administration hasto have good times before the election?
Mr. BAssIE. The efforts of the Government are of a rather peculiar,temporary character that is not going to succeed in stimulating theprivate economy the way they would like it to. I have an illustrationI could come back to later of how getting out favorable statistics andfavorable reports on the current statistics will not in my opinion suc-ceed in bringing out this response.
There is a great tendency among public relations people in generalto feel that if only everybody thinks right and has confidence in thefuture, that everything will work out all right. I don't think that istrue. The economy doesn't work that way.
Chairman PROXMIRE. It works that way to some extent.
Mr. BASSIE. Only for limited periods of time. You see, I would bewilling to concede that the wage-price freeze had a good psychologicaleffect temporarily, but now I think that is being lost.
Chairman PROXMIRE. But the actions by the consumer, the con-sumer is now saving much more than he has in the past. If he startsspending, that will be helpful. If the businessman decides it is a goodtime to expand his plant and equipment, to invest, that is going to bevery helpful. As Franklin Roosevelt said, "We have nothing to fearbut fear itself." He was right. It developed after a while that we wereable to make a recovery.
I would agree with you that if the situation doesn't warrant it,and if the administration is just going to talk as Herbert Hoover did,promising that prosperity is right around the corner without a basisfor it, it is liable to be counterproductive. But here you do have apolicy of greatly expanding government spending and increasing thedeficit, which should stimulate employment, stimulate economic activ-ity. You have a policy of expanding the money supply. You have apolicy of reassuring the business by holding down prices. Why isn'tthis going to work? What other ingredient can we put into it thatwill make it work? What can we do? Is there anything we can do?
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Mr. BASSIE. I think we have to make plans on a more permanent
basis than some of the devices being used to make the Government ac-
counts look especially good in the 6 months' period we are in now,
the last half of fiscal 1972-for example, I think something more ought
to be done directly on the employment front. On that score I have sup-
ported Congressman Reuss's proposal.

But I think the way these forecasts are worked out I can't really
accept the picture of strong growth that is supposed to come from the
private economy, given these particular budgets that the administra-
tion is planning and the other stimulants that are supposed to exist
in the economy.

For one thing, I think the consensus forecast is somewhat inconsis-
tent. If we were really going to get a big upsurge in real activity, such
as 6 percent, then I doubt that we can hold the price line to 3 percent.

Second, I think there is too much projection of past trends. There is
not enough recognition of the fact that the situation has changed. It
changed in 1969, and many of those past trends are broken. It is not
appropriate to extend them on into the future.

I also think that the way that they deflate creates an increment to
real production that is not really there. You have to approach the
growth problems from the side of real production in order to make any
firm calculation of feasibility, of getting unemployment down, and
also from the standpoint of firming up price developments. Unless
you know the impact of real production on resources, you can't de-
termine that. But, nevertheless, people are making guesses about the
price changes. They are making the guess that the price increase is
only going to be half as big as it was, and, therefore, when we deflate
our projections by this restricted price increase, then we get a much
bigger increase in real production. It is not logically sound.

I can also cite a number of other reasons why I don't agree with
these forecasts. These would be in terms of the specific sectors of the
economy. We get into a rather long story here.

Chairman PROXMINUE. I certainly agree with you wholeheartely on
the necessity for a job creation program. I have been calling for that
consistently. I think the committee will do that in its report. As you
say, Congressman Reuss has a very good bill that will provide jobs,
with a multiplier. I would agree that you can't expect nature to take
its course on the basis of a deficit and monetary policy alone. We need
something that will persuade the American people to believe because
it is true that there are going to be more jobs in the future.

Would you submit a statement for the record on the business out-
look? Do you want to make a summary of the specific breakdowns?

Mr. BASSIE. I could, but I would have to rely on computations made
before the recent data revisions.

(The following information was subsequently supplied for the
record:)

Plant and Equipment. Most forecasters rely on the survey of planned capital
outlays, which is now predicting a year-to-year gain of 9 percent. There are four
reasons for expecting less: First, the initial survey estimates have been revised
downward for almost every quarter in the last four years; second, the price
component incorporated in the reported plans may be higher than will be realized;
third, the expectations are inconsistent with the current business drive to econo-
mize and cut back everything dispensable; and finally, the fuandamentals of
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capacity utilization are against a really strong gain. This last point is admitted
for manufacturing, but dismissed elsewhere, as if there is no excess capacity inthe rest of the economy. Actually, there has been overbuilding of skyscrapers and
some other commercial facilities. Even the electric utilities are confronted witha slowing of growth in power demand from 7 to 5 percent, which will soon affect
their plans if it persists. The manufacturing sector will probably contributenothing in real terms. Nonmanufacturing will increase, partly as a delayed re-sponse to the housing boom, but even a 9 percent advance will represent only
about $21/2 billion in real terms.

Buhiness Inventories. There is no independent basis for expecting a spurt ininventory accumulation to the $10 billion level predicted. Total inventories werenot low at the end of 1971. They were built up above past norms in the earlyVietnam years and have held steady since. They could be run off again if the warended and the inflation was controlled. The upswing in 1971 did not produce much
accumulation, and a similar increase in 1972 will not break the business policy ofkeeping them in line. A sharp run-up might be touched off by some new dis-turbance but, like the splurge in consumer credit. it could be a danger signal
rather than a contribution to steady growth.

Housing. Homebuilding has also had its day and will ease off in 1972 fromthe 21/4 million level of the fourth quarter. It reached that high only as aresult of the patchwork of subsidies provided to get quick action from speculative
builders, and the backlog of building that had been blocked by lack of financing
in fiscal 1970 is now being worked off. The rate of building, plus 500,000 mobilehomes, is well above the current effective demand, so that vacancies will in-crease. Since this is a slow-moving cycle, the decline in 1972 is likely to bemoderate.

Government Spending. Federal, state, and local government spending willprobably increase all through 1972. Most of an estimated $20 billion increase
in the federal budget will be devoted to transfers and grants rather than purchases
of goods and services. The fiscal stimulus to private spending will not be large.A similar diversion appears in other government accounts, and when purchases
of goods and services are deflated to a constant dollar basis, they too are farless than decisive. Nevertheless, they will help push up a generally lacklustereconomy and may contribute about a third of the advance in real gross product.

Foreign Trade. Expectations of large gains in net exports are unrealistic. Thedevaluation improves our competitive position, but most countries expect theirprdoucts to remain competitive and retain their market shares. Hence, therecessions now being experienced abroad may be important enough as a negative
factor to offset most of the gains from favorable exchange rates.

Consum ption. There ought to be a better basis for projecting consumption
than such figments as return of confidence and improved job prospects. Consump-
tion does not usually lead the economy, and though it has done so in thespecial circumstances of the recent past, it cannot be expected to do so in thefuture. There are no backlogs of demand, and such special stimuli as the majortax cuts and soaring welfare payments of 1970 and 1971 are not now in the
picture.

The recently announced advance of consumer credit at an annual rate of$17,/2 billion was taken as a favorable indication of strength plausible enoughto support a gain in the stock market. This is one of the most amazing mis-
conceptions of recent years. If this huge item of dissaving assures anything
at all, it is that consumer borrowing will drop back in the months ahead. Thisis an important assurance against the growth of consumption in 1972.

Auto purchases were shifted into 1971 at both ends-by the General Motorsstrike and again in the fourth quarter by Phase I to a level that can hardly
be sustained in 1972. Perhaps the favorable treatment of this industry willprevent any serious setback, but auto demand now has to be counted with thenegative factors.

For all these reasons, it appears that the economy is not going any place inparticular unless some powerful new stimulus is experienced. Without it, arealistic forecast for this unstable economy gives much lower results than the1972 consensus prediction of a $90 billion to $100 billion advance in gross national
product. In fact, balancing all the factors on assumptions somewhat less favorablethan those widely relied upon would give results only half as large. This advance
of 4.5 percent might divide 2 percent for real production and 2.5 percent forprices-the latter not on the basis of controls, but on weakness in growth, though
it would seem to spell success for Phase II all the same.
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This forecast is not designed to represent the worst outcome possible for
1972. It suggests that both inflation and growth would be dwindling in the second
half of the year, but 1972 wvill be a touchy year for some key variables, so that
a more definite turn is possible by year-end.

One of the implications of this is that unemployment wvill increase rather
than decline. A year-to-year growth of little more than 2 percent, given the
gains already made, translates into a 1.5 percent growth from year-end to
year-end. Productivity will also be increasing, perhaps by 3.5 percent. Even
with a partly offsetting decline in working hours, therefore, the growth in
number of jobs is not likely to match the growth in the labor force. So unem-
ployment may also grow. perhaps to 6.5 or even 7 percent.

Chairman PROXMIRE. The hour is late and we did keep you so long.
I apologize. You have been a most gracious and helpful witness.

Mr. BAssIE. Thank you, Senator.
Chairman PROXMIRE. The committee will stand adjourned.
(Whereupon, at 12:35 p.m., the committee adjourned, subject to the

call of the Chair.)
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Wagskington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:10 a.m., in room 318,

Old Senate Office Building, Hon. William Proxmire (chairman of the
committee) presiding.

Present: Senator Proxmire and Representative Conable.
Also present: Loughlin F. McHugh, senior economist; Lucy A. Fal-

cone, research economist; and George D. Krumbhaar, Jr., and Walter
B. Laessig, minority counsels.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN PROXMIRE

Chairman PROXmIRE. The committee will come to order.
This morning's hearing marks the first anniversary for our regular

monthly discussion of employment and unemployment with the tech-
nicians of the Labor Department. It was a year ago at this time that
the committee called on these experts once it was decided that their
regular press briefings were discontinued. I hope these conferences will
be resumed. They were helpful to the press and the public.

Our first witnesses today are Robert L. Popper and Janice Clint-
horen of the Community Council of Greater New York. Mr. Popper,
I have read your statement. I would be delighted to have you go ahead.

I wonder if before you present your statement you would give us a
little background as to yourself. I note that your statement is very
short. We would be glad to have you present it in full.

And I might add that any additional materials you wish to include
will be included in the record.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT L. POPPER, MEMBER, BOARD OF DIREC-
TORS, COMMUNITY COUNCIL OF GREATER NEW YORK, ACCOM-
PANIED BY BERNARD SHIFFMAN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR; AND
JANICE CLINTHORNE, CHIEF, BUDGET STANDARD SERVICE

Mr. POPPER. Thank you. I am a retired businessman, and when I
retired I decided to do what I wanted to do, which was to be involved
in health and welfare planning. And I am on the board of directors
of Blue Cross of Greater New York, the hospital review and planning
council, and the community council, among many others.

(589)
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You will find that when you wear a pair of pants and you are will-
ing to do some work, you will soon have all the work you want to do.
And I find it very rewarding and very interesting to make an effort to
have a better life in these United States.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Air. Popper. may I interrupt.
Usually we don't have the privilege of having witnesses who are

beautiful and feminine and blonde. And that is the case this morning.
So we would certainly like this very attractive young lady intro-
duced to the committee, if you would do so.

Mr. POPPER. I would like to, but I would like to have her tell you
herself. Her name is Mrs. Janice Clinthorne, and she is a member of
the staff of the Greater Community Council. She knows everything,
you see. I am the mouthpiece today.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Mrs. Clinthorne.
Mrs. CLINTITORNE. I am here to assist Mr. Popper. I am the chief

of budget standards service at the community council.
Chairman PROXmIRE. Mr. Popper.
Mr. POPPER. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am

Robert L. Popper, an officer of the board of directors of the Com-
munity Council of Greater New York. On behalf of the citizens of
New York I wish to thank you for the opportunity of sharing the
community council's point of view on the recent decisions by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics to reduce the flow of essential data to
thousands of consumers of which we are but one.

The Community Council of Greater New York is one of about 400
local voluntary health and welfare planning councils which per-
form essential research and informational tasks in their communi-
ties. The New York Community Council defines itself as an informa-
tional and research action center, created and supported by the
private and public welfare community to attend to the public inter-
est of the citizens of New York in the health and welfare field.

As an information and research action center, the community coun-
cil has focused its resources and activity on the issue of welfare re-
form-or putting it another way-focusing on the options in providing
adequate income and social services to the people who need help, a
subject which I share with a great many other people, I understand.
We are vitally concerned with the changes which are taking place in
the poverty areas-we need hard information about urban employment,
unemployment, and underemployment. Most important we must have
the family budget data which was produced by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics. We have been informed that for the next year or two we
will not be privy to this information which has been available for at
least the past decade.

We understand the complexity of gathering and analyzing data. We,
too, are constantly faced with using "old" or "second best" data as a
basis for current planning. We are sympathetic with the Bureau's
problem in attempting to move from one program of fact gathering
to another which may be more productive in the future . . . However,
it is our contention that while the switch is taking place, it is essential
that current information continue to flow while "old" methodologies
are being improved. The blackout of information can only be inter-
preted as a political decision to keep busy Americans uninformed,
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especially when it coincides with the period prior to a national elec-
tion. Basic information about the condition of poverty, employment,
and inflation is public property and its dissemination is in the public
interest.

Furthermore, although it may seem somewhat presumptuous on our
part to suggest this, if the Bureau of Labor Statistics is considering
developing substitute kinds of data, it might be useful if a very wide
range of consumers of this service were consulted before making a
decision to change the service-not to provide additional obstacles
but in terms of permitting our ideas of data utilization to be con-
sidered.

The Bureau announced that beginning in January 1972, identifica-
tion and publication of the poverty neighborhood statistics would not
be feasible until the changes in defining poverty areas to reflect the
1970 decennial census data could be completed. The flow of these new
data is not expected to resume until sometime in 1973. As a regular
consumer we feel that this would be comparable to the New York
Times announcing a modernization of its format and type while simul-
taneously advising us that there would be no further news until 1973
when their "switch-over" is complete.

We are also aware that we live in a time of tight Federal budgets.
Our community council experience is that this condition of tight budg-
ets is a constant state of affairs rather than a temporary one. What
any organization's leadership does or does not do is a conscious deci-
sion of that leadership. After following with keen interest the Urban
Employment Survey, begun in 1968, and described by the Bureau of
Labor Statistics as "the first effort to develop on a continuing basis
information on people living in poverty areas," we are dismayed to
discover that this survey has been abandoned. Although the costly
field work was completed for the second year of the survey, the
Bureau of Labor Statistics has neither analyzed nor published reports
on the data collected and it is our understanding that they do not plan
to do so. This important survey for which the original investment was
made was aborted in spite of the fact that data on employment ana
work, especially as these data related to marginal and low-income
workers, are central to all efforts to reform the welfare system. How
can Federal decisionmakers both in the House and the Senate insist
on "Back to Work Legislation" when the facts on unemployment, es-
pecially in the urban centers, are not known. What we do know is that
unemployment is higher than ever-that teenagers and women are
more disadvantaged-and if you are black/Puerto Rican/Chicano, et
cetera, you have the third strike called on you.

If our Senators and Congressmen are seriously going to make legis-
lative decisions regarding income support to the poor-decisions rd-
garding the employability of employable but not working poor, surely
they should do so on the basis of facts which are provided them by an
objective Government agency rather than on the basis of complaints
by a legislator who cannot get an inexpensive maid to iron his shirts.

I will not bore you with the complicated nongovernmental structure
of the Community Council of Greater New York. As mentioned
earlier, "the United Way"-the voluntary effort for fundraising and
social planning, supports 400 councils, many of which in one form or
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another develop budget standard material. The Budget Standard
Service of the Community Council of Greater New York has served
the public for many years as a center for gathering and disseminating
information relative to family living costs and family budget stand-
ards for New York City. As a cooperative community service, it shares
and coordinates its findings and source material with participating
health and welfare agencies. The budget standard service's primary
functions are to collect retail prices, develop family budget standards
and offer consultation services related to these data. The basic func-
tion of the budget standard service is to develop objective budget
standards defining family needs in terms of goods and services required
for health and well-beincg.

As an instructed representative of the budget standard service, we
are here to protest the dubious future status of data formerly provided
on a continuous basis by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. For the past
several years, the Bureau has published annual budget costs for a fam-
ily of four living at three different levels-lower, intermediate, and
higher-for different parts of the country. The 1971 budget costs
would typically have been published at the end of 1971; however, tle
Bureau of Labor Statistics did not publish them at that time, and has
only recently announced that such figures were being prepared. We
are told to expect them some time this spring. We are given no assur-
ances that such information will continue to be made available in the
future.

In addition to the uncertain future of these statistics, we are further
concerned with anv Bureau of Labor Statistics decisions regarding
the development of family budget standards following the completion
of the 1972-73 consumer expenditure survey. In a recent issue of the
"Monthly Labor Review," Geoffrey Moore, Commissioner of the
Bureau of Labor Statistics, wrote:

At the present time, the Bureau is considering alternative ways to assess liv-
ing costs in different places without relying on the normative aspects of the
present family budgets, constructed for a hypothetical family, as has been the
case in the past ...

Hle goes on to say:
Because the BLS knows of no effective way to determine what income is

needed and how it should be spent, it proposes to develop information on actual
spending at different income levels so it will be clear what the figures represent.

It is clear that what Mr. Moore is proposing is to divorce the budget
standards from anv standards of adequacy. While there are no scien-
tific standards established for some budget categories such as cloth-
ing, house furnishing, personal care, et cetera, there do exist such
standards for food and housing. For example, the family budget
standards published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics in 1969 for
three standards of living used family food plans developed by the
U.S. Department of Agriculture as the basis for the food-at-home com-
ponent of the budget. The food plans take into account both the nutri-
tional allowances recommended by the National Research Council and
the consumption patterns of the families for whom the plans are de-
veloped. Standards for the shelter components of the budgets were
those established by the American Public Health Association and the
U.S. Public Housing Administration and relate to sleeping space
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requirements, essential household requirements (such as plumbing),
adequate utilities and heat, structural condition, and neighborhood
location.

We maintain that it is essential that such standards of adequacy be
incorporated into any future budget standards developed. A presen-
tation of data relating to how American families of specific income
levels actually spend their money would be useful; however, it is no
substitute for the kind of budget standard that the Bureau of Labor
Statistics has been developing for many years. The existing budget
standard, published initially in the 1967 BLS publication entitled "The
City WorkerTs Family Budget" and adapted for three levels in a follow-
ing report called Three standards of Living, has served agencies such
as the community council as a useful tool for a variety of purposes.
These purposes would not be served by substituting expenditure sur-
vey data for the BLS budget standards. The council has adapted the
BLS budget standards into a family budget standard that can be
applied to any type or size of family or to individuals of any age or
sex. We update the cost of our family budget standard yearly to keep
abreast of fluctuating market prices. Assisting us in developing and
updating our family budget standards, the council utilizes the volun-
tary services of home economists and nutritionists from a wide range
of public and voluntary health and welfare agencies throughout the
New York City area.

Our family budget standard is developed on the same assumption
as that of existing BLS budget standards: That its list of foods and
services maintain health and social well-being, nurture of the child,
and family participation in community activities. Future BLS data
which take no account of such criteria will be of limited use in develop-
ing future family budget standards, and would seriously impair the
council's ability to continue developing these standards.

The loss of such standards would be a real and serious one in the
Metropolitan New York City area; the standards serve several vital
uses such as-

1. Enabling agencies in the health and welfare field to make an
objective assessment of the economic status of the family or
individuals;

2. Serving as a guide for counseling on family money manage-
ment and budgeting;

3. Providing a basis for establishing equitable fee scales based
on ability to pay for services provided by public or voluntary
social and health agencies;

4. Determining eligibility for free service;
5. Serving as a source of authoritative material for home eco-

nomics and other teachers of consumer and money management
courses at all levels;

6. Serving as a guide for the establishment of foster home board
rates for the care of children and others; and

7. Forming the basis for setting income limits for eligibility
for various public programs.

We thank you for giving us your time and interest and the oppor-
tunity to share our concerns with you. As one community council in
one city, we pledge our cooperation and we are sure that with little
effort the Bureau of Labor Statistics might find it possible to utilize
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the voluntary research and data collection sector in many imaginative
ways so that the public interest, rather than a special interest, is best
served.

Thank you.
Chairman PROXIIiRE. Does Mrs. Clinthlorne have any additional

statement she would like to add?
Mrs. CLINTIIORNE. No; not to that.
Chairman PRoxMiRE. I see the panel has been enhanced by the addi-

tion of another gentleman.
Mr. POPPER. This character is worth five of us, because he is Mr.

Bernard Shiffman, who is the executive director of the community
council.

Mr. SJIIFFAIAN. My name is Bernard Shiffman. I am the executive
director of the community council. I am sorry I am late, but I came
this morning from 1)etroit. And it is slower in Detroit than it is in
Washington. They had snow and ice which slowed down transporta-
tion.

Chairman PRoxiIIaR. Slower than Washington is pretty slow.
Ml. SIIIFFMAN. I just want to add to the testimony some late happen-

ings. I came from a conference of council executives of the major
urban areas, and we had the opportunity to discuss the community
council's testimony. The metro executives begged that I share their
concern with you about the availability of social data at today's
hearing.

Chairman PROx.IiRi.E. Very good.
Do you have any statement you would like to make in addition to

that?
Mr. SJIIFFMAN. The community council and my major concern as a

social planner is that the time when we are trying to focus on the con-
clitions in the poverty areas of our cities, is not the time for there to be
a breakdown of information that makes rational planning possible.
The basic information that we are really concerned about is contained
in the testimony. And I would like to underline that it is not only New
York City that is concerned about this information, but this concern is
shared by representatives from councils in Los Angeles, Chicago, St.
Louis, Detroit, and a number of medium ranking cities, Indianapolis,
Cincinnati, et cetera. There were 24 representatives, and all of them
are engaged in the same kind of social planning activity in our urban
centers. They asked that I share with this committee their concern
about the potential drying up of this information, and urged that
everything be done to keep open the faucets so that the basic informa-
tion, that only the Government through the Bureau of Labor Statis-
tics can develop, will continue to be available.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Mr. Shiffman, I am just delighted that you
have come on this occasion directly from this kind of a meeting. It adds
a dimension of reality to our hearings this morning, and immediacy.
And it is so good to know that you speak not only for New York, but
for many other areas of the country, your organization does. So you
are very welcome.

Mr. Popper, I think it is especially relevant for you to appear as
a witness today, because the community council is a user of budget data
and poverty area unemployment data. Sometimes when statistics are
produced at the Federal level, the needs of private organizations and
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local governments are often ignored, as Mr. Shiffman's presence and
remarks imply. That certainly seems to be the case in the Department
of Labor.

You indicated in your statement how the family budget data are
used by the community council. Could you tell us about the importance
of statistics on poverty area employment, unemployment, underem-
ployment?

Mr. POPPER. Yes. If you want to try to deal with the problems of
people, particularly in the poverty areae, which is what the Commu-
nity Council of Greater New York has decided that its main push
must go for in this period-we don't know whether it is going to be 1
year, we hope it will be a very short time, but it could be longer-but if
you are going to push for the sensible handling of problems of poor peo-
ple, you must know the facts about the poor people. You can't be told
that the unemployment rate in the country has dropped from 6.0 to
5.9 and be satisfied when we know that in the ghetto areas it may be
18.4.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Let me interrupt to say that that is very help-
ful to us, because this committee has been holding more hearings
on unemployment than any congressional committee in history I am
sure by far. We have done this every single month now for more than
a year. This has never been done before by the Congress. Yet we haven't
gotten into this, despite that enormous amount of statistical data that
we have, we haven't gotten into this particular on-the-spot kind of
problem that you are telling us about this morning.

Mr. POPPER. You see, it is a problem that grows geometrically rather
than arithmetically. Because if you don't know the facts you don't
know what to do about vocational training, and you don't know what
to do about job training, and you don't know with whom you are deal-
ing. If you just tell me that in New York City the unemployment rate is
5.9 percent, or whatever it is, that is fine. That is a nice gross figure.
But if you are dealing with a welfare problem-and it appears to me
from what I read in the papers that except for the C5A the whole coun-
try is really quite involved with welfare-if you are dealing with
these people, you must know the facts that are going to help them. I
read a piece in the Times coming down, and I couldn't resist them.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Thanks for the plug on the C5A. This com-
mittee appreciates that. That was this committee's work.

Mr. SHIFFMAN. Let me give another example just to that point, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Surely.
Mr. SHIFFMAN. Mr. Popper gave one excellent example of his usage

of material. I will describe another. I represent the community coun-
cil in another organization called the Council Against Poverty, which
is the OEO funded antipoverty unit. They control, spend, or desig-
nate the expenditure of approximately $60 million a year. That ex-
penditure is made in geographic areas based on a poverty index. This
year they are or should re-evaluate the poverty index and update the
formula for the distribution of $60 million. The $60 million is spent
primarily in the poverty areas, and is distributed and used for and by
blacks, Puerto Ricans, and some poor whites.

To the degree that the formula for distribution is fair and ade-
quate-to that degree there is satisfaction among the participant
minority groups. To the degree that that poverty in ex is made up out
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of pipe dreams-I was going to say marihuana, but one doesn't know
if it is legal or not legal now-to the degree that the formula is not
based on facts, it can lead to tensions and problems in those com-
munities that are really very unnecessary.

To develop that poverty index, where do you get factual data? Who
has the material from which you can abstract and design a method
to create that formula? Only the Bureau of Labor Statistics can pro-
duce the essential data.

That is one practical application for the use of this data which is
immediate and useful. It does help us direct the expenditures of
poverty funds in the poverty areas. I am sure there are other usages.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Mr. Popper, do you have the staff or the
monetary resources to develop substitute statistics during the period
when the Federal Government is not publishing any statistics in this
area?

Mr. POPPER. No, sir; we do not.
Chairman PROXMIRE. That is both important and unfortunate.
Mr. POPPER. It requires a considerable amount of money.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Maybe we ought to stop for a minute to em-

phasize and underline that. If you don't have these facts that are vital
to the public interest no one does. That is why it is so important that
the Federal Government not pass up this service. You can not do it
without our help and if you don't do it nobody is going to do it.

Mr. POPPER. Precisely. And it would be impossible for us to do it.
And I would like to bring out one thing. We talk of ourselves as aconsumer, but we are a conglomerate among consumers. A community

council has as its affiliates and constituents a number of voluntary
health and welfare agencies.

What is the number in New York?
It runs into the hundreds of people who use our information.
We have a book, for instance, that will have a very wide distribu-

tion. But all of us put together couldn't do the job. That can only be
done by the Department of Labor and the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

This is the type of literature we give out to the agencies in New
York who use them, including the public agencies.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Thank you very much.
In your statement you say:
It is clear that what Mr. Moore is proposing is to divorce the budget standards

from any standards of adequacy.
That is a very, very serious charge. The follow-up witness this

morning after you conclude your remarks will be Mr. Moore. We have
great faith in him. He is recognized by everybody as a highly com-
petent nonpartisan official. And he has impressed this committee with
his ability and his honesty. We will ask him about your charge. Will
you give us a little more documentation on that, in fairness to Mr.
Moore?

Mrs. CLINTIIORNE. I think I should answer that, because I am more
familiar with the material.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics has been publishing the standard
budgets for several years-and the latest ones are the "City Worker's
Family Budget," that came out in 1967, and the "Three Standards of
Living," which present lower, intermediate, and higher budgets. We
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have adapted those budgets in the publications that we have presented
to you. What the council is concerned about in the statements from
Mr. Moore is the possibility that the data from the national expendi-
ture survey which is currently underway in this country will not be
used to develop the same kind of standard budgets that we have had in
the past, which we used as a criteria of adequacy. I am not clear as to
what kind of information the BLS anticipates producing when they
finish the expenditure survey, but it is my impression that they are
going to come out with a display of actual expenditures by different
levels of income. I don't know if they intend to show these income
levels by family size. Certainly that would be an essential factor in
evaluating income-that is, knowing how many people are supported
by a given income. Even so, I am not sure how we can adapt this kind
of data, income-level data, into the kind of material we need to deter-
mine what it requires for a family of four or five or six to maintain a
level of living that would assure the health and well-being of the
family, the nurture of the children, and the family's participation in
community activities. This has been the assumption that underlies the
former standard budgets. But simple expenditure data alone will not
give us this kind of information.

Mr. SHIFFMAN. Janice, wasn't one of the ideas in the old budget
standards procedures that we develop a model of what people should
have that would be adequate based on a selected set of criteria, and
the present suggested system would be moving away from that to
telling how people actually spend their money and using actual ex-
penditures as the suggested standard? That is two different "sets"
of information. The latter which is being proposed is information
on how people actually spent their money-and that may be wisely,
foolishly, et cetera-and then you base your standard budget on that.
Or you can develop a set of criteria based on what is needed-what does
a family of four need in order to meet all of their social and physical
needs in order to survive in a city like New York, Detroit, et cetera.
That is the information we have been getting. It is the moving away
from that-the failure to stay with the notion of adequacy-about
which we are really concerned.

One other thing. I had hoped to be here before the official testimony
started, so that we could say to you that we have had nothing but
cooperation from the Bureau of Labor Statistics. We have had com-
plete and outstanding cooperation with the New York BLS office. It
is not a question of a relationship or administrative problem, but it is
really a matter of social policy. It is the social policy that is determined
not by the New York office, but official policy that may be connected
with budgetary limitations or political implications. We don't chal-
lenge the integrity or the intelligence or the skill of the personnel work-
ing in the BLS, because we have got a great deal of respect for all
of them. All that we are concerned about is that the information that
councils and voluntary planning groups have been getting, should not
be interrupted until the new information format is designed. And
when it comes-and we don't know what is in the minds of the de-
signers of the new information-when it comes there should not be a
lag in information of from 6 to 16 months, but there should be con-
tinuity, or an uninterrupted flow of information until there is a switch-
over. That is both our pitch, and our hope.
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Mr. POPPER. I would like to add one thing if I could, Senator. Many
agencies in New York, including the public ones, do a good deal of
counseling. It is a peculiar thing in our society that we expect the
people with the lowest income to be the most intelligent about spend-
ing those incomes. And this isn't necessarily true. When big business
makes a mistake it often gets bailed out. But a family living on $150
a week for four people must spend their money very, very carefully.
And yet they have very little training to do this.

These budget figures that we have been getting are used by many
agencies to say to a given family, you should be spending your money
on better protein rather than beans and rice, or you should buy this
type of clothing rather than that type of clothing, which is flashy but
wears out quicker. Without these figures, just knowing what they have
been spending on, there is no way for us to build on the future and say,
according to this budget-you know how people like things in writ-
ing-according to this budget this is whiat you ought to be spending for
this and that. This is why we feel these figures are important.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Congressman Conable.
Representative CON\BLE. Thank you.
Mr. Popper, does your organization make any analysis of the ac-

curacy of the statistics you get from the BLS, or do you accept them
as they are given?

MIrS. CLINTIIORNE. We accept the BLS information as valid data,
and we adapt them into a more flexible framework. We also adapt
them to reflect special consumer patterns in New York City.

Representative CONABLE. Did you have any idea about the accuracy
of the information you have been getting recently? Apparently the
changeover is related in substantial part to the new census.

Mrs. CLINTIHORNE. Yes, I understand that they are holding up cer-
tain data because they are waiting until the new data from the 1970
census becomes available, so they can redefine poverty areas based on
the newer population information.

Representative CONALE. As one who was redistricted in 1968 on the
basis of the 1960 census, I am aware that there are frequently inaccu-
racies on statistics based so far back. And I am aware of the fact that
iii New York City you had a population growth of a million Negroes
and Puerto Ricans during the past decade which probably has altered
the pattern of poverty there very substantially, and which certainly
requires substantial accommodation in your approach to the overty
statistics in the city.

But you maintain that the statistics you have been getting are better
than nothing at all?

MIS. CLINTIORNE. Yes.
Representative CONIABLE. And you have had nothing at all since the

shiftover has begun?
Mr. SIIIFFMAN. By the time the 1970 census comes out, even the 1970

statistics will no longer be accurate. In New York City, as a matter of
fact, the recently collected census data has been inaccurate twice, and
the tapes have gone back a couple of times for corrections. We are
always working with a margin of error.

In 1965, I believe, there was a census recheck in New York City with
updating of some of the data. There are other sources of data that go
to adjust your basic information bank constantly. In the world of
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statistics nothing stands still long enough so that a report handed to
the Senator today representing yesterday could have changed dras-
tically. What we are saying is that in this world you do have to have
some signposts, and you have got to build from there. We do have
a basic framework. Until whatever is new comes through, it does seem
to me that as inaccurate as that information is and as outdated as we
all know it is, is still provides a base for building onto. Janice's job
really is to use that BLS framework as primary source data, and to
utilize all the skill we have in New York City to convert that to usable
data that meets New York's needs at a particular moment in time.

Representative CONAnLE. What has been the nature of contact of the
community council with the BLS? This has been, I assume, more than
on a person to person contact with the people working in the New York
office. Stave you made any protest to the Bureau of Labor Statistics
of what you consider to be the failure of this data at this point?

Mrs. CL0INTHIORNE. We have written to Mr. Moore, and we have
raised the same points that we are raising with you gentlemen today.
I wrote in regard to the budget cost data and the standard budget,.
data, and I questioned whether these were going to be available. I re-
ceived a letter from Mr. Moore which said, yes, they are now going.
to public the family budget cost data-we expect it in the next month
or so. This cost data will reflect the prices for fall of 1971. We are
very relieved to hear this. We have been getting calls regularly from
people wanting information about the lower level budget and there
isn't any substitute for it. The budget standard service can't produce it.

So, we are glad to hear that the 1971 budget costs will soon be avail-
able. We are concerned with whether this is going to be continuously
available in the future. We are not sure, about the future plans of
BLS. The future status of the standard budget data, I understand
from Mr. Moore's letter, is up in the air, they haven't made a final de-
cision onl this. They are trying to gather opinions from academic
sources and business and labor groups. And we are just trying to add
our voice as a different kind of consumer.

Representative CONABLE. You have made representations to the
BLS' however?

Mrs. CLINTHORNE. Yes.
Representative CONABLE. And your purpose in appearing here today

is- to try to enlist congressional assistance in pressing the BLS to con-
tinue to provide the kind of statistics you-need?

Mrs. CLINTHORNE. Yes.
Representative CONABLE. I wanted to understand exactly what had

transpired.
Mr. POPPER. We have also written that same letter to our congres-

sional leaders, who have assured us that they are interested and will do
what they can. So, we are on record, we are not fighting this boar from.
behind his back.

Representative CONABLE. Mr. Popper, to what extent are there other
consumers.of BLS statistics similarly situated to you? And are there
any organizations representing similar-councils which are in direct
and constant contact with'the BLS about the kind of statistics that are
needed for this type of statistical consumer activity?

Mr. POPPER. That is where Mr. Shiffman was yesterday and this
morning.
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Representative CONABLE. I know he referred to it.
Mr. SHIFFMAN. I was going to say that according to the Chinese

calendar, this is the year of the rat, but in the United States of Amer-
ica it is the year of the consumer. In the year of the consumer what we
are discovering is that many groups have begun to feel that they have
a right to request information rather than take handouts. With the
Bureau of Labor Statistics we have never questioned what they put
out, and have always accepted this as being the Gospel, and we use it.

The group that I was with yesterday, a group of 25 executives rep-
resenting, as I said, a complete spread from Florida north to the dana-
dian border and from east to west, most of them had not heard what
was going on-most of them weren't aware that their statistical de-
partments were not going to be receiving this information. Most of
them didn't know that there was going to be a cutback of information,
even though the great New York Times had published these facts on a
number of occasions. And one of the real problems we have-and one
of the reasons why we agreed that we would come here-is because so
few social planning groups had heard about it, we thought the Com-
munity Council of Greater New York had better get here because
others wouldn't be here. Second, we came because we did want to
take this opportunity to start sharing with our own constituents what
we already know. And we don't know the whole bag.

What I am trying to say to you is that increasingly there are users
of information who are ecoming aware-all of our research staff
people in the city of New York, from the universities, from the sec-
tarian religious organizations, and those that come from the voluntary
agencies that charge sliding scale fees-all have been made aware of
the possibility of losing our rational base for social planning.

I wrote the executive director of the United Way, which represents
riore than 400 community chests and councils across the country,
suggesting that this may be something that the national organization
should take on, rather than be represented by the Communty Council
of Greater New York. And we are beginning to involve some of the
Bureau of Labor Statistics users to join us in our request for a con-
tinuation of the data flow.

Representative CONABLE. I have the impression that New York has
very special problems because of the tremendous concentration of
poverty there, because of the high cost of living, and because of the
extent of the urbanization in that area. I just wondered if there were
a number of other similar councils representing other metropolitan
areas, and to what extent you can speak for them.

Mr. POPPER. Let's see if I can help you with this.
There are 400 councils throughout the United States. You would

think that because of that they would have a good association which
could come down here instead of local groups and make their presenta-
tion. But oddly enough, many of these councils are interested in en-
tirely different fields. They vary from being the representatives of
the establishment agencies in their towns like the Boy Scouts and the
Girl Scouts and the Y, all the way down to that we have done in New
York.

But our movement in New York as a council is quite unique. Coun-
cils tend to have committees for aging, and committees for unwed
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mothers, and committees for you name it. We decided that New York
was such a town that we could only tackle one subject at a time and do
it intelligently and completely. So we have decided to go into this
problem of welfare with all its concomitant problems, employment and
education and vocational education, and so forth. So we probably are
uniquely interested in these statistics.

I imagine there are other councils and other agencies in San Fran-
cisco, Chicago, and so forth, there must be. But they do not have the
same compulsion, if you want, that we do to come down here and talk
about it.

Mr. SHIFFMAN. I was going to say that the one thing that the group
that I met with in the last 2 days could unanimously agree on was that
this is a noncontroversial issue that concerns them all. I am sure that
this issue is something that all councils could-get behind and work
together on. That is point one. Point number two is that even though
New York has many problems, other cities have their problems. For
example, Cleveland's unemployment rate is much higher than New
York's. Chicago has a much more difficult time serving and involving
people in services in their poverty areas. And if you go across the coun-
try, it is not a unique problem of New York. I would like to get that
on the record. We are not talking about New York's special need for
this information. We are saying New York utilizes it, but it is a need
for any town-one of the smallest town in Georgia, Warner-Robbins,
in which I worked, could and needs to use this BLS information.

Representative CONABLE. I talked about your relationship to other
organizations. What about your relationship to the State? Can you
comment on the eligibility standards and support levels presently used
by the Department of Social Services in New York State? Do they cor-
respond to need, for instance? Do you get information from the State
also as well as from the BLS? To what extent are you dependent ex-
clusively on the BLS for the statistics you are using? To what extent
can you gear into some other agencies that can provide you with what
you need to know also?

Alr-S. CLINT}IORNE. As a matter of fact, the State Department of
Social Welfare in New York also uses the BLS. The welfare allow-
ances are based on the lower level of living budget that the BLS de-
veloped, with some adaptations. All of us recognize that the BLS
data may not be perfect statistical data, it may not be without faults,
but we have adapted it for our own use, and we have made adjustments
for it. Moreover, the fact remains that none of us are going to be able
to produce anything as valid as this BLS data. We have no resources
to do costly expenditure surveys. Before BLS produced such budget
data, and before they developed standard budgets, health and welfare
aagencies that charged fees for services, based on ability to pay, did so
on their own judgment of what a family's economic status was. At one
agtency a family might be judged rich enough to pay a fee, and at
another agency, the same family might be judged too poor to pay a fee.
It depended oil the economic yardstick used by the particular agency.

If BLS doesn't continue to develop standard budget data, this situa-
tion will happen again; there will be no generally accepted objective
criteria. Every agency will start developing its own criteria for ade-
quacy-you will find a proliferation of adequacy standards.
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Representative CONABLE. Is it correct that the eligibility standardsand support levels presently used by the Department of Social Serv-ices in New York do correspond to need and not to actual expenditure?
Mrs. CLINTHORNE. They were originally based on need, but there wasa 10 percent cutback in welfare grants in 1971, so the grants no longermeet need.
Representative CONABLE. Would you say coverage expenditure-
Mr. SHIFFMAN. New York State starts with the minimum need budg-et rather than minimum adequate budget, and on that basis they makea 10 percent cut so that people in need who are eligible for assistancehave to live on 10 percent less than minimum need.
Representative CONABLE. But they do start with need and not aver-age expenditure, which is what is now being suggested you would re-ceive from the BLS.
AMr. SIHIFFMAN. Right.
Representative CONABLE. I think that is all, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Mrs. Clinthorne, Mr. Popper, and Mr. Shiff-man, I want to thank you for a most helpful presentation.
Mr. SIIIFFMAN. I did want to share with the chairman that we arenot only asking for social data to be given to us as a planning council-but as a representative of a number of councils which exist all acrossthe country-and we would be happy to work with the Bureau and togive them information that we develop which is in tune with the localneighborhood and community. It could be a two-way sharing-the

voluntary and the Government-with the Government providing thatwhich it can provide best, and the voluntary agencies in turn givingback to Government units that which we can do better, since we existand collect information out in the community. It is in that spirit thatI think that we could make a better informational system than we cur-rently have. And one of the reasons we accepted your invitation was totry to make a better match between what the Government agency isdoing and what the voluntary sector is doing.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Thank you very much.
Mr. POPPER. Thank you very much for hearing us.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Thank you for your most helpful testimony.Mr. Moore, we are delighted to have you.
Will you identify all of the men who are with you again this morn-ing for the record and proceed as you wish?

STATEMENT OF HON. GEOFFREY H. MOORE, COMMISSIONER,
BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS, DEPARTMENT OF LABOR,
ACCOMPANIED BY HYMAN KAITZ, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER
FOR CURRENT EMPLOYMENT ANALYSIS; JOEL POPKIN, ASSIST-
ANT COMMISSIONER FOR PRICES AND LIVING CONDITIONS; AND
NORMAN SAMUELS, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR WAGES
AND INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

Mr. MOORE. I have with me Mr. Hyman Kaitz, who is in charge ofour Current Employment Analysis Office.
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Mr. Joel Popkin, in charge of our Prices and Living Conditions
Office, and Mr. Norman Samuels, who is in charge of our Wages and
Industrial Relations Office.

We have today two press releases, one on employment and one on
wholesale prices. And I would like if you will put them in the record
as a part of the record.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Without objection, that will be done at this
point.

(The press releases follow:)
[Bureau of Labor Statistics, Department of Labor, Press Release No. 72-212, Apr. 7, 1972]

THE EAHPLOYMENT SITUATION: MARCH 1972

Employment increased markedly in March while unemployment rose slightly,
the U.S. Department of Labor's Bureau of Labor Statistics reported today. The
overall unemployment rate was 5.9 percent in March, following a decline from
6.0 percent to 5.7 percent between December and February.

Total employment rose 620,000 in March to 81.2 million, seasonally adjusted,
the largest monthly gain since June 1967. The increase took place primarily
among males, both teenagers and adults.

Nonfarm payroll employment also rose substantially between February and
March. Increases were widespread among the major industries, with the largest
job gain occurring in manufacturing.

UNEMPLOYMENT

The number of unemployed persons totaled 5.2 million in March, down 200,000
from the previous month. After adjustment for usual seasonal changes, however,
unemployment was up by 160,000. Most of this increase took place among adult
women, whose jobless rate moved up from 5.0 to 5.4 percent, following a decline
of similar magnitude in February.

The unemployment rate for all adult men (20 years and over), at 4.1 percent
in March, was essentially unchanged over the month. The rate for those 20-24
years of age moved up from 9.2 to 10.4 percent, a return to the January level,
while the rate for men 25 years and older held steady at 3.2 percent for the
third successive month. The jobless rate for married men also was unchanged
over the month at 2.8 percent, its lowest level since the summer of 1970.

The jobless rate for teenagers eased down from 18.8 to 17.9 percent in March
after an increase of about the same amount in February.

The jobless rate for heads of households, at 3.4 percent, was about unchanged
in March, after declining substantially between December and February (from
3.8 to 3.3 percent). The February rate was the lowest recorded level since the
late summer of 1970. (Seasonally adjusted data on household heads are being
introduced for the first time in this release-see table A.)

The jobless rate for white workers inched up in March-from 5.1 to 5.3
percent-while the 10.5-percent rate for Negroes has been at about this level for
the past 4 months. Compared with a year ago, the rate for white workers
decreased slightly, while that for Negroes was higher.

Unemployment rates for full-time workers (5.4 percent) and part-time workers
(8.7 percent) were about unchanged in March. The jobless rate for workers
covered by State mnemployment insurance programs, at 3.5 percent in March,
has remained virtually unchanged since January but was down from 4.1 percent
in late fall. Jobless rates for most major industry and occupational groups
also were little changed over the month.

The number of workers unemployed less than 5 weeks was 2.3 million, season-
ally adjusted, 170,000 above the February level. In contrast, the number unem-
ployed for 15 or more weeks declined by 70,000. The average (mean) duration
of joblessness, at 12.4 weeks, was essentially unchanged in March but was nearly
2 weeks longer than a year ago.
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TABLE A.-HIGHLIGHTS OF THE EMPLOYMENT SITUATION (SEASONALLY ADJUSTED)

Ist 4th 3d 2d IstMarch February January quarter quarter quarter quarter quarter
Selected categories 1972 1972 1972 1972 1971 1971 1971 1971

Millions of persons
Civilian labor force I- 86.3 85.5 85.7 85.9 85.0 84.2 83.7 83. 5Total employment I 81. 2 86. 0 80.6 80.8 80. 0 79.2 78.7 78.5Unemployment -5.1 4.9 5.1 5.0 5. 0 5.0 5.0 5.0

Percent of labor force
Unemployment rates:

Al Iworkers- 5.9 5.7 5.9 5.8 5.9 6.0 6.0 6.0Adult men -4.1 4.0 4.2 4.1 4.3 4.4 4.4 4.3Adult women -5.4 5.0 5.5 5.3 5. 7 5.7 5.8 5.7Teenagers -17 9 18. 8 17. 8 18. 2 16. 9 16. 8 16. 9 17. 3White ---------- 5. 3 5. 1 5. 3 5. 3 5. 4 5.5 5. 5 5. 5Negro and other races. - 10.5 10. 5 10. 6 10. 6 10. 1 10. 1 9. 9 9. 5Household heads - 3. 4 3.3 3. 5 3. 4 3.6 3. 7 3.7 3.6Married men -2.8 2.8 3.0 2.9 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2Full-time workers 5.4 5. 3 5. 4 5. 4 5.6 5.5 5.5 5. 5State insured 2 3.5 3.5 3.4 3.5 4.2 4.2 4.1 3.8

Millions of persons
Nonfarm payroll employment 3 72.0 3 71.7 71.6 3 71.8 71.0 70.6 70.7 70.4Goods-producing

industries- 3 22. 6 3 22.5 22. 5 3 22. 6 22.4 22. 4 22. 5 22. 5Service-producing
industries- 3 49. 3 349. 2 49.0 3 49. 2 48.6 48. 3 48.1 47. 9

Hours of work
Average weekly hours:

Total private nonfarm 3 37. 1 3 37. 2 37.0 3 37. 1 37.1 36.8 37.0 37. 0Manufacturing ---- 340.4 340.5 40.0 340.3 40. 1 39.8 39.9 39.8Manufacturingovertime 33.3 33.2 2.9 33.1 3. 0 2.9 2.9 2.8

' Civilian labor force and total employment figures for periods prior to January 1972 are not strictly comparable withdata for this and subsequent months because of the introduction of 1970 census data into the estimation procedures.As a result of these adjustments, the labor force and employment totals were raised by a little over 300,000.IInsured unemployment data relate to the week containing the 12th, as is the case with all other statistics presentedin this release.
3Preliminary.
Note: Payroll employment and hours figures for latest 2 months are preliminary.
Source: Tables A-1, A-3, B-i, and B-2.

CIVILIAN I.ABOR FORCE AND TOTAL EMPLOYMENT

The civilian labor force and employnaent both increased substantially in -March.
The civilian labor force, at 86.3 million (seasonally adjusted), was up by 780,000,
following a slight decline in February. Since March 1971, the civilian labor force
has risen by 2.4 million (after eliminating the effects of the 1970 Census popula-
tion control adjustment introduced into the household survey in January 1972).

Total employment rose by 620,000 (seasonally adjusted) in March, with one-
half of the increase occurring among adult men, their largest monthly gain in
over 5 years. Teenagers accounted for one-third of this gain in jobs and adult
wotnen for one-sixth. Since March 1971, total employment has risen by 2.4
million.

VIETNAM ERA VETERANS

About 4.1 million Vietnam Era veterans 20 to 29 years old were in the labor
force in March; 3.7 million were employed, and 400,000 were unemployed. After
improving substantially in February, their seasonally adjusted unemployment
rate rose from 7.4 to 8.6 percent, returning to the levels of January and the last
few months of 1971. However, the number of employed veterans held steady over
the montis. (See table A-7.)

Veterans 20 to 24 years old accounted for nearly all of the increase in the over-
all veteran rate in March. Their jobless rate rose from 9.7 percent to 12.3 percent,
a return to the January level. With this increase, their rate was again signifi-
cantly higher than for nonveterans of the same age, as had been the case in
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most recent months. For veterans 25 to 29 years, the 5.6-percent unemployment
rate was about the same as in February and a year earlier.

For nonveterans in the 20 to 29 year age group, the seasonally adjusted un-
eluploylnent rate was 7.5 percent in March, not essentially different from levels
prevailing for more than a year and a full percentage point below the veterans'
rate.

INDUSTRY PAYROLL EMPLOYMENT

Nonfarm payroll employment rose more sharply than it usually does between
February and March. After seasonal adjustment, the number of payroll jobs
was up by 275,000 to 72.0 million. Total payroll employment has been rising
steadily since last August, posing a gain of 1.4 million.

About 165,000, or three-fifths, of the March increase in payroll employment
occurred in the service-producing sector. This gain resulted in part from the
return to payrolls of 50,000 striking workers in the transpotation and public
utilities industry. However, sizable employment gains were also registered in
wholesale and retail trade, services, and State and local government. (See table
B-i.)Within the goods-producing sector, manufacturing employment rose by 90,000,
seasonally adjusted, in March. Two-thirds of the increase occurred in the durable
goods industries, with the largest gains taking place in primary metals, fabri-
cated metals, and electrical equipment. At 18.8 million, factory employment was
up 310,000 from its August 1971 low.The number of workers on contract construction payrolls was little changed in
March. Employment in this industry has fluctuated around the 3.2 to 3.3 million
range for about a year and a half.

HOURS OF WORK
The average workweek for all rank-and-file workers on private nonagricul-

tural payrolls ,vas little changed in March at 37.1 hours, seasonally adjusted,
remaining somewhat above the low levels that prevailed during the summer of
1971. The average workweek in manufacturing was also little changed in March
at 40.4 hours, seasonally adjusted. Nevertheless, in the last 2 months, the factory
workweek was at its highest point since December 1969.

Overtime hours in manufacturing inches up 0.1 hour in March to 3.3 hours,
seasonally adjusted. This represented the highest level for factory overtime
since January 1970.

HOURLY AND WEEKLY EARNINGS

Average hourly earnings of production or nonsupervisory workers on private
nonagricultural payrolls rose 2 cents in March to $3.57. After adjustment for sea-
sonality, average hourly pay was up 3 cents. Compared with March a year ago,
hourly earnings have risen 21 cents, or 6.3 percent.

The March gain in hourly earnings, coupled with a small rise in weekly hours
(not seasonally adjusted), resulted in a rise of $1.00 in average weekly earnings
to $131.73. After seasonal adjustment, average weekly earnings were up by 76
cents.Since March 1971, average weekly earnings have risen $8.08 or 6.5 percent.
During the latest 12-month period for which the Consumer Price Index is avail-
able-February 1971 to February 1972-consumer prices rose by 3.7 percent.

HOURLY EARNINGS INDEX

In March, the Bureau's Hourly Earnings Index, seasonally adjusted, was 135.5
(1967-100), 0.6 percent higher than in February, according to preliminary
figures. The index was 6.5 percent higher than March a year ago. (See table B.)
Between March 1971 and March 1972, all industries posted increases, ranging
from 4.6 percent in finance, insurance and real estate to 9.8 percent in transpor-
tation and public utilities. During the 12-month period ending in February, the
Hourly Earnings Index in dollars of constant purchasing power rose 2.5 percent.

The index is adjusted to exclude effects of two types of changes that are un-
related to underlying wage rate developments: fluctuations in overtime pre-
miums in manufacturing (the only sector for which overtime data are available)
and the effects of shifts of workers between high-wage and low-wage industries.
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TABLE B.-HOURLY EARNINGS INDEX FOR PRODUCTION OR NONSUPERVISORY WORKERS IN PRIVATE NONFARM
INDUSTRIES, SEASONALLY ADJUSTED

11967=1001

Percent change

March 19711March February January December March February to toindustry 19721 1972 ' 1972 1971 1971 March 1972 March 1972

Total private nonfarm:
Current dollars 135.5 134.7 134.5 133.5 127.3 0.6 6.5Constant (1967)

dollars - (5) 108.6 109.0 108.5 106.2 (a)Mining 134.8 134.0 134.1 132.8 124.5 .6Contract construction 145.3 144.1 144.1 142.7 134.7 8 7.8Manufactu ring -133.4 132.7 132.3 131.6 125.5 .5 6.3Transportation and pub-
l .ic utilities 139.3 137.9 137.6 136.2 126.9 1.0 9.8Wholesale and retail-
trade - 133.2 132. 5 132.6 131.8 126.0 .6 5.8Finance, insurance, and
real estate- - 130.4 130.0 130.8 129.4 124.7 .3 4.6Services -135.3 134.7 134.8 133.1 128.6 .5 5. 3

I Preliminary.
2 Indicates data are not available.

Percent change was -0.4 from January to February 1972, the latest month available.
' Percent change was 2.5 from February 1971 to February 1972, the latest month available.
Note: All series are in current dollars except where indicated.

Quarterly Developments

The January-March period was the third successive quarter in which the civil-
ian labor force and total employment posted substantial gains. The level andrate of unemployment, however, were little changed from the levels evident since
the fourth quarter of 1970. (See table A.)

LABOR FORCE AND TOTAL EMPLOYMENT

The civilian labor force, at 85.9 million (seasonally adjusted), in the first
quarter, was almost 500,000 above the previous quarter (after eliminating theeffect of the introduction of 1970 Census population controls). It has risen sharply
since the second quarter of last year-by 1.8 million-consisting of 740,000 adult
women, 620,000 teenagers, and 430,000 adult men.

Total employment rose 550,000 (seasonally adjusted) in the first quarter to80.8 million. Employment has been advancing markedly since mid-1971, after
remaining weak during 1970 and the first half of 1971. The increase in employ-
ment this quarter was about equally divided among adult men, adult women, and
teenagers; half of the pickup was among persons in part-time jobs.

UNEMPLOYMENT

The number of jobless persons averaged 5.0 million (seasonally adjusted) inthe first quarter, the same level that has prevailed since the fourth quarter of
1970. The jobless rate in the first quarter, at 5.8 percent, was slightly below the
levels posted during 1971.

For adult men, the unemployment rate edged down from 4.3 to 4.1 percent inthe first quarter, while the rate for adult women declined from 5.7 to 5.3 percent.
Both rates reached their lowest point since the third quarter of 1970. In contrast,
the unemployment rate for teenagers rose from 16.9 to 18.2 percent, surpassing
the previous post-World War II high recorded in the second quarter of 1963. The
jobless rate for household heads, which was either 3.6 or 3.7 percent throughout
1971, declined to 3.4 percent in the first quarter of 1972.

The jobless rate for Negro workers edged up slightly in the first quarter, from
10.1 to 10.6 percent. This was due chiefly to a deterioration in the job situation
among teenagers, whose unemployment rate rose to a record quarterly level. The
rate for whites, at 5.3 percent, was little changed from the fourth quarter, al-though slightly below the rates of the previous three quarters. The ratio of
Negro-to-white jobless rates rose to 2.0 to 1, after remaining below this ratio
since the fall of 1969. Moreover, the Negro-to-white jobless rate ratio for teen-agers rose from 2.1:1 to 2.4:1 over the quarter, the highest in almost three years.
The Negro-white rate ratio also increased substantially among adult women-
from 1.6:1 to 1.9 :1. In contrast, the ratio for adult men declined over the quarter
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kfrom 2.0:1 to 1.8:1). (During the past decade, the Negro-white jobless rate ratio
has narrowed considerably for adult men, declined by a smaller margin for adult
vomen, and widened for teenagers.)

INDUSTRY EMPLOYMENT

Nonagricultural payroll employment averaged 71.8 million in the first quarter
of 1972 (seasonally adjusted), an increase of 730,000 from the previous quarter
and 1.1 million from the third quarter of last year. The first quarter's increase
was attribuable to employment pickups in both the goods-producing and service-
producing industries.

In the goods-producing industries, employment increased 155,000 in the Janu-
ary-March quarter to 22.6 million (seasonally adjusted), it's highest level since
the end of 1970. The number of factory jobs rose by 110,000 over the quarter,
returning to the year-ago level but remaining nearly 1.6 million below the alltime
high reached in the third quarter of 1969.

In the service-producing sector, the number of workers on payrolls, at 49.2
million (seasonally adjusted), increased 570,000 over the quarter, the largest
quarter-to-quarter increase in the post-World War II period. As has been the
case in recent years, trade, services, and State anl local government accounted
for the bulk of the first quarter gain. Since the third quarter of 1969, employment
in the service-producing sector has risen 3 million; in contrast, employment in
the goods-producing sector has declined by 1.7 million.

This release presents and analyzes statistics from two major surveys. Data on
labor force, total employment, and unemployment are derived from the sample
survery of households conducted and tabulated by the Bureau of the Census for
the Bureau of Labor Statistics. Statistics on payroll employment, hours, and
earnings are collected by State agencies from payroll records of employers and
are tabulated by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. A description of the two surveys
appears in the BLS publication Employment and Earnings.

TABLE A-I.-EMPLOYMENT STATUS OF THE NONINSTITUTIONALIZED POPULATION BY SEX AND AGE

[In thousandsl

Seasonally adjusted

De-
Febru- Febru- Janu- cem- Novem-

March a March March ary ary ber ber
Employment status, age, and sex 1972 1972 1971 1972 1972 1972 1971 1971

TOTAL
Total labor force -87,914 87, 318 85,598 88,817 88,075 88,301 87, 883 87, 812
Civilian labor force -------------- 85, 410 84, 778 82, 668 86, 313 85, 535 85,707 85, 225 85, 116

Employed 80,195 79,366 77, 493 81, 241 80, 623 80, 636 80, 098 80, 020
Agriculture_-------------3, 094 2, 909 3, 042 3, 482 3, 357 3, 393 3, 400 3,419
Noagricultural dustries --- - 77,101 76, 458 74, 452 77, 759 77, 266 77, 243 76, 698 76, 601

On part time for economic reasons 2, 312 2, 234 2, 377 2, 416 2, 303 2, 429 2, 388 2,604
Usually work full time - 1,172 1,147 1, 284 1,155 1,127 1,146 1,048 1,263
Usually work part time - 1,140 1, 087 1, 093 1,261 1,176 1,283 1,304 1,341

Unemployed -5,215 5, 412 5,175 5,072 4,912 5,071 5,127 5,096

MEN, 20 YEARS AND OVER

Civilian labor force -48, 479 48,126 47, 367 48, 582 48,181 48, 259 48,169 48,200
Employed ---------------- 46, 147 45, 665 44, 996 46, 569 46, 255 46, 247 46, 080 46, 066

Agriculture -2,287 2, 243 2, 324 2,400 2, 394 2, 442 2, 439 2, 503
Nonagricultural industries -43, 860 43, 422 42,671 44,169 43, 861 43, 805 43, 641 43, 563

Unemployed -2, 333 2, 461 2, 371 2, 013 1,916 2, 012 2, 089 2,134

WOMEN, 20 YEARS AND OVER

Civilian labor force -- 29, 709 29, 535 28, 710 29, 574 29,358 29, 424 29, 284 29, 254
Employed ---------------- 28, 105 27, 940 27, 049 27, 972 27, 878 27, 794 27, 592 27, 571

Agriculture -479 419 412 620 575 564 547 528
Nonagricultural industries -27, 626 27, 521 26, 637 27, 352 27, 303 27, 230 27, 045 27, 043

Unemployed - 1, 604 1,595 1,661 1,602 1,480 1,630 1,692 1,683

BOTH SEXES, 16 TO 19 YEARS

Civilian labor force -7, 222 7,117 6, 591 8,157 7, 996 8, 024 7, 772 7, 662
Employed -5, 943 5, 761 5, 448 6, 700 6, 490 6, 595 6, 426 6, 383
Agriculture---------------- 328 247 305 462 388 387 414 388
Nonagricultural industrie -------- -- 5,615 5,414 5,143 6,238 6,102 6, 208 2,012 5,995
Unemployed -1,278 1, 356 1,142 1, 457 1, 506 1, 429 1, 346 1, 279

Note: Figures for periods prior to January 1972 in the tables and charts are not strictly comparable with current data
because of the introduction of 1970 census data into the estimation procedures. For example, the civilian labor force and
employment totals were rasied by more than 30(00 as a result of the census adjustment. An explanation of the changes
and in indication of the differences appears in "Revisions in the Current Population Survey" in the February 1972 issue of
Employment and Earnings.
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TABLE A-2.-FULL- AND PART-TIME STATUS OF THE CIVILIAN LABOR FORCE BY SEX AND AGE

[Numbers in thousandsl

Seasonally adjusted

Full- and part-time employment status, March
sex, and age

De- No-
Febru- Janu- com- vem-

March March ary ary her ber

1971 1972 1972 1972 1971 1971

FULL TIME

Total, 16 years and over:
Civilian labor force -72, 022

Employed -67, 951
Unemployed -4, 071
Unemployment rate- 5.7

Men, 20 years and over:
Civilian labor force -45, 841

Employed -43, 706
Unemployed -2,135
Unemployment rate -4. 7

Women, 20 years and over:
Civilian labor force -23, 064

Employed -21, 751
Unemployed -1, 313
Unemployment rate -5. 7

PART TIME

Total, 16 years and over:
Civilian labor force -13, 389

Employed - 12, 244
Unemployed -1, 144
Unemployment rate- 8. 5

69, 896 73, 714 72, 997 73, 261 73, 170 73, 020 71, 434
65, 828 69, 734 69, 123 69, 279 69, 023 68, 889 67, 483
4, 068 3,980 3, 874 3, 982 4, 147 4,131 3, 951

5.8 5.4 5.3 5.4 5.7 5.7 5.5

44, 066 46, 123 45, 847 45, 892 45, 805 45, 898 45, 130
42, 698 44, 282 44, 074 44, 061 43, 881 43, 909 43, 260
2,169 1, 841 1, 773 1, 831 1, 924 1, 989 1, 870

4.8 4.0 3.9 4.0 4.2 4.3 4.1

22, 228 23, 208 22, 921 23, 009 22, 992 22, 985 22, 365
20,887 21,904 21,691 21,704 21,680 21,643 21,034

1,340 1,304 1.230 1,305 1,312 1,342 1,331
6.0 5.6 5.4 5.7 5.7 5.8 6.0

12,772 12, 596 12, 540 12, 595 12 083 12, 125
11,666 11,497 11,482 11,476 11,072 11,094
1,107 1,099 1,058 1,119 1,011 1,031

8.7 8.7 8.4 8.9 8.4 8.5

12, 022
10, 958
1, 064

8.9

Note: Persons on part-time schedules for economic reasons are included in the full-time employed category; unem-ployed persons are allocated by whether seeking full- or part-time work.

TABLE A-3.-MAJOR UNEMPLOYMENT INDICATORS (PERSONS 16 YEARS AND OVER)

Thousands of persons
unemployed Seasonally adjusted rates of unemployment

March March March February January December November MarchSelected categories 1972 1971 1972 1972 1972 1971 1971 1971

Total (all civilian workers)-- 5, 215 5,174 5.9 5.7 5.9 6.0 6.0 6.0

Mar
Full
Panr
Une
S01Stat

Labs

Men, 20 years and over.. 2,333 2,371 4.1 4.0 4.2 4.3 4.4 4.3Women, 20 years an d
over-xes 1 1,604 1,661 5.4 5.0 5.5 5.8 5.8 5.8Both sexes, 16 to 19
years -1, 278 1,142 17.9 18.8 17.8 17.3 16.7 17.5

White -4,239 4,311 5.3 5.1 5.3 5.4 5.6 5.5Negro and other races... 976 864 10.5 10.5 10.6 10.4 9.4 9.5ried men -- 1,343 1,505 2.8 2.8 3.0 3.2 3.3 3.2-time workers . 4 071 4, 068 5.4 5.3 5.4 5.7 5. 7 5.5t-time workers -1 144 1, 106 8. 7 8.4 8.9 8.4 8.5 8.9mployed 15 weeks and
oeIn. 1, -- 1 579 1,419 1.4 1. 5 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.3insured 2--2,297 2,639 3.5 3.5 3.4 4.1 4.1 3.9or force time loots - --.. ........ .. . 6.3 6.1 6.4 6.4 6.4 6. 5

OCCUPATION '

White-collar workers -. 1,376 1,419

Professional and tech-
nical -254 325

Managers and adminis-
trators, except farm 161 156

Sales workers -249 267
Clerical workers - 712 671

Blue-collar workers -2, 443 2, 497

3.5 3.3 3.6 3.6 3.4 3.7

2.5

1.9
4. 1
4.9

2. 5

1.7
4.0
4. 7

3.1 2.9 2.9

1.9 1.8 1.9
4.4 4.0 3.9
4.7 4.9 4.6

6.9 7.0 7.1 7.5 7.5 7.4
Craftsmen and kindred

workers .
Operatives -1,
Nonfarm laborers .

Service workers
Farm workers .

See footnotes at end of table.

658 4.0 4.4
1,314 7.7 7.5

525 11.7 11.8

758 678 6.6 5.9
71 80 1.9 2.7

4. 3
7.9

11.6

4.8 4.6 4.8
8.2 8.2 8.5

11.9 11.8 10.4

6.1 6.4 6.6 6.1
2.8 2.7 3.7 2.3

March

1971

3.3

1. 7
4. 5
4.9
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TABLE A-3.-MAJOR UNEMPLOYMENT INDICATORS (PERSONS 16 YEARS AND OVER)-Continued

Thousands of persons
unemployed Seasonally adjusted rates of unemployment

March March March February January December November March
Selected categories 1972 1971 1972 197Z 1972 1971 1971 1971

INDUSTRY'4

Nonagricultural private wage
and salary workers- 4, 133 4,178 6.1 5.9 6. 1 6.3 6.2 6.4

Construction -600 599 9.8 10.3 9.8 11.2 9.7 10.7
Manufacturing -1,385 1,559 6.2 6.0 6.4 6.9 6.6 7.0

Durable goods 815 958 6.3 6.1 6.7 6.7 6.7 7.3
Nondurable goodsn--- 570 601 6.1 6.0 6.0 7.1 6.3 6. 5

Transportation and
public utilities -200 164 4.0 3.9 4.1 4.1 4.4 3.4

Wholesale and retail
trade -1, 073 1, 025 6.7 6.2 6.3 6.5 6.6 6.7

Finance and service
industries --849 811 5.3 4.9 5.3 4.9 5.1 5.2

Government wage and salary
workers---------------- 341 318 2.8 2.8 3.0 3.2 3.2 2.8

Agricultural wage and salary
workers----------------- 90 99 6.0 8.3 8.6 7.5 9.6 6.7

I Unemployment rate calculated as a percent of civilian labor force.
o Insured unemployment under State programs-unemployment rate calculated as a percent of average covered em-

ployment. As is the case with other data presented in this release, data relate to the week containing the 12th.
a Man-hours lost by the unemployed and persons on parttime for economic reasons asa percent of potentially available

labor force man-hoars.
4 Unemployment by occupation includes all experienced unemployed persons, whereas that by industry covers only

unemployed wage and salary workers.
a Includes mining, not shown separately.

TABLE A-4.-UNEMPLOYED PERSONS 16 YEARS AND OVER, BY DURATION OF UNEMPLOYMENT

[In thousands]

Seasonally adjusted

March March March Februa January December November March
Duration of unemployment 1972 1971 1972 1973 1972 1971 1971 1971

Less than 5 weeks- 2,004 1,868 2,311 2,142 2,358 2,410 2,290 2,155
5 to 14 weeks - 1,632 1,888 1,412 1,454 1,502 1,509 1,650 1,633
15 weeks and over -1, 579 1, 419 1, 224 1,294 1,198 1, 273 1, 311 1,100

15 to 26 weeks -849 895 591 634 636 724 741 645
27 weeks and over 729 524 633 660 562 549 570 455

Average (mean) dura-
tion, in weeks 14.1 12.2 12.4 12.5 11.8 11.4 11.8 10.7

TABLE A-5.-UNEMPLOYED PERSONS BY REASON FOR UNEMPLOYMENT

[Numbers in thousandsd

Seasonally adjusted

March March March February January December November March
Reason for unemployment 1972 1971 1972 1972 1972 1971 1971 1971

NUMBER OF UNEMPLOYED

Lostlast job -2,525 2,652 2,118 2,077 2,169 2,365 2,360 2,225
Left last lob - -- 623 548 674 603 564 666 629 593
Reentered labor force - 1,508 1,477 1, 542 1, 503 1, 652 1, 432 1, 493 1, 511
Never worked before -559 498 737 713 742 735 651 658

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION

Total unemployed -100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.
Lostlast job - - 48.4 51.2 41.8 42.4 42.3 45.5 46.0 44.9
Left last job - - 11.9 10.6 13.3 12.3 11.0 12.8 12.3 11. 3
Reentered labor force 28.9 28.5 30.4 30.7 32.2 27.5 29.1 30.Z
Never worked before 10.7 9.6 14.5 14.6 14.5 14.2 12.7 13.

UNEMPLOYED AS A PERCENT
OF THE CIVILIAN LABOR
FORCE

Lost last job -3.0 3.2 2.5 2.4 2.5 2.8 2.8 2.7
Left last job -. 7 .7 .8 .7 .7 .8 .7 .7
Reentered labor force 1. 8 1.8 1. 8 1. 8 1.9 1.7 1. 8 1.8
Never worked before .7 .6 .9 .8 .9 .9 .8 .8
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TABLE A-6.-UNEMPLOYED PERSONS BY AGE AND SEX

Percent
looking

for
Thousands full-
of persons time Seasonally adjusted unemployment rates

work,
De- No-

Febru- Janu- cem vem-
March March March March aqry ory her her MarchAge and sex t972 1971 1972 t972 197 197 1971 1971 19C71

Total 16 years and over - 5,215 5,175 78.1 5.9 5.7 5.9 6.0 6.0 6.0
16 to 19 years - -1,278 1,142 48.7 17.9 18.8 17.8 17.3 16.7 17.516 and 17 years - - 616 516 25.0 20.7 22.0 19.1 18. 8 18 3 18. 718 and 19 years - - 663 626 70.6 15. 8 16.7 16. 8 16.3 15 5 16.720 to 2 4years-------------1,194 1, 129 87.1 9. 9 8. 8 10. 1 10.4 10.4 10. 1
25 years and over - - 2,743 2,903 87.8 3.7 3.6 3.7 4.1 4.0 4. 025 to 54 years - - 2,195 2,345 89.3 3.9 3.7 3.9 4.3 4.2 4.255 years and over - - 547 558 81.9 3.3 3.1 3.1 3.4 3.4 3. 4

Males, 16 years and over - 3, 076 3, 008 80. 8 5.3 5.3 5. 3 5. 4 5. 4 5. 3
16 to 19 years - -744 636 47.2 17.8 19.6 17.3 17.3 16.2 16.816 and 17 years - - 384 303 23.7 21.4 21.8 18.7 19.0 18.1 18.318 and 19 years - - 359 333 72.1 15.1 17.6 16.1 16.0 14.7 15.720 to 24 years - -735 651 85.0 10.4 9.2 10.4 10.5 10.7 10. 225 years and over- 1,598 1, 720 94.5 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.5 3.5 3.525to 54 years - - 1,223 1,342 97.2 3.1 3. 2 33 3.6 3.7 3.5

55 years and over - - 375 378 85.6 3.4 3.2 3.0 3.0 3.2 3.5
Females, 16 years and over - 2,139 2,167 74.1 6. 8 6.4 6. 9 7.0 6.9 7.1

16 to 19 years - -535 506 50.8 17.9 17.9 18.4 17.3 17.3 18. 516 and 17 years - - 231 213 27.3 19.8 22.3 19.6 18.5 18. 7 19.318 and 19 years -- ----- - 304 293 68.8 16.8 15.6 17.7 16.7 16.2 17.820 to24 years-- 459 478 90.4 9.2 8.4 9.6 9.6 10.0 10.025 yearsand over - - 1,145 1,183 78.4 4.7 4.3 4.6 5.0 4.8 5.0
25 to 54 years - -972 1,003 79.4 5.1 4.7 4.9 5.4 5.2 5.555 years andover - - 172 180 73.8 3.1 2.9 3. 3 3.9 3.7 3.2
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TABLE A-7.-EMPLOYMENT STATUS OF MALE VIETNAM ERA VETERANS AND NONVETERANS 20 TO 29 YEARS OLD

[Numbers in thousands]

Seasonally adjusted

Feb- Feb- Jan- De- Nov-
March uary March March usar uary cember ember March

Employment status 1972 1972 1971 1972 1972 1972 1971 1971 1971

VERTERANS I

Total. 20 to 29 years old:
Cinilian noninsttutional population... 4, 470 4, 436 3, 867 (2) (a) (2) (2) 2

Civilian laborfore o ----------- 4,112 4,086 3,490 4, 137 4,100 3,990 3,985 3,95 3, 52
Employed ----------- 3, 710 3, 690 3,120 3, 783 3, 798 3, 649 3, 650 3, 621 3,185
Unemployed ---------- 402 396 370 354 302 341 335 336 324
Unemployment rate -9. 8 9.7 10.6 8.6 7.4 8. 5 8.4 8. 5 9.2

20 to 24 years:
Cinilian noninstitutional population-. 2, 000 2, 008 1, 927 (2) (2) (2) () (2) (a)

Civilian labor force -------- 1, 803 1, 811 1, 670 1, 817 1, 842 1, 745 1, 773 1, 786 1, 682
Employed -1- -., 545 1, 585 1, 424 1, 594 1, 663 1,530 1, 550 1, 572 1, 470
Unemployed ---------- 258 226 246 223 179 215 223 214 212
Unemployment rate 14.3 12.5 14.7 12.3 9.7 12.3 12.6 12.0 12.6

25 to 29 years:
Civilian noninstitutional population.. 2, 470 2, 428 1, 948 (2) (2) ( 2) (2)(2 ()

Civilian labor force - 2, 309 2, 275 1, 820 2 320 2, 2 8 2, 245 2, 212 2, 171 1, 827
Employed.-----------2, 165 2,105 1, 696 2, 189 2,135 2,119 2,100 2, 049 1, 71
Unemployed.---------_ 144 170 124 131 123 126 112 122 115
Unemployment rate -6.2 7.5 6.8 5.6 5.4 5.6 5.1 5.6 6.2

N ON V ET ERANS

Total, 20 to 29 years old;
Cinilian noninstitutional population.. 9, 779 9, 707 9, 240 (2) (2) (2) (2) 2 a

Civilian labor lorce- 8, 327 8, 215 7, 864 8, 513 8, 36 87 425 8, 483 46 8, 028
Employed .- ------ 7, 679 7, 502 7, 264 7, 873 7783 7793 7, 834 7,668 7, 441
Unemnployed.---------- 648 713 600 640 584 632 649 688 587
Unemployment rate 7.8 8.7 7.6 7.5 7.0 7.5 7.7 8.1 7.3

200 t 24 years:
Civilian noninstitetional population.. 5, 884 5, 802 5, 358 (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2)

Civilian labor frce. , 642 4, 507 4, 180 4, 843 4,665 4,751 4, 706 4,576 4, 362
Employed ----------- 4,165 3, 998 3, 776 4, 352 4, 244 4,2834 4, 255 4, 105 3, 946
Ueemployed.---------- 477 509 404 491 421 467 451 471 416
Unermnployment rate.------------ 10. 3 11. 3 9. 7 10.1 .0 9.8 9. 6 10. 3 9.5

25 to 29 years:
Civilian noninstitutional population.- 3, 895 3, 905 3, 882 (2) (2) (2 2) (2) (2)

Civilian labor force - 3,685 3, 708 3,684 3,670 3, 703 3,674 37 3770 3,666
Employed.3,514 3,504 3,488 3,521 3,539 3,509 3,579 3,563 3,495
Unemployed.---------- 171 204 196 149 164 165 198 207 171
Un employment rate.------- 4.6 5. 5 5. 3 4. 1 4.4 4. 5 5. 2 5. 5 4.7

2Vietnam era veterans are those who served alter Aug. 4, 1964; they are all classified as war veterans. 81 percent at the
Vietnam era veterans of all ages are 20 to 29 years old. Post Korean-peacetime veterans 20 to 29 years old a re not included
in this table.

2 Not applicable.



TABLE B-I.-EMPLOYEES ON NONAGRICULTURAL PAYROLLS, BY INDUSTRY

[in thousands]

Change from- Seasonally adjusted
Industry March February January March February March March February 3J9an Chang f romIndustry ~~~~~ ~ ~~~~19721 19721 192 17 1971 97 92 92 92 February 1972

Total -71, 328 70, 749 70, 643 69, 782 579 1, 546 71, 978 71, 702 71, 584 276
Goods producing -22, 205 22, 001 22, 007 22, 063 204 142 22, 636 22, 526 22, 545 110

Mining------ ----- 599 595 602 608 4 _9 613 611 616 2Contract construction ------------ 2.961 2,883 2,965 2,967 78 -6 3,257 3,239 3,320 18Manufacturing --------------- 18, 645 18, 523 18, 440 18, 488 122 157 18,766 18 676 18,609 90Production workers --------- 13, 557 13, 448 13, 373 13, 345 109 212 13, 662 13, 581 13, 527 81Durable goods- -10, 665 10,579 10, 522 10,550 86 115 1|0,687 10, 627 10,574 60Production workers ------- 7,710 7,630 7,581 7,552 80 158 7,728 7,668 7,629 6Ordnance and accessories -183.7 163.4 184.2 195.7 .3 -12 18 18 183 60Lumber and wood products 595.7 586.0 584.5 554.2 9.7 41.5 608 602 604 6Furniture and fixtures 480.3 478.8 477.8 447.4 1.5 32.9 483 480 478 3Stone, clay, and glass products-.. 628.5 620.6 620.5 608.9 7.9 19.6 642 640 640 2Primary metal industries ------ 1,206.3 1,184. 5 1, 180. 5 1,265.7 21. 8 -59. 4 1,205 1,185 1, 186 20Fabricated metal products 1, 349.6 1,339.2 1,333. 1 1,291.0 10.4 58.6 1, 356 1,346 1, 336 10Machinery, except electrical ----- 1,817.4 1,808.2 1,782.3 1,812.2 9.2 5. 2 1,801 1,799 1, 784 2Electrical equipment --- 1 812.9 1,800.8 1 793.6 1,781. 2 12. 1 31. 7 1 818 1,803 1,792 15Transportation equipment------ 1,737.6 1,733.3 1,730.1 1,765.4 4.3 -27. 8 1,726 1,728 1,716 -2Instruments and related products_.. 440.5 437.8 435.1 428.5 2.7 12.0 441 439 436 2Miscellaneous manufacturing 412.4 406.2 400.2 399.5 6.2 12.9 424 422 419 2



Nondurable goods - 7 980 7,944 7,918 7,938 36 42 8,079 8,049 8,035 30
Production workers- 5, 847 5,818 5,792 5,793 29 54 5,934 5, 913 5,898 21

Food and kindred products -1,673.0: 1,667.4 1,688.2 1,678.6 5.6 -5.6 1, 754 1, 748 1, 757 6
Tobacco manufactures - 67. 5 68.3 70.2 70.1 -.8 -2.6 74 71 71 3
Textile mill products -- 985.6 976.0 972.3 954.7 9.6 30.9 989 980 979 9
Apparel and other textile products. 1, 370.2 1,364.5 1, 335.7 1,374.8 5.7 -4. 6 1, 363 1, 363 1, 353 0
Paper and allied products 686.2 683.5 684.3 683.8 2.7 2.4 691 688 688 3
Printing and publishing -1, 092.5 1, 089.1 1, 085.5 1, 092.0 3.4 .5 1, 093 1, 091 1, 090 2
Chemicals and allied products 999.4 995.9 995.3 1, 019.1 3.5 -19.7 1, 001 1, 002 1,003 -I
Petroleum and coal products . 186.7 186. 7 183.2 187.0 0 -.3 191 192 188 -1
Rubber and plastics products, not

elsewhere classified -607.9 602.8 597.5 571.2 5.1 36.7 611 604 600 7
Leather and leather products 311.2 310.0 306.1 306.6 1.2 4.6 312 310 306 2

Servica-producing- - 49, 123 48, 748 48, 636 47, 719 375 1,404 49, 342 49, 176 49, 039 166

Transportalion and public utilities -4,474 4,411 4,430 4,466 63 8 4,528 4,483 4,502 45
Wholesale and retail traje- v- 15, 285 15, 143 15, 266 14, 789 142 496 15, 529 15, 491 15, 447 38

Wholesale trade- -3, 888 3,871 3, 871 3, 806 17 82 3,935 3, 918 3,902 17
Retail trade -11,397 11,272 11,395 10,983 125 414 11,594 11,573 11,545 21

Finance, insurance, and real estate 3,864 3,843 3,833 3,735 21 129 3, 887 3, 878 3, 872 9
Services - 12, 113 12, 018 11,926 11,758 95 355 12, 198 12 164 12, 120 34
Government - 13, 387 13, 333 13. 181 12, 971 54 416 13, 200 13, 160 13, 098 40

Federal -- -- ----------------- 2,659 2,656 2,654 2,649 3 10 2 672 2,672 2,675 0
State and local -10, 728 10,677 10, 527 10, 322 51 406 10, 528 10,488 10,423 40 OD

I Preliminary.



TABLE B-2.-AVERAGE WEEKLY HOURS OF PRODUCTION OR NONSUPERVISORY WORKERS I ON PRIVATE NONAGRICULTURAL PAYROLLS, BY INDUSTRY

Change from Seasonally adjusted
March February Janaari March February March March February January ChangeftromIndustry 1972 2ch2 19722 1971 1972 1971 1972 2 19722 3972 February 1972

Total private -36.9 36.8 36.7 36.8 0.1 0.1 37.1 37.2 37.0 -0.1
Mining -42.3 42.1 42.5 42.1 .2 .2 43.0 42.6 43.0 .4
Contract construction -36.8 36.0 35.8 37.1 .8 -. 3 37.5 37.3 37.4 .2Manufacturing 40.3 40.1 39. 8 39.7 .2 .6 40.4 40.5 40.0 -.1Overtime hours -3.1 3.0 2. 8 2.7 .1 .4 3.3 3.2 2.9 .1Durable goods ------------- 41. 0 40.7 40.4 40.4 .3 .6 41. 0 41. 1 40.6 -.1Overtime hours ------- - 3. 2 3. 0 2.8 2.7 .2 .5 3. 3 3. 2 2. 9 .1Ordnance and accessories 42.0 42.3 41.7 41.8 -. 3 .2 42.1 42.5 41.2 -.4Lumber and wood products 40.9 40.3 40.0 39. 9 .6 1.0 40.9 40.8 40.9 .1Furniture and fixtures -40.2 39.9 39.7 39.4 .3 .8 40.5 40.8 40.3 -. 3Stone, clay, and glass produces 41. 8 41. 3 40.9 41. 3 .5 .5 42.2 42. 41.8 .1Primary metal industries------- 41. 1 40.9 40. 7 40. 8 .2 .3 41. 1 41. 0 40.6 .1Fabricated metal products - - 40.6 40.4 40.1 40.1 .2 .5 40.8 41.0 40.4 -. 2

Machinery, except electrical 41.7 41.3 41. 0 40.5 .4 1. 2 41.4 41. 3 41. 0 .1Electrical equipment 40.2 40.1 40.0 39.7 .1 .5 40.2 40.6 40.1 -. 4Transportation equipment 41. 6 41. 2 40.6 41.3 .4 .3 42.0 41.9 40.7 :1 4Instruments and related products - 40.3 40.3 40.1 3.7 .6 40.3 40.7 40. 41Miscellaneous manufacturing- 39i 3 i .6 40.3 40.7 40.3 -. H.Miscellaneous anufacturing. -- 39.3 39.1 38.7 38. 8 .2 .5 39.3 39.5 39.0 -.2Nondurable goods - 39. 3 39. 3 39.1 38.9 0 .4 39. 3 39. 7 39. 4 -. 2
Overtime hours 3. 0 3.0 2.9 2.7 0 .3 3.2 3.2 3.1 0Food and kindred products -- 39.9 39.6 39.8 39.9 .3 0 40.1 4.0 40. 1 .1Tobacco manufactures 33. 9 33.5 34.1 36.8 .4 -2.9 35. 0 34.0 34.8 1. 0

Textile mill products 41. 1 41. 0 40.8 40. 2 . 1 . 9 41. 2 41. 2 41. 3 0Apparel and other textile products --- 35.9 36.0 35.3 35.4 -.1 .5 35.7 36.3 35.7 -.6Paper and allied products -------- 42. 3 42.3 41. 9 41.6 0 .7 42.6 42.7 42.1 -. 1Printing and publishing- 37. 7 37. 2 37. 1 37. 5 . 5 . 2 37. 7 37. 5 37. 5 .2Chemicals and allied products 41. 7 41. 7 41. 6 41.4 0 .3 41.7 41.9 41. 8 -. 2Petroleum and coal products - 41. 6 41. 4 41. 7 41. 8 .2 -. 2 41.7 42.0 42. -.3Rubber and plastics products, nec 40.5 40.7 40.6 39.9 -.2 .6 40.9 41. 0 40.8 -.1Leather and leater products ----- 37. 8 38. 5 38. 2 37. 1 -. 7 .7 38. 1 38. 5 38. 0 -.4Tran sportation and public utilities------- 40.1 40.0 39.68 40.2 .1 -. 1 40.5 40.2 40.0 .3Wholesale and retail trade -34. 7 34. 7 34. 7 34. 7 0 0 35. 0 35. 2 3 35. 1 -. 2Wholesale trade 39. 8 39.7 39.6 39.6 1 .2 39.9 40.0 39.7 -.1Retail trade ---- 33.1 33.1 33.2 33.1 0 0 33.5 33.6 33.7 -.1Finance, insurance, and real estate 37. 1 37.1 37.3 36.9 0 .2 37.1 37.1 37.3 0Services ---------------------------------- '33.9 34.0 33.9 34.0 -. I -.1 33.9 34.2 34.1 -. 3

' Data relate to production workers in mining and manufacturing: to construction workers in con- 2 Preliminary.
tract construction: and to nonsupervisory workers in transportation and public utilities; wholesale
and retail trade; finance, insurance, and real estate; and services. These groups account for approxi-
mutely four-fifths of the total employment on private nonagricultural payrolls.



TABLE B-3.-AVERAGE HOURLY AND WEEKLY EARNINGS OF PRODUCTION OR NONSUPERVISORY WORKERSI ON PRIVATE NONAGRICULTURAL PAYROLLS, BY INDUSTRY

I-.

iv. Industry

Total private
ti Seasonally adjusted --

Mining
Contract construction

cx Manufacturing-
Durable goods .

Ordnance and accessories .
co Lumber and wood products--

Furniture and fixtures .
Stone, clay, and glass products.
Primary metal industries -
Fabricated metal products .
Machinery, except electrical ---
Electrical equipment
Transportation equipment ---
Instrument and related

products .
Miscellaneous manufacturing.---.

Nondurable goods-
Food and kindred products--
Tobacco manufacturers .
Textile mill products
Apparel and other textile
Apparel and other textile

products - -
Paper and allied products -
Printing and publishing----
Chemical and allied products_
Petroleum and coal products----
Rubber and plastics products,

nec-
Leather and leather products- -

Transportation and public utilities.
Wholesale and retail trade-

Wholesale trade -. --.
Retail trade

Finance, insurance, and real estate ---
Services

Average hourly earnings Average weekly earnings

Change from- Change from-

March February January March February March March February January March February March
1972 2 1972 2 1972 1971 1972 1971 1972 2 1972 2 1972 1971 1972 1971

$3. 57 $3. 55 $3. 54 $3 3.6 $0.02 $0.21 $131.7 3 $130.64 $129.92 $123. 65 $1.09 $8. 08
3. 58 3. 55 3.54 3.37 03 21 132.82 132.06 130.98 124.69 .76 8.13

4.30 4.941 4.32 4.01 .01 .29 181.89 181.45 183.60 168.82 .44 13.07
5. 97 5. 98 5. 99 5.54 -.01 .43 219. 70 215. 28 214. 44 205. 53 4.42 14. 17
3. 74 3. 72 3. 71 3. 52 .02 22 150.72 149. 17 147. 66 139.74 1. 55 10.98
3. 99 3. 96 3.95 3.75 03 24 163.59 161. 17 159.58 151.50 2.42 12.09
4.01 4.,04 3.98 3.77 -03 24 168.42 170. 89 165. 97 157.59 -2. 47 10. 83
3. 25 3. 20 3. 21 3. 05 .05 .20 132. 93 128. 96 128. 40 121. 70 3.97 11. 23
3.00 2.98 2.98 2.85 .02 .15 120.60 118.90 118.31 112.29 1.70 8.31
3.80 3.78 3. 76 3. 57 .02 .23 158. 84 156.11 153. 78 147. 77 2.73 11. 40
4.57 4.55 4.54 4.12 .02 .45 187.83 186.10 184.78 168.10 1.73 19.73
3.92 3.89 3.88 3.66 .03 .26 159.15 157.16 155.59 146.77 1.99 12.38
4.22 4.18 4.16 3.94 .04 .28 175.97 172.63 170.56 159.57 3.34 16.40
3.65 3.62 3.60 3.46 .03 .19 146.73 145.16 144.00 137.36 1.57 9.37

* 4.66 4.65 4.60 4.42 .01 .24 193.86 191.58 186.76 182.55 2.28 11.31

3.71 3.68 3.67 3.49 .03 .22 149. 51 148. 30 147. 17 138. 55 1. 21 10.96
3.07 3.07 3.07 2.93 .00 .14 120.65 120.04 118.81 113.68 .61 6.97
3.40 3.39 3.38 3.21 .01 .19 133.62 133.23 132.16 124.87 .39 .875
3.56 3.53 3.52 3.34 .03 .22 142.04 139.79 140.10 133.27 2.25 8.77

3.39 3.39 3.32 3.11 .00 .28 114.92 113.57 113.21 114.45 1.35 .47
2.71 2.71 2.69 2.55 .00 .16 111.38 111. 11 109.75 102.51 .27 8.87

2.57 2.57 2.56 2.47 .00 .10 92.26 92.52 90.37 87.44 -.26 4.82

3.83 3.83 3.81 3.60 .00 .23 162.01 162.01 159.64 149.76 .00 12.25
4.40 4.36 4.35 4.09 .04 .31 165.88 162.19 161.39 153.38 3.69 12.50
4.1t0 4.11 4.10 3.84 -.01 .26 170.97 171.39 170.56 158.98 -.42 11. 99
4.87 4.88 4.84 4.50 -.01 .37 202.59 202.03 201.83 188.10 .56 14.49

3.52 3.54 3.54 3.32 -.02 .20 142.56 144.08 143.72 132.47 -1. 52 10.09
2.69 2.70 2.67 2.59 -.01 .16 101.68 103.95 101.99 96.09 -2. 27 5.59
4.48 4.47 4.46 4.07 .01 .41 179.65 178.80 177.51 163.61 .85 16.04
2.99 2.99 2.97 2.84 .00 .15 103.75 103.75 103.06 98.55 .00 5.20
3. 85 3. 83 3.82 3. 59 .02 .26 153. 23 152.05 151. 27 142. 16 1. 18 11.07
2.66 2.66 2.66 2.55 .00 .11 88.05 88.05 88.31 84.41 .00 3.64
3.39 3.40 3.40 3.24 -.01 .15 125.77 126.14 126.82 119.56 -.37 6. 213.11 3.10 3.09 2.95 0.1 .16 150.43 105.40 104.75 100.30 .03 5.13

I See footnote, 1 table B-2. 
2 Preliminary.

-

2 Preliminary.' See footnote, I table B-2.
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LABOR FORCE. EMPLOYMENT. UNEMPLOYMENT
HOUSEHOLD DATA - SEASONALLY ADJUSTED
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UNEMPLOYMENT RATES
HOUSEHOLD DATA - SEASONALLY ADJUSTED

5. UNEMPLOYMENT RRTES
- ALL CIVILIAN WORKERS
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UNEMPLOYMENT
HOUSEHOLD DATA - SEASONALLY ADJUSTED

9. UNEMPLOYMENT RATES 10. UNEMPLOYMENT RATES
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NONAGRICULTURAL EMPLOYMENT AND HOURS
ESTABLISHMENT DATA - SEASONALLY ADJUSTED
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EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT OF VETERANS AND NONVETERANS 20.2 YEARS
SEASONALLY ADJUSTED
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[Bureau of Labor Statistics, Department of Labor, Press Release No. 72-213, Apr. 7, 1972]

WHOLESALE PRICE INDEXES: MARCH 1972

The Wholesale Price Index of All Commodities rose 0.1 percent between
February and March, the U.S. Department of Labor's Bureau of Labor Sta-
tistics announced today.

Industrial commodities increased 0.3 percent.
Prices of farm products and processed foods and feeds declined 0.4 percent
Consumer finished goods, a selection of commodities closely comparable to

those in the commodity component of the Consumer Price Index, were down 0.3
percent, largely because of a drop in wholesale prices of meats and fresh vege-
tables.

Of the 15 major commodity groups measured by the Wholesale Price Index,
11 advanced between February and March while 4 declined.

In March, the All Commodities WPI was 117.4 (1967=100), 3.9 percent above
a year earlier.

SEASONALLY ADJUSTED CHANGES

On a seasonally adjusted basis, the Wholesale Price Index also increased 0.1
percent in March.

Industrial commodities advanced 0.3 percent.
Farm products and processed foods and feeds were down 0.3 percent.
Consumer finished goods decreased 0.2 percent.
The March Wholesale Price Index was the fourth monthly WPI to reflect

price changes in Phase II of the Economic Stabilization Program. (For a dis-
cussion of the contribution of price changes for those items exempt from Phase
II to the percentage change in wholesale prices in March, see page 3). During
these 4 months-December through March-the WPI rose at a seasonally ad-
justed annual rate of 6.0 percent. This compares with a decline at an annual rate
of 0.8 percent in the 3 months ended in November when most prices were frozen
during Phase I of the program, and a rise at an annual rate of 4.6 percent in the
6 months that ended last August, the month in which the Stabilization Program
was put into effect. In the first 7 months of the program, the WPI rose at an
annual rate of 3.1 percent.

The industrial commodities index advanced at an annual rate of 4.2 percent
in the first 4 months of Phase II that ended in March. This compares with a
decline at an annual rate of 1.3 percent in the 3 months of Phase I ended in
November and an advance at a rate of 5.7 percent in the 6-month period from
February to August of 1971. From August, when the policy was announced,
to March, the industrial commodity index increased at an annual rate of 1.8
percent.

The index for farm products and processed foods and feed-srose at an annual
rate of 12.0 percent from November to March. The index was unchanged dur-
ing the 3 months of Phase I after rising at a rate of 2.3 percent in the March-
August period. During Phase I and Phase II to March, the component increased
at a rate of 6.7 percent.

For consumer finished goods, the November-March period shows an increase
at an annual rate of 5.9 percent; the food component rose 9.0 percent, nonfood
commodities, 3.5 percent. During Phase I, prices of consumer finished goods de-
creased at a rate of 1.4 percent following an advance at a rate of 2.9 percent in
the 6 months preceding the freeze. From August to March, consumer finished
goods increased at a 2.7 percent annual rate.

PRICE CHANGES FOR MATERIALS AND FINISHED GOODS (SEASONALLY ADJUSTED)

Among consumer finished goods, foods declined 0.7 percent in March (season-
ally adjusted) after a substantial increase in February, largely because of lower
prices for meat products and fresh vegetables; foods were 4.2 percent higher
than a year earlier. Consumer nonfood finished goods were 0.3 percent higher
over the month. Within this grouping, nondurable finished goods advanced 0.4
percent because of increases for items such as footwear and gasoline; durables
showed no change on average.

Producer finished goods moved up by a smaller amount than in February (0.3
percent), largely as a result of increases for machinery and railroad equipment.
Continued advances for metals and lumber were the principal cause of the 0.3
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percent gain for processed (intermediate) materials, supplies, and components
(excluding foods and feeds). The sharp rise of 1.7 percent for crude materials
for further processing (excluding foods, feeds and fibers) chiefly reflected the
continued climb in prices of hides and skins and scrap metals.

PRICE CHANGES FOR COMMODITY GROUPS, NOT SEASONALLY ADJUSTED

Metals and metal products were the most important influence on the indus-
trials index in March (as they were in January and February), accounting for
slightly more than one-third of the total advance. Within the metals group, in-
creases for nonferrous metals caused more than 70 percent of the rise; a variety
of fabricated products and iron and steel scrap also registered gains. Cattlehide
quotations rose about 28 percent, influenced in great measure by the embargo
on hides exports by Argentina; these increases were further reflected in sub-
stantially higher prices for leather, footwear and footwear cut stock. Lumber
and wood product prices continued to move up, particularly softwood lumber
and ploywood. All categories of pulp, paper and allied products, except woodpulp,
registered gains; the most important were for converted paper and paperboard
products, and paper. Prices of gasoline, distillates and natural gas were up.
Machinery and equipment rose at a more moderate rate than in February.An important increase for cotton products, and smaller advances for manmade
fiber textile products and apparel, were partially offset by substantial declines
for jute woven goods and manila rope, which had risen earlier. The index for
transportation equipment was up slightly, largely as a result of advances forrailroad equipment. A small gain for nonmetallic mineral products chiefly re-
flected higher prices for concrete products, gypsum products and bituminous
paving materials, moderated by declines for flat glass. Increases for furniture,
dinnerware, and home electronic equipment slightly outweighed an average de-
cline for household appliances. Toys and children's vehicles, photographic sup-
plies, and watches and clocks were up in price. Declines for inedible fats and
oils, some organic chemicals, and plastic resins caused a moderate decrease for
chemicals despite higher prices for prepared paints and mixed fertilizers. Crude
natural rubber and a number of plastic products were lower.

Sharply lower prices for fresh and dried vegetables and a substantial drop
in hog quotations after earlier advances were chiefly responsible for the decline
in the farm products index; these decreases were moderately principally by
advances for eggs, oilseeds, fluid milk and grains. Lower meat prices were al-
most entirely responsible for the decline in the processed foods and feels index;
fats and oils and alcoholic beverages also decreased, but manufactured animal
feeds were higher as were most of the other categories of processed foods.

ANALYSIS OF EFFECT OF ITEMS EXEMPT FROM PHASE I

When domestic raw agricultural products and imports which are exempted
from Phase II regulations are eliminated, the WPI for March on an unadjusted
basis shows an increase of 0.2 percent in contrast to the 0.1 percent for the overallindex. After similar exclusions are made from the farm products and processed
foods and feeds component, this component of the index shows almost half of the
0.4 percent decline. The chief reason for this difference is domestic raw agricul-
tural products which on average declined more than the other farm products and
processed foods included in the index. Price movements for imported raw agri-
cultural products had only a small effect on the change. After elimination of im-
ported items from the industrials component, it still shows a rise of 0.3 percent
because the net impact of price movements for these items was slight. The declinefor consumer finished goods, after elimination of items exempt from Phase II
controls, was 0.2 percent compared with the 0.3 percent decrease for this com-
ponent as a whole.

A Note on Seasonally Adjusted and Unadjusted Data
Because price data are used for different purposes by different groups, theBureau of Labor Statistics publishes seasonally adjusted as well as unadjusted

changes each month.
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For analyzing general price trends in the economy, seasonally adjusted data
usually are preferred since they eliminate the effect of changes that normally
occur at about the same time and in about the same magnitude every year-such
as price movements resulting from normal weather patterns, regular production
and supply cycles, model changovers, seasonal discounts and holidays. Seasonally
adjusted data are subject to revision when seasonal factors are revised.

The unadjusted data are of principal interest to users who need information
which can be related to the actual dollar values of transactions. Individuals re-
quiring this information include marketing specialists, purchasing agents, budget
and cost analysts, contract specialists, and commodity traders. Unadjusted data
generally are used in escalating contracts such as purchase agreements or real
estate leases.

TABLE 1.-WHOLESALE PRICE INDEXES FOR MAJOR COMMODITY GROUPS, MARCH 1972 (UNDAJUSTED, UNLESS
OTHERWISE INDICATED)

Percent change to March 1972
t rom-

I ndexes (1967 =100 unless otherwise noted)
1 3 1

March February December March month months year
Commodity groups 1972 1972 1971 1971 ago ago ago

All commodities -117.4 117.3 115.4 113.0 0.1 1.7 3.9
All commodities (1957-59=100) - 124.6 124.5 122.4 119.9
Farm products, and processed foods and

feeds 119.1 119.6 115.9 113.4 -.4 2.8 5.0
Farm products 119.7 120.7 115.8 113.0 -. 8 3.4 5.9
Processed foods and feeds 118.6 118.8 115.9 113.7 -. 2 2.3 4.3

Industrial commodities 116.9 116.5 115.3 112.8 .3 1.4 3.6
Textile products and apparel 112.1 112.0 110.6 106.9 .1 1.4 4.9
Hides, skins, leather, and related

products 123.0 119.1 116.2 112.5 3.3 5.9 9.3
Fuels and related products and

power 116.5 116.1 115.0 112.8 .3 1.3 3.3
Chemicals and allied products... - 103.4 103.5 103.4 104.5 -.1 0 -1.1
Rubber and plastic products 108.9 109.2 109.4 109.1 -. 3 -. 5 -. 2
Lumber and wood products 139.5 137.7 132.7 123.4 1.3 5.1 13. 0
Pulp, paper, and allied products.... 112.3 111.6 110.7 109.3 .6 1.4 2. 7
Metals and metal products 123.4 122.6 120.8 116.5 .7 2.2 5.9
Machinery and equipment . 117.3 117.1 116.1 114.9 .2 .9 2.1
Furniture and household durables.-- 110.9 110.8 110.2 109.6 .I .6 1.2
Nonmetallic mineral products 124.8 124.6 124.2 120.9 .2 .5 3. 2
Transportation equipment (Decem-

ber 1968=100) 113.8 113.6 112.9 109.5 .2 .8 3.9
Miscellaneous products 114.2 114.0 113.2 112.8 .2 .9 1.2

Seasonally adjusted:
Farm products --- 118.6 120.2 117.0 -1.3 1.4 .
Processed foods and feeds 119.2 118.7 116.8 .4 2.1 .



TABLE 2-PERCENT CHANGES FROM PREVIOUS MONTH IN INDEXES FOR WPI GROUPINGS UNADJUSTED AND SEASONALLY ADJUSTED

Farm products, and Consumer finished goods Consumer foods Consumer goods excluding
All commodities Industrial commodities processed foods and feeds total foods

Seasonally Seasonally Seasonally Seasonally Seasonally Seasonally
Month Unadjusted adjusted Unadjusted adjusted Unadjusted adjusted Unadjusted adjusted Unadjusted adjusted Unadjusted adjusted

March 1971 - -0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 -0. 2 0 0.1 0.2 0.6 0.9 -0.2 -0. 1
April 1971 - -3 5 4 5 -1 .5 - .3 -. 1 . -. I 0
May - -4 3 4 4 .9 -2 6 .4 1-0 0 .4 4
June - -4 .4 .2 .3 1.0 .4 .4 .1 .7 0 .1 0
July - - 3 .2 .5 .7 -. 3 -t. -. I - 5 -7 -1. 6 .4 5
August ----------------- 3 .7 5 5 - 3 1. 4 .3 1.1 .4 2.2 1 .2
September .3 -4 -.1 -. I -1. -1. 7 -5 9 -1. 0 -2. -. 2 1
October ---------------- _ I .1 0 .3 0 1.4 .2 .6 .1 2.1 .3 -3
November - -------------------- .1 .1 -.1 0 .5 .3 .2 -1 .6 -. I 0
December1971 - --- --------- .8 .7 .3 .3 2.0 2.1 1.0 1.1 1.7 1.8 .4 .4
January 1972 - .8 .4 .5 .4 1.3 .2 .4 3 .8 -. I .2 .4
February 1972 - -- 9 7 5 4 1. 9 1. 8 .8 8 1.6 1. . 2 .I
March 1972-------------- -. I 1 .3 .3 -4 -3 -3 -2 -1. 0 -7 .2 3
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TABLE 3.-PERCENT CHANGES IN WPI AND COMPONENTS (SEASONALLY ADJUSTED COMPOUND ANNULAR RATES
FOR 3 MONTHS AND 6 MONTHS; UNADJUSTED FOR 12 MONTHS)

Farm products and processed
All commodities Industrial commodities foods and feeds

From 3 From 6 From 12 From 3 From 6 From 12 From 3 From 6 From 12
months months months months months months months months months

Month ago ago ago ago ago ago ago ago ago

March 1971 5.4 3.0 2.8 2.9 3.3 3.6 11. 3 2.0 .4
April 1971 -6.0 3.6 3.1 3.7 3.3 3.7 12.9 4. 5 1. 3
May 1971 -3.9 4.3 3.4 5.0 4.0 3.6 1.4 5.1 2.8
June 1971 -4.7 5.0 3.6 5.3 4.1 3.7 3.2 7.2 3.3
July 1971 -3.5 4.7 3.3 6.1 4.9 4.1 -3.1 4.6 1.4
August 1971 5.3 4.6 4.0 6.5 5.7 4.4 3.2 2.3 3.1
September 1971.. 2.1 3.4 3.2 4.7 5.0 4.2 -5.5 -1.2 .4
October 1971 1.7 2.6 3.1 .7 3.4 3.3 4.3 .5 2.4
November 1971... -.8 2.2 3.2 -1.3 2.5 3.2 0 1.6 3.4
December1971.-. 3.8 2.9 4.0 .1 2.4 3.2 16.6 5.0 6.0
January 1972 5.0 3.3 4.0 2.8 1.7 3.3 10.9 7.6 6.1
February 1972.... 7.7 3.4 4.0 4.2 1.4 3.6 17.4 8.4 5.3
March 1972 5.1 4.4 3.9 4.5 2.3 3.6 7.0 11.7 5.0

Consumer finished Consumer goods
goods, total Consumer foods excluding foods

From 3 From 6 From 12 From 3 From 6 From 12 From 6 From 6 From 12
months months months months months months months months months

ago ago ago ago ago ago ago ago ago

March 1971 5.5 3. 5
April 1971 4.4 3.7
May 1971 -3.3 4. 2
June 1971 .2.9 4.2
July 1971 --. 4 2.0
August 1971 2. 5 2.9
September 1971 -1. 4 .7
October 1971 3.2 1. 4
November 1971 -1. 4 .5
December 1971 6.6 2. 5
January1972 5.0 4.1
February 1972 8.8 3.6
March 1972 3.5 5.0

2.2 12.0 2.8 -.4 2.2 4.3 3.8
2.6 14.3 5.8 1.1 -.4 2.8 3.6
3.1 6.8 6.0 2.4 1.1 2.9 3.5
3.2 3.2 7.5 2.6 1.5 1.8 3.4
2.4 6.4 3.4 .5 3.3 1.5 3.6
3. 5 2.1 4.4 3.1 2. 5 1. 8 3. 5
2. 1 -6. 1 .6 2. 2 2.2 1. 8 2. 1
2.5 9.1 1.0 3.3 -.7 1.3 2.0
2.4 -.3 .9 3.3 -1.I .7 1.8
3.3 16.4 4.5 6.0 1.1 1.6 1.7
3.1 6.7 7.9 5.7 3.6 1.4 1.4
3.2 15.6 7.4 5.9 3.6 1.3 1.5
2.9 4.5 10.3 4.2 2.9 2.0 1.9

Note: As of December 1971, industrial commodities account for 73.162 percent of the All Commodities index; farm
products and processed foods and feeds 26.838 percent. Consumer foods account for 39.252 percent of the total consumer
finished goods index and consumer goods excluding foods 60.748. Consumer finished goods have a weight of 33.270 in the
All Commodities index.

TABLE 4.-WHOLESALE PRICE INDEXES FOR SPECIAL GROUPINGS, UNADJUSTED AND SEASONALLY ADJUSTED

lndexes (1967-100) Percent change to
March 1972 from:

March February March
1972 1972 1971 I month ago I year agoCommodity groups

Consumer finished goods:
Not seasonally adjusted .115. 3
Seasonally adjusted .115.3
Foods:

Not seasonally adjusted -119.4
Seasonally adjusted 119.6

Finished goods, except foods:
Not seasonally adjusted 112. 7
Seasonally adjusted 112.7
Nondurable:

Not seasonally adjusted 112.4
Seasonally adjusted 112. 5

Durable
Not seasonally adjusted 113. 2
Seasonally adjusted 113.0

Intermediate materials, supplies and components
except selected items: '

Not seasonally adjusted ---- 117.6
Seasonally adjusted -- 117.1

Crude materials for further processing, except se-
lected items: 2

Not seasonally adjusted .129.1
Seasonally adjusted .128.3

Producer finished goods:
Not seasonally adjusted .119.0
Seasonally adjusted .118.9

Manufactured goods, total:
Not seasonally adjusted .116.7
Seasonally adjusted .116.5
Durable:

Not seasonally adjusted 120.4
Seasonally adjusted 119.9

115.6 112.1
11 8.5 .-- - - - -

120.6 114.6
120.5 .

112.5 110.6
112.4 .

112.1 110.7
112.1

113.2 110.4
113.0

117.2 112.7
116.8 .

127.0 121.4
126.1 .

118.8 116.0
118.6 .

116.5 112.7
116.3 .

120.1 115.5
119.6 .-- - - - -

-0.3 2.9
-. 2 .

-1. 0 4.2
-. 7 .

.2 1.9

.3 .

.3 1.5

.4 .

0 2.5
0 .

.3 4.3

.3 .

1.7 6.3
1.7 .

.2 2.6

.3 .

.2 3.5

.2 .

.2 4.2

.3 .

I Excludes intermediate materials for food manufacturing and manufactured animal feeds.
2 Excludes crude foodstuffs and feedstuffs, plant and animal fibers, oilseeds, and leaf tobacco.
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TABLE 5.-WHOLESALE PRICE INDEXES FOR COMMODITY GROUPS AND SUBGROUPS, MARCH 1972

[1967 equals 100 unless otherwise indicated

Indexes
- - Percent change to

1972 1971 March 1972 from-

Grouping March February March 1month ago I year ago

Farin products -- 119.7 120. 7 113.0 -0.8 5.9Fresh and dried fruits and vegetables ------ 112.8 127.5 125.3 -11. 5 -10.0Grains ----- -------------- 93.9 93.0 109.4 .9 -13.5
Livestock -136.7 139.6 114.9 -2.1 19.0Line poultry ----------------- 107.6 105.4 110.1 2.1 7.5
Plant and animal fibers -114.3 113.2 88 9 1.0 28.6
Fluid milk - 121.8 120.5 118.1 1.1 3.1
Eggs -107.7 91.9 101.2 17.2 6.4
Hay, hayseeds, and oilseeds -114.4 110.2 107.6 3.8 6.3
Otherfarm products -117.5 116.8 116.1 .6 1.2

Processed foods and feeds -118.6 11898 113.7 -.2 4.3
Cereal and bakery products -112.6 112.4 111. 5 .2 1. 0Meats, poultry, and fish -127.3 130.5 112.9 -2. 5 12. 8Dairy products -118.0 117.5 115.0 .4 2.6Processed fruits and vegetables -116.7 116.1 111.9 .5 4.3
Sugarand confectionery -121.9 121.1 119.2 .7 2.3
Beverages and beverage materials -116.7 116.8 115.3 -. 1 1.2
Animal fats and oils -130. 4 133.5 142. 1 -2. 3 -8. 2Crude vegetable oils --- _-------- 115.6 116.9 129.9 -1. 0 -10. 2
Refined vegetable oils -120. 6 120.1 152.5 .4 -20.9
Vegetable oil end products -120.8 121.1 119.4 -.2 1.2
Miscellaneous processed foods -113.7 113.8 113.7 -. I 0
Manufactured animal feeds -108.5 103.7 107.2 4.6 1.2

Textile products and apparel -112.1 112. 0 106.9 .1 4.9
Cotton products -119.6 118 0 107. 8 1.4 10.9Wool products ---------------- 92.0 92.2 94. 5 -.2 -2. 6
Manmade fiber textile products -106. 1 105.9 97.6 .2 8.7
Apparel -114.1 114.0 112.2 .1 1.7
Textile housefurnishings -108.7 108.5 103.5 .2 5.0
Miscellaneous textile products -130.9 141.6 106. 7 -7.6 22.7

Hides, skins, leather, and related products -123.0 119.1 112.5 3.3 9. 3
Hides and skins -173. 8 148 9 105.5 16.7 64.7
Leather -128.4 120.6 108.6 6.5 18.2
Footwear -120.1 118.5 116.5 1.4 3.1
Other leather and related products------------ 111.9 111.2 107.5 .6 4.1

Fuels and related products and power -116.5 116.1 112.9 .3 3.3
Coal -192.6 192.6 176.0 0 9.4
Coke -155.0 155.0 145.9 0 6. 2
Gas fuels -110.9 110.2 109.4 .6 1.4
Electric power -120.0 120.0 I11.1 0 8.0
Crude petroleum -113.2 113.2 113.2 0 0
Petroleum products, refined -106.3 105.5 105.9 .8 .4

Chemicals and allied products -103.4 103.5 104.5 -.1 -1. I
Industrial chemicals -101.0 101.4 102.2 -.4 -1.2
Prepared paint -117.9 117.3 115.1 .5 2.4
Paint materials -102.7 102.7 103.5 0 -. 8
Drugs and pharmaceuticals -102.5 102.2 102.6 .3 -. 1
Fats and oils, inedible - . 103.5 110.7 144.3 -6. 5 -28.3
Agricultural chemicals and chemical products. 90.6 90.2 93.9 .4 -3.5
Plastic resins and materials- 88.9 89.3 97.3 -.4 1.9
Other chemical and allied products -112.7 112.5 111.5 .2 1.1

Rubber and plastic products - 108.9 109.2 109.1 -. 3 -. 2
Rubber and rubber products -112.9 113.0 111.2 -.1 1.5

Crude rubber -.-----------..-.. 98.5 98.8 99. 1 -. 3 -. 6
Tires and tubes - 108.4 108.4 107.5 0 .8
Miscellaneous rubber products -120.4 120.4 117.2 0 2.7

Plastic construction products (December 1969-
100)-------------------- 93.6 93.9 95.9 -.2 -2. 4

Unsupported plastic film and sheeting (Decem-
ber 1970=100)- 98.9 99.9 102.7 -1.0 -3.7

Laminated plastic sheets, high pressure
(December 1970=100)- 98.1 98.6 99.5 -. 5 -1.4
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TABLE 5.-WHOLESALE PRICE INDEXES FOR COMMODITY GROUPS AND SUBGROUPS, MARCH 1972-Continued

(1967 equals 100 unless otherwise indicated

I ndexes
Percent change to

1972 1971 March 1972 from-

Grouping March February March 1 month ago I year ago

Lumber and wood products -139. 5
Lumber -152.4
Millwork -125. 8
Plywood -128.9
Other wood products -120.1

Pulp, paper, and allied products -112. 3
Pulp, paper, and products, excluding building

paper and boar -112. 5
Woodpulp -111. 5
Wastepaper -129. 3
Paper -115. 7
Paperboard -103.6
Converted paper and paperboard products 112. 2

Building paper and board -105. 6
Metals and metal products -123. 4

Iron and stee -128. 3
Nonferrous metals - --------------- 117. 2
Metal containers -127.1
Hardware -119. 2
Plumbing fixtures and brass fittings -118. 9
Heating equipment ---- -- 117.0
Fabricated structural metal products -122.1
Miscellaneous metal products -124.1

Machinery and equipment ---- 117. 3
Agricultural machinery and equipment -122.0
Construction machinery and equipment -125.0
Metalworking machinery and equipment 119. 4
General purpose machinery and equipment --. 121. 5
Special industry machinery and equipment. 123.0
Electrical machinery and equipment -110.1
Miscellaneous machinery -119. 0

Furniture and household durables - ----- 110. 9
Household furniture -116. 8
Commercial furniture -------- 118. 7
Floor coverings -98. 2
Household appliances --- 107. 4
Home electronic equipment 93.0
Other household durable goods -124. 5

Nonmetallic mineral products -124. 8
Flat glass -122.4
Concrete ingredients -124.6
Concrete products -124. 5
Structural clay products excluding refractories.. 116. 2
Refractories --------- 127. 1
Asphalt roofing -------------- 131. 2
Gypsum products - --- -- ------- 115. 3
Glass containers - -------------------- 131. 5
Other nonmetallic minerals -126. 4

Transportation equipment (December 1968=100) 113. 8
Motor vehicles and equipment -118.1
Railroad equipment -127. 3

Miscellaneous products -114. 2
Toys, sporting goods, small arms, ammunition-. 114. 5
Tobacco products ------.---- 117. 4
Notions --------------- 111. 7
Photographic equipment and supplies -106. 9
Other miscellaneous products -114. 5

137.7
150.4
125. 5
125. 1
119. 9
111.6

111.9
111. 5
126.6
115.3
103. 5
111. 4
104. 7
122.6
128. 2
115.0
127. 1
119. 0
118. 6
116. 2
122.0
123. 2
117.1
121. 5
124. 7
118.9
121.2
123. 1
110.0
118.8
110. 8
116. 7
118. 3
98. 2

107. 5
92.9

124.1
124.6
123.6
124.6
123.8
116.1
127.1
131. 2
112. 8
131. 5
125.9
113.6
118.1
123.9
114.0
114.0
117.4
111.7
106. 7
114.4

123.4
129.0
116.2
120. 2
118.3
109. 3

109. 6
112.2
104. 8
113.1
102. 5
109.0
101.4
116.5
118.2
113.7
115.8
115. 5
113. 2
114.5
116.6
117.9
114.9
116. 5
120. 8
116.0
117. 8
119.6
109.7
116. 3
109.6
114. 0
118. 2
100.2
107.0
93.7

119.8
120.9
125.3
120.6
118. 5
113.6
126. 7
123.6

98 98
131. 5
121.4
109.5
113. 8
119.9
112.8
113.1
116.9
111.7
105. 8
111.8

1. 3 13.0
1.3 18.1
.2 8.3

3.0 7.2
.2 1.5
.6 2.7

.5 2.6
0 -. 6
2.1 23.4

.3 2.3

.1 1.1

.7 2.9

.9 4.1

.7 5.9
I1 8.5

1.9 3.1
0 9.8

.2 3.2
.3 5.0
7 2.2
1 4.7

.7 5.3

.2 2.1

.4 4.7

.2 3.5
4 2.9

.2 3. 1
-.1 2.8

.1 .4

.2 2.3

.1 1.2

.1 2.5

.3 .4
0 -2.0
_1 4

.1 -.7

.3 3.9

.2 3.2
-1.0 -2.3

0 3.3
.6 5.1
.1 2.3

0 .3
0 6.1
2.2 16.6
0 0

.4 4.1

.2 3.9
0 3.8
2.7 6.2
.2 1.2
.4 1.2

0 .4
0 0
.2 1.0
,1 2.4
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WHOLESALE PRICE INDEX 1963-1972
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WHOLESALE PRICE INDEX 1963-1972
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Mr. MOORE. As usual, we come with some rather good news and some

not so good news. I think the most optimistic looking news in our press

releases today is the fact that total civilian employment rose very

sharply in March, more than 600,000 people. And the wholesale price
index only rose one-tenth of 1 percent. On the other hand, the unem-
ployment rate rose to 5.9 percent in March following a decline from

6 percent in December to 5.7 in February.
Over the year total employment has risen by almost two and a half

million, which is a relatively sharp increase.
The employment press release gives the details about the unemploy-

ment rates for different groups of workers. One thing that I think is

interesting is that the jobless rate for teenagers went down from 18.8

last month to 17.9 in March, which is about where it was in January.

We are presenting for the first time on a seasonally adjusted basis
the jobless rate for heads of households, which was 3.4 percent in

March. We are introducing this as a measure of the jobless rates for

people who have responsibilities for maintaining households, both

male and female. It supplements in that sense the rate for married
males that we have had for a great many years.

It is somewhat higher than the rate for the married males, about a

half a percentage point on the average. But it moves along very

closely with the married male rate.
The unemployment rate for white workers went up in March from

5.1 to 5.3 percent. The rate for Negroes at 10.5 percent remained about

the same.
I think it is useful in considering the employment figures to recog-

nize that there was a substantial increase in the labor force between
February and March, but there had also been a very slight decline be-

tween January and February. So, if you take the 2 months together the

increase, though it is substantial, is a little less striking.
And the same thing is true of employment, since it showed virtually

no change between January and February, and is up more than 600,000
in March. Over the 2 months together it is about a 300,000 monthly
increase.

The unemployment rate for veterans also rose in March, back to the
level that it had in January and the latter part of 1971, 8.6 percent.
Employment of veterans has held steady over this past month.

The payroll employment figures that we collect independently of

the household survey, and which contain a lot of detail by industry,

show an increase in March of 275,000. A good bit of that is in the man-
ufacturing sector.

I would like to say, though it isn't discussed in the press release, that

I think, within the manufacturing sector, which has been quite slug-
gish in terms of total employment in the past year, and down consider-
ably from where it was 2 years ago, there has been a change going
on within the aggregates for manufacturing. More and more industries
are showing expansion in employment and increases in their hiring
rates, reductions in their layoff rates, and an increase in the workweek.
I think this suggests an expansionary process getting underway in the

manufacturing sector which has been one of the most sluggish in the
economy in the last year and a half or so.

The workweek for total private nonfarm employees was about the
same in March as in February. And that was also true of the manufac-
turing workweek. Taking the 2 months February and March together,
the manufacturing workweek is at its highest level since late 1969.

60-174 O-72-pt. 3 9
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The employment press release also includes information about the
average hourly earnings. And they rose in March.

We also presented an index of average hourly earnings which ad-
justs for overtime in manufacturing, and for shifts in the relative im-
portance of high wage versus low wage industries. That, too, showed
an increase in March.

That index now is 61/2 percent higher than it was a year ago. I think
it is one of the best measures that we have of the rate of increase in
wages.

Included in the empolyment press release is a report on the quarterly
developments over the past year. I won't take time to summarize them.

On the wholesale price side of the picture, as I mentioned earlier,
the total index rose one-tenth of 1 percent, both unadjusted and ad-
justed for seasonal variations. The industrial commodities part of that
index rose three-tenths of a percent. The prices of farm products and
processed foods and feeds declined.

Consumer finished goods, which cover some of the commodities that
are included in the consumer price index press release, were down
three-tenths of a percent before seasonal adjustment, and two-tenths
after seasonal adjustment, largely because of a drop in the wholesale
prices of meats and fresh vegetables.

We include in the press release on the WPI, an analysis of the
changes in that index during phase I and phase II of the economic
stablization program. I should like if I may, Mr. Chairman, to put
into the record another table that we have been constructing regularly
that shows a sort of scorecard of the changes in prices and wages dur-
ing the period prior to the stabilization program during the freeze
itself and during the post-freeze period.

I have copies of this table here if you would like to have them.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Yes, indeed. Thank you, sir.
(The table referred to follows:)

MEASURES OF PRICE AND WAGE CHANGES BEFORE AND DURING THEPRICE-WAGE-RENTSTABILIZATION PROGRAM
[Seasonally adjusted percent change, compound annual rate]

6 months
prior to

phase I: Phase I: Phase II: Phases land I1:
February to August to November1971 August 1971August 1971 November 1971 to March 1972 to March 1972

CPI, allitems- - 4.1 1.7 '4.9 13.3CPI, food ---------------------- 54 1.7 ' 9.3 ' 5.4
CPI, commodities less food- 3. 7 0 ' 1.7 X .9CPI, services 2.. ........... ... ... . 4. 5 3.1 '4.4 '3. 7CPI, renta -------------------- 3-----------3--------- 3 2 3 1 1 3.0
WPI, all commodites -4.6 - 8 6.0 3. 1WPI , industrials ----- ---- 5.7 -1.3 4.2 1.8WPI, farm products, processed fuods and feeds'3---- 2.3 0 12.0 6.7WPI, consumer foods'-..... --------- 4.4 -.3 9. 0 4.9
WPI consumer commodities leanfond- 1.8 -1.1 3.5 1.5Wproducer fished good s~----------- 3.3 -2.7 5. 5 1.9
Spot marketprice inde , 1i3 industriai raw materials 24_ -2.0 +3.1 31.8 18.6
Private nonfarm productinn workers:

Earnings in current dollars:
Hourly5 -6.8 2.2 9.1 6.1

Gross weekly - 6. 1 4.6 8.9 7.0Spendable weekly'-------------- 5.4 4.1 12.6 8.8
Earnings in constant dollars:

Hourly5 -2.6 .3 54.9 i 2.4Grossweekly- 1.9 2.9 ' 4.4 ' 3.6Spendable weekly1 -. 3 2.3 ' 9.6 ' 5.9

X Data through February 1972.
2 Not seasonally adjusted; data contain almost no seasonal movements.
3 Raw agricultural products are exempt from the price controls.
4Weekly index, not a component of the WPI. Includes copper, lead and steel scrap, zinc, tin, cotton, print cloth, wooltops, burlap, hides, rubber, rosin, and tallow.
' Adjusted for overtime (manufacturing only) and for interindustry employment shifts.
0 Worker with 3 dependents.

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, Department of Labor, Apr. 7,1972.
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Mr. MOORE. They indicate the changes in our most important price
and wage measures, the rates of change at an annual rate after allow-
ance for seasonal factors. I think one of the more important new fig-
ures.-that we have in it today is the rate of increase in the wholesale
price index from August through March, which came to 3.1 percent
at an annual rate, and in the industrial component for the same
period at an annual rate of 1.8 percent, both figures being lower than
they were prior to August 1971 when the stabilization program began.

Similarly, on the wage side, the annual rate of increase in the
hourly earnings index from August through March is 6.1 percent,
which is down slightly from the annual rate prior to the wage freeze
when the annual rate of increase was 6.8 percent.

In t erms of real earnings, that is, after allowance for the increase in
the consumer price index, the annual rate of increase in the hourly
earnings since August comes to slightly under 21/2 percent. And that is
just about what it was before August in the last 6 months prior to the
freeze.

So, in terms of real earnings the increase has been over this whole
period at the rate of about 21/2 percent. In terms of weekly earnings
the rate has been a little higher, because of the increase in the length
of the workweek. And in terms of spendable earnings, that is, earnings
after taxes, on a weekly basis, the rate of increase in real earnings
has been higher yet, because of the reduction in tax rates.

Mr. Chairman, that summarizes the picture, as I see it.
Chairman PRoxMiRE. Thank you very much, Mr. Moore.
Do you have any other statements by anybody else?
Mr. MOORE. I guess not.
Chairman PROXMIRE. The very last remarks you made are encour-

aging.
I didn't have that figure, and I would like to emphasize it to the

press. The new economic program of President Nixon seems to be
working, on the inflation side. This surprises me a little. As a Demo-
crat, I have been critical.

You point out that prices have not gone up quite as much since the
new economic program went into effect. And you point out that wages
have gone up not quite as much, is that correct?

Mr. MOORE. Not quite as much as they did before.
Chairman PROXMIRE. That is my point.
Mr. MOORE. Right.
Chairman PROXMIRE. And, of course, that was the purpose of the

freeze, the purpose of the inflation aspect of an economic program.
So, that is mighty encouraging.

Representative CONABLE. Real wages have gone up more, haven't
they?

Mr. MOORE. I would say they have been increasing at about the
same rate on an hourly basis, but they have gone up more on a weekly
basis because of the increase in the length of the workweek. People
are taking home more pay because of longer hours and overtime
pay.

Chairman PROXMIRE. On the other hand, would it be fair to say
that the unemployment level still remains around 6 percent, where it
has been since November of 1970, and has been for about 17 months.

Mr. MOORE. Well, there are various ways of saying the same thing.
I think the quarterly figures probably give a fair picture of the general
levels and trends over a period of time. The first quarter figure is
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just slightly lower in terms of the percentage rate of unemployment
than it was during last year. But it is only a very slight decline.

Chairman PROXMIRE. So it is working on the inflation end, the new
economic program of the President. It is failing, I think dramatically,
on the employment end, inasmuch as you have had no improvement,
and it has been at a very high level in terms of the experience over
the last 5 or 6 years. Is that a fair conclusion?

Mr. MOORE. Well, I continue to stress the employment as well as
the unemployment side.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Good. And I think this is a very propitious
time to do it because of the nature of the statistics during the past
months.

Tell me now if this is a fair summary of the situation.
Unemployment for teenagers is down this month, but it was close

to an alltime high a month ago, it is down a little.
Blacks, whose unemployment has been very high, is the same.
Everybody else is worse off, apparently, white males, adult women,

the 20 to 24 age group-I am not sure about the latter, but everybody
else seems to be worse off this month, is that right?

Mr. MOORE. Well, I will have to point to the married males. They
are about the same, 2.8 percent.

Chairman PROXMIRE. What is fascinating about this is that it is kind
of a reversal in many of those areas from what we have had before
this month. Congressman Conable was pointing that out to me on the
price thing, and I think it is true on the employment side, too. In the
recent past we have had bad news in some of the areas where we have
good news this month, and vice versa. And I think that applies to the
interpretation which you gave us of the overall figure to a considerable
extent.

Unemployment went up-
Representative CoNABLE. About 160,000.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Unemployment went up-you point out that

there was nonetheless a big increase in the number of jobs, the job-
seekers pouring into the market were so great that unemployment rose,
is that correct?

Mr. MOORE. Well, again, I think you can always look at the employ-
ment and the unemployment side separately. If you add them together,
you get the total civilian labor force. But it seems to me it is simplest
to think of the number of people who have jobs which increased very
substantially over the month, while the number of people seeking jobs
also increased, but relatively modestly. Adding the two together, you

Iget a big increase in the total number in the labor market that are either
at work or seeking work. It was a very substantial increase, better
than 750,000.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Is the big difference simply seasonal adjust-
ment?

Mr. MOORE. Well, it may have something to do with the change be-
tween February and March. But we regard the March adjustment
as reasonably secure.

Chairman PROXMAIRE. I am really puzzled, you know. It is hard
to understand this kind of a situation. It is worse and it is better,
much worse and much better, the same month, the same time. It
seems to me that-I am baffled, I have been chairing these hearings
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and listening to this kind of testimony now, fine testimony, from you,
for more than a year. And if I am puzzled, think what the typical
citizen who doesn t follow this very closely must be.

Mr. MOORE. I think the only answer I would have to that is that
it is simply very important to look at more than just 1 month.
Those figures, because of sampling variations, because of problems
with seasonal adjustment, and other things that happen to affect 1
particular month, vary from month to month quite sharply. But
if you look at the trend over a longer period, I think you get a more
reliable picture of what is going on in the economy. I think, too,
you have to look at a variety of other figures which we have as well
that have a bearing on the total situation. Doing that, as I said, I
would characterize the situation as showing a continued rapid rise
in employment at least since last summer, and a fairly steady level
with some decline, but not marked, in the volume of unemployment.

Chairman PROXYLRE. Let's square that observation with what your
superior in the Labor Department has said. Last month the unem-
ployment dropped to 5.7 percent. Secretary Hodgson said what ap-
peared to be the opposite. I quote from his statement:

As we observed, an extraordinary number of job seekers, especially Vietnam
veterans, have been pouring into the labor market, straining the market capacity
to absorb themn all. As expected, when the inflow of job seekers eased off, the
unemployment rate retreated. The 5.7 figure for February released today confirms
what we have been saying, and strengthens our faith in President Nixon's
economic program.

That was last month, when we had the reverse kind of situation.
That was Secretary Hodgson's explanation.

Now, which is it, Mr. Moore, this month's explanation or last
month's explanation?

Mr. MOORE. Well, again I would like to stick to my view that you
have to look at those figures over a longer period than a month.

Chairman PROXMXIRE. Last month you could agree with the Secre-
tary of Labor, who is the President's principal political appointment
in this area and who is also your boss. This month the statistics
are different, and you have to disagree with his last month's interpreta-
tion, is that right?

Mr. MOORE. No. I think the basic trend of employment is favorable.
It is at a very rapid pace. It is bound, if it keeps up at that pace, to
reduce unemployment. Now, it won't reduce unemployment every
month, because these numbers just don't behave that way. But I think
it is a very strong trend On the employment side. And it is also true
that it has not so far had very much effect on the unemployment
rate.

Chairman PROXM1IRE. Well, if faith in the President's economic pro-
grain was strengthened last month, why isn't it weakened this month?

Mr. MooRE. Well, one of the objectives, it seems to me, that we all
want is an increase in the number of people at work, the number of
jobs. That has occurred. So, I don't see any reason for failing to con-
sider that aspect of the matter.

Chairman PROXMIRE. My time is up.
Congressman Conable.
Representative CONABLE. Mr. Moore, how many people are working

now compared to a year ago? That takes out the seasonal adjustment
factor, does it not?
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Mr. MOORE. Yes. The number employed a year ago was 77.5 million.Representative CONABLE. Is that total employment or nonagricul-
tural?

Mr. MooRE. That is total employment, 77.5 million in March of 1971.And it is 80.2 million in March of 1972. But I must point out that be-
tween December and January we made an adjustment in the estima-
tion procedure which added about 300,000 to the employment total.

Representative CONABLE. That would be 2.7 if you had made noadjustment?
Mr. MOORE. It would be 2.4 if you allow for that adjustment, and2.7 if you don't. And I think you ought to allow for it.
Representative CONABLE. So, employment has risen by at least 2.4million since a year ago?
Mr. MOORE. Yes, sir.
Representative CONABLE. Now, what has happened to the total num-

ber of unemployed people in that same period of time?
Mr. MOORE. Well, it was 5.2 million in March of 1971, and 5.2 mil-lion in March of 1972. And there the adjustment for the population

shift is virtually negligible, so I think we can ignore it.
Representative CONABLE. So, in effect our labor market has grown

by 2.4 million during that period of time, taking out the adjustment
for statistical change in the last month?

Mr. MOORE. That is correct.
Representative CONABLE. What growth rate do we have to have from

now on? Can we assinie ta constant increase in the labor market? What
growth rate do we have to have to cut into the 6 percent unemploy-
ment that we have got? I have heard it said previously that roughly
41/2 percent real growth rate was necessary to absorb the number of
people coming into the job market in employment.

Does that figure still hold?
Mr. MOORE. Well, Mr. Conable, I am going to stick to my last and

avoid forecasts. I do know that the rate of increase in the labor force
of 2.4 million is an unusually rapid rate. We don't expect that over thelong run, and we haven't had it in the past over the long rim. So, if
the increase in employment of 2.4 million over the past year continues,
it seems to me inevitable that it will reduce unemployment.

Representative CONABLE. Our labor force, in other words, has been
increasing faster than our population during the same period, is that
accurate?

Mr. MOORE. Yes.
Representative CONABLE. What you are saying in effect, then, is

that if we maintain this rate of increase in employment, we should
see a percentage statistical improvement also?

Mr. MOORE. Yes. But everything depends on what happens to the
labor force. Just looking at the past experience, that would seem to
be a reasonable prospect. But as I say, I am not going to forecast either
the labor force or employment or unemployment.

Representative CONABLE. Now, looking at these statistics that you
brought in for this month, do you have any change in your attitude asto what the soft spots in the economy are? Do you see any statistics
that are to you as a statistician considerably more significant than the
statistics you brought to us last month, or do you consider the trends
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to simply have maintained themselves during this period of time?
Do you find any areas of change that are significant to you as a statis-
tician, that is what I am saying.

Mr. MOORE. Well, I think there is one thing that I have learned in
the last month as I have been studying what has happened in the man-
ufacturing sector. And that is what I mentioned earlier in my state-
ment. Manufacturing has been, as I said, a sluggish sector in terms of
total employment. In terms of some things that I think need empha-
sis, the situation in manufacturing seems to me to be undergoing
change. What I see is that with increase in the hiring rates and reduc-
tions in the layoff rates, the net accession rate, which is the difference
between hirings and separations, has gone up to about the level that
it had in 1968, which is just about a complete recovery in the rate of
accession to manufacturing payrolls. Unless you study those particu-
lar statistics which we issue, you are very likely not to observe this
in the total employment figures.

Representative CONABLE. Let me ask you if you feel any concern
about the rise in the wholesale price index for industrial commodities
of 0.3 percent. That is somewhat higher than it has been, is it not?
And this, of course, tends to translate into even greater retail price
increase, where this is largely negated in this month's statistics by the
decline in the cost of farm products and processed foods. It seems to
me that last month we had somewhat the reverse of that, with food
prices going up quite sharply, and industrial commodities going up
only modestly. At that time, as I recall, you told us that food prices
had wide short range swings, and that the significant factor was the
industrial commodities. Do you see any concern about the increase to
0.3 percent? Is that likely to translate itself into a rising spiral of
inflation on the CPI ultimately?

Mr. MOORE. Well, the rate of increase in the industrial commodities
component of the wholesale price index has been between 0.3 and 0.4
ever since December. It is 0.3 this month, last month it was 0.4, the
month before it was 0.4, and the month before that it was 0.3. So, it has
been in that range.

Now, that is a rate of increase that I think is higher than most of us
want to see.

Representative CONABLE. Is that what you call a bulge still, a bulge
following phase II?

Mr. MOORE. It certainly could be that. We don't really know that
until you see the bulge disappear. It is hard to see a bulge while it is
still on, or see whether it is a bulge.

Chairman PROXNEIRE. This is about the best meeting that we have
had. I am enjoying this a great deal.

I don't mean to interrupt your train of thought, but it looks like it is
a good idea to have the same witnesses back over and over again, be-
cause after rehearsal you seem to be in great shape now. It is like hav-
ing a play on Broadway for 7 years, 2,000 performances, by the last
performance they are doing pretty well.

Representative CONABLE. Speaking for myself, I can see my bulge.
I can't see beyond it.

Mr. KArrz. Senator, this is our first anniversary.
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Chairman PROXMIRE. You have been here every single month ex-
plaining the labor statistics since a year ago. This is literally the 13th
time.

I am sorry to interrupt. Go ahead.
Mr. MOORE. Perhaps Mr. Popkin, who is our expert on prices, can

offer some further observations on this whole situation.
Mr. POPKiN. I think there are a couple of points here. One of them,

which can be seen from the table that Commissioner Moore asked
to be placed in the record, is the fact that with respect to the indus-
trials component of the WPI, if you look at its performance during
the entire stabilization period from August through March, the in-
crease is at an annual rate of 1.8 percent.

Now, if you break that down-let's say compare phase II to the
6 months before the stabilization policy-you see that these three-
tenths and four-tenths monthly changes which Commissioner Moore
just cited translate to an annual rate during phase II of 4.2 percent,
which is 1.5 percentage points below the 5.7 rate that obtained in the
6 months just immediately preceding the initiation of the stabilization
program in August.

With respect to the question of the transmission of wholesale price
changes, say, for industrials into retail price changes, I think that it
has got to be viewed at several levels. The industrial commodities
component includes crude materials, intermediate materials, and con-
sumer finished goods.

Now, in this particular month, for example, lumber and metals
and metal products were very important factors in that three-tenths
rise. You see, you have got to go from that stage to their translation
into manufactured consumer finished goods, and then from there to
the CPI. So, the effect of any particular rise in the industrials com-
ponent really depends on where it is taking place, and what the speed
of transmission and the amount of transmission is. By that I mean,
let's say, if steel goes up by x percent, but steel is 5 percent of the
cost of the finished good that the consumer buys, you don't assume
that that x percent is passed through.

Representative CONABLE. My time is up, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Mr. Moore, you declined to give Mr. Conable-

I thought it was a very significant question and discourse-you de-
clined to give him what the rate of growth was that was necessary to
cut into unemployment, as I understand it; is that correct?

Mr. MOORE. The rate of growth
Chairman PROX3MIRE. The rate of growth of the economy necessary

to reduce unemployment.
Mr. MOORE. Yes, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. That is such a significant question that I don't

know how we can adopt the right kind of policies or indeed appraise
the integrity or honesty of President Nixon's 5-percent unemployment
by the end of 1972 prediction unless we have some information on pros-
pective economic growth.

I know you don't like to make predictions. But from what you know
from the past, would you be willing to say, then, that a 5-percent level
of unemployment by November is a reasonable possibility?
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Mr. MOORE. I just don't want to say anything on that.
Chairman PROXMIRE. You can't tell us whether President Nixon is

being responsible or not, even you in your position.
Mr. MOORE. I believe my position is to present the statistical facts

to the public.
Chairman PROXMIRE. I have no question about you, your reputation

and background; what I am trying to find out is whether the Presi-
dent could have any basis for this, or whether it is just a political state-
ment. You are in the administration now. You are his principal pro-
fessional authority. From what you are saying it looks as if the Presi-
dent's statement is just based on politics and not based on any kind of
sound economical analysis; that is possible; is that right?

Mr. MooRm. No, I don't think that is right.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Why isn't it right? I don't want to be unfair.

Why isn't it right?
Mr. MOORE. It is not based on my own economic analysis. He has his

own economic advisers, and they provide him with-
Chairman PROXMIIRE. You are too modest. Are you telling me that if

you had more ability that you would be able to make this kind of con-
clusion? I-won't accept that.

Mr. MOORE. I don't want to be that modest.
Chairman PROXMIRE. You are coming right out of Dickens; you are

really humble.
Mr. MOORE. My point is simply that I think the Bureau of Labor

Statistics that I represent today should present the facts and should
avoid speculation as to what the facts may be 6 or 12 months in the
future.

Chairman PROXMIRE. To get into industrial prices: They rose at a
0.2-percent rate in March.

Ml. MOORE. 0.3 percent.
Chairman PROXMIRE. I stand correct, 0.3 percent. This was almost as

great as in the early part of last year.
Now, I indicated that overall there may be some progress, slight

progress, in the President's inflation fight. Do you think this bears
that out? Do you think this month is encouraging in that regard, too?

Mr. MOORE. Well, I think I can only point to this table that shows
the rate of increase in industrial-

Chairman PROXMIRE. It looks like I am too biased on the side of the
President; I am helping him too much.

Ml. MOORE. There has been a reduction in the rate of increase of in-
dustrials, the prices, from 5.7 percent prior to the freeze to 4.2 percent
since the freeze was ended. And that is a reduction.

Chairman PROXIRE. Your employment press release states that
total employment has risen by 2.4 million since March of 1971; that
is, in the last year the total employment has been very encouraging.
Can you and your staff tell us how much of this increase has been in
full-time employment and how much in part time?

Mr. MOORE. Mr. Kaitz tells me that the increase in full-time em-
ployment over the year ending in March was 2.1 million, and in part
time it was 600,000. Now, each of those figures includes this upward
adjustment because of the change in the method of estimation in
January.
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Chairman PROXMIRE. Would you repeat that?
Mr. MOORE. The two figures?
Chairman PROXMIRE. Yes.
Mr. MOORE. For the full time it is an increase of 2.1 million, and forthe part time an increase of 600,000. But both of those figures includethe upward adjustment that we made in Januarv for the change inthe population base. And I don't have-unless Mr. Kaitz has it here-it broken down separately for the part time and the full time. Over-all it was an upward adjustment of 300,000. So, both of those figures,the 2.1 and the 0.6, need to be adjusted downward for that factor.Chairman PRoxMrIRE. The encouraging aspect of this is that mostof us rather look at part-time employment when we analyze unem-ployment. And the fact is that if a person works 1 hour, as I under-stand it, 1 hour at any time during a week, he is considered employed.So that the part time element does tend to distort the picture prettybadly, unless people understand that.
Mr. MOORE. Oh, yes. But though there is a large number of peopleemployed part time, the number of people who work only 1 hour iscertainly very small. Part-time employment has been increasing,though not as rapidly as I indicated the full-time employment isincreasing.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Mr. Moore, the increase in the labor force wasvery large, as you pointed out, over the past year. Have you made anyanalysis of the factors involved in the increase? What has happenedto the number of discouraged workers?
Mr. MOORE. Well, we have figures quarterly on the number of dis-couraged workers; that is, those who are not in the labor force andwho would like to have a job, but who think there are no jobs avail-able. Those numbers were higher in 1971 and the first quarter of 1972than they were during 1970, by about 150,000.
The figure for the first quarter of 1972 is 800,000 in that group. SoI think that during the year; that is, during 1971 as a whole, there hasnot been any particular trend one way or the other. The figure forthe first quarter of 1971 was just about 800,000 also. There has notbeen any upward trend in the number of discouraged workers.Chairman PROXMIRE. We have been interested, as you know, in thiscommittee more than the administration has been, because they havedone very little in it, and we have done a lot. And maybe we have ex-aggerated it, but we have been interested in the effects of the militaryprogram on employment and unemployment.
There was almost nothing in the President's economic report untilthis year, when they had, I think, one or two pages out of 160, andthose pages were very skimpy. And we had a very substantial partof our report dealing with that. What proportion of unemployment

can be charged to defense cutbacks? Can you give me a number? Ihave seen a number as low as 0.1 of 1 percent, although the adminis-tration, without much analysis, has indicated that this is one of theprincipal reasons for the difficulty in improving the unemployment
picture.

Mr. MOORE. I don't have a figure in my head, sir, on that.Chairman PROXMIRE. Would you say that 0.1 of 1 percent soundsout of line? Would you dispute it?
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Mr. MOORE. I would say it sounds low to me, but I just don't have
the numbers in mind.

Chairman PROXMIRE. It sounds low, but it is possible2
The best our staff can come to is 0.1 of 1 percent.
Let me proceed a little further. Actual total outlays for defense

has not been reduced at all. There has been a shift in the amounts

being proposed to be spent, up $6 billion in the coming year. And it is

true there had previously been a sharp cut in real terms because of

inflation, of course. And there had been a reduction, an enormous re-

duction in the number of people in the Armed Services from 3.5 mil-

lion to 2.4 million. Also because of pay increases there has been no

substantial change in the gross amount of pay. Is it right or wrong
to attribute unemployment to these military decisions when virtually

no dollar cut has been made in defense, and we can anticipate an

increase?
Mr. MOORE. I would make this observation, that in any period when

substantial shifts are occurring in the direction of the economy away

from defense spending and toward other spending, and out of the

Armed Forces and into the labor force, those shifts require adjust-

ments. They usually take some time to make. One of the results is that

people are looking for jobs for longer periods of time, and they are

more likely to end up in the unemployment count that we make than in

times when everything is going along more or less smoothly.
So I think a period of shifting priorities is one in which more people

will be looking for other types of work than they have had. Certainly

in the aerospace industry that has been a big factor.
Chairman PROXMIRE. You know how much I respect you as an econ-

omist. And what you say is certainly the conventional wisdom. But

how do you account for what happened right after World War II? At

that time we cut about $70 billion from the defense budget. And it was

a far smaller economy, about a quarter of the size of what the economy

iS now in dollar terms.
We reduced the military by 10 to 12 million, not one and a half mil-

lion. But unemployment went down, not up. So why is it that with

virtually no dollar cut in defense and only 1 million men out from

the Armed Forces in 2 or more years, why is there any unemployment
clue to this fact ?

Mr. MOORE. I think one great difference between World War II, or

post-World War II, immediately after the war, and now is that then

there had been a long period-several years-of suppressed demand.
There were cutbacks of all sorts in consumer goods production, and

demands on the part of consumers were building up. The consumers
went into the market to get goods immediately after the war, that had
been controlled prior to that. That stimulated the market for private

production and stimulated employment in those industries very
rapidly.

Now, in recent years there has been no such cutting back on the

demand side that accompanied the war period, the building up of the
Vietnam period. And consequently I don't believe there is anything
like the amount of pent-up demand that there was during and im-
mediately after World War II.
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Chairman PROXMIRE. I think you have made the best possible casefor a very impossible position. It is a fine defense, but my common-sense doesn't let me accept it, that you could have a situation in one casewhere you had an enormous and dramatic sudden reduction of militaryspefldimg from 50 percent of our gross national product to almost zerowith, as I say, no increase in unemployment, and in this case very littlechange.
And the administration was saying that the reason that unemploy-ment is bad is because of the war, the Vietnam war.
But I have detalined you a long time. I have just a couple more ques-tions I would like to ask about wholesale prices.
With the decline in wholesale prices for farm products-from 120.2to 118.6 seasonally adjusted in 1 month-and the decline of 119.6 to119.1 in overall farm products, processed food and feed category, howdo you explain the continued rise in wholesale prices?Mr. MOORE. You mean the wholesale prices of farm products?Chairman PROXMIRE. No, the overall rise in wholesale prices. Every-body is saying, the administration is saying, well, prices have gone upbecause of the food prices, until recently they were saying that that wasthe explanation. Now we have a different situation, that old explana-tion just doesn't apply now.
Mr. MOORE. I think that nonfood prices, the prices of goods otherthan foods, did continue to go up. It is only the farm products andthe foods that declined. All I can say is that one declined and the otherwent up.
Chairman PROXMIRE. We know that. But you tell us why.
Mr. MOORE. Well, I really don't understand your question. Are youasking why farm product prices went down and other prices continuedto go up?
Chairman PROXMIRE. I am asking you to explain what actuallyhappened.
Mr. MOORE. That is what actually happened. The farm prices inMarch went down at the wholesale level, and the prices of nonfarmproducts continued to rise.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Are you telling me that there is no explana-tion? And if there isn't, what is the Congress and the public going todo? If anybody in the country can explain it, you can. And I don'tmean that a sarcasm, at all. You are the man that the President haspicked, and he has wisely picked. And if you can't explain it, it isinexplicable. It is like even God doesn't have an answer.
Mr. MOORE. Let me make an attempt and maybe Mr. Popkin canhelp me out.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Call on the Angel Gabriel.
Mr. MOORE. In the case of nonfarm products I think there has beena continued increase in the money volume of demand. Incomes havecontinued to rise. They haven't been dropping at all.
With that demand the prices have tended to keep on going up. Andthat is despite the controls that have been put on prices, the^' haven'tstopped he rise completely.
On the other hand-
Chairman PROXMIRE. Are you saying that in a situation in which wehave 25 percent of our capacity idle, that there has been a demand thatis driving up prices?
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Mr. MOORE. The money volume of demand has continued to go up

all through this 2- or 3-year period quarter by quarter. So I think that
has been a factor.

Personal incomes have continued to go up all through the period, and

they are still rising relatively rapidly.
So that is the background on the demand side.
Now, with reference to farm products, why did they go down this

month? I guess all I can say-and maybe Mr. Popkin can amplify it-

is that farm product prices fluctuate, they go up rapidly in one month,

and stop going up or decline in another month. They have beer. doing

that all during the past year, and they have kept on doing it this

month. That is, there wvas a very rapid rise in February, and there was

a small decline in March.
Now, what explains the fluctuations in farm prices, and why they

fluctuate more than industrial commodity prices, is a very big subject.

It has to do with the shifts in the supply of farm products from month

to month. In general, the supply situation changes much more rapidly

in the farm sector than it does in the industrial sector.
Chairman PROXNMIRE. Does Mr. Popkin want to add to that?

Mr. POPKIN. I think it does get back to supply and demand. But the

supply curve is usually defined to include costs and profits. And the

shifts in supply in the farm area are frequently great, and seem to

have a lot to do with the large fluctuations that we observe in the farm

product prices. But nonetheless there are shifts in demand and supply

curves in the industrial area. For example, within the industrials
group there were declines from February to March for two major
groups, rubber and plastic products, and chemicals and allied prod-

ucts. And I guess you vould ask, why did those products go down and

the rest of the industrials go up? And I think it does get back to

supply and demand.
Again the supply curve is defined as including returns to all factors

of production.
Chairman PROXMIRE. I think that is a good answer. But we have to

terminate this. Let me just ask the final question.
Mr. Moore, an article appeared in the Wall Street Journal on March

31, and I am going to quote it to you and ask your response:

Specialty steelmakers, eager to cash in on an upturn in demand, are pushing

through across-the-board price boosts of one of their highest volume products,

stainless steel sheet. As is typical in the industry . . . increases don't result

from higher list prices but a reduction in discounts.

The article goes on to say that discounts are being reduced by 5
percent, which is effectively a 5 percent price increase to users of
stainless steel. I intend to question Mr. Grayson next week when we
are having our hearings on the President's program on inflation-
and we will have Mr. Meany later, of course-I intend to question
Mir. Grayson next week on the Price Commission's role in this increase.

However, I would like to know from you, Mr. Moore, how this 5
percent increase in stainless steel prices will be reflected in the whole-
sale price index. How does BLS collect price information, from the
seller at list discount prices or from the buyer?

If fluctuations and discounts are not taken into account, how can the
wholesale or consumer price indexes accurately reflect actual prices
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being paid? How can the WPI or CPI possibly measure the successor failure of a wage-price control program ?
Mr. MOORE. Well, I can only give you a general answer to that ques-

tion. We can supply more details for the record.
(The following information was subsequently supplied for the

record:)
For the nine stainless steel items priced in the WPI we obtain list price in-formation from the major stainless steel producers in this country. Although dis-counting is common in this industry, the WPI does not reflect it because ourreporters will not supply us with such data.

Mr. MOORE. The wholesale price index is based in part on list prices.
But it is a relatively small part. And overall-

Mr. POPIIN. When you say "based on list prices" that statement re-
flects the fact that for some commodities we have to rely on prices
published in trade journals. We don't get prices from sellers in those
areas.

In other areas where we do go to sellers, we may in fact get a list
price.

But I would like to point out that the questionnaire that is used
in collecting wholesale prices asks for all discounts and changes in
them. So it isn't that we go out to collect list prices, we go out to col-
lect transaction prices. We don't always get them.

And our guess is that the portion of the wholesale price index forwhich we either have to rely on trade publications or for which sellers
do not, we feel, report transactions prices, but in fact report list prices,
that portion we would estimate to be 20 percent of the weight of the
index. But it is by no means a pervasive problem. We know the sectors
where we have some problems, and we are working on them.

In the January Wholesale Price Index, for example, we made a
transition to a new series of transaction prices for aluminum ingots
collected from buyers because we knew we had some trouble on the
sellers' side. So it is not a pervasive problem since it affects only about
20 percent of the index, but the Bureau of Labor Statistics always
seeks to get the transactions price.

Mr. MOORE. I think we should supply an answer to your question
about steel sheets for the record.' I don't have that information.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Yes, I would like to get that. That would be
very helpful, for the record.

You say you think this may be the exception?
Mr. MOORE. Well, as Mr. Popkin said, about 20 percent of the whole-

sale price index is based on list prices. And the other 80 percent is, we
think, a good approximation to the actual transaction price. We are
working on the 20 percent. But it is not 100 percent by any means.

Chairman PROXMIRE. I said that was the last question. But let me
just observe that I am amazed and astounded, Mr. Moore, that you
would attribute the continued increase in industrial prices to an excess
of demand when a million people are unemployed and industry is
operating at 75 percent of capacity. It is just very, very hard for me
to understand that. And I would challenge any economist to support
that.

I See submission for the record above, this page.
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Mir. MOORE. If I may remind you, I said money demand, not physi-
cal demand.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Demand is demand is demand, as Gertrude
Stein might say.

Mr. MOORE. I think that is right. But if you think of the amount of
money that people have at their disposal to spend, that has increased
continuously for months and years. And there has been no reduction
in money demand in that sense.

Chairman PROXMIRE. But that increased from 1962 to 1963 without
this kind of consequence, and we were in a situation in which there
was about the same amount of employment, but more capacity utiliza-
tion and prices were relatively stable.

Mr. MOORE. Well, it increased very much more rapidly after 1965,
the money demand.

Chairman PROXnMIRE. Mr. Moore, thank you very much. I think this
has been an excellent hearing, a most interesting and useful hearing,
and a very appropriate one for our first anniversary.

Mr. MOORF,. Thank you very much.
Chairman PROXMIRE. The committee will stand adjourned.
(Whereupon, at 12:05 p.m., the committee adjourned, subject to the

call of the Chair.)
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OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN PROXMIRE

Chairman PROXMIRE. The committee will come to order.
Once again, welcome Commissioner Moore. Since this elimination

of the press conference over a year ago, you have faithfully trecked
up the Hill month after month to discuss employment, unemploy-
ment, and price trends.

We are now just 6 months from the 1972 presidential election when
President Nixon will be laying it all on the line. Now is the period
when the honesty and accuracy of the economic figures-especially the
central political figure of unemployment will be under the greatest
scrutiny. The election or defeat of President Nixon could hang on that
figure.

And as the election comes closer and closer the predictions of the
administration that unemployment would drop to 5 percent look
increasingly less likely.

Even the more conservative estimates of independent economists-
Heller, Samuelson, Ackly, and critics of the administration who said
that unemployment was too high-that it was being treated too
softly-but in spite of all this they said they thought unemployment
would drop to 51/2 percent or less.

Well, they were wrong, too. The growing political danger point for
President Nixon is that nagging figure of 5.8 percent, 5.9 percent,
6 percent unemployment just won't go away.

This past month everything seemed to be coming up roses for the
economy. All the figures seemed good-industrial production, profits,
sales, and an increasing volume of optimistic expressions that "Happy
days are here again."

And what do we find. Is unemployment falling toward 5 percent?
No.

(647)
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Is it falling toward 5.5 percent? No.
It remains stuck where it has been for nearly a year and a half-for

16 consecutive-painful months unemployment has not improved at
all.

Excuses we have by the carload. The work force is growing too
fast. Too many women want work. The teenagers can't get jobs be-
cause of the minimum wage.

Well, even with the most patient it just won't wash.
Take this month's figures-it's not women, or blacks or kids who

can't find jobs-the increases are among whites, among married males.
Here's where the increase in unemployment is and we're getting

it as I say in what appeared to be one of the best recovery months
in a long, long time.

Commissioner Moore, in the next 6 months you are going to be in
the eye of a huricane with a presidential election hanging in the bal-
ance, on a statistic.

Your performance has been professional and competent, but this is
far from an ideal arrangement. I continue to hope that Secretary
Hodgson will see the light soon, and permit your technical experts
to resume their analysis of labor market and price developments.

I note with regret that the third major figure in the BLS shakeup,
Leon Greenberg has retired from Federal service at the Productivity
Commission. The other two are, of course, well known-Harold Gold-
stein demoted, and Peter Henle eased out-at least temporarily. In
that connection, I wonder whether any plans have been developed for
the reemployment of Mr. Henle. If you can't answer this today, per-
haps you might check with departmental officials and let the staff
know of what planning is in the works for his reemployment.

I also have another request to make of you. You did not have a
chance last month to hear the full testimony of the repersentatives of
the Community Council of Greater New York. They were very much
concerned about the possibility that the low-income budgets regularly
prepared by you will no longer be published in a form which they
consider adequate for advising people on welfare.

As you know, this is another instance being widely used as proof
that the administration can't help the poor. The problem is taken care
of by not recognizing it exists. I wish you would prepare for the
record your comments on their complaints. Perhaps you already have
some prepared remarks.

Since you were here last month, we have had two sets of hearings,
one on wage-price controls, and the other on productivity. I might
say the testimony was quite gloomy. Neither wages nor prices are act-
ing in a fashion which promises to meet the President's goals on the
inflation front. Indeed your latest report on productivity and unit
labor costs for the first quarter of this year was shocking.

Total private output per man-hour up at a rate of 2.1 percent, unit
labor costs up at a 6.3 percent rate. How can you explain a rise in
productivity of less than 3 percent in the past year, in a year when
we are supposed to be having a strong recovery? Have we ever ex-
perienced such a low rate of productivity in the first year of a cyclical
recovery? We have had a Presidential Productivity Commission for
almost 2 years, and as far as I can see, it has done practically nothing.
Is the Price Commission going to be depending on you for estimates
of productivity by industry?
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Now to come to the most disturbing fact of all. Another month of
close to 6 percent unemploymnent-17 dreary months-17 months
when the economy was supposed to be recovering. Mr. Hodgson can
spend his time looking at that doughnut! But I say for all to hear, the
jobless worker can't eat that doughnut. It's unemployment which tells
the sad fact in his life-he is the "hole" in the doughnut and we cannot
let that be.

Mr. Moore, you may go right ahead with your statement, and then
we will have some questions for you.

STATEMENT OF HON. GEOFFREY H. MOORE, COMMISSIONER,
BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS, DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, AC-
COMPANIED BY NORMAN SAMUELS, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER
FOR WAGES AND INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS; JOEL POPKIN, AS-
SISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR PRICES AND LIVING CONDITIONS;
1YMAN KAITZ, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR CURRENT EM-
PLOYMENT ANALYSIS; AND JEROME MARK, ASSISTANT COM-
MISSIONER FOR PRODUCTIVITY AND TECHNOLOGY

Mr. MOORE. Thank you very much.
I hope that I am able to survive the hurricane that you mentioned

as well as you survived your holdup experience last night.
Chairman PROXNEIRE. Thank you.
Mr. MOORE. I brought along with me four of my staff, Mr. Jerome

Mark, who is head of our Productivity and Technology Office; Hyman
Kaitz, head of the Current Employment Analysis Office; Joel Pop-
kin, who is head of the Prices and Living Conditions Office; and Nor-
man Samuels, who is head of the Wages and Industrial Relations
Office.

I would like, if I may, to put the employment situation press release
in the record, as we have usually done in the past.

Chairman PROXiITRE. Without objection, it will be printed in full in
the record, including the tables.

(The press release referred to follows:)

[Bureau of Labor Statistics, Department of Labor, Press Release No. 72-274, May 5, 1972]

THE EMPLOYMENT SITUATION: APRIL 1972

The Nation's employment situation was essentially unchanged in April, the
U.S. Department of Labor's Bureau of Labor Statistics reported today. The over-
all unemployment rate was 5.9 percent, the same as in March and about the same
as a year ago.

Total employment also was unchanged in April, following a substantial in-
crease between February and March. The number of jobholders has risen 2.2 mil-
lion over the past year, with most of this increase occurring since last summer.

Nonagricultural payroll employment rose by 180,000 in April. The largest over-
the-month pickups occurred in trade and manufacturing; the latter industry also
registered a sizable increase in the average workweek.

UNEMPLOYMENT

The number of unemployed persons totaled 4.7 million in April, down 500,000
from the previous month, in line with the seasonally expected change. After sea-
sonal adjustment, the level of unemployment was the same as it was in March
(5.1 million).

Jobless rates for the major age-sex groups-adult men (4.3 percent), adult
women (5.4 percent), and teenagers (17.3 percent)-showed little or no change
in April. However, the teenage unemployment rate was down from the 18.8-per-
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cent rate reached in February. Jobless rates for heads of households (3.4 per-
cent) and married men (2.9 percent) remained at about their March levels, but
both have declined since last fall.

The unemployment rate for white workers was about unchanged in April at
5.4 percent, but the rate for Negro workers moved down from 10.5 to 9.6 percent.
The decline in Negro unemployment occurred largely among adult females, as
jobless rates for Negro adult males and teenagers were about unchanged in April.

The jobless rate for workers covered by State unemployment insurance pro-
grams (3.6 percent) was essentially unchanged in April. Similarly, jobless rates
for the major industry and occupational groups showed little movement over
the month. However, the rate for manufacturing workers edged down in April
(to 5.8 percent) and has declined substantially over the past year, particularly
among durable goods workers.

The number of workers unemployed less than 5 weeks dropped 140,000, season-
ally adjusted, in April, and those unemployed 15 weeks or more also declined over
the month. In contrast, the number of jobless in the middle duration category
(5 to 10 weeks) increased between March and April. As a result of these off-
setting movements, the average (mean) duration of joblessness held constant at
12.4 weeks.

Out of a total of 5.1 million jobless in April (seasonally adjusted), 2.0 million
were persons who had lost their last job, 600,000 had voluntarily left their last
job to seek another, 1.6 million were re-entrants to the labor force, and 900,000
were seeking their first job. Since the end of 1971, the number of job losers has
declined substantially, while the number of new jobseekers and re-entrants has
increased.

TABLE A.-HIGHLIGHTS OF THE EMPLOYMENT SITUATION (SEASONALLY ADJUSTED DATA)

Ist 4th 3d 2d Ist
April March February quarter quarter quarter quarter quarterSelected categories 1972 1972 1972 1972 1971 1971 1971 1971

Civilian labor force (millions
of persons)' -86.3 86.3 85.5 85.9 85.0 84.2 83.7 83.5Total employment' ---- 81.2 81.2 80.6 80.8 80.0 79.2 78.7 78.5

Adult men -46.5 46.6 46.3 46.4 46.1 45.9 45.7 45.4Adult women -27.9 28.0 27.9 27.9 27.5 27.1 26.9 27. 0Teenagers- 6.8 6.7 6.5 6.6 6.3 6.2 6.1 6.2Unemployment 5.1 5.1 4.9 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0Unemployment rates (per-
cent of labor force):

All workers -5.9 5.9 5.7 5.8 5.9 6.0 6.0 6.0Adult men -4.3 4.1 4.0 4.1 4.3 4.4 4.4 4.3Adultwomen -5.4 5.4 5.0 5.3 5.7 5.7 5.8 5.7Teenagers -17.3 17.9 18.8 18.2 16.9 16.8 16.9 17.3White ----- 5.4 5.3 5.1 5.3 5.4 5. 5 5.5 5.5Negro and other races --- 9.6 10.5 10.5 10.6 10.1 10.1 9.9 9. 5Household heads -3.4 3.4 3.3 3.4 3.6 3.7 3.7 3.6Married men -2.9 2.8 2.8 2.9 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2Full-time workers -5.4 5.4 5.3 5.4 5.6 5.5 5.5 5.5Stateinsured2 . 3.6 3.5 3.5 3.5 4.2 4.2 4.1 3.8
Average duration of unem-

ployment (weeks) -12.4 12.4 12.5 12.2 11.9 11.7 11.7 10. 5Nonfarm payroll employ-
ment (millions of
persons)- 3 72. 2 3 72.0 71.7 3 71.8 71.0 70.6 70.7 70.4

Goods-producing in-
dustries -- 322.7 322.7 22.5 322.6 22.4 22.4 22.5 22.5

Service-produciag in-
dustries- 3 49.5 3 49.3 49.2 3 49. 2 48.6 48.3 48.1 47.9

Average weekly hours:
Total private nonfarm -- 3 37.3 3 37.1 37.2 3 37.1 37.1 36.8 37.0 37.0Manufacturing- 340.8 340.4 40.5 340.3 40.1 39.8 39.9 39.8Manufacturing overtime ---- 33.4 33.3 3.2 33.1 3.0 2.9 2.9 2.8

Hourly earnings index, private
nanfarm (1967=100):

In currentdollars a 3136.4 3135.5 134.7 3134.9 132.2 130.7 128.8 126.7In constant dollars (4) 3109.3 108.6 3109.0 107.8 107.2 106.6 105.9

l Civilian labor force and total employment figures for periods prior to January 1972 should be raised by about 300,000
to be comparable with subsequent data. See box above table A-i.

2 For calculation of this rate, see table A-3, footnote 2.
3 Preliminary.
4 Not applicable.
Source: Tables A-i, A-3,A-4, B-i, B-2, and B-4.
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CIVILIAN LABOR FORCE AND TOTAL EMPLOYMENT

The civilian labor force, at 86.3 million, seasonally adjusted, was essentially
unchanged in April, as was total employment at 81.2 million. Since April 1971,
however, both the labor force and total employment have expanded by nearly
2.2 million (after eliminating the effects of the 1970 Census population control
adjustment introduced into the household survey in January 1972). Adult men
accounted for 820,000 of this over-the-year increase in employment, adult women
for 880,000, and teenagers for 470,000.

VIETNAM ERA VETERANS

The job situation for Vietnam Era veterans 20 to 29 years of age was essentially
unchanged in April. About 4.1 million veterans were in the labor force, 3.8 million
employed and 340,000 unemployed. Their unemployment rate in April, at 8.6 per-
cent, seasonally adjusted, was the same as in Marcd and not significantly different
from a year earlier. Neither the 20-24 year-old *nor 25-29 year-old veteran age
categories recorded a significant change in their jobless rates of 12.7 and 5.4
percent, respectively. For nonveterans 20 to 29 years old, the seasonally adjusted
unemllploynlellt rate of 7.6 percent in April also was not materially different
from either a month or a year ago. (See table A-7.)

INDUSTRY PAYROLL EMPLOYMENT

The number of persons on nonfarm payroll jobs rose by 180,000 to 72.2 million,
seasonally adjusted, in April. Payroll employment has been rising steadily since
last August, posting a gain of 1.6 million over the period.

Manufacturing accounted for 80,000 of the seasonally adjusted advance in
employment between March and April. At 18.9 million, factory employment was
up 400,000 from its August 1971 low. Three-fifths of the April increase occurred
in the durable goods sector, with gains concentrated in the major metals and
metal-using industries.

The number of workers on contract construction payrolls was little changed in
April. Employment in this industry has been in the 3.2 to 3.3 million area for
nearly 2 years.

In the service-producing sector, the biggest March-April gains were posted in
wholesale and retail trade (95,000) and State and local government (30,000).
The unusually large increase in trade employment followed almost no change in
March ; the increase between February and April better represents recent devel-
opments in this industry.

HOURS OF WORK

The average workweek for all rank-and-file workers on private nonagricul-
tural payrolls rose 0.2 hour to 37.3 hours, seasonally adjusted, the highest level
since March 1970. By far the largest increase in average hours occurred in man-
ufacturing-0.4 hour, seasonally adjusted-as the workweek reached 40.8 hours,
the highest point in 3 years. Increases were widespread among the 21 manu-
facturing industries, with the largest gains taking place in durable goods, where
the workweek rose 0.5 hour to 41.5 hours, seasonally adjusted, its highest level
since March 1969.

Overtime hours in manufacturing inched up 0.1 hour in April to 3.4 hours,
seasonally adjusted. This represented the highest level for factory overtime since
December 1969.

HOURLY AND WEEKLY EARNINGS

Average hourly earnings of production or nonsupervisory workers on private
nonagricultural payrolls rose by 2 cents in April to $3.59. Hourly earnings also
increased by 2 cents on a seasonally adjusted basis. Compared with April a year
ago, hourly earnings have risen 21 cents, or 6.2 percent.

[[he April gain in hourly earnings, coupled with a small rise in weekly hours,
resulted in an advance of $1.10 average weekly earnings to $132.83. After sea-
sonal adjustment, average weekly earnings were up by $1.46.

Since April 1971, average weekly earnings have risen $8.78 or 7.1 percent. Dur-
ing the latest 12-momlth period for which the Consumer Price Index is available-
March 1971 to March 1972-consumer prices rose by 3.5 percent.
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HOURLY EARNINGS INDEX

In April, the Bureau's Hourly Earnings Index, seasonally adjusted, was 136.4
(1967=100), 0.6 percent higher than in March, according to preliminary figures.
The index was 6.5 percent higher than April a year ago. (See table B4.) Be-
tween April 1971 and April 1972, all industries posted increases, ranging from
4.8 percent in finance, insurance and real estate to 10.3 percent in transportation
and public utilities. During the 12-month period ending in March, the Hourly
Earnings Index in dollars of constant purchasing power rose 2.9 percent.

This release presents and analyzes statistics from two major surveys. Data on
labor force, total employment, and unemployment are derived from the sample
survey of households conducted and tabulated by the Bureau of the Census for
the Bureau of Labor Statistics. Statistics on payroll employment, hours, and
earnings are collected by State agencies from payroll records of employers and
are tabulated by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. A description of the two sur-
veys appears in the BLS publication Employmnent and Earnings.

Note: Figures for periods prior to January 1972 in the tables and charts are
not strictly comparable with current data because of the introduction of 1970
Census data into the estimation procedures. For example, the civilian labor force
and employment totals were raised by more than 300,000 as a result of the census
adjustment. An explanation of the changes and an indication of the differences
appears in "Revisions in the Current Population Survey" in the February 1972
issue of Employimcnt and Earnings.

TABLE A-I.-EMPLOYMENT STATUS OF THE NONINSTITUTIONAL POPULATION BY SEX AND AGE

[in thousands]

Seasonally adjusted

Employment status, age, April March April April March February Janaury December
and sex 1972 1972 1971 1972 1972 1972 1972 1971

Total

Total labor force .
Civilian labor force .

Employed .
Agriculture .
Nonagricultural

industries .
On part time for

economic reasons
Usually work full

time-
Usually work part

time .
Unemployed .

MEN, 20 YEARS AND OVER

Civilian labor force .
Employed .

Agriculture .
Nonagricultural

industries.
Unemployed

WOMEN, 20 YEARS
AND OVER

87, 787 87, 914 85, 780 88, 747 88,6817 88, 075 88, 301 87 88385 324 85 41 82 898 86 2 4 86 31 85 53 85, 7 0 85 2 5
80, 627 80, 195 78, 204 81, 205 81, 241 80, 623 80, 636 80, 098
3, 287 3, 094 3, 505 3, 324 3, 482 3, 357 3, 393 3, 400

77, 339 77, 101 74, 699 77, 881 77, 759 77, 266 77, 243 76, 698

2, 251 2, 312 2, 230 2, 558 2, 416 2, 303 2, 429 2, 388

1, 081 1, 172 1, 242 1, 131 1, 155 1, 127 1, 146 1, 084

1,170 1,140 988 1,427 1,261 1, 176 1,283 1,034
4, 697 5, 215 4, 694 5, 079 5, 072 4, 912 5, 071 5, 127

48, 465 48, 479
46, 412 46, 147
2, 411 2,287

43, 994 43, 860
2, 054 2, 333

Civilian labor force - 28, 539 29, 709
Employed -28, 029 28,105

Agriculture -515 479
Nonagricultural

industries -27, 514 27, 626
Unemployed -1, 509 1, 604

BOTH SEXES, 16 TO 19
YEARS

Civilian labor force
Employed .

Agriculture .
Nonagricultural

industries .
Unemployed .

7, 320
6, 186

355

5, 821
1, 134

7, 222
5, 943

328

5, 615
1, 278

47, 565
45, 494
2, 518

42, 976
2 070

48, 614
46, 541
2, 370

44, 171
2, 073

48, 582
46, 569
2, 400

44, 169
2, 013

48,181 48, 259 48, 169
46, 255 46, 247 46, 080
2, 394 2, 442 2, 439

43, 861 43, 805 43, 641
1, 926 2, 012 2, 089

28, 572 29, 508 29. 574 29, 358 29, 424 29, 284
26, 978 27. 913 27, 972 27, 878 27, 794 27, 592

535 563 620 575 564 547

26, 444 27, 350 27, 352 27, 033 27, 230 27, 054
1, 593 1, 595 1, 602 1, 480 1, 630 1, 692

6,761
5, 731

452

5, 279
1, 030

8, 612 8,157 7, 996 8, 024
6, 751 6, 700 6, 490 6, 595

391 462 388 387

6, 360 6, 238 6,102 6, 208
1,411 1,457 1,506 1,429

7, 772
6, 426

414

6, 012
1, 346
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TABLE A-2.-FULL- AND PART-TIME STATUS OF THE CIVILIAN LABOR FORCE BY SEX AND AGE

[Numbers in thousands]

Seasonally adjusted
Full- and part-time
employment status, April April April March February January December April
sex, and age 1972 1971 1972 1972 1972 1972 1971 1971

FULL TIME

Total, 16 years and over:
Civilian labor force ----- 71, 996 70, 211 73, 691 73, 714 72, 997 73, 261 73. 170 71, 803

Employed -------- 68, 304 66, 512 69, 725 69, 734 69, 123 69,279 69, 023 67, 868
Unemployed ------------ 3,692 3,699 3,966 3,980 3,874 3,982 4,147 3,935
Unemployment rate - 5.1 5.3 5.4 5. 4 5.3 5. 4 5.7 5. 5

Men ,20 years and over:
Civilian labor force - 45, 906 45, 051 46,199 46,123 45, 847 45, 892 45, 805 45, 339

Employed ----------- 44,020 43, 130 44,330 44,282 44,074 44,061 43,881 43,434
Unemployed --1,886 1,922 1,869 1,841 1,773 1,831 1,924 1,905
Unemployment rate---- 4. 1 4. 3 4.0 4.0 3.9 4. 0 4.2 4. 2

women, 20 years and over:
Civiia~n labor sforce ----- 22, 964 22, 276 23, 14S 23, 208 22, 921 23, 009 22, 992 22, 455

Employed ---. 21, 765 21, 003 21, 896 21, 904 21, 691 21, 704 21,680 21, 130
Unemployed . 1,200 1, 273 1,249 1,304 1,230 1,305 1,312 1,325
Unemployment rate - 5.2 5.7 5. 4 5.6 5. 4 5.7 5.7 5. 9

PART TIME

Total, 16 yearn and over:
Civilian labor force ----- 13. 328 12, 687 12, 466 12, 596 12, 540 12, 595 12, 083 11, 881

Employed -- - 12,323 11,692 11,369 11,497 11,482 11,476 11,072 10,794
Unemployed ------- 1,005 995 1,097 1,099 1,058 1,119 1,011l 1,087
Unemployment rate 7.5 7.8 8.8 8.7 8.4 8.9 8.4 9.1

Note: Persons on part-time schedules foreconomic reasons are included in the full-time employed category; unemployed
persons are allocated by whether seeking full- or part-time work.
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TABLE A-3.-MAJOR UNEMPLOYMENT INDICATORS, PERSONS 16 YEARS AND OVER

Thousands of persons
unemployed Seasonally adjusted rates of unemployment

April April April March February January December April
Selected categories 1972 1971 1972 1972 1972 1972 1971 1971

Total (all civilian workers) - 4,697 4,694 5.9 5. 9 5.7 5.9 6. 0 6. 0
Men, 20 years and over 2,054 2,070 4.3 4.1 4.0 4. 2 4.3 4.4
Women, Z0 years and over 1,509 1,593 5.4 5.4 5.0 5.5 5.8 5. 9

Both sexes, 16-19 years 1,134 1,030 17.3 17.9 18.8 17.8 17.3 17. 0
White. -------------- 3,859 3,844 5.4 5.3 5.1 5.3 5.4 5. 6
Negro and other races 838 849 9.6 10.5 10.5 10.6 10.4 9.8

Household heads 1, 744 1,790 3.4 3. 4 3.3 3. 5 3.8 3. 6
Married men 1,171 1,259 2.9 2.8 2.8 3.0 3.2 3.2
Full-time workers 3,692 3, 699 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.4 5. 7 5. 5
Part-time workers 1,005 995 8.8 8.7 8.4 8.9 8.4 9.1
Unemployed 15 weeks and

over' 1,532 1,466 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.4 1.5 1.3
State insured 2.

2,049 2,323 3.6 3.5 3.5 3.4 4.1 4.0
Labor force time lost 3 . 6.3 6.3 6.1 6.4 6.4 6.5

OCCUPATION 4

White-collar workers 1,220 1,295 3.4
Professional and technical 208 284 2.3
Managers and administra-

tors, except farm ---- 129 133 1. 8
Sales workers 212 239 3.7
Clerical workers ---------- 671 639 4. 9

Blue-collar workers 2,042 2,176 6. 8
Craftsmen and kindred

workers 523 519 4.4
Operatives 1, 057 1, 220 7. 4
Nonfarm laborers 463 436 10. 7

Service workers 692 667 6. 3
Farm workers . 63 58 2. 2

INDUSTRY 4

Nonagricultural private wage
and salary workers 5 . 3, 567 3, 737 5.9
Construction .497 428 10. 6
Manufacturing - 1, 189 1,429 5.8

Durable goods 670 869 5. 8
Nondurable goods . 519 560 5.9

Transportation and public
utilities .. . 179 181 3. 7

Wholesaleand retailtrade. 932 925 6.2
Finance and service

industries ..757 764 5.1
Governmentworkers 307 292 2.9
Agricultural wage and salary

workers.. 72 83 6. 0

3.5 3.3
2.5 2.5

1.9 1.7
4.1 4.0
4.9 4.7
6.9 7.0

4.0 4.4
7.7 7.5

11.7 11.8
6.6 5.9
1.9 2.7

3.6 3.6 3.7
3.1 2.9 3.2

1.9 1.8 1.6
4.4 4.0 4.4
4.7 4.9 5.0
7.1 7.5 7.5

4.3 4.8 4.6
7.9 8.2 8.7

11.6 11.9 10.4
6.1 6.4 6.3
2.8 2.7 1.9

6.1 5.9 6.1 6.3
9.8 10.3 9.8 11.2
6. 2 6. 0 6.4 6. 9
6. 3 6.1 6.7 6.7
6.1 6.0 6.0 7.1

4.0 3.9 4.1 4.1
6.7 6.2 6.3 6.5

5.3 4.9 5.3 4.9
2.8 2.8 3.0 3.2

6.0 8.3 8.6 7.5

6.3
10. 0
7.0
7.5
6.4

3.8
6. 5

5. 2
2.9

6.4

I Unemployment rate calculated as a percent of civilian labor force.
2 Insured unemployment under State programns-unemployitent rate calculated as a percent of average covered em-

ployment. As with the other statistics presented, insured unemployment data relate to the week containing the 12th.
3 Man-hours lost by the unemployed and persons on part time for economic reasons as a percent of potentially available

labor force man-hours.
4 Unemployment by occupation incudes all experienced unemployed persons, whereas that by industry covers only un-

empoyed wage and salary workers.
a Includes mining, not shown separately.

TABLE A-4.-UNEMPLOYED PERSONS 16 YEARS AND OVER BY DURATION OF UNEMPLOYMENT

[in thousands]

Seasonally adjusted

April April April March February January December April
Duration of unemployment 1972 1971 1972 1972 1972 1972 1971 1971

Less than 5 weeks -1, 876 1, 882 2,169 2,311 2,142 2,358 2,410 2,176
5 to 14 weeks - 1,290 1,346 1, 521 1,412 1,454 1, 502 1, 509 1, 587
15 weeks and over 1, 532 1,466 1,137 1,224 1,294 1,198 1,273 1,088

15 to 26 weeks. 776 948 482 591 634 636 724 640
27 weeks and over -756 518 655 633 660 562 549 448

Average (mean) duration, in
weeks 14.3 12.6 12.4 12.4 12.5 11.8 11.4 11. 0
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TABLE A-5.-UNEMPLOYED PERSONS BY REASON FOR UNEMPLOYMENT

[In thousandsj

Seasonally adjusted

April April April March February January Decem- April
Reason for unemployment 1972 1971 19172 1972 1972 1972 ber 1971 1971

NUMBER OF UN-
EMPLOYED

Lost last job -2,140 2,413 2,040 2,118 2,077 2,169 2,365 2,300
Left last job -565 557 611 674 603 564 666 602
Reentered labor force - 1,316 1,232 1,557 1,542 1,503 1,652 1,432 1,459
Never worked before -676 491 917 737 713 742 736 666

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION

Total unemployed- --- 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100. 0
Lost last job -45.6 51.5 39. 8 41. 8 42.4 42.3 45.5 45. 8
Left last job -12.0 11.9 11.9 13.3 12.3 11.0 12.8 12.0
Reentered labor force 28.0 26.3 30.4 30.4 30.7 32.2 27.5 29.0
Never worked before 14.4 10.5 17.9 14.5 14.6 14. 5 14. 2 13. 2

UNEMPLOYED AS A PER-
CENT OF THE CIVILIAN
LABOR FORCE

Lost last job 2.5 .. 9 2.4 2.5 2.4 2.5 2.8 2.7
Leftlost job.--------- .7 .7 .7 .8 .7 .7 .8 .7
Reentered labor force 1. 5 1.5 1.87 1.8 1.8 1.9 1. 7 1. 7
Never worked before .8 .6 1. 1 .9 .8 .9 .9 .8

TABLE A-6.-UNEMPLOYED PERSONS BY AGE AND SEX

Thousands
of persons Percent Seasonally adjusted unemployment rates

looking for
full-time Febru- Jan- Dec-

April April work, April March ory uary ember April
Age and sex 1972 1971 April 1972 1972 1972 1972 1972 1971 1971

Total, 16 years and over 4,697 4,694 78.6 5. 9 5.9 5.7 5.9 6.0 6.0
161t 19 years 1,134 1,030 53.4 17.3 17.9 18.8 17.8 17.3 17. 0

16 and 17 years 549 489 32.1 19.1 20.7 22.0 19.1 18. 8 18. 2
18 and 19 years 585 541 73. 5 15. 5 15.8 16.7 16. 8 16.3 15. 7

20 to 24 years 1,059 1,020 85.4 10.0 9.9 8.8 10.1 10.1 10.2
25 years and over 2,504 2,644 87.2 3.8 3.7 3.6 3.7 4.1 4.0

25 to 54 years 1,959 2,103 89.6 3.8 3.9 3.7 3.9 4.3 4. 2
55 years and over 545 541 78.3 3.6 3.3 3.1 3.1 3.4 3. 5

Males, 16 years and over 2,668 2,642 82.5 S. 3 5. 3 5. 3 5. 3 5. 4 5.4
16 to 19 years 614 572 51.3 16.7 17.8 19.6 17.3 17. 3 16. 5

16 and 17 years 315 296 30.8 19.3 21.4 21.8 18.7 19.0 18. 7
18 and 19 years 299 275 72.9 14.8 15.1 17.6 16.1 16.0 14. 8

20 to 24 years 644 574 89.3 10.7 10.4 9.2 10.4 10.5 10.3
25 years and over 1,410 1,497 93.0 3.3 3.2 3.2 3.2 3. 3.5

25 to 54 years 1,064 1,138 97.5 3. 2 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.6 3. 4
55 years and over 346 359 79.8 3.5 3.4 3.2 3.0 3.0 3.6

Females, 16 years and over 2,030 2,052 73.4 6.8 6. 8 6.4 6.9 7.0 7.1
16 to 19 years 520 459 55. 8 18.0 17.9 17.9 18.4 17.3 17.7

16 and 17 years 234 193 33.8 19.0 19. 8 22.3 19.6 18. 5 17.7
18 and 19 years 286 266. 74.1 16.4 16.8 15.6 17.7 16.7 16.7

20 to 24 years 415 447 79.5 9.0 9.2 8.4 9.6 9.6 10.1
25 years and over 1,094 1,147 79.5 4.6 4.7 4.3 4.6 5. 0 5.0

25to54 years - 895 965 80.3 4.9 5.1 4.7 4.9 5.4 5.5
55 years and over 199 182 75.9 3.6 3.1 2.9 3.3 3.9 3.3
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TABLE A-7.-EMPLOYMENT STATUS OFMALE VIETNAM ERA VETERANSAND NONVETERANS 20 TO 29 YEARS OLD

lin thousands]

Seasonally adjusted

Febru- Janu- De-
April March April Ap ri March ar2 ar2 cember A r'I

Employment status 1972 1972 1971 172 1972 972 1972 1971 171

VETERANS '

Total 20 to 29 years old:
Civilian noninstitutional population-- 4,498 4,470 3,929 (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (5)

Civilian labor force -4, 127 4,112 3, 563 4,161 4,137 4,100 3, 990 3, 985 3, 584
Employed -3, 783 3, 710 3, 248 3, 804 3, 783 3, 798 3, 649 3, 650 3, 266
Unemployed -344 402 315 357 354 302 341 335 328
Unemployment rate -8.3 9.8 8.8 8.6 8.6 7.4 8.5 8.4 9.1

20 to 24 years:
Civilian noninstitutional populationo 1, 987 2, 000 1, 940 (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2)

Civilian labor force -1, 788 1, 803 1, 695 1, 810 1, 817 1, 842 1, 745 1, 773 1, 716
Employed - 1, 573 1, 545 1, 482 1, 581 1, 594 1, 663 1, 530 1, 550 1, 489
Unemployed -215 258 213 229 223 179 215 223 227
Unemployment rate -12.0 14. 3 12.6 12. 7 12. 3 9. 7 12. 3 12.6 13. 2

25 to 29 years:
Civilian noninstitutional population.. 2, 511 2,470 1,989 (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2)

Civilian labor force- 2, 339 2, 309 1, 868 2, 351 2, 320 2, 258 2, 245 2, 22 1, 88
Employed -2, 210 2,165 1, 766 2, 223 2,189 2,135 2,119 2,100 1, 777
Unemployed 129 144 102 128 131 123 126 112 101
Unemployment rate -5.5 6.2 5.5 5.4 5.6 5.4 5.6 5.1 5. 4

NONVETERANS

Total 20 to 29 years old:
Civilian noninstitutional populationo- 9, 840 9, 779 9, 280 (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2)

Civilian labor force -8, 361 8, 327 7, 905 8, 527 8, 513 8, 368 8, 425 8, 483 8, 054
Employed -7, 758 7, 679 7, 383 7, 875 7, 873 7, 783 7, 793 7, 834 7, 491
Unemployed- 603 648 522 652 640 585 632 649 563
Unemployment rate -7.2 7.8 6.6 7.6 7.5 7.0 7.5 7.7 7. 0

20 to 24 years:
Civilian noninstitutional population.. 5, 918 5, 884 5, 406 (2) (2) 2) (2) (2) (2)

Civilian labor force -4,640 4, 642 4, 249 4,813 8,843 4, 65 4,751 4,706 4,405
Employed -4, 211 4,165 3, 889 4, 332 4, 352 4, 244 4, 284 4, 255 4, 001
Unemployed -429 477 360 481 491 421 467 451 404
Unemployment rate -9. 2 10. 3 8. 5 10.0 10.1 9.0 9. 8 9.6 9. 2

25 to 29 years:
CivIian noninstitutional population 3, 922 3, 895 3, 874 (2) (2) (2) 2)(2)

Civiilanlaborforce -3,721 3,685 3, 656 3,714 3,670 3,703 3, 674 3 ,777 3,649
Employed -3, 547 3, 514 3, 494 3, 543 3, 521 3, 539 3, 509 3, 579 3, 499
Unemployed -174 171 162 171 149 164 165 198 159
Unemployment rate . 4.7 4.6 4.4 4.6 4.1 4.4 4.5 5.2 4. 4

I Vietnam era veterans are those who served after Aug. 4, 1964; they are classified as war veterans, 81 percent of the
Vietnam era veterans of all ages are 20 to 29 years old. Post-Korean-peacetime veterans 20 to 29 years old are not included
in this table.

2 Not applicable.



TABLE B-1.-EMPLOYEES ON NONAGRICULTURAL PAYROLLS, BY INDUSTRY

[In thousands]

Change from Seasonally adjusted
- ~~~~~~~~~~Change from

I ndustry April 1972 ' March 1972 ' February 1972 April 1971 March 1972 April 1971 April1972' March 1972 ' February 1972 March 1972

Total -71, 834 71, 339 70, 776 70, 309 495 1, 525 72, 172 71, 990 71, 729 182

Goods-producing -22, 413 22, 218 22, 013 22, 263

Mining -597 597 596 617
Contract construction- 3, 119 2, 965 2, 880 3,164
Manufacturing -18, 697 18, 656 18, 537 18, 482

Production workers -13, 615 13, 577 13, 465 13, 357
Durable goods -10, 704 10, 673 10, 590 10, 562

Production workers -7, 758 7, 727 7, 648 7, 578
Ordnance and accessories - 183.9 183.2 183.0 192.8
Lumber and wood products 582.0 591. 5 587.3 556. 4
Furniture and fixtures -478.8 481. 1 479. 3 448.1
Stone, clay, and glass products 644.5 631.0 621.7 622. 8
Primary metal industries- 1, 221.9 1, 212.5 1, 186.7 1, 273.3
Fabricated metal products- 1, 354.0 1, 350. 5 1, 338. 7 1, 323.3
Machinery, except electrical -1, 815.3 1, 808.6 1, 806.6 1, 796. 7
Electrical equipment -1, 813.5 1, 807.8 1, 800.8 1, 772. 8
Transporation equipment -1, 756.3 1, 756.4 1,741.5 1, 748. 7
Instruments and related products - 439.0 437.9 436.8 425.4
Miscellaneous manufacturing 414.7 412.5 407.3 401. 7

Nondurable goods- 7,993 7, 983 7, 947 7, 920
Production workers -5, 857 5, 850 5, 817 5, 779

Food and kindred products -1, 681. 6 1, 679. 2 1, 668.9 1, 674. 3
Tobacco manufactures -65.2 67.2 68.4 69. 2
Textile mill products -986.8 984.9 976.6 954.9
Apparel and other textile products 1, 363.6 1, 372.4 1, 365.9 1, 362. 5
Paper and allied products -689.5 687.4 683.9 683.4

Printing and publishing -1, 093.9 1, 090.5 1, 087.6 1, 087.0
Chemicals and allied products 1, 002. 0 998.4 996. 6 1, 021. 6
Petroleum and coal products 186. 7 187. 0 186.8 188. 0
Rubber and plastics products, not

elsewhere classified -614.9 608. 6 603.0 572. 9
Leather and leather products 308.4 307.8 309.5 306. 5

195 150 22, 693 22, 650 22, 538

0
154
41
38
31
31
.7

-9. 5
-2.3
13. 5
9.4
3. 5
6. 7
5.7

- I
1.1
2. 2
10
7

2. 4
-2.0

1.9
-8. 8

2. 1
3.4
3.6
-.3

-20
-45

215
258
142
180

-8.9
25.6
30. 7
21. 7

-51. 4
30. 7
18. 6
40. 7
7.6

13. 6
13. 0

73
78

7.3
-4.0

31.9
1. 1
6.1
6.9

-19.6
-1.3

603
3, 235

18, 855
13, 758
10, 743
7, 791

185
593
483
650

1, 218
1, 364
1, 803
1, 830
1, 753

440
424

8, 112
5, 967
1, 761

74
990

1, 375
696

1, 095
1, 001

189

611
3, 262

18, 777
13, 683
10, 695
7, 744

183
604
484
645

1,211
1, 357
1, 792
1, 813
1, 744

438
424

8, 082
5, 939
1, 760

73
988

1, 366
692

1, 091
1, 000

191

612
3, 236

18, 690
13, 597
10, 637
7, 685

182
603
481
641

1, 187
1, 345
1, 798
1 803
1 736

438
423

8, 053
5, 912
1, 749

71
981

1, 365
689

1, 090
1, 003

192

6.3 42.0 619 612 604
.6 1.9 312 309 309

See footnotes at end of table.

43

-8
-27

78
75
48
47

2 n
-11 c~t
-1 -1
5
7
7

11
17
9
2
0

30
28

I

2
9
4
4

I
-2

7

w . A - . - A A A A - - - - - -



TABLE B-1.-EMPLOYEES ON NONAGRICULTURAL PAYROLLS, BY INDUSTRY-Continued

ln thousands]

Seasonally adjusted
Change from

Industry April 1972 1 March 1972 1 February 1972 April 1971 March 1972 April 1971 April 1972 1 March 1972 1 February 1972 March 1972

Service-producing -49, 421 49, 121 48, 763 48, 046

Transportation and public utilities 4, 500 4, 486 4, 407 4,469
Wholesale and retail trade -15, 419 15, 269 15, 147 14, 974

Wholesale trade- 3, 898 3, 889 3,866 3, 808
Retail trade 11, 521 11,380 11, 281 11, 166

Finance, insurance, and real estate ::::- 3, 890 3, 866 3, 844 3, 758
Services -12, 235 12, 120 12, 031 11,867
Government -13, 377 13, 380 13, 334 12, 978

Federal- 2, 664 2, 656 2, 656 2, 662
State and local -10, 713 10, 724 10, 678 10, 316

300 1, 375 49, 479 49, 340 49, 191 139

14 31 4, 536 4, 540 4, 479 -4
150 445 15, 606 15, 513 15, 495 93

9 90 3,945 3,936 3,913 9
141 355 11,661 11,577 11,582 84

24 132 3, 902 3, 889 3,879 13
115 368 12, 211 12, 205 12, 177 6
-3 399 13,224 13,193 13, 161 31

8 2 2,669 2,669 2,672 0
-11 397 10,555 10,524 10,489 31

X Preliminary.



TABLE B-2.-AVERAGE WEEKLY HOURS OF PRODUCTION OR NONSUPERVISORY WORKERS ' ON PRIVATE NONAGRICULTURAL PAYROLLS, BY INDUSTRY

Seasonally adjustedChange from Change from

Industry April 1972 March 1972 February 1972 April 1971 March 1972 April 1971 April 1972 March 1972 February 1972 March 1972

Total private .

Mining.
Contract construction .
Manufacturing

Overtime hours .
Durable goods

Overtime hours .
Ordnance and accessories
Lumber and wood products -
Furniture and fixtures
Stone, clay, and glass products-
Primary metal industries
Fabricated metal products-
Machinery, except electrical --
Electrical equipment .
Transportation equipment.
Instruments and related

products
Miscellaneous manufacturing --

Nondurable goods .
Overtime hours

Food and kindred products.
Tobacco manufactures .
Textile mill products
Apparel and other textile

products
Paper and allied products.
Printing and publishing .
Chemical and allied products--
Petroleum and coal products--.-
Rubber and plastics products,

nec
Leather and leather products...

Transportation and public utilities .
Wholesale and retail trade

Wholesale trade -- ----
Retail trade

Finance, insurance, and real estate
Services - . -.----.-.-.----

37.0 36.9 36.8 36.7 0.1

42.4 42.3 42.0 42.3 .1
36.8 36.8 36.0 37.0 0
40.5 40.3 40.1 39.5 .2
3.2 3.1 3.0 2.7 .1

41.2 41.0 40.7 40.0 .2
3.3 3.2 3.0 2.6 .1

42.1 42.1 42.2 41.3 0
41.4 40.9 40.4 40.1 .5
40.1 40. 2 39.8 38.9 -. 1
41.7 41.8 41.2 41.1 -.1
41.1 41.2 41.0 41.1 -.1
41.1 40.7 40.4 39.8 .4
42.0 41.7 41.4 40.0 .3
40.5 40.3 40.2 39.4 .2
41.8 41.6 41.2 39.8 .2

39.9
39. 5
39. 5
3.1

39.9
33. 4
41.4

36.0
4Z 7
37.8
41.9
42. 8

41.0
37. 8
40. 2
34.8
39.9
33. 2
37.1
34.0

40.3
39.3
39. 4

3.1
39. 8
33. 4
41. 3

36.0
42. 4
37. 7
41. 7
41. 6

40.8
37.9
40. 3
34.8
39. 8
33. 2
37.1
33.9

40.4
39. 2
39. 2
3.0

39.6
33. 1
41.0

35.9
42. 2
37.2
41.6
41.4

40. 7
38. 5
40. 2
34.6
39. 7
33.0
37.1
34.0

39. 5
38. 5
38.9
2.7

39.8
36. 7
40.0

35.0
41.9
37. 3
41.9
42. 3

39.9
37. 2
40. 2
34. 8
39. 4
33.3
36.9
34. 0

-.4
.2
.1I

0
.I

0
.I

0
.3
.I
.2

1. 2

.2 1.1
-.1 .6
-.1 0
0 0

.1 .5
0 -.1
0 .2
.1 0

I Data relate to production workers in mining and manufacturing: to construction workers incon-
tract construction: and to nonsupervisory workers in transportation and public utilities; wholesale
and retail trade; finance, insurance, and real estate; and services. These groups account for approxi-
mately four-fifths of the total employment on private nonagricultural payrolls.

0.3

.1
-. 2
1.0
.5

1. 2
.7
.8

1. 3
1.2
.6

0
1.3
2.0
1. 1
2.0

.4
1.0
.6
.4
.1

-3. 3
1. 4

1. 0
.8
.5
0
.5

37.3

42. 3
36.9
40.8
3. 4

41. 5
3.6

42. 3
41. 4
40. 7
41. 7
41.0
41. 4
42. 0
40.9
42. 7

40. 1
39. 6
39.9
3.3

40. 2
34. 1
41.8

36. 1
43. 1
38.0
41. 7
42. 2

41. 4
38.9
40. 6
35. 2
40.1
33. 6
37.1
34.1

37. 1

43. 0
37. 5
40. 4
3. 3

41. 0
3.3

42. 2
40.9
40. 5
42. 2
41. 2
40.9
41.4
40.3
42. 0

40.3
39.3
39.6
3.3

40. 0
34. 5
41. 4

35. 8
42. 7
37. 7
41. 7
41. 7

41. 2
38. 2
40. 7
35.1
39.9
33. 6
37.1
33.9

37.2

42. 5
37. 3
40. 5
3. 2

41. 1
3. 2

42. 4
40.9
40. 7
42.0
41. 1
41.0
41.4
40. 7
41.9

40.8
39. 1
39. 6

3. 2
40. 0
33.6
41.2

36.2
42.6
37.5
41.8
42.0

41.0
38. 5
40. 4
35. 1
40.0
33. 5
37. 1
34. 2

0. 2

-. 7
-. 6

.4

.1I

.5

.3

.1I

.5

.2
-. 5
-. 2

.5

.6

.7

.7

-.2
.3
.3

0
.2

-.4
.4

.3

.4

.3
0

.5

.2

.7
-. 1

. I

.2
0
0

.2

2 Preliminary.



TABLE B-3.-AVERAGE HOURLY AND WEEKLY EARNINGS OF PRODUCTION OR NONSUPERVISORY WORKERS, ON PRIVATE NONAGRICULTURAL PAYROLLS, BY INDUSTRY

Average hourly earnings Average weekly earnings

Change from- Change from-
April March February April March Februaro

Industry 19722 19722 1972 April 1971 March 1972 April 1971 19722 19722 1972 Apri 11971 March 1972 April 1971

Total Private - 3. 59 $3. 57 $3. 55 $3. 38 $0. 02 $0. 21 $132.83 $131.73 $130.64 $124.05 $1. 10 $8. 78
Seasonally adjusted 3.60 3.58 3.55 3.39 .02 .21 134. 28 132.82 132.06 125.43 1.46 8. 85

Mining -4. 34 4.31 4. 31 4. 04 .03 .30 184. 02 182. 31 181. 02 170.89 1. 71 13.13
Contract Construction -5.99 5.97 5.98 5.55 .02 .44 220.43 219.70 215. 28 205.35 .73 15.08
Manufacturing -3.77 3.75 3.72 3.54 .02 .23 152.69 151.13 149.17 139.83 1.56 12.86

Durable goods -4.01 3.99 3.96 3.76 .02 .25 165.21 163.59 161. 17 150.40 1.62 14. 81
Ordnance and accessories 4.03 4.01 4.04 3. 80 .02 .23 169.66 168. 82 170. 49 156. 94 .84 12. 72
Lumber and wood products 3. 23 3. 23 3.21 3. 07 0 .16 133.72 132.11 129. 68 123.11 1. 61 10.61
Furniture and fixtures 3. 02 3. 01 2.99 2.86 .01 .16 121.10 121.00 119.00 111.25 .10 9.85
Stone, clay, and glass products- 3.85 3.82 3.78 3.59 .03 .26 160.55 159.68 155.74 147.55 .87 13. 00
Primary metal industries -- 4.61 4.58 4.55 4.17 .03 .44 189.47 188.70 186.55 171.39 .77 18. 08
Fabricated metal products 3.95 3.92 3.89 3.70 .03 .25 162.35 159.54 157.16 147.26 2.81 15. 09
Machinery, except electrical 4.23 4.21 4.19 3.95 .02 .28 177. 66 175. 56 173. 47 158. 00 2.10 19. 66
Electrical equipment 3.65 3.63 3.62 3.47 .02 .18 147. 83 146. 29 145. 52 136. 72 1. 54 11.11 :
Transportation equipment 4.71 4.68 4.65 4.40 .03 .31 196.88 194.69 191.58 175.12 2.19 21.76
Instruments and related 'prod- .

ucts -3.71 3.70 3.69 3.49 .01 22 148.03 149.11 149.08 137.68 -1.08 10.17
Miscellaneous manufacturing - 3.07 3.06 3.06 2.94 .01 .13 121.17 120.62 119.95 113.19 1.01 8.08

Nondurable goods -3. 42 3. 41 3. 40 3. 23 .01 .19 135. 09 134. 35 133. 28 125. 65 74 9. 44
Food and kindred products- 3. 58 3. 57 3. 53 3. 37 .01 .21 142. 84 142. 09 139. 79 134. 13 75 8. 71
Tobacco manufactures 3.42 3.40 3.37 3.24 .02 .18 114. 23 113.56 111. 55 118.91 .67 -4. 68
Textile mill products -2.72 2.71 2.71 2.55 .01 .17 112.61 111.92 111.11 102.00 .69 10. 61
Apparel and other textile prod-

ucts 2. 58 2. 57 2. 58 2.47 .01 .11 92. 88 92. 52 92.62 86. 45 .36 6. 43
Paper and allied products 3.86 3.85 3.83 3.61 .01 .25 164. 82 163.24 161. 63 151. 26 1. 58 13. 56
Printing and publishing -- 4.44 4.40 4.36 4.14 .04 .30 167. 83 165.88 162. 19 154. 42 1. 95 13. 41
Chemicals and allied products.-. 4. 13 4. 11 4. 12 3. 88 .02 .25 173. 05 171. 39 171. 39 162. 57 1.66 10.48
Petroleum and coal products- 4. 90 4.88 4.88 4. 58 .02 .32 209. 72 203. 01 202. 03 193. 73 6. 71 15. 99
Rubber and plastics products,

nec -3. 51 3. 54 3. 54 3. 36 -. 03 . 15 143.91 144. 43 144.08 134. 06 -. 52 9. 85
Leather and leather products - 2.69 2.70 2.70 2.58 -.01 .11 101 68 102.33 103.95 95.98 -65 5.70

Transportation and public utilities 4.53 4.51 4.48 4.10 .02 .43 182. 11 181. 75 180. 10 164. 82 .36 17. 29
Wholesale and retail trade -2.99 2.99 2.98 2.85 0 .14 104.05 104.05 103. 11 99. 18 0 4.87

Wholesale trade- 3. 83 3. 82 3.82 3.62 .01 .21 152. 82 152. 04 151. 65 142.63 .78 10. 19
Retail trade -2.68 2.67 2.66 2.56 .01 .12 88. 98 88.64 87. 78 85. 25 .34 3. 73

Finance, insurance, and real estate. 3.41 3.40 3.40 3.26 .01 .15 126.51 126. 14 126.14 120. 29 37 6. 22
Services -3.12 3.11 3.11 2.96 .01 .16 106.08 105.43 105.74 100. 64 .65 5.44

I See footnote 1, table B-2.
2 Preliminary.
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TABLE B4.-HOURLY EARNINGS INDEX FOR PRODUCTION OR NONSUPERVISORY WORKERS IN PRIVATE
NONFARM INDUSTRIES, SEASONALLY ADJUSTED

11967=1001

Percent change over month
and year

March April
Feb- Jan- De- No- 1972 to 1971 to

April I March I 'uary "ary cember vember April April April
Industry 1972 1972 1972 1972 1971 1971 1971 1972 1972

Total private nonfarm:
Current dollars 136.4 135.5 134.7 134.5 133.5 131.6 128.1 0.6 6. 5
Constant (1967)

dollars - (2) 109.3 108.6 109.0 108.5 107.3 106.6 (a) (')
Mining -13 135.5 134.6 134.0 134.1 132.8 126.2 125.5 .7 8.0
Contract construction -- 146.0 145.0 144.2 144.1 142.7 142.1 135.9 .6 7. 4
Manufacturing -134.0 133.5 132.8 132.3 131.6 129.0 126.2 .4 6. 2
Transportation and

public utilities - 140.5 140.2 138.1 137.6 136.2 133.4 127.4 .2 10.3
Wholesale and retail

trade -133. 6 132.9 132. 3 132. 6 131.8 130.1 126.9 .5 5. 2
Finance, insurance, and

real estate - 131.8 130.6 130.0 130.8 129.4 127.9 125.8 .9 4.8
Services -137.2 135.4 134.8 134. 8 133.1 131.9 129. 3 1.3 6. 1

' Preliminary.
* Not available.
3 Percent change was 0.6 from February 1972 to March 1972, the latest month available.
4 Percent change was 2.9 from March 1971 to March 1972, the latest month available.
Note: All series are in current dollars except where indicated. The index is adjusted to exclude effects of 2 types of

changes that are unrelated to underlying wage-rate developments: Fluctuations in overtime premiums in manufacturing
(the only sector for which overtimedata areavailable) and the effectsof shiftsof workers between high-wage and low-wage
industries.
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LABOR FORCE. EMPLOYMENT, UNEMPLOYMENT
HOUSEHOLD ORTR - SERSONRLLY ADJUSTED
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Mr. MOORE. Thank you.
The press release indicates that the basic employment situation was

not very different in April from what it was in March. The unem-
ployment rate was 5.9 percent, the same as in March, and total em-
ployment was also about unchanged.

Over the year, of course, there has been a very substantial increase
in the number of job holders, a rise of 2.2 million. And most of that
increase has occurred since last summer.

O(n this point I would like to make one other observation which isn't
in the press release. We have been experimenting with a measure of
the ratio of employment to the population. Of course, as you your-
self have pointed out, and as is clear, the number of people employed
tends to grow over a long trend as the country grows. There are more
people in the country, and more are employed. So there is some point
in computing the ratio of employment to population- to see how em-
ployinent is growing in relation to the size of the population. If you
take the ratio to the population 16 years and older-that is essentially
the working population-you find that the current rate is 55.9 per-
cent. Last month it was 56 percent, which was very close to an all-time
high. It is not the highest in the whole postwar period. There were
4 years in which this percentage was exceed ed. One of them was 1956,
another was 1968. another was 1969, and another was 1970. But the
March and April figures are very close to a new high level, and higher
than all the other years except those four that I mentioned.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Isn't it true that participation rates are some-
thing that we have had for some time, they have been rising steadily
over the past years, and this is kind of a social factor, that more people
are working? And it is something that we, of course, have to recog-
nize in meeting Our employment problem. But it is something that is
as fundamental as is the fact that people live and die and their work-
ing lives extend over a certain period of time.

Mr. MOORE. It certainly is a basic trend. But I do think the relation
of employment to population does give some indication as to the
relative number of employment opportunities there are in the econ-
omy. And it is different, since it combines the labor force participation
rate with the employment rate, the percentage of the labor force that
is employed, into one figure.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Wouldn't you balance that with the statistics
also as to the discouraged workers? I think to the extent that the par-
ticipation rate is increasing, that is a very valid and proper point,
and I am glad you make it. But you also ought to recognize that there
does seem to be some evidence that the number of people who are not
counted as unemployable but have just given up also seems to be
increasing.

Mr. MOORE. Well, in a very small way, in terms of the aggregate
number, there has been some increase in the number of discouraged
workers this year as compared with last. But over the period that we
have the figures for, since 1967, there really hasn't been very much
of an upward trend in that figure.

I am getting away from the press release. But I did want to make
the point, that the ratio of employment to population is a relatively
high number so far this spring.
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Also in April the payroll employment figures rose by 180,000, withthe la"rest increases occurring in trade and manufacturing. And in
manufacturing also there was a very sizable increase in the average
workweek.

As I pointed out at the hearings last month, there has been a move-
ment within the manufacturing sector toward a better employment
situation. Last week we released our labor turnover figures on new
hires and layoffs and vacancies. And they also showed an improve-
ment in March that is continuing a trend that those numbers have beenshowing for the last 6 months or so.

And this month in manufacturing we saw some evidence of that
trend appearing in the employment figures, as well as in the hiring
rates.

The jobless rates for the major age-sex groups, adult men, adultwomen, and teen-agers, showed little change during the months from
March to April. The teen-age unemployment rate, though, was downfrom the very high level it reached in February: 18.8 percent in Feb-
ruary, and 17.3 in April.

The unemployment rate for white workers was about the same, up0.1 percent in April, 5.4 percent. The rate for Negro workers was down
from 10.5 to 9.6.

The duration of unemployment remained about the same on the
average, that is, about 12.4 weeks. It has been hovering around 12
weeks for several months now.

Writh respect to the employment and unemployment of veterans,
their rate also remained about the same in April as in March, 8.6 per-
cent. If you look at the chart on the veterans' employment situation,
attached to the press release, on the last page, you will find some de-cline, as I would put it, in the rates for veterans over the past 6 months
as compared with earlier last year, whereas for nonveterans of the
same age group the rates have remained just about on a plateau.

The employment press release also contains new figures for April
onl hourly and weekly earnings, including the hourly earnings index,
which is adjusted for changres in the employment mix, that is, the shift
in the number of workers in different industries. That is important,
because different industries pay different levels of wages, and a shift
fr om a low Wage industry to a high wage industry will raise the aver-
age. Wite allow for that in this index by keeping the mix constant.
Ihence it provides, we think, a better measure of wage rates or the
change in wage rates than the Cross hourly earnings itself.

Well, that index rose 0.6 of a percent in March. It now stands 6.5
percent higher than April a year agyo. WX~e don't have the April con-sumer price index yet, but looking back at the March numbers, you
will see that the rise in the CPI was about 31/2 percent over the year.
During the year ending in March the real hourly earnings index rose
2.9 percent.

Chairman PROX3IIRE1. That much of an increase in 1 month is, of
course, in a sense good news, that is, it means that people have more
money and more income, and it helps the economy grow.

But at the same time it is certainly an inflationary factor, is it not,
to the extent that it reflects higher wages that represent a biober cost
and push up prices?
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Mr. MooRE. Yes, it is a relatively high rate relative to productiv-
ity, and also relative to prices.

I would like, if I may to say a few words about the wholesale price
press release which we also issued today.

Chairman PROXMIRE. I wish you would.
Mr. MOORE. The overall figures show an increase of 0.1 of a percent

between March and April, unadjusted for seasonal variations. But after
adjustments for the usual seasonable change, the W1PI rose 0.3 percent.

The industrial commodities within that index rose 0.3 percent both
before and after seasonal adjustment.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Let's see if I understand this. What happened
was that farm prices declined 0.7 percent. They are not controlled,
they are not under the price control operation by and large. Indus-
trial commodities, no the other hand, unadjusted increased 0.3 percent,
is that right?

Mr. MOORE. Yes.
Chairman PROXMIIRE. There was a significant increase in industrial

commodities that are under control, but there was a fall in farm
prices?

Mr. MOORE. Yes.
The consumer finished goods component of the WPI, which in-

cludes both foods and nonfoods, actually dropped 0.4 percent un-
adjusted, and 0.1 percent seasonally adjusted.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Can you give us any help on figuring the lag?
It has always seemed common sense that wholesale prices today are
reflected in the future at some time in higher consumer prices. Here
you have a situation in which consumer prices this past month fell
but wholesale prices increased.

Wouldn't this indicate that we can expect an increase in consumer
prices in the future with this component going up, wholesale prices?

Mr. MOORE. Well, I guess it depends upon whether you are look-
ing at the long run or the short run. I think the, component of the
WPI that is closest to the consumer price index is the consumer fin-
ished goods. And that now has declined 2 months in a row. It de-
clined 0.2 percent last month.

Chairman PROXMIRE. It can't continue, though, because consumer
finished goods are made, in part at least, from the wholesale goods
and the industrial goods as they come down the line. So, that in the
longer run the reflection should be in higher consumer prices. There
is no way you can escape that.

Mr. MOORE. Well, in the longer run that may be, though there are
other costs that are involved as well, labor costs, and interest, and a
lot of other things besides the materials from which the consumer
goods are made.

Chairman PROXMIRE. And most of the decline in consumer finished
Foods is in food items, which, as I said, are not subject to control by
and large, and which have an erratic course which is very hard to
predict as related to the farm supply controls.

Mr. MOORE. Yes. The decline was essentially due to the food com-
ponent. The nonfood consumer goods prices rose 0.3 percent.

Over the year, that is, from April to April, the consumer nonfood
finished goods rose 2.2 percent. They are a little more than 2 percent
higher now than they were a year ago.
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I brought along with me, Mr. Chairman, a copy of the table that
we presented last month and I believe the month before on measures
of price and wage changes during and before the stabilization pro-

Igram. And I should like, if I may, to put that table in the record. And I
would be glad to give you a copy.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Without objection, the table will be printed
in f ull in the record at this point.

(The table referred to follows:)
MEASURES OF PRICE AND WAGE CHANGES BEFORE AND DURING THE PRICE-WAGE-RENTSTABILIZATION PROGRAM

[Seasonally adjusted percent change, compound annual ratel

6 months
prior to

phase 1: Phase 1: Phase 11: Phases I and I:
February to August to Novemberl971 August 1971

August 1971 November1971 to March 1972 to March 1972

CPI, all items -4.1 1.7 13.7 '2.8
CPIfood -5.4 1.7 17.4 14.9
CPI, commodities less food 3.7 0 1 2.1 11.2
CPI, services' -4.5 3.1 13.7 13. 5
CPI ,rent' -3.9 2.8 '2.9 '2. 8
WPI, all commodities -4.7 -. 2 5.1 3.1
WPI, industrials - 5.4 -. 5 4.1 2.4
WPI, farm products, processed foods and feeds 3 3.0 1.1 7.5 5. 0
WPI, consumer foods 3 -4.6 .3 5.0 3. 2
WPI, consumer commodities less food - .6 -. 4 3.3 1.9
WPI, producer finished goods- 3.5 -2. 0 4. 8 2.2
Spot market price index, 13 industrial raw materials' -2. 0 3.1 30.7 19.5
Private nonfarm production workers:

Earnings in current dollars:
Hourly -6.8 61.9 9.0 6.3
Gross weely -6.1 4. 6 9. 9 7.9
Spendable weekly' -5.4 4.1 10.2 8. 5

Earnings in constant dollars:
Hourly -2.6 0.3 '5.5 '3.2
Grossweekly - 1.9 2.9 '5.0 '4.1
Spendable weekly ' -1. 3 ' 2. 4 ' 5. 5 ' 4.8

IData through March 1972.
2Not seasonally adjusted; data contain almost no seasonal movements.
3Raw agricultural products are exempt from the price controls.
4 Weekly index, not a component of the WPI. Includes copper, lead, and steel scrap, zinc, tin cotton, print cloth, wool

tops, burlap, hides, rubber, rosin, and tallow.
' Adjusted for overtime (manufacturing only) and for interindustry employment shifts.
6Revised.

'Gross weekly earnings, after taxes, for worker with three dependents. I n annualizing the rates of change the effect of
the change in tax rates at the beginning of 1972 is taken into account separately.

Note: WPI items revised to include data based on updated seasonal factors.
Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, Department of Labor, May 5,1972.

Mr. MOORE. I should also like the WPI press release in the record
if that is all right.

Chairman PROOXMIRE. Yes, that wvill be printed in full in the record
at this point.

(The WPI press release referred to follows:)
[Bureau of Labor Statistics, Department of Labor, Press Release No. 72-275, Mlay 5, 1972]

WHOLESALE PRICE INDExES: APRIL 1972

The Wholesale Price Index of All Commodities rose 0.1 percent between March
and April, the U.S. Department of Labor's Bureau of Labor Statistics announced
today.

*Industrial commodities increased 0.3 percent.
*Prices of farm products and processed foods and feeds declined 0.7 per-

cent.
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*Consumer finished goods, a selection of commodities closely comparable
to those in the commodity component of the Consumer Price Index, were
down 04 percent, largely reflecting lower prices for meats, eggs, and
poultry.

*Of the 15 major commodity groups measured by the Wholesale Price
Index, 10 advanced between March and April, four declined, and one showed
no change.

In April, the All Commodities WPI was 117.5 (1967=100), 3.7 percent above a
year earlier.

SEASONALLY ADJUSTED CHANGES (BASED ON REVISED SEASONAL FACTORS; SEE NOTE
TO TABLE 1)

On a seasonally adjusted basis, the Wholesale Price Index increased 0.3 per-
cent in April.

*Industrial commodities advanced 0.3 percent.
*Farm products and processed foods and feeds decreased 0.1 percent.
*Consumer finished goods edged down 0.1 percent.

The April Wholesale Price Index was the fifth monthly WPI to reflect price
changes in the post-freeze phase of the Economic Stabilization Program. (For a
discussion of the contribution of price changes for those items exempt from post-
freeze controls to the percentage change in wholesale prices in April, see page
3). During the 5-month period-November to April-the WPI rose at a season-
ally adjusted annual rate of 5.1 percent. This compares with a rise at an annual
rate of 4.7 percent during the period from February to August 1971, the 6-month
period immediately preceding the economic stabilization program. In the first 8
months of the program, which includes the period from August to November
when most prices were frozen, the WPI rose at an annual rate of 3.1 percent.

During the 5 months since the freeze ended in November the industrial com-
modities index advanced at an annual rate of 4.1 percent. This compares with
an advance at a rate of 5.4 percent in the 6-month period from February to
August of 1971. From August, when the stabilization policy was announced, to
April, the industrial commodities index rose at an annual rate of 2.4 percent.

The index for farm products and processed foods and feeds rose at an annual
rate of 7.5 percent from November to April. In the period from February to
August 1971, it advanced at a rate of 3.0 percent.

Over the entire stabilization period, during which prices of only processed foods
and feeds were controlled, the farm products and processed foods and feeds
component increased at a rate of 5.0 percent.

For consumer finished goods, the November to April period shows an increase
at an annual rate of 3.9 percent; the food component rose 5.0 percent, nonfood
commodities, 3.3 percent. In the 6 months preceding the freeze, prices of con-
sumer finished goods advanced at a rate of 3.2 percent. From August to April,
consumer finished goods, most of which were subject to the August to November
freeze, increased at a 2.0 percent annual rate.

PRICE CHANGES FOR MATERIALS AND FINISHED GOODS (SEASONALLY ADJUSTED)

Among consumer finished goods, foods declined 0.3 percent in April (seasonally
adjusted), chiefly because of lower prices for meats, eggs, and poultry; foods
were 3.1 percent higher than a year earlier. Consumer nonfood finished goods
were 0.3 percent higher over the month. Within this grouping, both nondurable
and durable finished goods advanced 0.4 percent due to higher prices for products
such as gasoline, footwear, textiles, paper products, and household furniture.

Producer finished goods moved up 0.4 percent principally because of widespread
increases for machinery and advances for railroad cars and commercial furniture.
Further rises for lumber, paper, metals, and textile products were important in
the 0.5 percent gain for processed (intermediate) materials, supplies, and com-
ponents (excluding foods and feeds). The index for crude materials for further
processing (excluding foods, feeds and fibers) declined 0.8 percent on a seasonally
adjusted basis in large part because hides and skins did not advance as much as
usual and nonferrous scrap declined contraseasonally.
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PRICE CHANGES FOR COMMODITY GROUPS, NOT SEASONALLY ADJUSTED

The most important influence on the industrials index in April was higher
prices for hides, skins, leather, and related products. Tight supplies world-wide
have pushed up prices of hides and skins and the increased costs of these ma-
terials have been passed on in prices of leather, footwear, and some other leatherproducts. AD unusually sharp rise for chemicals and allied products chiefly
reflected increases for inedible fats and oils, fertilizer materials, several indus-
trial chemicals, and some miscellaneous chemical products. Lumber and wood
products moved up in price for the fifth consecutive month; softwood lumber was
the major influence. The index for machinery and equipment advanced at the
same moderate rate as in March.

Most textile products were higher in price, with manmade fiber products
showing the most important gain; apparel edged up only slightly. All cate-
gories of pulp, paper and allied products, except woodpulp, rose; converted paper
and paperboard products, paperboard, and paper contributed most of the gain.
Among nonmetallic mineral products, advances for glass containers, concrete
ingredients, concrete products, and brick and tile outweighed declines for flat
glass and gypsum products. Gasoline prices continued to strengthen; natural gas
and electric power were higher but bituminous coal declined. Metals and metal
products, which in recent months had been a major influence on the industrials
index, edged up only 0.1 percent as a result of moderate increases for nonferrous
metals and some fabricated products. Increases for commercial and household
appliances were partially offset by declines for television receivers. Crude natural
rubber and plastic film and sheeting were lower in price. There were declines
for small arms and ammunition and photographic equipment and supplies.

Substantial declines for cattle and hogs and a steep drop in egg prices were
responsible for most of the decrease in the farm products index; chicken prices
also were down sharply. Most other farm products, including fresh and dried
fruits and vegetables and grains, were higher. The processed foods and feeds in-
dex declined principally because of lower prices for meats and processed poultry;
dairy products (most cheese) and sugar and confectionery also were lower. Other
foods were generally somewhat higher.

EFFECT OF ITEMS IDENTIFIED AS EXEMPT FROM POST-FREEZE CONTROLS

When the effect of price changes for domestic raw agricultural products and
imports, which are exempt from post-freeze controls, is eliminated, the WPI for
April on an unadjusted basis still shows an increase of 0.1 percent. After similar
exclusions are made from the farm products and processed foods and feeds com-
ponent, this component of the index shows a decline of 0.5 percent compared with
0.7 percent before the exclusion. Price movements for imported raw agricultural
products had only a small effect on the change. After elimination of importeditems from the industrials component, it still shows a rise of 0.3 percent because
the net impact of price movements for these items was slight. The decline for con-
sumer finished goods, after elimination of the effects of price changes for items
exempt from post-freeze controls, was 0.3 percent compared with the 0.4 percent
decrease for this component as a whole.

A Note on Seasonally Adjusted and Unadjusted Data
Because price data are used for different purposes by different groups, the

Bureau of Labor Statistics publishes seasonally adjusted as well as unadjusted
changes each month.

For analyzing general price trends in the economy, seasonally adjusted data
usually are preferred since they eliminate the effect of changes that normally
occur at about the same time and in about the same magnitude every year-such
as price movements resulting from normal weather patterns, regular production
and supply cycles, model changeovers, seasonal discounts and holidays. Season-
ally adjusted data are subject to revision when seasonal factors are revised.

The unadjusted data are of principal interest to users who need information
which can be related to the actual dollar values of transactions. Individuals re-
quiring this information include marketing specialists, purchasing agents, budget
and cost alaysts, contract specialists, and commodity traders. Unadjusted data
generally are used in escalating contracts such as purchase agreements or real
estate leases.
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TABLE 1.-WHOLESALE PRICE INDEXES FOR MAJOR COMMODITY GROUPS (UNADJUSTED, UNLESS OTHERWISE
INDICATED)

Indexes (1967=100 unless otherwise noted) Percent change to April 1972
from-

April March January ArpiI 1 month 3 months I year
Commodity groups 1972 1972 1972 1971 ago ago ago

All commodities -117.5 117.4 116.3 113.3 0.1 1.0 3.7
All commodities (1957-59=100) - 124.7 124.6 123.4 120.2
Farm products and processed foods and

feeds ---------------- 118.3 119.1 117.4 113.3 -.7 .8 4.4
Farm products -119.1 119.7 117.8 113.0 -.5 1.1 5.4
Processed foods and feeds 117.7 118.6 117.2 113.5 -. 8 .4 3.7

Industrial commodities -117.3 116.9 115.9 113.3 .8 1.2 3.5
Textile products and apparel - 112.6 112.1 111.3 107.5 .4 1.2 4.7
Hides, skins, leather, and related

products 127.2 123.0 117.8 114.0 3.4 8.0 11. 6
Fuels and related products and

power -116.9 116.5 116.0 113.0 .3 .8 3.5
Chemicals and allied products - 104. 1 103.4 103.4 104.5 .7 .7 -. 4
Rubber and plastic products 108.7 108.9 109.5 109.0 -. 2 -. 7 -. 3
Lumber and wood products -141.1 139.5 134.9 124.6 1.1 4.6 13.2
Pulp, paper, and allied products 112.8 112.3 110.8 109.6 .4 1.8 2.9
Metals and metal products -123.5 123.4 121.4 117.8 .1 1.7 4.8
Machinery and equipment -117.6 117.3 116.5 115.0 .3 .9 2.3
Furniture and household durables 111.0 110.9 110.2 109.7 .1 .7 1.2
Nonmetallic mineral products ---- 125.6 124.8 124.3 121.6 .6 1. 0 3. 3
Transportation equipment (Decem-

ber 1968=100) -113.8 113.8 113.4 109.7 0 .4 3.7
Miscellaneous products -114.1 114.2 113.7 112.7 -.1 .4 1.2

Seasonally adjusted:
Farm products -118.9 118.2 118.4 -. 6 .4 .
Processed foods and feeds -118.2 118.8 117.2 - - -. 5 .9

Note: In accordance with longstanding policy, seasonal adjustment factors have been recaluclated to reflect develop-
ments during the past 12 months. For this reason, some of the seasonally adjusted figures shown above, and elsewhere in
this release, differ from those previously reported. The new factors, to be used through March 1973, will be published
in the May release.

TABLE 2.-PERCENT CHANGES FROM PREVIOUS MONTH IN INDEXES FOR WPI GROUPINGS UNADJUSTED
AND SEASONALLY ADJUSTED '

Month

Farm products,
and processed Consumer Consumer

All Industrial foods and finished goods, Consumer goods
commodities commodities feeds total foods excluding foods

Sea- Sea- Sea- Sea- Sea- Sea-
sonally sonally sonally sonally sonally sonally

Unad- Ad- Unad- Ad- Unad- Ad- Unad- Ad- Unad- Ad- Unad- Ad-
justed justed justed justed justed justed justed justed justed justed justed justed

April 1971 -0.3 0.5 0.4 0.4 -0.1 0.5 -0.1 0.3 -0.1 0.8 -0.1 0
May1971 -4 .3 .4 .5 .9 .2 .6 .4 1.0 .2 .4 .4
June1971 -4 .4 .2 .3 1.0 .4 .4 .1 .7 .2 .1 0
July1971 -3 .2 .5 .6 -.3 -.7 -.1 -.4 -.7 -1.5 .4 .4
August1971 -3 .7 .5 .5 -.3 1.2 .3 1.I .4 2.0 .1 .2
September 1971 - -. 3 -. 3 -.1 -.1 -1. 4 -1. 2 -. 5 -. 8 -1. 0 -1. 8 -. 2 0
October1971 - -.1 .1 0 -.2 0 1.1 .2 .4 .1 2.1 .3 -.2
November1971 -1 .1 -.1 .1 .5 .3 .2 .1 .6 -.2 0 .1
December 1971 -8 .6 .3 .2 2.0 1.4 1.0 .9 1.7 1. .4 .4
January 1972 -8 .5 .5 .4 1.3 .9 .4 .3 .8 .4 .2 .3
February 1972- .9 .5 5 4 1. 9 1.2 .8 .7 1.6 1.5 .2 .2
March1972 -1 .1 .3 .4 -.4 -.3 -.3 -.2 -1.0 -1.0 .2 .3
April1972 -1 .3 .3 .3 -.7 -.1 -.4 -.1 -1.2 -.3 .2 .3

' See notetable 1.
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TABLE 3.-PERCENT CHANGES IN WPI AND COMPONENTS (SEASONALLY ADJUSTED COMPOUND ANNUAL RATES
FOR 3 MONTHS AND 6 MONTHS; UNADJUSTED FOR 12 MONTHS)'

Farm products and processedAll commodities Industrial commodities foods and feeds
From 3 From 6 From 12 From 3 From 6 From 12 From 3 From 6 From 12months months months months months months months months monthsMonth ago ago ago ago ago ago ago ago ago

April 1971 5.1 3.2 3.1 3.5 3.2 3.7 9.7 3.1 1.3May 1971 -3.9 3.9 3.4 4.8 3.8 3.6 2.5 4. 5 2.8June 1971 ----- 4.7 5. 0 3.6, 5.1 4. 0 3. 7 4. 3 7. 6 3. 3July 1971 3. 6 4. 3 3.3 5.7 4. 6 4.1 -0. 7 4. 4 1. 4August 1971 5.4 4.7 4.0 6.0 5. 4 4. 4 3. 6 3.0 3.1Septemberlg971 2.5 3.6 3.2 4.4 4.7 4.2 -2.8 0. 7 0.4October 1971 2.3 3.0 3.1 1. 3 3.4 3. 3 4. 7 1. 9 2.4November1971- -0.2 2.6 3.2 -0.5 2.7 3. 2 1.1 2.3 3.4December1971.. 3.5 3.0 4.0 0.6 2.5 3.2 12.2 4.4 6.0January 1972 5.1 3.7 4.0 2.8 2.0 3. 3 10.9 7.7 6.1February 1972.--- 6.9 3.3 4.0 4.0 1.7 3.6 14.7 7.6 5.3March 1972 4.9 4.2 3.9 4. 5 2.6 3.6 7.0 9. 6 5. 0April 1972 -3.8 4.5 3.7 4. 5 3.6 3. 5 3.1 6. 9 4. 4

Consumer finished goods, total Consumer foods Consumer goods excluding foods
From 3 From 6 From 12 From 3 From 6 From 12 From 3 From 6 From 12months months months months months months months months monthsago ago ago ago ago ago ago ago ago

April 1971 -4.0 3.5 2.6 11.5 4.5 1.1 0 2.6 3.6May1971 -3.3 3.6 3.1 6.5 4.8 2.4 1.1 2.8 3.5June 1971 -2.9 4.0 3.2 4.6 8.1 2.6 1.5 1.8 3.4July 1971- .4 2.2 2.4 -4.4 3.2 .5 2.9 1.5 3.6Aug.1971 -3.2 3.2 3.5 2.8 4.6 3. 1 2.2 1.6 3.5Sept. 1971 - -.4 1.3 2.1 -5.1 -.3 .6 2.2 1.8 3.1Oct. 1971 2.9 1.6 2.5 9.4 2.3 3.3 0 1.5 2.0Nov. 1971 - -1.1 1.1 2.4 .3 1.6 3.3 -.4 .9 1.8Dec. 1971 -5.8 2.7 3.3 14.4 4.2 6.0 1.1 1.6 1.7Jan.1972 -5.0 4.0 3.1 7.0 8.2 5.7 2.9 1.4 1.4Feb. 1972 -7.6 3.2 3.2 14.5 7.2 5.9 3.3 1.4 1. 5March 1972 . 3.2 4.5 2.9 3.8 8.9 4.2 2.9 2. 0 1.9April 1972 -1.8 3.4 2.5 .7 3.8 3.1 2.9 2.9 2.2

1 See note, table 1.
Note: As of December 1971, industrial commodities account for 73.162 percent of the All Commodities index; farmproducts and processed foods and feeds 26.838 percent. Consumer foods account for 39.252 percent of the total consumerfinished goods indes and consumer goods excluding foods 60.748. Consumer finished goods have a weight of 33.270 in theAll Commodities loden.
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TABLE 4.-WHOLESALE PRICE INDEXES FOR SPEC I AL GROUPI NGS, UNADJUSTED AND SEASONALLY ADJUSTED

Percent change to
Indexes (1967=100) April 1972 from-

I month
Commodity groups April 1972 March 1972 April 1971 ago I year ago

Consumer finished goods:
Not seasonally adjusted -114.8 115.3 112.0 -0.4 2.5
Seasonally adjusted -115.1 115.2 --. 1
Foods:

Not seasonally adjusted -118.0 119.4 114.5 -1. 2 3.1
Seasonally adjusted -118.8 119.2 - - -. 3

Finished goods, excluding foods:
Not seasonally adjusted -112.9 112.7 110.5 .2 2. 2
Seasonally adjusted -113.0 112.7 .3
Nondurable:

Not seasonally adjusted -112.7 112.4 110.5 .3 2.0
Seasonally adjusted -112.9 112.5 - - .4

Durable:
Not seasonally adjusted -113.3 113.2 110.5 .1 2.5
Seasonally adjusted -113.4 113.0 - - .4

Intermediate materials, supplies and components
excluding selected items:

Not seasonally adjusted -- ----- -------- 118.2 117.6 113.3 .5 4. 3
Seasonally adjusted ---------------------- 117.8 117.2 .5

Crude materials for further processing, excluding
selected items: 3

Not seasonally adjusted -129.3 129.1 124.1 .2 4.2
Seasonally adjusted -127.5 128.5 --. 8-

Producer finished goods:
Not seasonally adjusted -119.3 119.0 116.1 *3 2. 8
Seasonally adjusted -119.3 118.8 .4

Manufactured goods, total:
Not seasonally adjusted -116.9 116.7 113. C .2 3. 5
Seasonally adjusted -116. 9 116. 6 .3

Durable:
Not seasonally adjusted -120.8 120.4 116.1 .3 4. 0
Seasonally adjusted -120.4 120.0 -3-

See note, table 1.
2 Excludes intermediate materials for food manufacturing and manufactured animal feeds.
3 Excludes crude foodstuffs and feedstuffs, plant and animal fibers, oilseeds, and leaf tobacco.
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TABLE 5.-WHOLESALE PRICE INDEXES FOR COMMODITY GROUPS AND SUBGROUPS, APRIL 1972

[1967=100 unless otherwise indicated]

Indexes Percent charge to April
1972 from-

1972 1971

Grouping April March April 1 month ago 1 year ago

Farm products ------------------ 119.1 119. 7 113.0 -0. 5 5. 4
Fresh and dried fruits and vegetables -117. 6 112. 8 120. 8 4. 3 -2.6Grains -96.0 93.8 106.8 2.3 -10.1
Livestock -133.8 136. 7 116.9 -2.1 14. 5
Live poultry -94.1 107.6 99.5 -12. 5 -5. 4
Plant and animal fibers -122.1 114.3 89.4 6.8 36.6Fluid milk ---- ------------- 122.1 121. 8 119.7 .2 2.0
Eggs-87.2 107.7 104.4 -19. 0 -16. 5Hay, hayseeds, and oilseeds -118.5 114.4 104. 8 3.6 13.1
Other farm products -118.0 117.5 114.4 .4 3.1Processed foods and feeds -117.7 118.6 113.5 -. 8 3.7
Cereal and bake'y products -112. 8 112.6 111.5 .2 1. 2Meats, poultry, and fish -123.6 127.3 113.3 -2.9 9.1Dairy products ---------------- 117. 5 118. 0 115. 5 -.4 1. 7
Processed fruits and vegetables -- 118.3 116. 7 113. 0 1.4 4.7
Sugar and confectionary -121.1 121.9 118.6 -.7 2.1Beverages and beverage materials -117.2 116.7 115.6 .4 1.4Animal fats and oils -127. 8 130. 4 135. 9 -2. 0 -6. 0
Crude vegetable oils -118.9 115.6 120.4 2.9 -1.2Refined vegetable oils - 120. 9 120. 6 125.2 .2 -3.4
Vegetable oil end products -120. 7 120. 8 119. 4 1 1.1Miscellaneous processed foods -113.8 113.7 114.3 .1 -.4Manufactured animal feeds -108.5 108.5 104.4 0 3.9Textile products and apparel -112.6 112.1 107.5 .4 4.7Cotton products -120. 5 119. 6 108.9 .8 10.7Wool products 93.0 92. 0 94.4 1.1 -1. 5
Manmade fiber textile products 107. 2 106.1 98.6 1. 0 8.7Apparel - ------------------------ 114.2 114.1 112.2 .1 1.8Textile housefurnishings -108.7 108.7 103.5 0 5.0
Miscellaneous textile products -131.1 130.9 118.7 .2 10.4Hides, skins, leather, and related products -127. 2 123.0 114.0 3.4 11.6Hides and skins --------- 188.6 173. 8 121. 1 8. 5 55. 7
Leather - 138.1 128.4 111. 0 7.6 24.4
Footwear -122.4 120.1 116.6 1.9 5.0Other leather and related products -113.7 111.9 107.7 1.6 5.6Fuels and related products and power -116.9 116.5 113.0 .3 3.5Coal -- -------------------- ----- -- 191.2 192.6 184.0 -. 7 3.9Coke-- -- ---------------------- 155.3 155.0 145.9 .2 6.4
Gas fuel -112.5 110.9 105.9 1.4 6.2Electric power -120.5 120.0 112.3 .4 7.3
Crude petroleum -113.2 113.2 113.2 0 0Petroleum products, refined -106.6 106.3 105.3 .3 1. 2Chemicals and allied products -104.1 103.4 104.5 .7 -. 4
Industrial chemicals -101.5 101.0 101.9 .5 -. 4Prepared paint -118.3 117.9 115.9 .3 2.1Paint materials -103. 0 102. 7 103. 5 .3 - 5
Drugs and pharmaceuticals ------------- 102 4 102.5 102.0 -. 1 .4
Fats and oils, inedible 112.2 103.5 143.0 8.4 -21. 5Agricultural chemicals and chemical products 92.2 90.6 94.1 1.8 -2. 0
Plastic resins and materials - --- 88.3 88.9 88.2 -. 7 .1
Other chemicals and allied products -113.5 112.7 111.8 .7 1.5Rubber and plastic products -108.7 108. 9 109.0 -. 2 - 3
Rubber and rubber products -112.9 112.9 110.8 0 1.9Crude rubber -98.2 98.5 99.8 -. 3 -1. 6Tires and tubes --- ----- 108.4 108.4 107.5 0 .8

Miscellaneous rubber products -120.4 120.4 116.3 0 3.5
Plastic construction sroducts (Dec. 1969=100) 93.6 93.6 95.5 0 -2. 0
Unsupported plastic film and sheeting (Dec.

1970=100) -------------- - 98.4 98.9 102.6 -. 5 -4. 1
Laminated plastic sheets, high pressure (De-

cember 1970=100) -98.4 98.1 101.0 .3 -2. 6
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TABLE 5.-WHOLESALE PRICE INDEXES FOR COMMODITY GROUPS AND SUBGROUPS, APRIL 1972-Continued

[1967=100 unless otherwise indicated]

Indexes Percent change to April
1972 from-

1972 1971

Grouping April March April 1 month ago 1 year ago

Lumber and wood products -141. 1 139. 5 124.6 1. 1 13. 2
Lumber ----------------------- 155.1 152.4 131.5 1.8 17.9
Millwork -126.6 125.8 118.6 .6 6. 7
Plywood -128.9 128.9 115.6 0 11.5
Other wood products -121.1 120.1 119.3 .8 1. 5

Pulp, paper, and allied products 112.8 112. 3 109.6 .4 2.9
Pulp, paper, and products, excluding building

paVerandboard -113.1 112.5 109.9 .5 2.9
Woodpulp -111.5 111.5 112.2 0 -.6
Wastepaper -131.0 129.3 107.7 1.3 21.6
Paper -115.9 115.7 114.3 .2 1. 4
Paperboard -105.6 103.6 103.0 1.9 2. 5
Converted paper and paperboard products.. 112.7 112.2 108.8 .4 3.6

Building paper and board -106.1 105.6 101.7 .5 4.3
Metals and metal products -123.5 123.4 117.8 .1 4.8

Iron and steel -128.3 128.3 118.4 0 8.4
Nonferrous metals -117.6 117.2 117.2 . 3 .3
Metal containers- ---- 127.3 127.1 123.1 .2 3. 4
Hardware -119.6 119.2 115.6 .3 3.5
Plumbing lixtures and brass fittings -119.0 118.9 114.9 .1 3.6
Heating equipment -117.9 117.0 114.7 .8 2. 8
Fabricated structural metal products -122.1 122.1 116.8 0 4.5
Miscellaneous metal products -124.3 124.1 118.0 .2 5.3

Machinery and equipment 117.6 117.3 115.0 .3 2.3
Agricultural machinery and equipment -122.1 122.0 116.7 .1 4.6
Construction machinery and equipment -125.7 125.0 120.9 .6 4.0
Metalworking machinery and equipment 119.7 119.4 116.6 .3 2.7
General purpose mach nory and equipment 121.9 121.5 118.3 .3 3.0
Special industry machinery and equipment. 123.4 123.0 119.7 .3 3.1
Electrical machinery and equipment -110.2 110.1 109.5 .1 .6
Miscellaneous machinery -119.6 119.0 117.0 .5 2.2

Furniture and household durables -111.0 110.9 109.7 .1 1.2
Household furniture -116.9 116.8 114.1 .1 2.5
Commercial furniture- 119.2 118.7 118.1 .4 .9
Floor coverings -98.2 98.2 99.8 0 -1. 6
Household appliances -107.5 107.4 107.1 .1 .4
Home electronic equipment- 92.8 93.0 93.7 -. 2 -1. 0
Other household durable goods -124.5 124.5 120.1 0 3.7

Nonmetallic mineral products -125.6 124.8 121.6 .6 3.3
Flat glass -121.1 122.4 126.2 -1.1 -4. 0
Concrete ingredients -126.4 124.6 121.0 1.4 4.5
Concrete products -125.1 124.5 119.4 .5 4.8
Structural clay products excluding refractories. 117.2 116.2 114.5 .9 2.4
Refractories - --------------------- 127.1 127.1 126.7 0 .3
Asphalt roofing -131.2 131.2 123.6 0 6.1
Gypsum products -114.9 115.3 101.0 -. 3 13.8
Glass containers -136.2 131. 5 131.5 3.6 3.6
Other nonmetallic minerals -126.4 126.4 122.0 0 3.6

Transportation equipment (December 1968=100)... 113.8 113.8 109.7 0 3.7
Motor vehicles and equipment -118.1 118.1 114.1 0 3.5
Railroad equipment -128.4 127.3 119.9 .9 7.1

Miscellaneous products -114.1 114.2 112.7 -.1 1.2
Toys, sporting goods, small arms, ammunitions 114.0 114.5 112.5 -. 4 1.3
Tobacco products -117.4 117.4 116.5 0 .8
Notions -111.7 111.7 111.7 0 0
Photographic equipment and supplies -106.2 106.9 105.8 -. 7 .4
Other miscellaneous products -115.0 114.5 112.2 .4 2. 5
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WHOLESALE PRICE INDEX 1963-1972
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WHOLESALE PRICE INDEX 1963-1972
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WHOLESRLE PRICE INDEX 1963-1972
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Mr. MOORE. The new figures in this table of measures of price and
wage changes before and during the stabilization program are those
pertaining to the WPI and the earnings in current dollars. And as you
can see from that table, the rates of increase during the whole of the
stabilization program, which is the last column on the right, in the
wholesale price index, came to 3.1 percent at an annual rate. In the 6
months prior to the stabilization program the rate of increase was
4.7. So, there has been some reduction. Likewise, in the industrial
component of the WPI the rate over the period since last August is
2.4 percent at an annual rate compared with 5.4 in the 6 months imme-
diately preceding the freeze.

In the case of earnings, there has also been a slight decline in the
rate. It is now registered at 6.3 percent at an annual rate since last
August, in hourly earnings. It was 6.8 percent in the 6 months prior
to the freeze.

Chairman PROXMIRE. With this table the part that seems of most
concern-because we have to look at the future as to what the total
impact is-is that in the 6 months prior to the freeze the wholesale
price index of all commodities rose 4.7 percent. Since the freeze, since
phase II went into effect, November 1971 to April 1972, it has been
rising more rapidly, at a 5.1 percent rate. Of course during the freeze
there would be no price rises. But in this period of controls the rise
has been sharper, when you consider all wholesale prices.

Mr. MOORE. If you take all wholesale prices-you can see from the
table that the acceleration is attributable to the farm price and proc-
essed food sector, which went up 7.5 percent during phase II at an
annual rate, and 3 percent prior to the freeze.

Chairman PROXMIiRE. And the most spectacular increase by far-
and it was an astonishing, shocking increase-was the spot market
price index of industrial raw materials.

Now, this has no labor content or very little labor content, I would
think. And whereas it had fallen in the 6 months before the freeze by
2 percent, it went up 30.7 during the control period, since November.
Now, those industrial raw materials, as I say, would have a low labor
content, right? And they would be subject, I would think-perhaps
not, but I would think that they would be subject to controls.

Mr. MOORE. Well, they are for the most part. But one thing, histori-
cally that index shows-it is a very volatile index, and the prices that
are in it for scrap metals and other types of raw materials move
around a great deal. Most of them are subject-all of them that are
subject to the controls are subject to the May 1970, ceiling level. I
don't know offhand which ones are still below that level, but a great
many of them I believe are.

We can look into that; but that was true several months ago, and I
believe it is probably true today.

The weekly earnings shown in this table, in terms of rates of increase,
have done better than the hourly earnings, partly because of the in-
crease in the length of the workweek in recent months, and partly
because in terms of spendable earnings, of the reduction of tax rates
that has occurred this year.

That concludes my statement, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PROXmiRE. Thank you very much, Mr. Moore.
I have got a whole series of questions.
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First, let me begin by getting back to the principal figure which I
discussed, that is, the unemployment figure. With the figure just re-
leased this month, unemployment has remained at 6 percent for 17
months. And this is supposed to be a recovery figure. And without
being political about it, the fact is that a lot of economic statistics in-
dicate that there has been a recovery-as I said, profits are improved,
there is more industrial production, sales have been going up. Pierre
Rinfret and a lot of other economists are saying that we are moving
ahead at a great rate. I don't know anybody on Wall Street that is
saying we are not. Even Janeway, the great Cassandra, seems to be
either silent or optimistic. And, yet, we have in this recovery period,
this very high unemployment.

Do you know of any other period of so-called recovery in which un-
employment has so stubbornly refused to budge over such a long
period of time?

Mr. MOORE. Well, the 1961 recovery, from 1961 to 1963, was rela-
tively unexciting also. The level of unemplovmenit was not quite as
high as it has been in recent months, but nevertheless it stuck at a fairly
high level for that period for quite some time. And furthermore, as
you know, there has been a shift in the composition of the labor force
since then which has tended to raise the average unemployment rate,
because there are more teenagers and more women in the labor force
now than then. And that has added approximately a half percentage
point to the level.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Do you have those figures with you to show
from 1961 to 1963, how they dropped, say, in the quarterly period, or
how they remained stable? Because in each quarter now they seem to be
almost exactly the same. It is my understanidinig that from 1961 to
1963, there was some fall. Give it to us by quarters if you have it, or
roughly, or by the first, fourth, seventh, and ninth month.

Mr. MOORE. Let me start with the annual figures, if I may. That is one
way to summarize it.

Chairman PROXMIRE. All right.
Mr. MOORE. In 1961, the average annual figure was 6.7 percent; 1962

was 5.5; 1963 was 5.7; and 1964 was 5.2.
Chairman PROXMIRE. You had a very sharp drop between 1961 and

1962; didn't you?
Mr. MOORE. That is right. It was then around 5.5 percent.
Chairman PROXMIRE. The committee will stand in recess. I will be

back in 10 minutes, there is a vote on the floor
(Recess.)
Chairman PROXMIRE. Commissioner, the question I was asking was

whether or not there was a period of recovery in which unemployment
remained at its very high level. And you indicated that in the 1961-63
era you thought perhaps it had. And you pointed out that it did drop
in 1961 and 1962, but then it remained at a high level for the following
year-or how long was that, it remained at what, about 5.5 percent?

Mr. MOORE. It remained, as I said, on an annual average basis, it
was 5.5 in 1962, and 5.7 in 1963, and it dropped to 5.2 in 1963. So it
remained, I would say-in early 1962, it got down to around the 6.2
level-within the range of 5.5 to 6 until nearly 1964.
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Chairman PROXMIRE. But in the early recovery period it dropped
and it dropped very sharply.

Mr. MOORE. That is correct.
Chairman PROXMIRE. And it dropped down by more than 1 percent.

And in this recovery period it hasn't dropped at all, it has remained
high. Furthermore, in that recovery period the inflation was at a rate
of about 1 percent, or less than 2 percent, I think it was around 1. In
this recovery period inflation has been around 4 percent. So, that the
inflation performance has been worse and the recovery has been much
slower.

Mr. Popkin, I would like to ask you or Mr. Moore, during the freeze
when I was trying to determine whether prices were actually frozen
or not I examined the Consumer Price Index and the Wholesale Price
Index in some detail. We found that price after price was not a
"monthly price." It was a 3-month, or 6-month, or a moving average.

In fact, we could find only a very few prices for items that were
truly monthly items. These indices did not truly show what happened
to prices from one month to the next.

Now, what have you been able to do about the situation? Do you
now have figures which clearly show what has happened to prices
during the freeze and during the phase II program since?

Mr. MOORE. I think all along we have had prices that show what has
heppened during the freeze. We collect on a monthly basis approxi-
mately 100,000 prices. And they go into the Consumer Price Index.

Mr. POPKIN. Almost 50 percent of the weight of the CPI is priced
monthly.

Mr. MOORE. So that a large proportion of the CPI is on a monthly
basis. There are other prices such as rent that we don't feel it worth-
while to obtain monthly, they don't change that often, and so we don't
do it. But I think what we have tabulated on the basis of our monthly
statistics do show the effect of the freeze and the postfreeze develop-
ment.

Chairman PROXMIRE. My staff indicates to me that they are disap-
pointed-they are surprised that it is as high as 50 percent, but they
still think that is not as good a statistical showing as we should be
able to make.

Is it a matter of inadequate funds to be able to do more?
Mr. MOORE. Basically that is it. It was decided some years ago to

cut back on the expenditures for the CPI, and one way of doing it was
to collect fewer prices on a monthly basis.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Would you give to us an estimate for the rec-
ord on how much it would take to provide monthly figures through-
out this area, so that we are in a better position to analyze and eval-
uate and stay on top of this in terms of policy? I can't think of any
more important, and it is hard to think of an investment that would
be more useful. The price control program is very much in the bal-
ance. The administration has decontrolled a large part of the economy,
and I think that it should decontrol more of it. Whether it should or
not depends on what we know about the facts of what is going on.
;VTe can't make that decision, and they can't make that decision as well

if much of their statistics come in on a quarterly basis instead of a
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monthly basis. So, if you could estimate what additional funds you
need I think maybe we could be helpful.

Mr. MOORE. I would like to say that we have developed a proposal
to do exactly that, though it would not put the CPI on a 100-percent
monthly basis. I myself would not recommend that.

Chairman PROXMIRE. We are not asking for that. But we have asked
for a far more comprehensive one.

Mr. MOORE. It would make a substantial improvement. And I would
be glad to supply that for the record.

(The following information was subsequently supplied for the
record:)

STATEMENT ON EXPANDED MONTHLY PRICING FOR THE CPI
The current BLS proposal for expanded monthly pricing in the CPI includes

the following: 1. Additional monthly pricing of some nonfood commodities in
all 51 CPI quarterly priced areas. Every commodity would be priced monthly insome areas and on a quarterly basis in other areas. This plan, which involves
collection of about 42,000 additional prices, would spread some monthly pricing
into every quarterly area.

2. Restoration of monthly pricing in the five largest CPI (monthly) areas for
a number of commodities such as nails, beer, etc., vhich were cut back to
quarterly pricing by the BLS as a result of economy measures some years ago.
This would restore the monthly pricing aspects of the basic CPI sample design.

3. More timely introduction in all CPI pricing areas of items which exhibit
large price changes at regular intervals during the year. Seasonal apparel items,
new cars and some other seasonal items would be priced in every area in selected
months of each year so that prices of new models or styles would be reflected ina timely manner in the index.

4. Identification and adjustment of pricing cycles for items that change in-frequently in price so that the cycles correspond more closely to the timing of
actual price changes in the market place.

5. Monthly pricing in all CPI areas of 18 CPI items such as gasoline and
transportation services. prices of which either change frequently and by large
amounts or are collected by mail.

6. Initiation of research on (a) imputing or estimating price movements for
items and areas remaining on the rotating cycle and (b) experimentation and
development of data, monthly pricing and computational procedures for homes
and used cars presently represented in the index by three-month moving
averages.

Chairman PROXMIRE. The Price Commission published in the
Wednesday, May 5, Federal Register an amendment to the rules of
the Price Commission, the amendment including a table "Average
Annual Rate of Productivity Gain by Standard Industrial Classifica-
tion."

Now, there is no indication in the table itself or in the introductory
material to indicate that the Bureau of Labor Statistics is the source
of this industry productivity material, but I am informed that the
Bureau of Labor Statistics is indeed the source of the data from which
the Price Commission calculated the 400 industry productivity rates
in the table.

Is BLS the source of the industrial productivity data?
Mr. MOORE. I would like Mr. Mark to answer that question. But I

think basically the answer is yes.
Chairman PROXMIRE. It is very important, of course, in determining

the policies and analyzing the policies of the Price Commission. We
have been critical of them, and we have been calling for refunds to
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consumers where prices have been in excess of what their standards
were.

Mr. MARK. Mr. Chairman, we have been publishing indexes for
about 40 manufacturing and nonmanufacturing industries, for some
time. In addition to that, we have developed and have been maintain-
ing, but haven't been publishing, a series of measures for about 350
manufacturing, 4-digit SIC industries. These measures were based
essentially on deflated value of production per man-hour.

Chairman PROxMIRE. And these are the figures on which the Price
Commission relied, is that right?

Mr. MARK. We did provide these indexes which we had for the
period 1958 to 1969 to the Price Commission as such. The Price Com-
mission then examined these indexes, and on the basis of various cri-
teria decided that they would use a long term trend rate as a basis
for using the productivity consideration and price for these measures.

We did not have measures for all industries. Moreover, there were
some industries that they felt should be examined perhaps more fully
than others. And they did substitute some trend measures other than
the ones which would have been derived from using the 350 indexes
that we provided to them.

But in answer to your question, by and large these measures were
based on data from the BLS.

Chairman PROXMIRE. How reliable do you consider the BLS source
data on outputs and inputs by the Price Commission in calculating
the productivity rates?

Mr. MARK. I would say it varies considerably.
Chairman PROXMIRE. You say some of it is of questionable validity?
Mr. MARK. I think some of them do have some problems of validity,

because the question really hinges on the adequacy of the price defla-
tors which were used in the output measures.

In some instances, about 188 of the 350, we felt we had fairly good
and substantial deflators.

In other cases they were of less reliability.
And in some cases imputations have been made from other areas

where no price data have been available.
Chairman PROXMIRE. If the BLS considered these data not reliable

enough, at least some of it, to be used for making productivity esti-
mates, what is the justification for the Price Commission using the
same material for making productivity analyses?

Mr. MARK. We gave the information to them with the caveat that
we felt that the alternative to this would be that there would be no
informaion available, and we would make this available to the Price
Commission.

Chairman PROXMIRE. So you did provide it with a caveat?
Mr. MARK. We did.
Chairman PROXMIRE. That it was questionable.
Would you stake the prestige of BLS on the productivity data issued

by the Price Commission?
Maybe I should ask that of Mr. Moore.
Mr. MOORE. Let me try to answer that. The question really is

whether, for the use that the Price Commission is making of these
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data; namely, to get an estimate of a long run trend, whether the dataare valid or not. And that is not quite the same thing as the criterionthat the BLS would apply to publishing these data year by year orquarter by quarter.
Chairman PROxinRi.-. They want to do more than get long rangetrend, as I understand it, they want to use it to police the system anddetermine whether or not price indexes are justified, and determinewhether rollbacks are required. So, it is for a very specific, definitepurpose that has a profound effect on the consumer and on business.

What I want to know is why you released the data to the Price Com-mission if there is some question as to its validity.
Mr. MOORE. Well, as I say, for the purpose of measuring the long-run trends we did think that the measures that we had developed Our-

selves, but not in all cases published, were the best that were avail-able, and we made them available on that basis.
Chairman PRoxnEIRE. Why didn't you issue the productivity esti-

mate directly from your office, BLS, instead of having it going to thePrice Commission?
Mr. MOORE. Well, the issue, frankly, was not raised with us, andwe didn't consider it.
Chairman PROXMiIRiE. Let me get into an area of considerable equity

and justice. Recently the Subcommittee on Employment, Manpower.
and Poverty of the Labor and Public Welfare Committee released
estimates of subemployment in poverty areas and poor areas in 51
cities. Subemployment includes the unemployed, the part-time em-ploved. discouraged workers, and full-time workers earning less than
$80 a week, in other words the working poor.

In the area surveyed subemployment averaged not the.6 percent wehave, or 8 percent, but over 30 percent, about a third of the potential
employed people. These estimates are based on a 1960 census survey
of these areas.

Would you comment on the significance of this subemployment
index ?

Mr. MOORE. Yes, sir; I would be glad to.
The problem of measuring sub or underemployment has been around

a long time. So far there has been no consensus of agreement on just
what such a measure should include or exclude. And what the Bureau
of Labor Statistics has done in this connection, as well as the Census
Bureau, is to provide a variety of figures, types of measures, and con-
cepts that bear on the problem but do not add up to any single number
like 30 percent or 20 percent or whatever. And the reason, as I stated,
is that there is not, I believe, a generally accepted type of measure of
that sort.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Wouldn't this be helpful. It seems to me thatyou and I recognize, as people who want to do economic justice,
that one of the things we have to do is have the Congress and the public
recognize the poverty and the need for adequate wages in our society.
And one way to do this is to actually give the fact to people. Some
members of this committee, and many Members of Congress, and many
members of the public, just don't believe that there is a poverty prob-lem in this country, they think that anybody that has got any guts
and will is going to find a job, and a good one, it is just a problem ofgetting out and working. And I think this is something that we ought
to do our very best to lay before the public and the Congress in the
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clearest, simplest, most honest way we can. I don't understand why
your agency doesn't prepare this kind of an index. You may say it
is not 30 percent, you may say it is not 20 percent, and you may dis-
agree with the notion that, say, $80 a week is-you may say-too
high, although I think maybe it is too low.

Whatever it is, I think if you arrived at something like this we
would be in a far better position to rally public understanding and
support as to how important it is to get at poverty and how to do it.
I am not saying that you have to make value judgments yourself, or
make political judgments, but if you understood the importance of this
to some of us in the Congress, and you could see that they are trying to
arrive at an agreed upon subemployment index, it would be very
helpful.

Mr. MOORE. I would like to make some efforts in that direction. But
I must say that we have been providing a wealth of data on this sub-
ject. The census employment survey itself was supported by the De-
partment of Labor and by BLS. And we have analyzed and studied
these figures very carefully. We have also conducted other survey
in the same field, and published the results. And we do do something
in this field every month with the household employment survey.

Chairman PROX31IRE. Let me just interrupt to say that as I under-
stand it the BLS was supposed to do something with their data, but
as I understood it they weren't permitted to really do something ef-
fective with it. I know that if you release data and information when
we have all kinds of seemingly unrelated complex statistics, it doesn't
mean nearly as much as it would mean if we could zero on a figure, if
we could agree on something like a subemployment index, no matter
how it is discussed or disagreed with, it would be something that we
could focus on.

I think the fact that we have an unemployment figure-whether the
6 percent is fair and valid or not is debatable, but the fact that we have
that is an enormous help in persuading people that we have a problem,
and it is necessary that we do something about it. And in the same way,
I would hope that you would do your best to try to arrive at some kind
of a subemployment figure.

Mr. MOORE. Mr. Kaitz seems anxious to take the forum.
Mr. KAITZ. Mr. Chairman, I just want to add a couple of points to

this.
The data collected in the census employment survey are far more

detailed and voluminous than we collect on a monthly basis. For ex-
ample, in the calculation of the subemployment rate that you referred
to, weekly wage figures are used, and they are converted to hourly
rates of pay, for example, $3.50, or $2. We don't have that kind of in-
formation on a monthly basis at the present time. We haven't been
collecting wage figures, in other words, for the employed or unem-
ployed on a monthly basis.

So, we have no way of determining monthly how many people
Chairman PRoxMiRE. Is this because you don't have the funds to do

it?
Mr. KAITZ. Well, we haven't had a program to incorporate questions

on wages earned by people in the monthly survey. There have been
proposals, and we have discussed this, and we have made recommen-
dations ourselves.
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Chairman PROXMIRE. Are you saying that the Secretary of Labor
and others have indicated that they don't want this data, or they have
not indicated any support for it.

Mr. KAITZ. No, I don't think that is the case at all.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Have they indicated this support for it.
Mr. KAITZ. I think there hasn't been a very pressing demand for this.
Chairman PROX3IIRE. Your boss is the Secretary of Labor. And lie

hasn't indicated that he wants it.
Here is one Senator who says that he would like to have it very

much. And as I understand it, the Employment, Manpower, and Pov-
erty Subcommittee of the Senate Labor and Public Welfare Commit-
tee has indicated that they have a very great interest in it. And we will
do what we can to see if we can have the statement in our report. I
think both the majority and the minority would join in getting this
kind of a figure.

At any rate, you say it is not a matter of the funds, it is primarily a
matter of not having a sufficient demand, sufficient interest in this kind
of figure; is that right ?

Mr. MOORE. There is no question but that it takes funds, and to re-
produce anything like the census employment survey monthly would
take a very large sum of money.

Chairman PROXMIRE. What do you mean by very large?
Mr. MOORE. Well, that survey itself costs in the neighborhood of $10

million, and that only covers 1 month.
Chairman PROXMIRE. How much would it cost to get a subemploy-

ment figure that would be adequate and valid in your judgment on a
regular monthly basis, how much would it cost each year?

Mr. MOORE. The problem is, we do not know yet what a valid meas-
ure of subemployment is. We provide and already know some things
about it, but to provide a

Chairman PROXMIRE. Let me give you some hypotheses, then. To
get the unemployed, which you already have, the part-time employed,
which you have already, the disadvantaged workers, which you have,
not on a monthly basis, but on a quarterly basis, and the full-time
workers earning less than $80 a week, which you do not have-now,
that latter figure is the only figure that you have to have-can you give
me some kind of rough estimate? Would that be $10 million a year
to get all these figures and put them together and give them to us on a
monthly basis?

If so, I think it is well worth the investment.
Mr. MOORE. I couldn't give you an estimate offhand, but we would

be able to work out something.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Does that sound about right more or less? I am

not asking you to stick to it. You wouldn't expect it to be many times
like that?

Mr. MOORE. No, it wouldn't be many times that just to get the figures
on earnings of workers in the household employment survey.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Very good.
Let's see if we can get a consensus here in the committee among

committee members, and we will press you for it, and try to do some-
thing about that.

Now, our productivity growth in the first quarter was terrible. I
think you will admit this. You reported it. Do you believe that it was
as low as the productivity increase that was indicated?
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AIr. MOORE. Well, I think you have to study those figures carefully.
The total private economy productivity growth is 2.1 percent on an
annual rate. That is a low figure.

Chairman PROXMIRE. It certainly is when you consider the fact that
to make progress we need more than 3 percent.

Mr. MOORE. But the reason why it was low is that it was affected
very sharply by an actual decline in agricultural output and produc-
tivity. So, that the nonfarm component, the private nonfarm com-
ponent, vent up at the rate of 3.7 percent at an annual rate. And that
is not such a low figure.

Chairman PROXMIRE. It is not such a lowv figure, but it is not such
an impressive figure either.

Mr. MOORE. Relative to the increase in output that accompanied it,
it is not outside the range of past experience, I would say.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Our experts tell us not to pay too much at-
tention to quarterly data on productivity. But the same picture appears
if we look at the year-to-year change, or indeed if we look at the last
several years. You talked of strong productivity gain in the recovery
period. where is it?

Mir. MOORE. Well, over the past several years there is no question but
that we have had relatively poor productivity growth. This past year
it has been better than in several of the recent years. And part of that
is certainly due to the recovery in the economy that has taken place.

But I think basically we need to have a higher rate of productivity
growth, and we should be taking actions to obtain that, it is low in that
sense.

Chairman PROXMIRE. The Wholesale Price Index in April shows a
rise of 3.6 percent on an annual rate basis. Do you have any idea of
how such an increase translates into the Consumer Price Index, and
wxhen?

Let me just go on to say this: Wholesale prices have risen at an an-
nual rate of 5.1 percent since the freeze ended compared with 4.7 per-
cent since February-August of last year. Initially I understood you to
say that the WPI increase was due to a post-freeze bulge. The freeze
lasted only 3 months. And howv long is the bulge going to last?

Mir. POPrIINT. I will try to answer the first question first.
The increase in the industrial component was 0.3 percent. I might

add parenthetically, in projecting change to an annual rate, we like
to have 3 montlhs' data, because of the randomness in any 1 month.
But to evaluate the 0.3 change in industrial prices has be-you have
to go to the next step and look at where it occurred in the production
process. This month's increase was largely centered at the intermediate
goods level. And those goods have to undergo further transformation
to become finished producer goods or consumer goods, and then ob-
viously have to be shipped and sold in retail markets.

Chairman PROXMIRE. So that means in the future we will get higher
prices.

Mir. POPKIN. So that one would expect a longer lag in transmission
when the increase centers at the intermediate goods level. I can't de-
fine the lag precisely, but these lags seem to be in the neighborhood of
a couple of months to 6 to 9 months, depending on the complexity of
the goods, and the complexity of the transformation that they have to
go through before they reach the final market.
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Chairman PROXMIRE. The GNP deflator rose at the rate of over
6 percent in the first quarter. Is there any special factor involved there?
That was really shocking. As I understand, the overall GNP rose at
an anmual rate of about 11.5 percent, with more than 6 percent of the
increase in prices, and 5.-something percent increase in real output.

Mr. POPKIN. Actually if you look at the personal consumption ex-
penditure component of that deflator, that is, those prices in the GNP
which relate only to consumer goods, and make an adjustment which
puts those prices on a fixed weight base rather than the moving weight
base in which the deflator is usually stated, you come down in the neigh-
borhood of somewhere between 4 and 5 percent, which is quite con-
sistent with what the CPI showed from the fourth quarter of 1971 to
the first quarter of 1972.

Chairman PROXMIIRE. You are saying that the 6-percent increase is
because the deflator has a hangover from the previous period?

Air. POtKIN. No, I am saying that it includes consumer goods, but it
also includes producer goods, and it includes the prices of construction,
and it includes the prices the Government pays for goods, and the sal-
aries of its employees. It covers more of the economy than either the
CPI or the WPT.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Because it covers more than the consumergoods, which includes some of the most inflationary elements in our
society, the cost of health services, the cost of services generally, I would
think that it would be less of an increase than the increase in the
Consumer Price Index.

Mr. POPKIN. Well, the cost of the services that are not reflected in
the CPI,.like the payment for Government services, and price move-
ment in the construction sector, on the average have been higher than
the price increases for consumer goods, they tend to make that deflator
show a larger rise than the CPI.

It all boils down to whether you are lookinr at the kind of prices
that consumers are being faced with, or you are looking at a broader
measure that includes the prices that producers are paying for their
capital goods, and construction, and the Government is paying for the
things that it buys.

Mr. MOORE. May I make a point in that connection?
Chairman PROXIrIRE. Yes, indeed.
Mr. MOORE. If you start with the total GNP deflator, it did increase

in the first quarter, as you indicated, 6.2 percent at an annual rate.
If you eliminate the governmental part of it, which is Government sal-
aries, you come down to a 5.3-percent annual rate for the private GNP
deflator.

If you also eliminate the chang-e in the mix of industries in terms of
their price levels, that is, if you use fixed weights rather than the chang-
ingr weight system that the deflator involves, you come down to an
annual rate of 4.7 percent.

Now, I think in terms of the price level, what we usually think of as
the change in the price level, that last figure is a more representative
figure than either of the other two.

Chairman PROXxrIRE. What concerns me is the fundamental under-
lyingi factor here. I suppose there is no more fundamental element of
cost and prices than wages and labor cost. And here we have such soar-
ing unit labor cost. Just look at your most recent release on productiv-
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ity and unit labor cost. As I say, labor is the most important element in
cost. How can prices possibly be kept down if labor costs rise? Isn't it
it just inevitable as the day follows the night and the sun that rises
is going to set that when labor costs go up as they are, that we are
going to expect prices to go up in the future?

Mr. MOORE. Again, it is the old story of not looking only at 1 month
or one quarter. That is, if you look at the quarters that proceded this
first quarter, the rise in unit labor cost was very much lower, in the
neighborhood of 1 to 2 percent. And I think that has to be balanced
out with the very rapid rise in the first quarter as far as it's possible
effect on the price level.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Let me quote from something that President
Nixon said down at the ranch, not the Lyndon Johnson ranch but the
Connally ranch. He said:

Some people are getting the idea that this is a something or nothing economy.

He went on to say:
Look at all the want ads-

this is what he told the bankers and publishers and oilmen-
and ask yourselves, why are there millions of unemployed and millions on wel-
fare when jobs are going begging? It is because too many people have forgotten
that no job is menial that provides bread on the table and shelter for the family.
It is that spirit that we need to revive.

I am not asking you to make a political comment on a political state-
ment, but I am asking you to comment on this analysis of unemploy-
ment.

Has the job vacancy rate as indicated by want ads in the newspaper,
or any other index that we have, has the job vacancy rate increased
very much lately and if so, how much?

Mr. MOORE. I don't have the figures here. There has been an upturn
in the help wanted ads index for the country as a whole. So far it has
been relatively slight.

Chairman PROXMIRE. I am talking about your own BLS job vacancy
index. That is what you are looking at now.

Mr. MOORE. I see. Well, for the BLS job vacancy figures which re-
late only to manufacturing, again, there has been an upturn. We
released a report on that this past week. But still they are at a rela-
tively low rate.

Chairman PROXMIRE. So that any argument that the jobs are going
begging in any big significant new way here doesn't seem to be borne
out by the facts; is that righta

Mr. MOORE. Well, the problem is, we can only look nationwide at
manufacturing. I don't believe that there are very many jobs going
begging in the manufacturing area.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Mr. Commissioner, if you don't have the fig-
ures, I am sure President Nixon, in spite of his great intelligence net-
work and his enormous personal staff, doesn't have any more figures
than you have on this. You should and do know more about the
statistics than anyone in the administration. And if the only figures
available are on manufacturing, I think that he is just talking through
his 10-gallon hat down there.
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Mr. MOORE. I hope you will pardon me for refraining from com-
menting on that statement.

Chairman PROXmiRE. Your refraining is eloquent, your restraint.
You are a business cycle analyst, Mr. Moore. Just where are we in

the present cycle? For months you have come before us telling us we
are in a recovery phase, do you still say that?

Mr. MOORE. Definitely. The recovery began, I believe, approximately
in November 1970, and it has continued ever since. No recovery looks
exactly like earlier ones, and no recovery continues at a steady pace
in all respects. I think recovery has continued, and it is definitely an
expansion. Total output is now higher than it has ever been before,
and total employment is higher than it has ever been before. Most of
the measures of the recovery show expansion.

Chairman PROXMIRE. That is right. All the leading indicators are
favorable. But unemployment is still high, we still can't get it low, we
can't get on top of it. Why?

When can we expect that to improve?
Mr. MOORE. As I pointed out, with resDect to 1961, 1962, 1963, and

1964, that was a recovery, too. And it turned out to be a tremendous
one.

Chairman PROx1mIRE. I hope we don't get unemployment down the
way we did then. Then we got it down by accelerating the Vietnam
war, we sent 500,000 troops to Vietnam. The way things are going in
Vietnam maybe we are going to do that again, but I sure hope not.

Mr. MOORE. In the early years of that recovery unemployment went
down, but it went down pretty slowly.

Chairman PROXMIRE. And it was only in 1964 that it began to come
down, it w asn't a big acceleration, but the Vietnam war certainly was
a source of employment.

I alluded in my opening statement to the family budget estimates,
which we were told last month would be discontinued. What are your
plans?

Mr. MOORE. What I have been seeking to do, Mr. Chairman, every
since I became Commissioner, is to find some way to improve the fam-
ily budget statistics that the BLS has been issuing. We have a plan
now for such an improvement. It has two elements to it. They are based
on the major uses that are made of these family budget data.

One of those major uses-and it is really very widespread in terms
of the demand for the numbers-is to compare the cost of living, so-
called, in different areas. People want to compare the cost of living in
Washington with New York, or Chicago with San Francisco.

Now, the only figures that we issue at. present are the family budgets
for different cities. And people do use them to measure differences in
costs in other cities. The plan that we have to improve that is to base
the comparison on the CPI market basket rather than on the budgets
The reason for that is that the budgets are a hypothetical construction,
they are based on assumptions, not what people actually buy, but on
what we assume they buy in the budget. It is a hypothetical set of
figures.

Chairman PROXMIRE. It is a much more comprehensive overall pic-
ture of a family's problem, it is not their market basket, it is what
a family really has to do. After all, you don't live by bread alone,
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you also have to have the shelter and health insurance and all the
other costs. Would they be included in the so-called market basket?

Mr. MooRE. Definitely. Whatever is in the Consumer Price Index
would be in these measures of the comparative costs in different areas.
And I think it would be a far more acceptable basis for comparing
the costs in different cities to base it on what people actually buy or
did buy in some base period, than to base it on the budget.

Chairman PROXMIRE. How does this affect people on welfare? They
now tell us that welfare people would object to it and feel it wouldn't
be fair.

Mr. MOORE. That is the second part of this plan to improve the
budget statistics.

I have the view, as the head of this statistical agency, that it
should not be the function of a statistical agency to set norms, to
reach value judgments, on what is a desirable or an adequate or a
necessary level of living.

On the other hand, I do think it is a part of the function of a
statistical agency to develop measures of average expenditures, and
the distribution of expenditures by income levef, by type of family,
by geographic location. That is statistics. And that is what a statistical
agency should be doing.

The second part of our plan is to develop measures of actual expen-
ditures-that is, the actual cost of living for families in different
circumstances, living in different places, having different levels of in-
come, and having different numbers of children, and so on-and to
suggest that as the guideline, if you like, for people who wish a guide-
line, that a statistical agency such as BLS would make available. But
we would not be setting any norms as in effect the family budget
figures do.

Chairman PROXMIRE. I understand your reluctance. But if you don't
set the norms, who does, who should?

Mr. MOORE. Well, the people who want the norms set, the welfare
agencies, the colleges who want to set norms for scholarships, it is
their job to determine what the policy should be, and not a statistical
agency's job.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Maybe we can get back to this in a different
way. The low budget for an urban family of four is $7,200. That
indicates what a family can live on in a city which has a fairly low
cost of living without being in a very difficult poverty position. What
would that translate into on an hourly basis, $3.50 an hour, roughly?

Mr. MOORE. It is roughly 2,000 hours for the average single worker.
Chairman PROXMIRE. So that would be $7,000.
Mr. MOORE. On a full-time basis.
Chairman PROXMIRE. In the light of that, isn't the $1.90 figure used

by the Pay Board as the substandard limit, below which you are
exempt from the restrictions on holding down pay, isn't that awfully
low?

Mr. MOORE. Well, you are leading the question right into the point
I was making. I don't believe it is the job of a statistical agency to
say whether a given figure is low or whether it is high, in this sense.
The Pay Board determined what that figure should be, and that was
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its policy. But it isn't up to the BLS to determine what that policy
should be.

Chairman PRoxMIkRE. Mr. Moore, again I want to thank you very,
very much for coming up here. As I say, you always do a professional,
competent job, and you are most responsive and helpful. We are all
very unhappy, I know you are, about the high level of unemployment,
and the fact that it has continued as long as it has. And I hope and
pray that next month we have a happier statistic to work on. As I
said in my opening remarks, we are getting very close to the time
when it is going to become so political that it might very well be the
biggest issue in the country.

The committee will stand adjourned. We will reconvene on this sub-
ject about a month from now.

(Whereupon, at 12 :25 p.m., the committee adjourned, subject to call
of the Chair.)
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CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT EcoNOMIuc COMMITTEE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 11 a.m., in room 1202, New

Senate Office Building, Hon. William Proxmire (chairman of the com-
mittee) presiding.

Also present: John R. Stark, executive director; Loughlin F. Mc-
Hugh, senior economist; Courtenay M. Slater, economist; George D.
Krumbhaar, Jr., and Walter B. Laessig, minority counsels; and Leslie
J. Bander, minority economist.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN PROXMIRE

Chairman PROXMIRE. The committee will come to order.
This morning marks the 15th anniversary of our monthly meetings

on the employment and unemployment situation. Let me begin by
repeating for the 15th time, or perhaps for the 1500th time, that these
meetings, valuable as they have been, are a poor substitute for the
monthly press briefings formerly held by the Bureau of Labor Statis-
tics experts. I again urge you, Mr. Moore, to do all that you can to get
those briefings reinstated.

Throughout these 15 months we have scanned the statistical releases
eagerly for signs that the economy is strengthening sufficiently to begin
reducing unemployment. For many months there were few such signs.
We spoke of a recovery period, but the recovery did not materialize.
In recent weeks some of the economic indicators have at last begun to
look a little stronger. The leading indicators have risen rather rapidly,
surveys have indicated a strengthening of investment intentions, and,
as you have stressed so often, Mr. Moore, the last few months have seen
a rapid growth of the labor force and of employment.

The economic analysts have grasped eagerly at these signs of a
stronger economy. Just yesterday at least two leading newspapers
carried columns replete with phrases such as "momentum," broadly
based expansion," 'driving force," and "record annual rate." A great
deal of optimism is generated in the Wall Street Journal, the financial
sections of our leading newspapers, and so on. We all hope that the
analysts are right in their judgment that the economy is picking up
steam. But despite these supposed signs of strength, unemployment
has continued near its deadly 6 percent rate. It continued near that
rate last month, when it was 5.9 percent once again.

Although we hope that there is genuine and sustained improvement
in the economy, it is important that we not be lulled into false opti-
mism. We must not let ourselves be deluded into thinking that things
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are better than they are. There are still 5.1 million Americans looking
for work, seasonally adjusted. We can say that is 2 million more people
looking for work than when President Nixon took office. Unemploy-
ment still seems destined to be substantially above 5 percent at the end
of this year. The number of discouraged workers increased in the first
quarter of this year. Positive actions to reduce unemployment are
still very much needed.

Mr. Moore, you are a noted expert in business cycle analysis. This
morning we want to get your expert judgment not only this month's
employment survey, but on the significance of some of the other recent
economic statistics. It is most important at this stage that we have
a hard, objective look at the economic situation. The news may be good.
Some of the news-news on profits, the news on production, the news
on consumer spending, and so forth-may be good. But it does not
seem to be doing the job of reducing unemployment the way it should.

I do have one other observation. That is this: The unemployment
figure for May of 5.9 percent is discouraging and dismal news. For
18 months in a row, the figure has hovered at a 6-percent level. Mean-
while, we have been showered with a plethora of statistics and state-
ments insisting that the economy is recovering, that the expansion is
broadly based and that some indicators are advancing at record rates.
When the full time equivalent unemployment of those working only
part-time for economic reasons and the discouraged workers are in-
cluded in the unemployment rate, the figure is closer to 8 percent. The
time is long overdue for the administration to act. I call upon the
President to set a specific interim goal of 4 percent unemployment,
set the date when it will be achieved-I think this is just as important
as setting the date for getting out of Vietnam-and push the policies
that will get the job done.

Mr. Moore, I would be delighted to have you make any remarks you
wish and then we will go to questioning.

STATEMENT OF HON. GEOFFREY H. MOORE, COMMISSIONER,
BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS, DEPARTMENT OF LABOR,
ACCOMPANIED BY HYMAN KAITZ, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER
FOR CURRENT EMPLOYMENT ANALYSIS; JOEL POPKIN, ASSIST-
ANT COMMISSIONER FOR PRICES AND LIVING CONDITIONS;
JEROME MARK, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR PRODUCTIVITY
AND TECHNOLOGY; AND NORMAN SAMUELS, ASSISTANT COM-
MISSIONER FOR WAGES AND INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

Mr. MOORE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I should like to put in the
record, if you have no objection, the three press releases issued today-
the one on the employment situation, the one on job vacancies, hires,
layoffs, and quits in manufacturing-and the one on the Wholesale
Price Index.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Without objection, all three of those will be
printed in the record. We will be delighted to have them.

Mr. MOORE. I should also like to put in the record if I may a table
which you have had before on measures of price and wage changes be-
fore and during price-wage-rent stabilization program. I have copies
of that table here.

Chairman PROXMiRE. Go right ahead. That will all be put in the
record.
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(The documents referred to follow:)
[Bureau of Labor Statistics, Department of Labor, Press Release No. 72-347, June 2, 1972]

THE EMPLOYMENT SITUATION: MAY 1972

Employment rose in May while unemployment remained unchanged, the U.S.
Department of Labor's Bureau of Labor Statistics reported today. The overall
unemployment rate was 5.9 percent, the same as in the two previous months but
below the year-ago rate of 6.1 percent.

Total employment increased slightly from the April level, continuing the up-
ward trend in evidence over the past year. Since May 1971, the number of job-
holders has risen by 2.3 million.

Nonagricultural payroll jobs also rose in May, as manufacturing employment
posted its fifth consecutive monthly gain. The manufacturing workweek, however,
declined in May, after rising substantially in April.

UNEMPLOYMENT

The number of unemployed persons totaled 4.3 million in May, down 350,000
from the previous month. This was in line with the expected seasonal change,
and, after seasonal adjustment, the level of unemployment was the same as in
April and March (5.1 million).

Although the overall jobless rate was unchanged over the month, there were
some diverse movements among the major labor force groups. The rate of un-
employment for adult women rose from 5.4 to 5.9 percent, a return to the levels
prevailing late last fall; most of this increase occurred among those 20-24 years
of age. The teenage unemployment rate, on the other hand, dropped from 17.3
to 15.7 percent between April and May and was at its lowest point in almost 2
years. The jobless rate for adult men, at 4.3 percent, was unchanged over the
month, as was the rate for married men (2.9 percent). However, the rate for
household heads inched up from 3.4 to 3.6 percent.

The unemployment rate for white workers, at 5.3 percent, was about unchanged
in May, while the rate for Negro workers moved up over the month from 9.6 to
10.7 percent. This followed a decline of nearly the same magnitude in April.

Unemployment among full-time workers edged up in May to 5.6 percent, whereas
the jobless rate for part-time workers dropped from 8.8 to 8.1 percent over the
month. The jobless rate for workers covered by State unemployment insurance
programs (3.7 percent) was essentially unchanged in May.

There were few changes in jobless rates for the major industry and occu-
pational groups. However, the rate for construction workers moved up from 10.6
to 12.5 percent, the first time that this rate had exceeded the 12-percent mark
in a year and a half.

TABLE A.-HIGHLIGHTS OF THE EMPLOYMENT SITUATION (SEASONALLY ADJUSTED DATA)

Ist 4th 3d 2d Ist
May April March quarter quarter quarter quarter quarter

Selected categories 1972 1972 1972 1972 1971 1971 1971 1971

Millions of persons

Civilian labor force I 86. 5 86.3 86. 3 85.9 85.0 84. 2 83.7 83. 5
Total employment I 81..4 81.2 81.2 80.8 80.0 79. 2 78.7 78.5

Adult men -46.6 46. 5 46.6 46. 4 46.1 45.9 45. 7 45. 4
Adult women - 27. 9 27.9 28. 0 27.9 27. 5 27.1 26.9 27. 0
Teenagers -6.9 6.8 6.7 6.6 6.3 6. 2 6.1 6. 2

Unemployment- 5.1 5.1 5.1 5.0 5.0 5. 0 5.0 5. 0

Percent of labor force

Unemployment rates:
Allworkers . 5.9 5.9 5.9 5.8 5.9 6.0 6.0 6.0
Adultmn m - - 4.3 4.3 4.1 4.1 4.3 4.4 4.4 4.3
Adult women 5.9 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.7 5.7 5.8 5.7
Teenagers .15.7 17.3 17.9 18.2 16.9 16.8 16.9 17.3
White .5.3 5.4 5.3 5.3 5.4 5.5 5.5 5.5
Negro and other races..- 10.7 9.6 10. 5 10.6 10.1 10.1 9.9 9. 5
Household heads 3.6 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.6 3.7 3.7 3.6
Marriedmen me2.9 2.9 2.8 2.9 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2
Full-time workers 5.6 5. 4 5. 4 5. 4 5.6 5.5 5. 5 5.5
Stateinsured .

23.7 3.6 3.5 3.5 4.2 4.2 4.1 3.8

See footnotes at end of table.
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TABLE A.-HIGHLIGHTS OF THE EMPLOYMENT SITUATION (SEASONALLY ADJUSTED DATA>-Continued

Ist 4th 3d 2d 1stMay A r'I March quarter quarter quarter quarter quarter
Selected categories 1972 1972 1972 1972 1971 1971 1971 1971

Weeks

Average duration of unem-
ployment -12.5 12.4 12.4 12.2 11.9 11.7 11.7 10.5

Millions of persons

Nonfarm payroll employment. 372. 5 3 72. 3 72.0 71 1. 0 70. 6 70. 7 70. 4
Goods-producing indus-

tries- 322.8 3 22.7 22.7 22.6 22.4 22.4 22.5 22. 5
Service-producing indus-

tries -349.7 349. 5 49.4 49.2 48.6 48.3 48.1 47.9

Hours of work

Average weekly hours:
Total private nonfarm. 337.0 3 37.2 37.1 37.1 37.1 36.8 37.0 37. 0Manu actrung . 340. 5 3 40.8 40.4 40.3 40. 1 39.8 39.9 39. 8
Manufacturing overtime.. 3 3. 3 3 3.6 3. 3 3. 1 3. 0 2.9 2.9 2. 8

1967 =100

Hourly earnings index, pri-
vate nonfarm:

In current dollars - 3 136.6 3 136.2 135.5 134.9 132. 2 130.7 128.8 126. 7
In constant dollars (4) 3109.6 109.2 108.9 0107.7 107.2 0106.7 105.9

i Civilian labor force and total employment figures for periods prior to January 1972 should be raised by about 300,000
to be comparable with subsequent data. (See box above table A-i.)

3 For calculation of this rate, see table A-3, footnote 2.
3 Preliminary.
4 Not available.
5 Revised.

Source: Tables A-l, A-3, A-4, B-i, B-2, and B-4.

The average (mean) duration of unemployment, at 12.5 weeks (seasonally ad-
justed) in May, has remained at about that level since February. This was a
week longer than average joblessness a year ago.

CIVILIAN LABOR F'ORCE A YEAR AGO

The civilian labor force edged up between April and May to a level of 86.5
million, seasonally adjusted. Total employment also rose slightly, to 81.4 million,
with most of the increase occurring among teenagers. Since May 1971, the civilian
labor force has expanded by 2.2 million, while total employment has increased
by 2.3 million (after eliminating the effects of the 1970 Census population con-
trol adjustment introduced in January 1972). Adult men accounted for 800,000
of the over-the-year increase in employment, adult women for 870,000, and teen-
agers for 590,000.

VIETNAM ERA VETERANS

The employment situation of Vietnam Era veterans 20 to 29 years old was es-
sentially unchanged in May. Of the 4.2 million veterans in the labor force, about
3.9 million were employed, 560,000 more than a year earlier, and 310,000 were
unemployed, the same level as in May 1971.

The veterans' unemployment rate was 8.1 percent in May, seasonally adjusted,
not materially different from the preceding months in 1972. However, the rate
was below that of a year earlier (9.3 percent). All of the over-the-year improv-
nient in the unemployment rate occurred among young veterans 20 to 24 years old.
Their rate in May, at 10.3 percent, was down fromn 13.2 percent in May 1971;
it also declined over the month. On the other hand, the jobless rate for 25-29
year-old veterans (6.4 percent) was not significantly changed from either a
month or a year earlier.

For nonveterans in the 20 to 29 year age group, the seasonally adjusted un-
employment rate was 7.1 percent in May 1972, roughly the same as the levels
prevailing for more than a year. The gap between the unemployment rate of
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veterans and the lower rate of nonveterans has been narrowing since October
1971. For the first 5 months of 1972, the difference averaged 0.9 percentage point,
half that for the same period a year earlier.

INDUSTRY PAYROLL EMPLOYMENT

Nonfarm payroll employment totaled 72.5 million in May, seasonally adjusted,
an increase of 200,000 from the ADril level. The number of payroll jobs has been
rising steadily since last August, posting a gain of more than 1.9 million over
the period.

The May gain was about equally divided between the goods-producing and
service-producing sectors of the economy. Within the goods sector, manufactur-
ing employment rose by 90,000, seasonally adjusted; most of the increase oc-
curred in the durable goods sector and was concentrated in the major metal-
using industries. At 19.0 million, factory employment was up 500,000 from its
August 1971 low but still 1.3 million below its alltime high reached in the sum-
mer of 1969.

The number of workers on contract construction payrolls was little changed
over the month, after allowance for seasonal variations, and has fluctuated in
the narrow range of 3.2 to 3.3 million since 'May 1970.

In the service-producing sector employment gains were posted in services,
State and local government, transportation and public utilities, and finance, in-
surance, and real estate. Trade employment was little changed in May following
a particularly large increase in April.

HOURS OF WORK

The average workweek for all rank-and-file workers on private nonagricul-
tural payrolls did not increase as it usually does in May and, after seasonal
adjustment, declined 0.2 hour to 37.0 hours. In manufacturing, the average work-
week decreased by 0.3 hour to 40.5 hours, seasonally adjusted, after posting a
substantial rise in the previous month. The decline was pervasive throughout
the durable and nondurable goods industries.

Overtime hours in manufacturing declined 0.3 hour to 3.3 hours, seasonally
adjusted. This return factory overtime to the March level, after it had reached a
21/2 year high in April.

HOURLY AND WEEKLY EARNINGS

Average hourly earnings of production or nonsupervisory workers on private
nonagricultural payrolls rose 2 cents in May to $3.61. On a seasonally adjusted
basis, hourly earnings were up by 1 cent. Compared with a year ago, hourly earn-
ings have risen 20 cents, or 5.9 percent.

Although weekly hours (not seasonally adjusted) were unchanged in May, the
gain in hourly earnings raised average weekly earnings to $133.21, up 74 cents
from the previous month. However, after seasonal adjustment, average weekly
earnings declined by 35 cents.

Compared with May a year ago, average weekly earnings have risen $7.72, or
6.2 percent. During the latest 12-month period for which the Consumer Price
Index is available-April 1971 to April 1972-consumer prices rose by 3.4 percent.

HOURLY EARNINGS INDEX

In May, the Bureau's Hourly Earnings Index, seasonally adjusted, was 136.6
(1967=100), 0.3 percent higher than in April, according to preliminary figures.
The index was 5.8 percent higher than May a year ago. (See table B-4.) Between
May 1971 and May 1972, all industries posted increases, ranging from 4.0 percent
in finance, insurance, and real estate to 9.4 percent in transportation and public
utilities. During the 12-month period ending in April, the Hourly Earnings Index
in dollars of constant purchasing power rose 2.9 percent.

This release presents and analyzes statistics from two major surveys. Data on
labor force, total employment, and unemployment are derived from the sample
survey of households conducted and tabulated by the Bureau of the Census for
the Bureau of Labor Statistics. Statistics on payroll employment, hours, and
earnings are collected by State agencies from payroll records of employers and
are tabulated by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. A description of the two surveys
appears in the BLS publication Employment and Earnings.
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TABLE A-1. EMPLOYMENT STATUS OF THE NONINSTITUTIONAL POPULATION BY SEX AND AGE

ln thousandsj

Seasonally adjusted

Employment status, May April May May April March February January
age, and sex 1972 1972 1971 1972 1972 1972 1972 1972

TOTAL

Total labor force -- 87, 986
Civilian labor force -- 85, 567

Employed -81, 223
Agriculture 3, 531
Nonagricultural

industries - 77, 692
On part time for

economic reasons 2,113
Usually work full

time -996
Usually work part

time 1, 117
Unemployed- 4, 344

MEN, 20 YEARS
AND OVER

Civilian labor force - 48, 519
Employed -46, 680

Agriculture -2,500
Nonagricultural

industries -44, 180
Unemployed -1, 840

WOMEN, 20 YEARS
AND OVER

Civilian labor force -- 29, 649
Employed -28, 097

Agriculture 629
Nonagricultural

industries 27, 469
Unemployed- 1, 552

BOTH SEXES,
16 TO 19 YEARS

Civilian labor force /7,399
Employed -6,447

Agriculture - 403
Nonagricultural

industries -6,044
Unemployed -952

87 787 85,954
85 324 83, 104
80, 627 78,709

3,287 3, 598

77,339 75,111

2,251 2,183

1,081 1,102

1,170 1,081
4,697 4,394

48,465 47,684
46,412 45,780
2,417 2,546

43,994 43,234
2,054 1,904

29,539 28,567
28,029 27,058

515 608

27,514 26,450
1,509 1,509

7, 320 6,853
6,186 5, 872

355 444

5, 831 5, 428
1, 134 981

88, 905
86, 486
81, 394
3, 353

78, 041

2, 421

1, 102

1, 319
5, 092

48, 700
46, 628
2, 404

44, 224
2, 072

29, 625
27, 883

551

27, 332
1, 742

88,747 88,817
86,284 86,313
81,205 81,241
3,324 3,482

77,881 77,759

2,558 2,416

1,131 1,155

1,427 1,261
5,079 5,072

88, 075 88,301
85, 535 85, 707
80 623 80,636

3,357 3, 393

77,266 77,243

2,303 2, 429

1,127 1,146

1,176 1,283
4,912 5,071

48, 614 48,582 48 181 48, 259
46; 541 46, 569 46 255 46, 247
2, 370 2, 400 2, 394 2, 442

44,171 44,169 43,861 43,805
2,073 2,013 1,926 2,012

29, 508 29, 574 29, 358 29, 424
27,913 27,972 27,878 27, 794

563 620 57S5 564

27, 350 27, 352 27, 303 27, 230
1,595 1,602 1,480 1,630

8, 161 8,162 8, 157 7,996 8,024
6, 883 6, 751 6, 700 6, 490 6, 595

398 391 462 388 387

6,485 6,360 6, 238 6,102 6, 208
1,278 1,411 1,457 1,506 1,429

Note: Figures for periods prior to January 1972 in the tables and charts are not strictly comparable with current data
because of the introd uction of 1970 census data into the estimation procedures. For example, the civilian labor force and
employment totals were raised by more than 300,000 as a result of the census adjustment. An explanation of the changes
and an indication of the differences appear in "Revisions in the Current Population Survey" in the February 1972 issue of
"Employment and Earnings."
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TABLE A-2.-FULL- AND PART-TIME STATUS OF THE CIVILIAN LABOR FORCE BY SEX AND AGE

[Numbers in thousands]

Seasonally adjusted
Full and part-time
employment status, May May May April March February January May
sex, and age 1972 1971 1972 1972 1972 1972 1972 1972

FULL TIME

Total, 16 yours and over:
Civilian labor forco ---- 72, 379 70, 601 74, 032 73, 691 73, 714 72, 997 73, 261 72,163

Employed - 6 ---------- 8,746 66,968 69,918 69 725 69,734 69, 123 69, 279 68,052
Unemployed - 3,633 3,633 4,114 3,966 3,980 3,874 3,982 4,111
Unemployment rate- 5.0 5.1 5.6 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.4 5.7

Men, 20 years and over:
Civilian labor force -.-. 46, 067 45, 299 46, 330 46,199 46,123 45, 847 45, 892 45, 566
Emp loyed -2- 1 35 43, 521 44,441 44, 330 44,282 44, 074 44 061 43, 608

Unemployed ----- 1,715 1,778 1,889 1,869 1,841 1,773 1,831 1,958
Unemployment rate 3.7 3.9 4.1 4.0 4.0 3.9 4.0 4.3

Women, 20 years and over:
Civilian labor force -.- 23, 038 22, 264 23, 292 23,145 23, 208 22,921 23, 009 22, 508

Employed -21,741 21, 018 21,828 21, 896 21,904 21,691 21,704 21,102
Unemployed 1,297 1,246 1,464 1,249 1,304 1,230 1,305 1,406
Unemployment rate 5.6 5.6 6.3 5.4 5.6 5.4 5.7 6.2

PART TIME

Total, 16 years and over:
Civilian labor force - 13, 188 12 503 12,406 12,466 12,596 12,540 12,595 11,819

Employed ------ 12,477 11,742 11,403 11,369 11,497 11,482 11,7 10,743
Unemployed --- 711 761 1,003 1,097 1,099 1,0 8 119 1,076
Unemployment rate 5.4 6.1 8.1 8.8 8.7 8.4 8.9 9.1

Note: Persons on part-time schedules for economic reasons are included in the full-time employed category; unemployed
persons are allocated by whether seeking full- or part-time work.

TABLE A-3.-MAJOR UNEMPLOYMENT INDICATORS, PERSONS 16 YEARS AND OVER

Thousands of persons
unemployed Seasonally adjusted rates of unemployment

May May May April March February January May
Selected categories 1972 1971 1972 1972 1972 1972 1972 1971

Total (all civilian workers) -. 4,344 4,394 5.9 5.9 5.9 5.7 5.9 6.1
Mene20 nears and over.--. 1,840 1,904 4.3 4.3 4.1 4.0 4.2 4. 5
Women, 20years and over-- 1,552 1,509 5.9 5.4 5.4 5.0 5.5 5.9
Both sexes, 16-19 yearsn--- 952 981 15.7 17.3 17.9 18.8 17.8 17.4
White --------------- 3,504 3,589 5.3 5.4 5.3 5.1 5.3 5.6
Negro and other races -- 840 806 10.7 9.6 10.5 10.5 10.6 10. 5

Household heads -.-.- 1,624 1,673 3.6 3.4 3.4 3.3 3. 5 3.8
Married men- 1,023 1,149 2.9 2.9 2.8 2.8 3.0 3.2
Full-time workers -3,633 3,633 5.6 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.4 5.7
Part-time workers -711 761 8.1 8.8 8.7 8.4 8.9 9.1
Unemployed 15 weeks and

over' 
--

--------------- 1,306 1,310 1.4 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.4 1.4
State insured 2------------- 1,768 2,030 3.7 3.6 3.5 3.5 3.4 4.2
Laborforcetime lost 

- - - 6.3 6.3 6.3 6.1 6.4 6.6

OCCUPATION 4

White-collar workers --- - 1, 240 1, 254 3.6 3.4 3.5 3.3 3.6 3.6
Professional and technical 245 322 2.4 2.3 2.5 2.5 3.1 3.2
Managers and adminis-

istrators, except farm...- 110 125 1.5 1.8 1.9 1.7 1.9 1.5
Sales workers.------- 217 230 4.5 3.7 4. 1 4.0 4.4 5. 1
Clerical workers 667 1667 577 5.3 4.9 4.9 4.7 4.7 4.8

Blue-collar workers.----- 1,836 1,949 6.8 6.8 6.9 7.0 7.1 7.5
Craftsmen and kindred

workers .------ 472 398 4.7 4.4 4.0 4.4 4.3 4.3
Operatives .-- ---- 954 1,141 7.1 7.4 7.7 7.5 7.9 8.7
Nonfarm laborers . 409 410 10.9 10.7 11.7 11.8 11.6 11.4

Service workersn------- 625 631 6. 1 6.3 6.5 5. 9 6. 1 6.4
Farm workers . 51 36 3.0 2.2 9 9 2.7 2.8 2.1

See footnotes at end of table.
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TABLE A-3.-MAJOR UNEMPLOYMENT INDICATORS, PERSONS 16 YEARS AND OVER-Continued

Thousands of persons
unemployed Seasonally adjusted rates of unemployment

May May May April March February January May
Selected categories 1972 1971 1972 1912 1972 19 71912 1971

INDUSTRY4

Nonagricultural private wage
and salary workers5 - 3, 313 3,453 6.0 5.9 6.1 5.9 6. 1 6.4
Construction -412 336 12.5 10.6 9.8 10.3 9.8 11. 0
Manufacturing -1,149 1,313 6.0 5.8 6.2 6.0 6.4 6.9

Durable goods -666 786 6.3 5.8 6.3 6.1 6.7 7. 3
Nondurable goods 483 527 5.7 5.9 6.1 6.0 6. 0 6.4

Transportation and public
utilities -151 181 3.5 3.7 4.0 3.9 4.1 4.3

Wholesale and retail
trade -864 887 6.3 6.2 6.7 6.2 6.3 6. 8

Finance and service
industries -722 712 5.0 5.1 5.3 4.9 5.3 5.1

Government workers 308 299 2.9 2.9 2.8 2.8 3.0 3. 0
Agricultural wage and salary

workers -66 59 8.8 6.0 6.0 8.3 8.6 7. 7

I Unemployment rate calculated as a percent of civilian labor force.
2 Insured unemployment under State programs-unemployment rate calculated as a percent of average covered em-

ployment. As with the other statistics, insured unemployment data relate to the week containing the 12th.
3 Man-hours lost by the unemployed and persons on part time for economic reasons as a percent of potentially avail-

able labor force man-hours.
4 Unemploymet by occupation inicudes all experienced unemployed persons, whereas that by industry covers only

unemployed wage and salary workers.
5 Includes mining, not shown separately.

TABLE A-4.-UNEMPLOYED PERSONS 16 YEARS AND OVER BY DURATION OF UNEMPLOYMENT

l[n thousands]

Seasonally adjusted

May May May April March February January May
Duration of unemployment 1972 1971 1972 1972 1972 1972 1972 1971

Less than 5 weeks - - 1,832 1, 850 2,223 2,169 2, 311 2,142 2,358 2,245
5 to 14 weeks... 1,205 1,235 1,514 1,521 1,412 1,454 1,502 1,552
15 weeks and over - - 1,306 1,310 1,180 1,137 1,224 1,294 1,198 1,183
15 to 26 weeks -683 768 587 482 591 634 636 667
27 weeks and over -623 542 593 655 633 660 562 516
Average (mean) duration, in

weeks 13.8 12.5 12.5 12.4 12.4 12.5 11.8 11.4

TABLE A-5.-UNEMPLOYED PERSONS BY REASON FOR UNEMPLOYMENT

[Numbers in thousands]

Seasonally adjusted

May May May April March February January May
Reason for unemployment 1972 1971 1972 1972 1972 1972 1972 1971

NUMBER OF UNEMPLOYED

Lost last job -2,021 2,133 2,199 2,040 2,118 2,077 2,169 2,321
Left last job -541 509 649 611 674 603 564 611
Reentered labor force - 1,191 1,234 1,460 1,557 1,542 1,503 1,652 1,513
Never worked before ---- 590 519 802 917 737 713 742 705

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION

Total unemployed 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Lost last job -46. 5 48.6 43.0 39.8 41.8 42.4 42.3 45.1
Left last job 12.5 11.6 12.7 11.9 13.3 12.3 11.0 11.9
Reentered labor force - - 27.4 28.1 28.6 30.4 30.4 30.7 32.2 29.4
Never worked before --- 13.6 11. 8 15.7 17.9 14.5 14.6 14.5 13.7

UNEMPLOYED AS A PER-
CENT OF THE CIVILIAN

LABOR FORCE

Lostlast job 2.4 2.5 2.5 2.4 2.5 2.4 2.5 2.8
Left last job .6 .6 .8 .7 .8 .7 .7 .7
Reentered labor force 1.4 1.5 1.7 1.8 1.8 1.8 1. 9 1.8
Never worked before .7 .6 .9 1.1 .9 .8 .9 .8
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TABLE A-6.-UNEMPLOYED PERSONS BY AGE AND SEX

Thousands of Percent Seasonally adjusted unemployment rates
persons looking for

- - -- full-time Feb- Janu-
May May work, May April March ruar uary May

Age and sex 1972 1971 May 1972 1972 1972 1972 1972 1972 1971

Total, 16 years and over - 4,344 4,394 83.6 5.9 5.9 5.9 5.7 5.9 6.1
16 to 19 years - 952 981 65.1 15.7 17.3 17.9 18.8 17.8 17. 4

16 and 17 years -424 454 38. 0 16.6 19. 1 20. 7 22. 0 19. 1 19. 0
18 and 19 years - 529 527 86. 8 15. 8 15. 5 15. 8 16. 7 16.8 17. 1

20 to 24 years - 1,044 1,067 90.9 9.9 10.6 9.9 .8.8 10.1 10.8
25 years and over -2,347 2,346 87.9 3.9 3.8 3.7 3.6 3.7 4. 0

25 to 54 years - 1,859 1,871 90.0 4.0 3.8 3.9 3.7 3.9 4.1
55 years and over -488 476 80.1 3.6 3.6 3. 3 3.1 3. 1 3. 5

Males, 16 years and over - 2,390 2, 453 86.3 5. 3 5. 3 5. 3 5. 3 5. 3 5. 5
16 to 19 years - 550 550 62. 9 16.6 16. 7 17. 8 19. 6 17. 3 17. 6

16 and 17 years 262 248 37.4 18. 0 19. 3 21. 4 21. 8 18. 7 17. 8
18 and 19 years - 288 302 86. 5 16.2 14. 8 15. 1 17. 6 16. 1 18. 3

20to 24 years - 552 592 92.8 9.4 10.7 10.4 9.2 10.4 10. 7
25 years and over - 1,287 1,312 93.6 3.4 3.3 3.2 3.2 3. 2 3. 5

25 to 54 years -991 1,006 97.0 3.4 3.2 3. 1 3.2 3.3 3.5
55 years and over -296 305 82.1 3.5 3.5 3.4 3.2 3.0 3. 5

Females, 16 years and over - 1,954 1,941 80.4 6.8 6.8 6.8 6.4 6.9 7. 1
16 to 19 years -402 432 68. 2 14.6 18. 0 17. 9 17.9 18. 4 17. 1

16 and 17 years -162 206 39. 5 14.8 19. 0 19. 8 22.3 19.6 20. 5
18 and 19 years -241 225 87. 1 15. 3 16. 4 16. 8 15.6 17. 7 15. 7

20 to 24 years -492 475 88.8 10.6 9.0 9.2 8.4 9.6 10.8
25 years and over -1, 060 1,034 81.1 4.8 4.6 4.7 4.3 4.6 4. 8

25 to 54 years- 88 833 81.9 5.0 4.9 5.1 4.7 4.9 5. 2
55 years and over 191 171 78.0 3.8 3.6 3.1 2.9 3.3 3.4

rABLE A-7.-EMPLOYMENT STATUS OF MALE VIETNAM ERA VETERANS AND NONVETERANS 20 TO 29 YEARS OLD

[Numbers in thousands]

Employment status

Seasonally adjusted

May Apr. May May Apr. Mar. Feb. Jan. May
1972 1972 1971 1972 1972 1972 1972 1972 1971

VETERANS1
Total, 20 to 29 years old:

Civilian noninstitutional population.. 4,519 4,498 3,983 (2) (2) (2) . (2) (1) (2)
Civilian labor force -------- 4, 166 4, 127 3, 608 4,196 4, 161 4, 137 4, 100 3, 990 3, 637

Employed- 3, 854 3, 783 3. 297 3, 858 3, 804 3783 3, 798 3,649 3,300
Unemployed -312 344 311 338 357 354 302 341 337
Unemployment rate -7. 5 8.3 8.6 8.1 8.6 8.6 7.4 8. 5 9.3

20 to 24 years:
Civilian noninstitutional population.. 1, 970 1, 987 1,948 (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2)

Civilian labor force 1 783 1, 788 1, 704 1, 792 1, 810 1, 817 1,842 1, 745 1, 717
Employed- 1,613 1,573 1,495 1,608 1, 581 1,594 1,663 1, 530 1, 491
U nemployed ---------- 170 215 209 184 229 223 179 215 226
Unemployment rate -9.5 12.0 12.3 10.3 12.7 12.3 9.7 12.3 13.2

25 to 29 years:
Civilian noninstitutional population. 2,549 2, 511 2, 035 (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2)

Civilian labor force -2,383 2,339 1,904 2,404 2, 351 2,320 2,258 2,245 1, 920
Employed ----------- 2.241 2, 210 1,802 2,250 2,223 2,189 2, 135 2, 119 1, 889
Unemployed -142 129 102 154 128 131 123 126 111
Unemployment rate -6.0 5.5 5.4 6.4 5.4 5.6 5.4 5.6 5. 8

NONVETERANS
Total, 20 to 29 years old:

Civilian noninstitutional population.- 9.914 9,840 9, 317 (2 () () (2 () ()
Civilian labor force -8,374 8, 361 7,944 8,555 8, 527 8, 513 8,368 8, 425 8, 115

Employed ----------- 7, 847 7, 758 7, 420 7, 949 7. 875 7. 873 7. 783 7. 793 7, 513
Unemployed -527 603 524 606 652 640 585 632 602
Unemployment rate -6.3 7.2 6.6 7.1 7.6 7.5 7.0 7.5 7.4

20 to 24 years:
Civilian noninstitutional population.- 5,958 5, 918 5,450 (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) ()

Civilian labor force -4, 642 4, 640 4, 294 4, 808 4, 813 4, 843 4,665 4,751 4, 451
Employed -4,260 4, 211 3,912 4, 369 4,332 4,352 4,244 4,284 4, 012
Unemployed -382 429 382 439 481 491 421 467 439
Unemployment rate -8.2 9.2 8.9 9.1 10.0 10. 1 9.0 9.8 9.9

25 to 29 years:
Civilian noninstitational population.... 3,956 3,922 3,867 (2) (2) (21) (2) () (2)

Civilian labor force_-------3, 732 3, 721 3, 650 3, 747 3, 714 3, 670 3,703 3, 674 3, 624
Employed ----------- 3, 587 3, 547 3,508 3,580 3,543 3, 521 3, 539 3,509 3, 501
Unemployed -145 174 142 167 171 149 164 165 163
Unemployment rate -3.9 4.7 3.9 4.5 4.6 4.1 4.4 4.5 4.4

X Vietnam era veterans are those who served after Aug. 4, 1964; they are all classified as war veterans. 80 percent of
the Vietnam era veterans of all ages are 20 to 29 years old. Post-Korean-peacetime veterans 20 to 29 years old are not
included in this table.

2 Not applicable.



TABLE B-1-EMPLOYEES ON NONAGRICULTURAL PAYROLLS, BY INDUSTRY

[In thousands]

Change from Seasonally adjusted

ndustry ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Change from
I ndustry May 1972 ' April 1972 1 March 1972 May 1971 April 1972 May 1971 May 1972 ' April 1972 1 March 1972 April 1972

Total - 72, 451 71, 934 71, 374 70, 738 517 1, 713 72, 475 72, 269 72, 030 206

Goods-producing -22, 664 22, 444 22, 226 22, 441 220 223 22, 822 22, 723 22, 662 99

Mining -603 598 599 622 5 -19 603 604 613 -1
Contract construction- 3, 250 3, 135 2.974 3, 265 115 -15 3, 260 3, 252 3,272 8
Manufacturing -18, 811 18 711 18, 653 18, 554 100 257 18, 959 18, 867 18, 777 92

Production workers -13, 711 13, 627 13, 572 13, 441 84 270 13, 841 13, 770 13, 677 71
Durable goods -10, 797 10,729 10,671 10,607 68 190 10, 841 10, 766 10,696 75

Production workers -7, 838 7, 779 7, 723 7,634 59 204 7, 873 7, 813 7, 741 60
Ordnance and accessories -185.7 182.9 182.9 194.2 2.8 -8. 5 187 183 602 3Lumber and wood products ----- 596. 4 590.7 591. 8 566.9 5.7 29. 5 599 602 604 -3Furniture and fixtures -484.4 482.0 481.2 451.3 2.4 33.1 490 486 484 4
Stone, clay, and glass products 655.5 641.1 631.3 630.1 14.4 25.4 658 646 645 12
Primary metal industries -1, 229.6 1, 223.8 1, 214.0 1, 278.8 5.8 -49. 2 1, 223 1, 220 1, 213 3
Fabricated metal products- 1,367.1 1 354.4 1, 349. 0 1, 328. 5 12.7 38.6 1, 378 1 364 1, 356 14
Machinery, escept electrical - - 1,826.4 1, 814.4 1,808. 2 1,784.3 12.0 42.1 1, 825 1 ,802 1,792 23
Electrical equipment--------- 1, 819.3 1, 810.9 1, 806.9 1, 775. 5 8. 4 43. 8 1, 838 1, 827 1, 812 it



Transportation equipment -1,774.0 1,772.0 1,754.8 1,764.0 2.0 10.0 1,778 1,768 1,743 10
Instruments and related products-.- 441.2 440.3 438.1 427.6 .9 13.6 443 441 439 2
Miscellaneous manufacturing 417.5 416.8 412.7 406.2 .7 11.3 422 426 425 -4

Nondurable goods . 8,014 7,982 7, 982 7, 947 32 67 8, 118 8, 101 8,081 17
Production workers ------- 5, 873 5,848 5, 849 5,807 25 66 5, 968 5, 957 5.936 11

Food and kindred products -1,690. 1 1,672.8 1,676. 1 1,693. 2 17.3 -3. 1 1,9755 1, 752 1, 757 3
Tobacco manufacturers - ---- 64.9 65.9 67.2 68.4 -1. 0 -3. 5 74 75 73 -1
Textile mill products -989.3 986.0 985.0 958.5 3.3 30.8 994 989 988 5
Apparel and other textile products 1,362.9 1,365.2 1, 371.5 1, 369.8 -2. 3 -6. 9 1, 366 1, 376 1,365 -10
Paper and allied products 694.2 690.5 687.1 675.3 3.7 18.9 701 697 692 4
Printing and publishing 1,089.6 1,091.3 1,091.5 1,085.1 -1.7 4.5 1,095 1,092 1,092 3
Chemicals and allied products 1,001.1 1,001.1 999.6 1,020.4 0 -19.3 1,004 1,000 1,002 4
Petroleum and coal products 188.5 187.5 186.8 189.8 1.0 -1. 3 189 190 191 -1
Rubber and plastic products, not

elsewhere classified . 621.2 614.1 608.8 577.7 7. 1 43.5 626 618 612 8
Leather and leather products 311.7 307.9 308.2 308.8 3.8 2.9 314 312 309 2

Service-producing 49, 787 49, 490 49, 148 48, 297 297 1, 490 49, 653 49, 546 49, 368 107
Transportation and public utilities 4,518 4,486 4,482 4,500 32 18 4,536 4,522 4,536 14
Wholesale and retail trade . 15, 538 15,449 15, 274 15, 071 89 467 15, 617 15, 636 15, 518 -19

Wholesale trade.------------ 3,913 3,904 3,894 3,823 9 90 3,957 3,953 3,941 6
Retail trade.-------------_ 11,625 11,545 11,380 11,248 80 377 11,660 11,685 11,577 -25

Finance, insurance, and real estate . 3,910 3,887 3,867 3,780 23 130 3,918 3,899 3,890 19
Services.------------------ 12, 384 12,276 12, 131 11,953 108 431 12, 286 12, 251 12, 217 35
Government 13 437 13, 392 13,394 12,993 45 444 13,296 13,238 13,207 58 -

Federal.---------------- 2,660 2,664 2,656 2,659 -4 1 2,668 2,669 2.669 -1 0
State and local. 10,777 10, 728 10, 738 10.334 49 443 10,628 10, 569 10,538 59

I Preliminary.



TABLE B-2.-AVERAGE WEEKLY HOURS OF PRODUCTION OR NONSUPERVISORY WORKERS' ON PRiVATE NONAGRICULTURAL PAYROLLS, BY INDUSTRY

Change from Seasonally adjusted

Industry May 1972 April 1972 March 1972 May 1971 April 1972 May 1971 May 1972 April 1972 March 1972 ChAngelfrom

Total private -36.9 36.9 36.9 36.8 0.0 0.1 37.0 37.2 37.1 -0.2
Mining42. 2 42. 4 42. 2 42. 4 -.2 -. 2 42. 2 42. 3 42.9 -.Contract construction-36.7 36.7 36.8 37. 0 -. 36. 5 36. 8 37.5 -.3Manufacturing -40. 5 40. 5 40.3 40.0 0 '5 40. 5 40. 8 40. 4 -3Overtime hours - 3. 2 3. 3 3.1 2.9 - I3 3.3 3.96 3.3 3Durable goods ------------- 41. 2 41. 2 41. 0 40. 5 0 .7 41. 2 41. 5 41.0 3Overtime hours -3.3 3.3 3. 2 2. 8 0 ' 3 4 3. 6 3.3 -.Ordnance and accessories 42. 2 42.3 42. 2 41. 5 -.1 7 42. 2 42. 5 42.3 -.3Lumber and wood products 41. 2 41. 1 40.9 40. 2 . 1.0 40.8 41. 1 40. 9 -. 3Furniture and fixtures -40.0 40.1 40.2 39. 5 15 40.4 40.7 40.5 -.3Stone, clay, and glass products 41.9 41.9 41.8 41.6 0 3 41.7 41.9 42.2 -.2Primary metal industries -41.5 41.6 41.3 41. 1 -1 .4 41.4 41.5 41.3 -.1Fabricated metal products . 41. 1 41.0 40. 6 40. 7 . 1 4 41. 1 41. 3 40. 8 -. 2Machinery, except electrical 41. 5 41.8 41. 7 40. 5 -. 3 1.0 41. 5 41.8 41. 4 -.3Electrical equipment -40. 2 40. 4 40. 3 39.8 -. 2 .4 40.3 40. 8 40. 3 5Transportation equipment 42. 4 42.0 41. 7 41.2 .4 1. 2 42.3 42.9 42.1 -6Instruments and related products- 40.9 40. 5 40. 3 39.8 4 1. 1 41.1 40.7 40.3 4.Miscellaneous manufacturing 39.1 39. 5 39. 3 38.8 -4 .3 39.2 39.6 30.3 -. 4Nondurable goods -39.4 39.5 39.4 39. 2 -.1 2 39.6 39.9 39.6 -3

Overtime hours -3.0 3. 2 3.1 2.9 -. 2 .1 3.1 3.4 3. 3 -. 3Food and kindred products 40.3 40.1 40.0 40.3 .2 0 40.5 40.8 40.6 -. 3Tohacco manufactures-------- 33. 5 33.1 33. 3 37.9 .4 -4. 4 33.9 33.8 34. 4 .1ITextile mill products -40.9 41.3 41. 3 40.6 - 4 '3 41. 1 41. 7 41. 4 -. 6Apparel and other textile products 35. 7 35.9 36.0 35. 5 -. 2 .2 35.7 36.0 35.8 -.3Paper and allied products 42.4 42.6 42.4 42.0 -.2 .4 42.5 43.0 42.7 5Printing and publishing -37.6 37.8 37.6 37.6 - 2 0 37. 7 38.0 37. 6 3
Chemicals and allied products 41. 6 41. 9 41. 8 41. 5 -.3 1 41. 6 41.7 41. 8 -Petroleum and coal products 42.1 42.8 41.6 42. 5 -. 7 -. 4 41.4 42. 2 41. 7 -. 8Rubber and plastics products, not

elsewhere classified 41. 2 41.0 40.8 40. 3 2 .9 41.3 41. 4 41. 2 -Leather and leather products 38. 6 38. 0 37.9 37.8 6 8 38.6 39.81 38.2 5Transportation and public utilities------- 40. 3 40. 2 40. 2 39.8 .1 .5 40. 5 40.6 40.6 -.Wholesale and retail trade - 34.9 34.8 34.8 34.8 . 1 35..2 35.2 35. 1 0Wholesale trade -39.9 39.8 39.8 39.6 .1 3 40. 1 40. 0 39.9 1Retail trade -- 33. 4 33.3 33. 2 33.3 . 1 33.8 33.7 33.6
Finance, insurance, and real estate 37.0 37. 0 37. 36.9 0 .1 37.1 37.0 37.1 1Services -33. 8 33.9 34.0 33.9 -.1 - 1 34. 0 34.0 34.0 0

1 Data relate to production workers in mining and manufacturing: to construction workers in con- 2 Preliminary.
tract construction: and to nonsupervisory workers in transportation and public utilities; wholesale
and retail trade; finance, insurance, and real estate; and services. These groups account for approxi-
mately four-fifths of the total employment on private nonagricultural payrolls.



TABLE B-3.-AVERAGE HOURLY AND WEEKLY EARNINGS OF PRODUCTION OR NONSUPERVISORY WORKERS' ON PRIVATE NONAGRICULTURAL PAYROLLS, BY INDUSTRY

Average hourly earnings Average weekly earnings

Change from- Change from-

May April March May April May May April March May April Ma
Industry 19722 19722 1972 1971 1972 1971 19722 19722 1972 1971 1972 1971

Total private -----
Seasonally adjusted .

$3. 61 $3. 59 $3. 57 $3. 41 $0.02 $0. 20 $133. 21 $132. 7 $131. 73 $125. 49 $0.74
3. 61 3. 60 3. 58 3. 41 .01 .20 133. 57 133. 92 132. 82 125. 83 -.35

Mining.
Contract construction
Manufacturing .

Durable goods
Ordnance and accessories ---
Lumber and wood products.
Furniture and fixtures .
Stone, clay, and glass products..
Primary metal industries .
Fabricated metal products -
Machinery, excapt electrical ---
Electrical equipment .
Transportation equipment.
Instruments and related prod-

ucts .
Miscellaneous manufacturing.

Nondurable goods .
Food and kindred products.
Tobacco manufactures .
Textile mill products .
Apparel and other textile prod-

ucts...
Paper and allied products.
Printing and publishing .
Chemicals and allied products...
Petroleum and coal products....
Rubber and plastics products,

not elsewhere classified.
Leather and leather products....

Transportation and public utilities .
Wholesale and retail trade

Wholesale trade .
Retail trade .

Finance, insurance, and real estate.
Services -----------

4.35 4. 34 4. 30 4. 04 .01 .31 183. 57 184. 02 181. 46 171. 30 -. 45 12. 27
6. 03 6. 00 5.97 5.65 .03 .38 221. 30 220. 20 219. 70 209.05 1.10 12.25
3.78 3.77 3.74 3.55 .01 .23 153.09 152.69 150.72 142.00 .40 11. 09
4.03 4.01 3.99 3.78 .02 .25 166.04 165.21 163.59 153.09 .83 12.95
4. 08 4.05 4.02 3. 81 .03 .27 172. 18 171. 32 169.64 158. 12 .86 14.06
3.28 3.24 3.22 3.12 .04 .16 135.14 133. 16 131.70 125.42 1.98 9.72
3.02 3.02 3.01 2.88 0 .14 120.80 121.10 121.00 113.76 -.30 7.04
3.87 3. 84 3. 82 3. 63 .03 .24 162. 15 160. 90 159.68 151. 01 1. 25 11. 14
4.64 4.60 4.57 4.15 .04 .49 192.56 191.36 188.74 170.57 1.20 21. 99
3.96 3.95 3.92 3.74 .01 .22 162.76 161.95 159.15 152.22 .81 10. 54
4. 24 4.23 4. 21 3. 97 .01 .27 175. 96 176. 81 175. 56 160. 79 -. 85 15. 17
3.66 3.64 3.63 3. 49 .02 .17 147. 13 147. 06 146. 29 138.90 .07 8.23
4.73 4.71 4.67 4.43 .02 .30 200.55 197.82 194.74 182. 52 2.73 18.03

3.74 3.71 3.70 3.52 .03 .22 152.97 150.26 149.11 140.10 2.71 12.87
3.08 3.08 3.06 2.94 0 .14 120.43 121.66 120.26 114.07 -1.23 6.36
3.43 3.43 3.41 3.24 0 .19 135.14 135.49 134.35 127.01 -. 35 8.13
3.59 3.58 3.56 3.38 .01 .21 144.68 143.56 142.40 136.21 1.12 8.47
3.46 3.45 3.39 3.30 .01 .16 115.91 114.20 112.89 125.07 1.71 -9.16
2.71 2.72 2.71 2.56 -.01 .15 110.84 112.34 111.92 103.94 -1.50 6.90

2.57 2.58 2.57 2.47 -. 01 .10 91.75 92.62 92.52 87.69 -. 87 4.06
3.86 3.85 3.84 3.62 0.1 2.4 163.66 164.01 162.82 152.04 -. 35 11.62
4.46 4.43 4.39 4.18 .03 .28 167.70 167.45 165.06 157.17 .25 10.53
4.13 4.12 4.11 3.90 .01 .23 171.81 172.63 171.80 161.85 -. 82 9.96
4.93 4.95 4.88 4.58 -. 02 .35 207.55 211.86 203.01 194.65 -4.31 12.90

3.57 3.56 3.54 3.38 .01 .19 147.08 145.96 144.43 136.21 1.12 10.87
2.71 2.70 2.70 2.58 .01 .13 104.61 102.60 102.33 97.52 2.01 7.09
4.53 4.52 4.50 4.13 .01 .40 182.56 181.70 180.90 164.37 .86 18.19
3.00 3.00 2.99 2.87 0 .13 104.70 104.40 104.05 99.88 .30 4.82
3.85 3.85 3.83 3.67 0 .18 153.62 153.23 152.43 145.33 3.9 8.29
2.68 2.68 2.67 2.57 0 .11 89.51 89.24 88.64 85.58 .27 3.93
3.43 3.43 3.41 3.30 0 .13 126.91 126.91 126.51 121.77 0 5.14
3.12 3.12 3.11 2.98 0 .14 105.46 105.77 105.74 101.02 -.31 4.44

See footnote 1, table B-2. 
Preliminary.

$7. 72
7. 74

I See footnote 1, table B-2. 2 Preliminary.
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TABLE B-4.-HOURLY EARNINGS INDEX FOR PRODUCTION OR NONSUPERVISORY WORKERS IN PRIVATE NONFARM
INDUSTRIES, SEASONALLY ADJUSTED, 1967=100

Percent change over
month and year

Feb- Jan- Decem-
May April March ruary uary ber May April 1972- May 1971-

Industry 19721 1972' 1972 1972 1972 1971 1971 May 1972 May 1972

Total private nonfarm:
Current dollars - 136.6 136.2 135. 5 134.7 134.5 133. 5 129.1 0.3 5.8
Constant (1967) dollars (2) 109.6 109.2 108.6 109.0 108.5 106.9 $3)

Mining -135. 5 135.4 134.6 134. 0 134.1 132.8 126.4
Contract construction - 146. 4 146.2 145. 0 144.2 144. 1 142. 7 137.4 .2 6. 5
Manufacturing -134.8 133.8 133. 4 132. 8 132.3 131.6 126.9 .7 6. 3
Transportation and public

utilities - . 140.7 140.4 140.0 138.1 137.6 136.2 128.6 2 9.4
Wholesale and retail trade ---- 133.7 133.8 133.0 132.3 132.6 131.8 127. 9 -1 4.5
Finance, insurance, and real

estate -132.4 132.6 131.0 130.0 130.8 129.4 127.3 -. 2 4.0
Services -136. 4 136.3 135.4 134.8 134.8 133.1 131.0 .1 4.2

X Preliminary.
' Indicates data are not available.
3 Percent change was 0.4 from March 1972 to April 1972, the latest month available.
4 Percent change was 2.9 from April 1971 to April 1972, the latest month available.
5 Less than 0.05 percent.

Note: All series are in current dollars except where indicated. The index excludes effects of 2 types of changes that are
unrelated to underlying wage-rate developments: Fluctuations in overtime premiums in manufacturing (the only sector
for which overtime data are available) and the effects of changes in the proportion of workers in high-wage and low-wage
industries. The seasonal adjustment eliminates the effect of changes that normally occur at the same time and in about
the same magnitude each year.
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UNEMPLOYMENT
HOUSEHOLD DATA - SEASONALLY ADJUSTED
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VETERANS AND NONVETERANS, 20-29 YEARS
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[Bureau of Labor Statistics, Department of Labor, Press Release No. 72-343, June 2, 1972]

JOB VACANCIES, HIRES, QUITS, AND LAYOFFS IN MANUFACTURING: APRIL 1972
Factory layoffs declined further in April to a level matching the lowest pointof the post-Korean War period, the U.S. Department of Labor reported today.New hires remained at the highest level in over two years, and the number ofjob vacancies rose for the fourth consecutive month.

HIRES, QUITS, AND LAYOFFS
Total accessions to manufacturing payrolls, which include new hires, recalls,and transfers from other establishments within the same company, remainedunchanged in April at 45 per 1,000 workers, seasonally adjusted, their highestpoint since December 1969.
New hires did not change between March and April, remaining at 31 per 1,000workers, seasonally adjusted, the highest level since February 1970.Layoffs in manufacturing declined by 2 per 1,000 workers in April to 10 per1,000, seasonally adjusted, returning to their April 1969 level, the lowest sincethe Korean War period. The April layoff rate was 5 per 1,000 workers belowthe rate of a year ago.
The factory quit rate, which partially reflects worker assessment of the avail-ability of job opportunities, remained essentially unchanged in April at 21 per1,000 workers, seasonally adajusted, after having registered a significant upwardtrend over the previous 5 months.

JOB VACANCIES

Job vacancies in manufacturing totaled 125,000 (not seasonally adjusted) atthe end of April, an increase of 14,000 over the revised March level. This wasthe highest job vacancy level since August 1970, although still substantiallybelow the levels of early 1970. The vacancy rate edged up from 6 to 7 per 1,000factory jobs in April, also reaching its highest point since August 1970. Increasesin vacancies were evident among most major industries in the durable and non-durable goods sectors.
The rate of long-term vacancies in manufacturing (vacancies that have re-mained unfilled for 30 days or more) was unchanged in April at 2 per 1,000jobs. The long-term vacancy rate has been either 1 or 2 per 1,000 since June1970. The ratio of long-term to total vacancies, at 26 percent in April, was aboutthe same as in March but slightly below the 30-percent level of April a year ago.Data on manufacturing job vacancies by occupation for 16 metropolitan areas,which combined represent about one-fifth of total manufacturing employment,indicated that 36 percent of all occupational vacancies in February 1972 (latestmonth available) were in white-collar occupations and 64 percent in blue-collarand service occupations. Nearly all of the white-collar openings were in theprofessional and technical and clerical fields, while over three-fourths of theblue-collar openings were in machine trades, benehwork, and structural workoccupations. The proportion of job vacancies increased over the year in theprofessional and technical and machine trades occupations and decreased inclerical and benchwork occupations.

Technical Note

Total accessions, new hires, total separations, quits, and layoffs reflect thegross movement of wage and salary workers into and out of employment in in-dividual establishments over the entire calendar month and are expressed as arate per 100 employees. Job veancies are the stock of unfilled job openings forwhich firms are actively trying to recruit new workers as of the close of the lastbusiness day of the reference month. The job vacancy rate is computed by divid-ing the number of job vacancies by the Sum of employment and vacancies andmultiplying the quotient by 100.
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New hires and other labor turnover rates for the manufacturing total are
available on both an actual and seasonally adjusted basis. Job vacancy data are
not seasonally adjusted, as insufficient years of data are available to permit
seasonal adjustment.

Labor turnover and job vacancy data are developed in a cooperative Federal-
State program by the Department of Labor's Manpower Administration and
Bureau of Labor Statistics with State employment security agencies. Summary
data for the areas in the survey are compiled and published monthly in Employ-
mcnt and, Earnings. In addition, cooperating State employment security agencies
issue periodic releases on the labor turnover and job vacancy picture in the areas
covered. Additional information on the concepts, methodology, and other tech-
nical aspects of the labor turnover-job vacancy programs is also contained in
the technical note of Employment anid Earnings.



TABLE 1.-JOB VACANCIES, HIRES, QUITS, AND LAYOFFS IN MANUFACTURING

1972 1971

Decem- Novem- Septem-
Category April I March February January ber ber October ber August July June May April March

SEASONALLY ADJUSTED

Hires, quits, and layoffs: 2

Total accession rate -4.5 4.5 4.5 4.4 3.9 4.1 3.6 3.9 4.2 3.7 3.7 3.8 4.0 3.9Newhirerate 3.1 3.1 3. 0 2. 9 2. 9 2.7 2. 4 2. 5 2.8 2.5 2., 2.5 2.5 2.5
Total separation rate 4.0 4.2 4.1 4. 2 4. 4 4.1 4. 0 3. 9 4. 5 4. 4 4.1 4.0 4.3 4.1

Quit rate 2.1 2.2 2.1 2.0 1.9 1.9 1.7 1.7 1. 9 1.8 1. 9 1. 8 1. 7 1. 7
Layoff rate 1.0 1.2 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.7 1.9 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.6 1. 5

NOT SEASONALLY ADJUSTED

Hires, quits, and layoffs:
Total accession rate 4.1 4. 0 3.7 4.1 2. 5 3.3 3. 8 4. 8 5. 34.0 4.9 3. 3.7 3. 5New hire rate.----------- 2. 8 2.7 2. 4 2.5 1.6 2. 2 2.7 3. 3 3. 4 2. 7 3. 5 2. 6 2. 3 2.2
Total separation rate -3.7 3.8 3.5 4.0 3.8 3.7 4.3 5.3 5.5 4.8 3.8 3.7 4.0 3.7

Quitrate ----- 2.0 1.9 1.6 1.7 1.2 1.5 1.9 2.9 2.8 1. 8 1. 8 1. 7 1. 6 1. 5
Layoff rate -. 9 1.1 1.1 1. 4 1. 8 1. 5 1. 5 1. 5 1. 8 2.1 1. 2 1. 2 1. 4 1.4Job vacancies:

Total vacancies (thousands) -215 111 97 90 78 79 90 98 106 90 90 94 93 83Jobvacancyrate3 .7 .6 .5 .5 .4 .4 .5 .5 .6 .5 .5 .5 .5 .4
Long-term vacancies (thousands) 33 30 27 25 26 25 28 28 28 28 26 27 28 27
Long-termvacancyrate4

.2 .2 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .2 .1 .1 .1 .2 .1

I Preliminary. 'Computed by dividing the number of long-term job vacancies at the end of the month by the sum2 Total daring the month per 100 employees. of employment and all job vacancies and multiplying the quotient by 190. Long-term vacancies are
3 Computed by dividing the number of job vacancies at the end of the month by the sum of employ- those that have remained unfilled 30 days or more.

ment and all job vacancies and multiplying the quotient by 100.



TABLE 2.-HIRING, LAYOFF, AND QUIT RATES IN MANUFACTURING, BY MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUPI
[Per 100 employeesj

Accession rates Separation rates

Total New hires Total Quits Layoffs

Apjril March April April March April April March April April March April April March April
Major industry group 19722 1972 1971 1972 2 1972 1971 1972Z 1972 1971 19722 1972 1971 1972 2 1972 1971

Manufacturing- 4. 1
Seasonally adjusted -, 4. 5

Durable goods- 3.9
Ordnance and accessories -NA
Lumber and wood products- 6. 1

Furniture and fixtures- 5. 9
Stone, clay, and glass products .5.3
Primary metal industries- 3.4
Fabricated metal products -NA
Machinery, except electrical -2.9
Electrical equipment -NA
Transportation equipment -NA
Instruments and related products -2.9
Miscellaneous manufacturing- 5.3

Nondurable goods 4.3
Food and kindred products -5. 2
Tobacco manufactures- 2. 0
Textile mill products- 5. 8
Apparel and other textile products -5 5
Paper and allied products- 2. 9
Printing and publishing -2.9
Chemicals and allied products -2. 0
Petroleum and coal products- 2. 1
Rubber and plastics products, n.e.c - 4.7
Leather and leather products -6. 5

4.0 3.7 2.8 2.7 2.3 3.7 3.8 4.0 2.0 1.9 1.6 0.9 1.1 1.4
4.5 4.0 3.1 3.1 2.5 4.0 4.2 4.3 2.1 2.2 1.7 1.0 1.2 1.6
3.8 3.4 2.6 2.5 2.0 3.3 3.4 3.7 1.7 1.6 1.3 .8 .9 1.4
1.9 1.6 NA 1.0 .7 NA 2.0 3.7 NA .8 .7 NA .8 2.0
6.0 5.9 4.9 4.8 4.5 5.5 5.7 4.8 3.7 3.5 2.9 .8 1.1 1.0
5.8 4.9 5.2 5.0 3.8 5.8 5.6 4.8 3.9 3.7 2.9 .6 .7 .9
4.5 4.9 3.7 3.1 3.2 3.5 3.8 3.6 2.0 1.9 1.8 .7 .9 1.0
3.7 2.9 1.7 1.5 1.8 2.4 2.5 2.6 1.0 .9 1.0 .6 .7 .6
4.0 3.8 NA 2.8 2.2 NA 3.9 4.0 NA 1.8 1.5 NA 1.2 1.6
2.9 2.2 2.1 2.1 1.2 2.5 2.6 3.1 1.2 1.2 .9 .6 .7 1.4 _g
3.1 2.6 NA 2.1 1.3 NA 3.1 3.3 NA 1.4 1.2 NA .7 1.2 -
3.6 3.3 NA 2.1 1.6 NA 3.3 4.1 NA 1.2 1.0 NA 1.3 2.3 -1
3.0 2.5 2.1 2.3 1.6 2.3 2.8 2.6 1.2 1.3 1.0 .4 .6 .9
5.6 5.2 4.0 4.3 3.4 4.6 4.8 4.7 2.6 2.6 2.2 1.0 1. 1.4
4.2 3.9 3.1 3.0 2.7 4.3 4.4 4.3 2.4 2.3 2.0 1.2 1.3 1.5
4.9 5.2 3.4 2.9 3.2 5.1 5.5 5.4 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.0 2.5 2.4
1.8 2.8 1.1 1.2 1.5 5.9 3.2 5.1 1.3 1.2 1.2 3.8 1.3 3.2
5.9 4.9 4.8 4.6 3.7 5.8 .5 5.4 4.42 4.0 3.4 .5 .5 .9
5.4 4.9 3.9 3.9 3.2 6.0 6.0 5.9 3.3 3.2 2.7 1.9 2.0 2.4
2.7 2.5 2.0 1.9 1.7 2.7 2.8 2.7 1.4 1.4 1.3 .6 .6 .8
2.9 2.5 2.1 2.3 1.9 2.9 2.9 2.7 1.6 1.6 1.4 .7 .7 .7
2.1 1.9 1.6 1.6 1.3 2.0 1.8 2.1 1.1 .9 .9 .4 .4 .6
1.4 1.9 1.7 1.2 1.5 1.5 1.6 1.6 .6 .6 .6 .4 .4 .4
4.6 4.0 3.4 3.6 2.9 4.1 4.1 4.4 2.4 2.2 2.1 .7 .8 1.2
6.3 5.9 4.8 4.7 4.0 6.5 6.6 6.1 3.8 3.6 3.0 1.5 1.8 2.1

I Month-to-month changes in total employment in manufacturing as indicated by labor turnover actions. Explanatory notes outlining the concepts, methodology, and sources used in preparing labor
rates are not precisely comparable with those shown by the Bureau's emptoymentand payroll reports, turnover data are available on request.
as the fomner are based on data for the entire month, while the latter , for the most part, refer to a 1- 2 Preliminary.
week period which includes the 12th of the month. Employees on strike are not countee~ as turnover



TABLE 3.-JOB VACANCY RATES AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF JOB VACANCIES IN MANUFACTURING BY SELECTED INDUSTRY GROUPS

[Not seasonally adjusted]

Long-term vacancies as a percent Percent distributionJob vacancy rate I Long-term vacancy rate 2 totalD of job vacancies
Industry April 19724 March 1972 April 1971 April 1972' March 1972 April 1971 April 1972' March 1972 April 1971 April 19724 March 1972 April 1971

Total manufacturing - 0. 7 0.6 0. 5
Durable goods .6 5 .4

Primary metal industries -3 2 .4
Machinery, except electrical .7 6 .4
Electrical equipment and supplies 8 7 5
Transportation equipment .7 .5 .4
Instruments and related products 1. 1 .9 .8

Nondurable goods .7 6 6
Textile mill products - 1. 2 1 1 8
Apparel and other textile products- 1.3 1. 4 1. 3
Printing and publishing -4 4 4
Chemicals and allied products .6 5 4

0.2 0.2 0.2 26 27 30 100.0 100.0 100.0,2 .I 1 23 24 24 56.0 53. 0 49. 61 .1 1 25 28 24 2.6 2.6 4.92 1 1 23 26 28 10.1 9.1 7.3 3 J2 2 1 23 23 17 11.7 11.6 8.7 in2 1 1 24 24 23 10.1 8. 5 7.9.3 2 1 23 19 18 3.8 3.8 3.62 2 2 30 31 37 44.0 47. 0 50.43 2 2 23 20 23 9.7 10.1 8.85 6 .7 42 45 53 14.6 17. 2 19.51 1 1 20 21 20 3. 5 3. 5 4.32 1 2 34 29 40 4.9 4. 7 4.8

I Computed by dividing the number of job vacancies at the end of the month by the sum of employ- 3 Percentages are computed by dividing the unrounded long-term job vacancy rates by the un-ment and all vacancies and multiplying the quotient by 100. rounded total job vacancy rates.IComputed by dividing the number of long-term job vacancies at the end of the month by the sum 4 Preliminary.of employment and all job vacancies and multiplying the quotient by 100. Long-term vacancies are
those that have remained unfilled for 30 days or more.
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MANUFACTURING LABOR TURNOVER
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[Bureau of Labor Statistics, Department of Labor, Press Release No. 72-348, June 2, 1972]

WHOLESALE PRICE INDEXES: MAY 1972

The Wholesale Price Index of All Commodities rose 0.6 percent between April
and May, the U.S. Department of Labor's Bureau of Labor Statistics announced
today.

Industrial commodities increased 0.3 percent.
Prices of farm products and processed foods and feeds advanced 1.4 percent.
Consumer finished goods, a selection of commodities closely comparable to

those in the commodity component of the Consumer Price Index, were up 0.6
percent.

Of the 15 major commodity groups measured by the Wholesale Price Index, 14
advanced between April and May and one showed no change.

In May, the All Commodities WPI was 118.2 (1967=100), 3.9 percent above
a year earlier.

SEASONALLY ADJUSTED CHANGES

On a seasonally adjusted basis, the Wholesale Price Index rose 0.5 percent
in May. (New seasonal factors, which were introduced last month, are shown
in Table 5.)

Industrial commodities were up 0.4 percent.
Farm products and processed foods and feeds advanced 0.8 percent.
Consumer finished goods were 0.3 percent higher.
For changes over 3-, 6-, and 12-month spans see Table 2.
The May Wholesale Price Index was the sixth monthly WPI to reflect price

changes in the post-freeze phase of the Economic Stablization Program. (For a
discussion of the contribution of price changes for those items exempt prom post-
freeze controls to the percentage change in wholesale prices in May, see page 3.)
During the 6-month period-November to May-the WPI rose at a seasonally ad-
justed annual rate of 5.2 percent. This compares with a rise at an annual rate
of 4.7 percent during the period from February to August 1971, the 6-month
period immediately preceding the economic stabilization program. In the first 9
months of the progam, which includes the period from August to November when
most prices were frozen, the WPI rose at an annual rate of 3.4 percent.

During the 6 months since the freeze ended in November, the industrial com-
modities index advanced at an annual rate of 4.1 percent, compared with 5.4
percent in the 6-month period from February to August of 1971. From August,
when the stablization policy was annuonced, to May, the industrial commodities
index rose at an annual rate of 2.6 percent.

The index for farm products and processed foods and feeds rose at an annual
rate of 7.8 percent from November to May. In the period from February to August
1971, it advanced at an annual rate of 3.0 percent. Over the entire stabilization
period, during which prices of only processed foods and feeds were controlled, the
farm products and processed foods and feeds component increased at an annual
rate of 5.5 percent.

For consumer finished goods, the November to May period shows an increase
at an annual rate of 3.9 percent; the food component rose 5.2 percent, and nonfood
commodities rose 3.1 percent. In the 6 months preceding the freeze, prices of con-
sumer finished goods advanced at a rate of 3.2 percent. From August to May,
consumer finished goods, most of which were subject to the August-to-November
freeze, increased at a 2.2 percent annual rate.

PRICE CHANGES FOR MATERIALS AND FINISHED GOODS (SEASONALLY ADJUSTED)

Among consumer finished goods, foods advanced 0.5 percent in May (seasonally
adjusted), chiefly because of higher prices for meats and eggs. Consumer non-
food finished goods increased 0.2 percent over the month. Within this grouping,
nondurable finished goods were up 0.3 percent due to higher prices for products
such as household textiles and footwear; however durable finished goods showed
no change.

Producer finished goods moved up 0.2 percent, chiefly due to increases for ma-
chinery and railroad equipment. Continued rises for lumber and textile products
were important in the 0.5 percent gain for processed (intermediate) materials.
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supplies, and components (excluding foods and feeds). The index for crude
materials for further processing (excluding foods, feeds, and fibers) rose 1.2
percent, principally as a result of increases for cattlehides and because nonfer-
rous scrap did not decline as much as usual for this time of year.

PRICE CHANGES FOR COMMODITY GROUPS, NOT SEASONALLY ADJUSTED

The commodity group with the greatest influence on the overall industrials
index in May was textile products and apparel: increases centered in textiles-
cotton, wool and manmade fiber products; apparel registered only a nominal
gain. Machinery and equipment advanced at the same rate as in April. The index
for lumber and wood products also equalled its April gain with softwood lumber
showing the most important increase. Quotations for cattlehides continued to
climb, but sheep and lambskins and leather were lower; earlier increases for
leather were reflected in prices for footwear and other leather products. Advances
for inedible fats and oils, drugs and pharmaceuticals, paint materials, and some
miscellaneous chemical products helped raise the average for chemicals and
allied products. Thie fuels index reflected higher prices for electric power and
natural gas.

An advance for pulp, paper and allied products was the result principally of
higher prices for converted paper and paperboard products; building paper and
board and paperboard also rose but wastepaper declined. Metals and metal prod-
ucts edged up only slightly, chiefly because of increases for nonferrous metals and
some fabricated metal products. Higher prices for insulation materials, concrete
ingredients, and flat glass were partially offset by decreases for gypsum prod-
ucts in the group index for nonmetallic mineral products. Household and com-
mercial furniture, some home electronic equipment, flatware, and mirrors were
up in price, slightly outweighing declines for some household appliances. The
index for rubber and plastic products edged up because of increases for crude
natural rubber and unsupported plastic film and sheeting. although plastic con-
struction products declined. Increases for motor vehicle parts and railroad
equipment outweighed decreases for motor vehicles in the transportation equip-
ment index. The decrease for motor vehicles chiefly reflected price rollbacks for
certain cars and changes in rebates for some others. (See Table 4 for revisions re-
flecting these changes.)

Sharp increases for livestock, particularly hogs, caused almost 60 percent of
the May rise in the farm products index; other important advances occurred for
fresh and dried vegetables, raw cotton, grains, eggs, and chickens; fresh fruits
were lower. The processed foods and feeds index moved up almost entirely be-
cause of higher prices for meats and processed poultry; the most important
decline was for fish.

EFFECT OF ITEMS IDENTIFIED AS EXEMPT FROM POST-FREEZE CONTROLS

When the effect of price changes for domestic raw agricultural products and
imports, which are exempt from post-freeze controls, is eliminated, the WPI
for May on a seasonally unadjusted basis shows an increase of 0.4 percent in
contrast to the 0.6 percent for the overall index. After similar exclusions are
made from the farm products and processed foods and feeds component, this com-
ponent of the index shows an increase of 0.6 percent compared with 1.4 percent
before the exclusion. Following elimination of imported items from the indus-
trials component, it still shows a rise of 0.3 percent because the net impact of
price movements for these items was negligible. The increase of 0.6 percent for
consumer finished goods also remained unchanged after elimination of the effect
of price changes for items exempt from post-freeze controls.

A Note on Seasonally Adjusted and Unadjusted Data

Because price data are used for different purposes by different groups, the
Bureau of Labor Statistics publishes seasonally adjusted as well as unadjusted
changes each month.

For analyzing general price trends in the economy, seasonally adjusted data
usually are preferred since they eliminate the effect of changes that normally
occur at about the same time and in about the same magnitude every year-
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such as price movements resulting from normal weather patterns, regular pro-
duction and supply cycles, model changeovers, seasonal discounts and holidays.
Seasonally adjusted data are subject to revision when seasonal factors are
revised.

The unadjusted data are of principal interest to users who need information
which can be related to the actual dollar values of transactions. Individuals
requiring this information include marketing specialists, purchasing agents,
budget and cost analysts, contract specialists, and commodity traders. Unad-
justed data generaly are used in escalating contracts such as purchase agree-
ments or real estate leases.

TABLE 1.-WHOLESALE PRICE INDEXES FOR MAJOR COMMODITY GROUPS AND SPECIAL GROUPINGS, MAY 1972

Unadjusted indexes Unadjusted
Relative (1967=100 unless percent change to Seasonally adjusted percent
impor- otherwise noted) May 1972 from: change between
tance'

April to March to February
Decem- May April Aoril May May Anril to March

Index ber 1971 1972 1972 1972 1971 1972 1972 1972

All commodities -100. 0
All commodities (1957-59=

100).

COMMODITY GROUPS

Farm products, and process-
ed foods and feeds 26.838

Farm products -10. 432
Processed foods and feeds. 16. 405
Industrial commodities - 73. 162

Textile products and
apparel -6.849

Hides, skins, leather
and related products 1.254

Fuels and related prod-
ucts and power -- - 7.174

Chemicals and allied
products .---------- 5.716

Rubber and plastic
products 2 ___-_______- 2. 257

Lumber and wood
products 2.854

Pulp, paper and allied
products 4.705

Metals and metal
products 13. 439

Machinery and
equipment . 12. 280

Furniture and house-
hold durables 3.438

Nonmetallic mineral
products 3.296

Transportation equip-
ment (December
1968= 100)2 7.416

Miscellaneous products ' 2.486

SPECIAL GROUPINGS

Consumer finished goods. 33. 270
Foods 13. 059
Finished goods, exclud-

ing food 20.211
Nondurable 12. 383
Durable 7.828

Producer finished goods 10. 201
Manufactured goods- 83. 270

Durable . 43. 242
Intermediate materials sup-

plies and components
excluding selected items 4.. 41.355

Crude materials for further
processing, excluding
selected items 5 2.814

118.2 117.5 0.6 3.9 0.5 0.3 0.1

125.4 124.7.

120. 0
122. 2
118. 6
117.6

113.3

129. 5

117.5

104.4

108.8

142.7

113. 2

123.6

117.9

111.1

125.9

118.3
119.1
117.7
117.3

112.6

127. 2

116.9

104. 1

108.7

141. 1

112.8

123. 5

117. 6

111. 0

125. 6

1.4
2.6
.8
.3

.6

1.8

.5

.3

.1

1.1

.4

.1

.3

.1

.2

113.8 3 113.7
114. 1 114. 1

115.5 114.8 .6
119.5 118.0 1.3

113.1 112.9 .2
113.1 112.7 .4
113.1 s113.2 -.1
119.4 119.3 .1
117.4 116.9 .4
121.0 120.8 .2

118.6 118.6 .3

129.9 129.3 .5

5.0 .8
7.2 1.3
3.6 .3
3.4 .4

5. 1

13.2

2.9

.1

.1

14.3

3.0

4.3

2.3

1. 1

3.4

-.1
.6
-.5
.4

.7 .5

2.0 2.4

.4 .2

.3 .8

1.7 .7

.4 .4

.1 0

.3 .3

.1 .2

.4 .6

-.3
-1. 3

.1I

.3

.2

3.3

.5

-.4

.4

.6

.9

.2

.2

.1

.1 3.6.
0 1.4.

2. 5
3.4

2.0
1.9
2. 2
2.7
3.4
3.9

.3

.5

.2

.3
0
.2
.4
.4

0
-.3

.3

.4

.4

.4

.3
.3

-. 3
-1.0

.3
4
.3
.3
.3
.3

4.2 .5 .5 .2

5.2 1.2 -.8 1.9

I Comprehensive relative importance figures are computed once each year in December.
2 Not seasonally adjusted.

Revised. Reflects rollback of prices and revisions in rebates for some passenger cars. See table 4.
4 Excludes intermediate materials for food manufacturing and manufactured animnal feeds.
i Excludes crude foodstuffs and feedstuffs, plant and animal fibers, oilseeds. and leaf tobacco.



TABLE 2.-PERCENT CHANGES IN WPI AND COMPONENTS, MAY 1972

All commodities Industrial commodities

From previous month At compound annual rates from- From previous month At compound annual rates from-

3 months 6 months 3 months 6 months
ago ago 12 months ago ago 12 months

Seasonally (seasonally (seasonall ago Seasonally (seasonally (seasonally ago
Month Unadjusted adjusted adjusted) adjusted) (unadjusted) Unadjusted adjusted adjusted (adjusted) (unadjusted)

May 1971
June 1971 ,
July 1971
August 1971.
September 1971 .
October 1971
November 1971 .
December 1971 -------. -----
January 1972.
February 1972 .
March 1972.
April 1972 , - - - - - - - - - - - -
May 1972.

0.4
.4
.3
.3
-.3
-.1

.1I

.8

.8

.9
. I
.1
.6

0. 3
.4
.2
.7
-.3

.1I

.1

.6

.5

.5

.1I

.3

.5

3.9
4. 7
3. 6
5. 4
2. 5
2. 3

-. 2
3. 5
5.1
6. 9
4.9
3. 8
3.4

3.9
5.0
4.3
4. 7
3.6
3.0
2.6
3. 0
3. 7
3. 3
4. 2
4. 5
5.2

3.4
3.6
3.3
4. 0
3. 2
3. 1
3. 2
4.0
4.0
4.0
3.9
3.7
3.9

0.4
.2
.5
.5

-.2
0
-. I
.3
.5
.5
.3
.4
.3

0. 5
.3
.6
.5

-.1
-.2
.3
.2
.4
.4
.3
.4
.4

4.8
5.1
5 7
6. 0
4. 4
1. 3
-.5

.6
2. 8
4.0
4. 2
4. 5
4. 3

3.8
4.0
4.6
5. 4
4. 7
3.4
2. 7
2. 5
2.0
1. 7
2. 4
3.6
4. 1

3.6
3. 7
4.1
4. 4
4. 2
3. 3
3. 2
3. 2
3. 3
3. 6
3. 5
3. 5
3. 4

Farm products and processed foods and feeds Consumer foods

From previous month At compound annual rates from- From previous month At compound annual rates from-

3 months ago 6 months ago 3 months ago 6 months ago
Seasonally (seasonally (seasonally 12 months ago Seasonally (seasonally (seasonally 12 months ago

Unadjusted adjusted adjusted) adjusted) (unadjusted) Unadjusted adjusted adjusted) adjusted) (unadjusted)

May 1971.
June 1971 ----------------------------
July 1971.
August 1971.
September 1971.
October 1971.
November 1971 .-----------.
December 1971.
January 1972. . ..-- --- - ...
February 1972.
March 1972.
April 1972 .-- - - - - ..
May 1972.

0.9
1. 0
- 3
-.3

-1. 4
0

.5
2. 0
1. 3
1.9
-. 4
-.7
1.4

0. 2
.4
-.7
1. 2

-1. 2
1. 1
.3

1. 4
.9

1. 2
- 3
-. I
.8

2. 5
4. 3
-.7
3. 6

-2. 8
4.7
1. 1

12. 2
10.9
14. 7
7. 0
3. 1
1. 4

4. 5
7.6
4. 4
3. 0
.7

1. 9
2. 3
4.4
7. 7
7. 6
9. 6
6. 9
7. 8

2. 8
3. 3
1.4
3. 1
.4

2. 3
3.4
6.0
6. 1
5. 3
5.0
4. 4
5.0

1.0 0. 2 6. 5
.7 .2 4.6

- 7 -1. 5 -4. 4
.4 2.0 2.8

-1. 0 -1. 8 -5.1
.1 2.1 9.4
.6 - 2 .3

1.7 1.5 14.4
.8 .4 7. 0

1. 6 1. 5 14. 5
-1. 0 -1. 0 3. 8
-1. 2 - 3 .7
1. 3 .5 -3.3

4. 8
8. 1
3. 2
4. 6

-.3
2. 3
1. 6
4. 2
8. 2
7. 2
8. 9
3. 8
.2

2.4
2. 6
.5

3. 1
.6
3. 3
3. 3
6. 0
5. 7
5. 9
4. 2
3. 1
3.4



TABLE 2.-PERCENT CHANGES IN WPI AND COMPONENTS, MAY 1972-Continued

Consumer finished goods, total Consumer goods, excluding foods

At compound annual rates from- At compound annuaul rates from-From previous month From previous month -- ----
- --- 3 months ago 6 months ago 12 months ago…-------------3 months ago 6 months ago 12 months agoMonth Seasonally (seasonally (seasonally (unad- Seasonally (seasonally (seasonall (unad-Unadjusted adjusted adjusted) adjusted) justed) Unadjusted adjusted adjusted) adjusted justed)

May 1971 -0. 6 0.4 3. 3 3. 6 3.1 0. 4 0.4 1.1 2.8 3.5June 1971 ----------------- .4 .1 2. 9 4.0 3. 2 .1 0 1. 5 1.8 3.4July 1971 ----------------- -.1 -.4 .4 2. 2 2. 4 .4 .4 2. 9 1. 5 3.6August 1971 -. 3 1.1 3. 2 3. 2 3. 5 .1 .2 2.2 1.6 3. 5September 1971 - -.5 -.8 -.4 1. 3 2.1 -.2 0 2. 2 1.8 3.1October 1971- .2 .4 2.9 1.6 2.5 .3 -.2 0 1.5 2.0November1971. .2 .1 -1.1 1.1 2.4 0 . 1 -.4 .9 1.8December 1971 ----- 1. 0 .9 5. 8 2.7 3.3 .4 .4 1. 1 1.6 1.7January 1972---------------- .4 .3 5. 0 4. 0 3.1 .2 .3 2. 9 1. 4 1. 4February 1972- ------ ---- .8 .7 7. 6 3. 3.2 .2 .2 3.93 1.4 1.
March 1972 ------------------------------- -. 3 -.3 2. 8 4 2.8 .2 .3 2. 9 2.0 1. 9April 1972 ----------------- -.3 0 1. 8 3.4 2. 5 .2 .3 2. 9 2.9 2. 2May 1972------------------ .6 .3 .3 3. 9 2. 5 .2 .2 2. 9 3. 1 2.0
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TABLE 3.-WHOLESALE PRICE INDEXES FOR COMMODITY GROUPS AND SUBGROUPS

11967-100 unless otherwise indicatedj

Indexes
Percent change to

1972 May 1972 from-

May 1 month 1 year
Grouping May April 1971 ago ego

Farm prodacts ------------------ 122. 2 119.1 114. 0 2.6 7. 2
Freshband driedlfruitsoand vegetables.------ 120.6 117.6 127. 5 2.6 -5. 4
Grains.------------------- 97. 5 96.0 107. 2 1.6 -9.0
Livestock.------------------ 139.8 133.8 119.0 4. 5 11. 5
Live poultry.---------------- 96. 3 94.1 101.3 2. 3 -4.9
Plant and animal fibers.------------ 130. 1 122.1 90.3 6.6 44. 1
Fluid milk.-- --------------- - 122. 5 122. 1 118. 7 .3 3. 2
Eggs.------------------- 90.6 87. 2 92.4 3.9 -1.9
Hay, hayseeds. and oilseeds.---------- 116.9 118. 5 106.8 -1. 4 9. 5
Other farmn products.------------- 119. 5 118.0 113.6 1. 3 5. 2

Processedlfoods and feeds.------------- 118.6 117.7 114. 5 .8 3.6
Cereal and hakery products.---------- 113. 3 112. 8 111. 5 .4 1.6
Meats, poultry, and fish.------------ 126.8 123.6 116. 4 2.6 8. 9
Dairy products......117. 4 111. 5 116. 2 -.1 1.0
Processed fruits and vegetables~--. 119.0 118. 3 114.0 .6 4. 4
Sugar and confectionery.------------ 120.8 121. 1 119.2 -. 2 1. 3
Beverage anod beverage materials.-------- 111.2 117.2 115.1 0 1. 3
Animal fats and oils.-------------- 127. 3 127.8 131. 5 -.4 -3. 2
Crude vegetable oils.------------- 112. 8 118.9 120.6 -5.1 -6. 5
Refined vegetable oils.------------- 119.6 120.9 128. 3 -1. 1 -6. 8
Vegetable nil end products.----------- 120. 7 120.1 118. 5 0 1.9
Miscellaneous Processed fnods.--------- 115.0 113.8 113.9 1. 1 1. 0
Manufactured animal feeds.---------- 108. 4 108. 5 104.6 -. 1 3.6

Textile products and apparel.----------- 113. 3 112.6 107. 8 .6 5.1
Cotton products.--------------- 121. 5 120.5 109.6 .8 10. 9
Wool products.---------------- 98.3 93.0 93. 5 5. 7 5.1
Manmade fiber testile products.--------- 108.0 107. 2 99.7 .7 8. 3
Apparel.----- --------- ----- 114.3 114.2 112. 2 . 1 1.9
Textile hooseturnishings.----------- 109. 3 108.1 104.3 .6 4. 8
Miscellaneous testile prodects.--------- 129.8 131. 1 113.6 -1. 0 14. 3

Hides, skins, leather, and related products.------ 129. 5 127. 2 114. 4 1.8 13. 2
Hides and skins.--------------- 200. 3 188.6 121.4 6.2 65. 0
Leather.------------------- 137.8 138.1 113.0 -.2 21.9
Footwear.------------------ 124.6 122.4 116.7 1. 8 6.8
Other leather and related products.------- 115.3 113.7 107.9 .1. 4 6. 9

Fuels and related products and power.-------- 117.5 116. 9 114.2 .5 2.9
Coal.-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 191. 2 191. 2 182.8 0 4.6
Coke.-- - - -- -- - -- - - - - - - - - - 155. 3 155. 3 147.6 0 5. 2
Gas tuels -- - - - --- -- - - - -- - - -- 13. 0 112.5 106.9 .4 5. 7
Electric power.---------------- 121.2 120.5 112.6 .6 7.6
Crude petroleum.--------------- 113.2 113.2 113.2 0 0
Petroleum products, refined.---------- 107. 3 106.6 107.4 .7 -. 1

Chemicals and allied products.----------- 104.4 104.1 104.3 .3 .1
Industrial chemicals.------------- 101.4 101.5 101. 5 -. 1 - I
Prepared paint.---------------- 118.3 118. 3 115. 9 0 2. 1
Paint materials.--------------- 103.5 103.0 103.5 .5 0
Dregs and pharmaceuticals ------ o----- t02a 102.4 101.9 .4 .9
Fats and ails, inedible.------------ 116.0 112. 2 138.8 3. 4 -16. 4
Agricultural chemicals and chemical products-- 92. 1 92.2 93. 8 -.1 -1. 8
Plastic resins and materials.---------- 88.6 88.3 88.2 .3 .5
Other chemicals and allied products.------ 114. 1 113. 5 112. 1 .5 1. 8

Rubber and plastic products.--- -------- 108.8 108.7 108.7 .1 .1
Rubber and robber products.---------- 113.0 lit. 9 110.9 .1 1. 9

Crude rubber.-------------- 90.6 98.2 100.6 .4 -2. 0
Tires and tubes.------------- 108.4 108. 4 107. 5 0 .8
Miscellaneous robber products.------- 120.4 120.4 116.3 0 3. 5

Plastic construction products (Dec. 1969=100)- 93.3 93.6 94. 6 -.3 -1. 4
Unsepported plastic film and sheeting (Dec.
1970=100).---------------- 98.5 98.4 102.2 . 1 -3. 6

Laminated plastic sheets, high pressure (Dec.
1970 =100).------ --------- 98.4 98. 4 99. 1 0 -.7

Lumber and wood products.------------ 142.7 141. 1 124.9 1. 1 14.3
L umber.-- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - 157. 0 155. 1 132.8 1. 2 18. 2
Millwork.---- --------- ----- 127.6 126.6 120. 3 .8 6. 1
Plywood.------------------ 130.3 128.9 111. 0 1. 1 17.4
Other wood products.------------- 122.7 121. 1 119. 2 1. 3 2.9

Pulp, paper, and allied products.---------- 113.2 112. 8 109.9 .4 3.0
Pulp, paper, and products, excloding building

paper and board.-------------- 113.4 113.1 110. 2 .3 '2. 9
Woodpulp.---------------- 111. 5 111. 5 112.4 0 -.8
Wastepaper.--------------- 130.5 131.0 107.6 -.4 21.3
Paper.------ ----------- 115. 9 115. 9 114. 2 0 1. 5
Paperboard.--------------- 105.8 105.6 102.6 .2 3. 1
Converted paper a nd pa perboard prod ucts- 113.3 112. 7 109.4 .5 3.6

Building paper and board.----------- 106. 5 106. 1 102. 7 .4 3. 7
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TABLE 3.-WHOLESALE PRICE INDEXES FOR COMMODITY GROUPS AND SUBGROUPS-Continued

11967=100 unless otherwise indicated]

Indexes
Percent change to

1972 May 1972 from-

May 1 month 1IyearGrouping May April 1971 ago ago

Metals and metal Froducts ---- ---- --- 123.6 123. 5 118. 5 .1 4. 3
Iron and stee .128.3 128.3 120. 1 0 6. 8Nonferrous metals ---------------- 117. 8 117. 6 117. 2 .2 .5
Metal containers - 127. 3 127. 3 123.1 0 3. 4Hardware------ 120. 3 119. 6 115.6 . 4. 0Plm ing itures and brass fittings- -~~---- 119. 0 119. 0 115. 8 0 2. 8
Heating equipment . 118.1 117.9 115.1 .2 2. 6Fabricated structural metal products----- 122. 0 122. 1 117. 3 -. 1 4. 0
Miscellaneous metal products-4-- 12. 4 124.3 118. 2 1 5. 2Macbinery and equipment.------- 117. 9 117.6 115. 3 .3 2. 3
Agricultural machinery and equipment 122.3 122.1 116.6 .2 4.9,Construction machinery and equipment 125. 6 125.7 121.1 -. 1 3.7Metalworking machinery and equipment .120. 0 119.7 117.4 .3 2. 2General purpose machinery and equipment 122. 2 121.9 118.7 .2 2. 9Special industry machinery and equipment 123. 5 123.4 120.4 .1 2.6Electrical machinery and equipment 110. 5 110.2 109.4 .3 1.0Miscellaneous machinery 120. 3 119.6 117.2 .6 2.6Furniture and household durables 111. 1 111.0 109. 0 .1 1.1Household furniture 117.1 116.9 115.0 .2 1.8Commercial furniture 119. 4 119. 2 118. 1 2 1.1Floor coverings 98. 2 98. 2 99. 8 0 -1.6Household appliances 107.2 107.5 107.1 -.3 .1Home electronic equipment .92. 9 92.8 93.7 .1 -. 9Other household durable goods 125. 0 124.5 120.1 .4 4.1Nonmetallic mineral products 125. 9 125.6 121. 8 .2 3.4Flatglass 121. 5 121. 1 124.4 .3 -2.3Concrete ingredients 126. 7 126. 4 121. 2 .2 4. 5Concrete products 125. 1 125. 1 119.6 0 4.6Structural clay products excluding refractories 117.2 117.2 114.5 0 2. 4Refractories 127. 1 127. 1 126.7 0 .3Asphalt roofing 131. 2 131. 2 123. 6 0 6. 1Gypsum products 113. 4 114. 9 101. 2 -1.3 12.1Glass containers 136.2 136.2 131. 5 0 3.6Other nonmetallic minerals 128. 4 126.4 124.8 1.6 2.9Transoortation equipment(December 1968=100) 113.8 1113.7 109.8 .1 3.6Motor vehicles and equipment 118. 1 118.0 114.2 .1 3. 4Railroad equipment 129.6 128. 4 120. 4 .9 7.6Miscellaneous oroducts 114. 1 114. 1 112. 5 0 1. 4Toys, sporting goods, small arms, ammunition 114.1 114.0 112.4 1 1. 5Tobacco products . . ----- 117. 5 117. 4 116. 5 9Notions. 111. 7 111.7 111.7 0 0Photographic equipment and supplies 106.2 106. 2 105. 9 0 .3Other miscellaneous products . 114. 9 115. 0 111. 6 -. 1 3. 0

1 Revised.

TABLE 4.-REVISED WHOLESALE PRICE INDEXES REFLECTING ROLLBACKS OF PRICES AND REVISIONS IN REBATES
FOR SOME PASSENGER CARS

11967=100 unless otherwise indicatedl

April 1972 March 1972 February 1972

Previously Previously PreviouslyGroup Revised published Revised published Revised published

Industrial commodities . 117.3 117.3 116.8 116.9 '116.5 116.5Transportation equipment
(December 1968=100) 113.7 113.8 113.6 113.8 1113.6 113.6Motor vehicles and equipment 118.0 118.1 118.0 118.1 118.0 118.0Motor vehicles 116.4 116. 6 116. 4 116. 6 116. 5 116.6Passenger cars.------- 115. 5 115. 6 115. 4 115. 7 115. 6 115. 7

Consumer finished-goods --- 114.8 114.8 115.2 115.3 115. 6 115.6Durable 113.2 113.3 113.1 113.2 '113.2 113. 2Manufactured goods, durable 1 120.8 120.8 '120. 4 120.4 120.0 120. 1

X Index not affected by corrections.



TABLE 5.-WHOLESALE PRICE INDEX SEASONAL ADJUSTMENT FACT6RS FOR USE WITH 1972 INDEXES (CALCULATED FROM DATA THROUGH MARCH 1972)

Septem- Novem- Decem-
Index January February March April May June July August ber October her ber

COMMODITY GROUPS

' Allcommodities(1967=100) -. 99.98 100.30 100.27 100.08 100.22 100.26 100.33 99.86 99.82 99.58 99.56 99.75
r Farm productsand processed foodsandfeeds -99.8 100.5 100.4 99.8 100.5 101.1 101.5 99.9 99.7 98.6 98.8 99.4Ia Farm producta ----------------------- 99.5 100.8 101.3 100.2 101.4 101.9 101.8 93.1 98.5 97.6 98.4 99.4

Pracesned faods and feeds ------------------ 100.0 100.1 99.8 99.6 100.0 100.5 101.4 100.6 100.2 99.3 99.1 99.4
Industriaelcpmmodities- - 100.09 100.21 100.20 100.20 100.10 99.94 99.88 99.85 99.82 100.00 99.81 99.92

Textile pruducts and apparel-100.2 100.0 99.9 99.8 99.7 99.9 100.0 100.2 100.2 100.0 100.0 100.0
Hides, skins, leather, and related praducts-99.9 99.8 99.8 100.8 100.6 100.1 100.0 99.8 99.7 99.9 99.8 99.8
Fuels and related products and power-99.4 100.1 99.9 100.1 100.2 100.5 100.2 99.9 100.0 99.9 99.8 99.9
Chemicals and allied products -99.8 100.0 100.3 100.2 100.2 100.1 100.0 100.0 99.9 99.9 99.9 99.7

Lumber and Aood products------------------ 99.4 100.5 101.4 101.9 101.3 99.7 100.5 99.9 100.1 98.9 97.7 98.8
Pulp, paper and all ied products----------------100. 1 100. 3 100. 3 100. 3 100.2 100.0 100. 0 99. 9 99.8 99.8 99. 7 99.5
Metals and metal products ------------------ 100.1 100.3 100.1 100.2 100.2 100.0 99.9 99.8 100.2 100.1 99.7 99.5 ~
Machinery and equipment -- 100.2 100.2 100.2 100.1 100.0 99.9 99.9 99.8 99.8 99.9 99.9 100 1
Furniture and hausehold durablesn----------- --- 100.2 100.3 100.2 100.1 100.1 99.9 99.9 99.9 99.8 99.8 99.8 99.9
Nonmetallicmineral products -100.3 100.4 100.5 100.5 100.3 100.1 100.1 100.0 99.7 99.6 99.3 99.2
Transportation equipment(December 1968=100)'
Miscel laneousn p rod-ucts '

SPECIAL GROUPINGS

Consumer finished goods -100.1 100.2 100.1 99.7 100.0 100.3 100.5 99.7 100.0 99.7 99.8 99.9
Foods --------------------------- 100.1 100.2 100.2 99.3 100.1 100.6 101.4 99.8 100.6 98.6 99.4 99.7
Finished goads, excluding fond-----------------100.1 100.1 100.0 99.9 99.9 100.0 100.0 99.9 99.7 100.2 100.1 100.2

Nandurable----------------------- 99.9 100.0 99.9 99.8 99.9 100.2 100.2 100.1 100.1 100.0 99.9 100.0
Durable ------------------------ 100.4 100.4 100.2 99.9 99.8 99.7 99.6 99.4 99.0 100.7 100.5 100.4

Producer finished goods-100.4 100.3 100.2 100.0 99.9 99.8 99.8 99.6 99.6 100.0 100.0 100.3
Manufactured goods -- -- --------------- 100.0 100.2 100.1 100.0 100.0 100.1 100.2 100.0 99.9 99.9 99.8 99.8

Durable ------------------ ------------------------------- 100.2 100.3 100.3 100.3 100.1 99.9 99.8 99.6 99.7 100.0 99.8 99.9
Intermediate materials supplies and camponents excluding selected

iteMS2............................100.0 100.2 100.3 100.3 100.2 99.9 99.9 99.8 100.0 99.9 99.7 99.7
Crude materials far further pracessing, excluding selected items

5... 100.2 100.7 100.5 101.4 100.7, 100.1 99.4 99.4 99.7 99.4 99.1 99.4

I Not seasonally adjusted.
a Excludes intermediate materials for food manufacturing and manufactured animal feeds.

3 Excludes crude foodstuffs and feedstuffs, plant and animal fibers, oilseeds, and leaf tobacco
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WHOLESALE PRICE INOEX 1963-1972
ALL COMMODITIES INOEX ANO ITS RATE OF CHANGE (1967=1003
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WHOLESALE PRICE INDEX 1963-1972
INDUSTRIALS INDEX AND ITS RATE OF CHANGE (1967=100)
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WHOLESALE PRICE INDEX 1963-1972
ssoi- CONSUMER FINISHED GOODS AND ITS RATE OF CHANGE (1967=1OO)
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MEASURES OF PRICE AND WAGE CHANGES BEFORE AND DURING THE PRICE-WAGE-RENT STABILIZATION
PROGRAM

1. MONTHLY SERIES
[Seasonally adjusted percent change, compound annual rate]

6 months 8 months;12 months .12 months , prior to 3 months , 5 months, phases I
Jan jary January phase I phase I: phasell: and It:191 9 to 1970 to February August to November August
Janiary January to August November 1971 to 1971 to

1970 1971 1971 1971 April 1972 April 1972

C PI
All items - 6.2 5.2 4.1 1.9 3.3 2.8Food ------ -7. 2 1.8 5.4 1.7 5.5 4Commodities less food--------- 4. 5 4. 7 3. 7 0 2. 3 1. 4Services' -7.6 7.9 4. 5 3.1 3.7 3.5Rent' -3.8 4.6 3.9 2.8 3. 1 3

WPI
All commodities -4.8 2.3 4.7 -. 2 '5.2 23.4Industrial commodities 3.8 3.6 5.4 -. 5 2 4.1 ' 2 6Farm products, processed foods,

feeds3 7.6 -1.5 3.0 1.1 '7.8 05.5Consumer foods 3- 8.1 -2.7 4.6 .3 0 5. 2 3. 6Consumer commodities except food. 3.1 4.2 1.6 -.4 03.1 21.9Producer finished goods -4.5 5. 0 3 5 -2. 0 2 4.3 2 2. 2Spot market price index, indus ma-
terials 4

12.8 -6. 5 -2. 0 3.1 2 35.2 023.5Private nonfarm production workers:
Earnings in current dollars:

Hourly0
5
-
---------- 6.7 7. 3 6.8 1. 9 27. 8 05.8bross weekly-5.3 5.0 6.1 4.6 07. 0 2 6. 2Spendable weekly -5.5 6.0 5.4 4.1 27. 7 07.0Earnings in constant dollars:

Hourly- .5 2.0 2.7 0 5.3 3Gross weekly --. 9 -.2 2. 0 2.6 5.7 4.5Spendable weekly --. 7 .8 1. 3 2. 1 6. 1 5

' Not seasonally adiusted; data contain almost no seasonal movements
2 Data through May 1972.
3 Raw agricultural products are exempt from the price controls.
' Wee kly index, not a component of WPI. Includes copper, lead, and steel scrap, zinc, tin, cotton, print cloth, wool tops,burlapj hides rubber, rosin and tallow.

Adjusted for overtime (manufacturing only) and for interindustry employment shifts.
6 Gross weekly earnings, after taxes, for worker with 3 dependents. In annualizing the rates of change the effect of thechange in tax rates at the beginning of 1972 is taken into account separately.

MEASURES OF PRICE AND WAGE CHANGES BEFORE AND DURING THE PRICE-WAGE-RENTSTABILIZATION PROGRAM
2. QUARTERLY SERIES

[Seasonally adjusted percent change, compound annual rate]

Phases
Phase 1: Phase II: l and 11

1-69to 1-70to 1-71to 11-71to IV-71to 11-70to
1-70 1-71 11-71 IV-71 1-72 1-72

GNP price deflators:
Total - ---- 5.7 5. 3 4.2 2.1 6. 2 3.4Private, fixed wts--------- 4.9 5. 1 5. 0 2.6 4.6 3. 3Pers. cons, expend., fixed wts. ---- 5. 0 4.7 4.5 2.5 4.0 3. 0Private Nonfarm:
Hourly compensation -6.9 7. 3 6.6 5. 3 9. 3 6. 6Output per man-hour -- 1.0 3.7 2.7 3.4 3.7 3.5Unit laborcosts 8.0 3.5 3.8 1.8 5.4 3.0Unit nonlabor payments -- 1.1 9. 5 4.6 .7 2.1 1. 2Price deflator- 4.7 5. 5 4. 1 1. 4 4. 2 2. 3Real hourly compensation -7 2. 2 2. 1 9 5. 7 3. 1Corporate nonfinancial:
Hourly compensation -6.3 7.8 6.5 4.9 10.4 6. 8Output per man-hour --. 1 4.6 3.7 4.6 7.0 5.4Unit labor costs -6.4 3.1 .7 .3 3. 2 1. 3Unit nonlabor costs -9.4 8. 2 .6 6.3 -2. 8 3.2Unit profits -- 19.8 10.5 01.0 -6. 0 20.4 2. 1Price deflator -3.5 5. 1 3.6 1. 0 3.5 1. 8Real hourly compensation .1 2.8 2.3 0.6 6.8 3. 3

(Mean percentage adjustment, decisions reached during period)Negotiated wage changes, all
industries I and Il- III and IV- III-IV-7

1969 1970 71 71 1-72 and 1-72

Wages and benefits, 1st year -10.9 13. 1 10. 5 15.0 9. 3 13. 7Wages, Ist year -9. 2 11. 9 10. 0 13. 5 8. 4 12.4
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Mr. MOORE. To summarize briefly on the employment situation, the
total employment numbers rose slightly in May from the April level,
about 190,000 increase. This is a continuation of the upward rate, as
you have had during the past year. The unemployment rate, as you
have already noted, remained at 5.9 percent, which is where it has been
in April and March, but it is slightly below the 6.1 level of a year ago.

I might say that in the first 5 months of this year, the unemploy-
mnent rate has been slightly below the year ago level in each of the 5
months.

The payroll employment statistics, which are independently derived
from a different survey, where we get the data directly from employers
rather than from households, the number of payroll employment jobs
rose in May also, and manufacturing employment, particularly, picked
up, as it has over the last 5 months.

The other press release that I mentioned on job vacancies, new
hires and layoffs is in manufacturing, pertained to the month of April.
But they support these May figures as well by showing that the num-
ber of job vacancies in the manufacturing sector has risen to 125,000,
and that is the highest it has been since August 1970. The new-hire
rate, while it did not increase between March and April, was still at
a relatively high level; and the layoff rate in manufacturing was at the
lowest level that it has been in the post-Korean war period; namely,
one per hundred workers employed.

So in manufacturing, as I have pointed out in the last two or three
sessions, there has been evidence of an improvement. That sector, of
course, was at a relatively low level for almost a year.

The changes in the overall unemployment rate in different age and
sex groups are somewhat divergent. The rate of unemployment for
adult women rose from 5.4 percent to 5.9 percent. The jobless rate for
adult men remained the same at 4.3 percent; but the unemployment rate
for teenagers dropped from 17.3 to 15.7 percent. This is a new low rate
for the teenage sector, and certainly is a gratifying drop from the very
high level on which is has been hovering in recent months.

The unemployment rate for white workers was about the same as in
April; the rate for Negro workers rose to 10.7 percent from the lower
level that it had in April.

Among veterans, the unemployment-
Chairman PROXMIRE. That Negro unemployment rate, that is the

highest in how long? It is the highest, I notice, in your table here for
the last 3 months, higher than any quarter of last year-10.7 percent
seems to be a very, very high level of unemployment for blacks.

Well, give it to me a little later.
Mr. KAITZ. We had 10.5 in May.
Chairman PROXMIRE. This is 10.7, so it is higher than that. It seems

to be one of the highest figures we have had in a long time. It is very
diseoura;ing.

Go ahead.
Mr. MOORE. In looking at the chart attached to the employment situ-

ation press release, chart 7, where you have the Negro rate and the
white race plotted separately, the 10.7 is the highest back to 1963.

Chairman PROXMIRE. The highest rate of any month since 1963 for
blacks?
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Mr. MOORE. That is right. On the other hand, I would like to point
out that that rate fluctuates widely from month to month, as you can
see from the chart. It has been moving up and down, from around
91/2-

Chairman PROX3ITRE. Certainly wouldn't you say an increase from
91/2, which is what it was, to 10.7, is significant?

Mr. MOORE. Yes, it is a statistically significant 1-month change. But
I think you can see by just looking at the figures that in the last year,
the rate has varied from one month to another from around 91/2 per-
cent to 101/2 percent.

Turning to the veterans employment situation, the number employed
remained about the same as in April. The unemployment rate in May
was 8.1 percent. In April, it was 8.6 percent. And in the last few
months, it has been down below the level of a year earlier. For non-
veterans in the same age group-that is, 20 to 29 years old-the unem-
ployment rate was 7.1 percent in May. There is a gap of about 1 per-
centage point between those two rates, veterans versus nonveterans.
That is a smaller gap than existed earlier last year, but it has remained
for several months at about a 1 percentage point difference.

I have mentioned already the improvement in employment in the
payroll survey. The workweek for nonagricultural workers declined
two-tenths of an hour to 37 hours. In manufacturing, it declined three-
tenths, to 40.5 hours. It looks now as though the April workweek was
exceptionally high, 40.8, and the 40.5 is approximately where it was in
March.

The employment report also contains information on average hourly
earnings. These rose 2 cents an hour in May and have climbed 5.8 per-
cent over the year ending in May. The weekly earnings have risen over
the whole year a little more than 6 percent, and this, of course, is fas-
ter than the rise in the Consumer Price Index which, from April to
April, was up 3.4 percent. So real earnings on a weekly basis have in-
creased over the year by almost 3 percent.

The hourly earnings index that we publish, in which we make ad-
justment for the changes in the employment mix; namely, the num-
ber of people working at high wages relative to lower wages in differ-
ent industries-and we also allow for overtime in manufacturing and
adjust the figures for seasonal variations-this index rose 0.3 percent
in Mav from April and now stands 5.8 percent higher than a year ago.

Chairman PROXMTRE. What figure is that that you just gave us?
Mr. MOORE. That is the average hourly earnings index.
Chairman PRoxfrnRE. I beg your pardon. I though you were talking

about hours of work. Go ahead.
Mr. MOORE. That is earnings per hour.
Turning to the wholesale price press release, which we
Chairman PROXIRE. How about hours of work? That is one that

really troubles me and concerns me very greatly, because we are not
going to make much progress, it would seem to me, in diminishing un-
employment as long as people are not working full hours. An em-
ployer is going to work his current employees until they are working
full time, it would seem. He will not hire new employees until then.
I notice that the average workweek for all rank-and-file workers on
private nonagricultural payrolls did not rise in May and after seasonal
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adjustment, declined 0.2 hours to 37 hours. If that is not the lowest, it
perhaps has been lower in past times, but it is very low historically,
is it not, 37 hours per week? Is that not a dangerous indicator to a
certain extent?

Mr. MOORE. There has been a long trend downward in recent years.
For example, in 1965, it was in the neighborhood of 381/2 hours. In
recent years

Chairman PROXMIRE. What concerns me is with all the good news
we have heard, and I am sure it is sincerely expressed, nevertheless,
this is a factor that has not been discussed and it seems to me it is a
very important one.

Mr. MOORE. Well, I think the change in the workweek is an impor-
tant indicator and it certainly did drop by two-tenths of an hour this
month.

On the other hand, as I have observed before, there are month-to-
month fluctuations in the workweek as well as in other indicators, and
this could be something of a very short-run fluctuation. We simply do
not know at this point.

Chairman PROXMIRE. In other words, that will come in next month
as a leading indicator that is adverse? That is a leading indicator?

Mr. MOORE. It is a leading indicator.
Chairman PROXMIRE. It is just out this month and next month it will

have to be included as a minus figure?
Mr. MOORE. That is correct.
Turning to the wholesale price index press release, let me refer

simply to the seasonally adjusted figures, which I think are better to
measure the trends over short periods of time. The total index for
wholesale prices rose five-tenths of 1 percent in May. The industrial
component-that is, excluding farm products and processed foods and
feeds--rose four-tenths of 1 percent. The larger rise in the total index
than in the industrial sector was due to the rapid advance in farm
products and processed foods.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Let me just interrupt again. I apologize for
interrupting so frequently. But once again, you are a bearer of double
bad tidings. All of us hoped and prayed and expected that the unem-
ployment rate would be down; it is not. It is at the same dead level.
We had also hoped that wholesale prices would moderate, in view of
the fact that we have had a control program on for 6 months now, and
that is up shockingly. It is up a full 6 percent on an annual rate. And
you have said that is seasonally adjusted. It is up even more on raw
data; is that not correct?

Mr. MOORE. The total-
Chairman PROXMIRE. And this foreshadows what is likely to happen

to consumer prices 2, 3, or 4 months from now; is that not correct?
Mr. MOORE. Well, it depends on what component of the WPI you

look at. I was about to mention the consumer finished goods prices,
which is one of the components of the Wholesale Price Index.

Chairman PROXMIRE. But that is down the pike a little bit. The
wholesale prices which would foreshadow the future for industrial
commodities-that is up. Farm products and processed foods and
feeds, that is up sharply.
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Mr. MOORE. Well, that is true, but the commodities that are most
closely related to the consumer level of prices are the prices of con-
sumer finished goods. They went up three-tenths of 1 percent in May,
seasonally adjusted.

Chairman PROXMIRE. An annual rate of 3.6 percent?
Mr. MOORE. It is approximately at that level; yes, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. I think that is the worst performance in the

last 3 months, even for that.
Mr. MOORE. The index for consumer finished goods was unchanged

in April. It went down three-tenths of one percent in March and was
up seven-tenths of one percent in February. So over the past 3 months,
there has been only a three-tenths of 1 percent rise in that index at an
annual rate. Over the 6 months ending in May, the index has risen at
an annual rate of 3.9 percent. And over 12 months, I might say, it has
risen at a rate of 2.5 percent.

I think it does pay at times to look at the rates of change over longer
periods and let me just mention a few of them.

For the industrial price index, the May figure is 3.4 percent above
a year ago. The farm products and processed foods and feed prices
are up 5 percent above a year ago, and consumer goods are up 21/2 per-
cent above a year ago. Part of that is consumer foods, which are up
3.4 percent, while the nonfoods are up only 2 percent compared with
a year ago.

The table that I asked to have put in the record deals with prices
and wage changes prior to the economic stabilization program that
began in August, and running through to either April or May, de-
pending on the latest figures that we have. Let me just call attention
to a few of the figures in that table.

Chairman PROXMIRE. What table is that? What is the number?
Mr. MOORE. I do not have a number.
Chairman PROXMIRE. That is all right. We can follow it.
Mr. MOORE. The new figures in the table are for the WPI. During

the whole of phases I and II-that is, since August-the entire eco-
nomic stabilization program to date, the total, all-community WPI
has risen at the annual rate of 3.4 percent. Now, this compares with a
rate of increase immediately prior to the stabilization program of 4.7
percent. The industrial commodities in the WPI have risen during
this stabilization period at the annual rate of 2.6 percent, which is
just about half the rate that it was moving up immediately before
the freeze.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Do you have a basis of comparison when you
take the freeze period out? The freeze period, it seems to me, is not a
a typical, because after all, we did freeze all prices, period. There was
no increase for 3 months. And it was very effective. If you take that
out and compare the phase II with the 6 months phase II, you get
a different story; do you not?

Mr. MOORE. For the total index, you get a 5.2 annual rate since
November, and for industrials, you get a 4.1 annual rate since
November.

Chairman PROXMIRE. So it is about the same as it was before the
controls were put into effect?
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Mr. MOORE. Well, for the total index, it is a little higher; for the
industrials, it is a little lower.

Chairman PROXMIRE. For the total index, it is higher with controls
in effect than it was without controls in effect, just taking phase II?

Mr. MOORE. That is true, but of course, a part of the total, namely
the farm products and raw food, are not controlled. You can see from
the next line in the table that during phase II, they have risen at the
annual rate of 7.8 percent.

The table also covers earnings in hourly and weekly form. Again, if
I may use the whole stabilization period as an example, the hourly
rate of increase in earnings or the increase in hourly earnings has
been at a 5.8 percent annual rate since August, which is a bit lower,
approximately 1 percentage point lower than the annual rate of in-
crease immediately prior to the stabilization program.

On a weekly basis, the rates are about the same as they were prior
to the inauguration of the stabilization program because the length-
ening of the workweek has offset the decline in the rate of increase
in hourly earnings. And on a spendable weekly basis-that is, after
taxes-the rate of increase is 7 percent during the stabilization period
as compared to 5.4 percent immediately prior to the stabilization
period.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Now, here, when you move over to phase II
as compared to the period before we had any controls over wages,
I think you get the most damning indictment of the control program.
The control of wages, as I understand it, was to reduce as much as
possible the inflationary impact of wage increases-in other words,
hold wage increases down so you hold prices down. What has hap-
pened is since November 1971, when phase II began, to April 1972,
hourly wages have increased 7.8 percent. Before we had controls, they
increased 6.8 percent. In other words, the controls seem to be per-
verse. In that not correct?

Mr. MOORE. Well, a lot of that happened between November and
December and there was, certainly, a bulge in the rate of increase in
hourly earnings immediately following the postfreeze period.

Chairman PROXMIRE. At the same time, Judge Boldt testified before
this committee and he agreed-he had it right in his statement-that
the most difficult and troublesome wage settlements had been post-
poned and they have to come up later. So there may be even further
wage increases which will add an even further inflationary impact
down the line.

I do not mean again to interrupt the flow of your thoughts, but I
thought that was something to say on the way.

Mr. MOORE. The next group of figures in the table convert the earn-
ings into constant dollars-eliminating the price change from the
dollar figures. Of course, they are all lower, since prices have been
rising, but nevertheless, there has been a significant rate of increase
in both the hourly and especially in the weekly earnings in real
dollars.

Chairman PROXxtIRE. That is good news for the working man.
Mr. MOORE. I believe so.
Chairman PitoxMiip I think we have to concede that that is an im-

portant thing.
Mr. MOORE. It compares very favorably with the prefreeze period.
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Chairman PROXMIRE. So the working man has been getting an in-
crease of 5.3 percent, increase in constant dollars under phase II, is
that correct?

Mr. MOORE. On an hourly basis.
Chairman PROXMIRE. On an hourly average rate.
Mr. MOORE. That compares with 2.7 immediately prior to the freeze.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Well, that is good news.
Mr. MooRE. The next section of the table gives some quarterly data

and covers not only prices and hourly compensation, but productivity
and unit costs. There in the case of the private nonfarm hourly com-
pensation during phases I and II-that is, since the second quarter of
1971-the annual rate of increase has been 6.6 percent in hourly com-
pensation; 3.5 percent in output per man-hour; and 3 percent in unit
labor costs.

The rate of increase in productivity, as you can see, is a bit faster
than it was prior to the stabilization period, and even though the rates
of increase in hourly compensation have been about the same or a little
bit lower, unit labor costs have gone up less rapidly, primarily be-
cause of the more rapid increase in productivity.

Chairman PROXMIRE. But again, you take phase II and you have
that same inflationary factor that it seems to me we are going to have
to pay for in coming months. It shows unit labor costs of 5.4 percent
in phase II. That is the most recent figure, that is the area that it seems
to me may be most germane-as compared with 3.8-percent unit labor
cost increase in the period before. Is that right?

Mr. MOORE. Yes, that is right. That is the first quarter change.
Chairman PROXMIRE. So the unit labor cost, which is the key to

future inflationary developments or inflationary pressures, do seem
once again a danger signal.

Mr. MOORE. I would call your attention to the next section of the
table, which covers the corporate nonfinancial sector. These are a new
set of figures that we began publishing just this month, and they have
some merits compared with the private nonfarm sector that we pub-
lished heretofore and are continuing to publish. There, while the rates
of increase in hourly compensation in recent quarters have been fairly
high, so have the rates of increase in output per man-hour. Hence the
rates of increase in unit labor costs have been a bit lower than they have
been in the private nonfarm sector.

Chairman PROXMIRE. The most shocking and startling aspect of
this whole table, it seems to me, is the remarkable increase in phase II
in unit profits-far, far greater than any other element-labor costs,
nonlabor costs, hourly compensation-and twice as great as it was in
the period before the control program went into effect.

In other words. if the control program is controlling anything, it
sure is not controlling profits. Profits have doubled in comparison with
what they were in the 6 months before the control program went into
effect. Is that right?

We have a 23.4-percent increase here in unit profits in phase II.
That, of course, dwarfs anything else in the table.

Mr. MOORE. Well, the rate of increase has doubled, but profits have
certainly not doubled.

Chairman PROXMIRE. No, no; the rate of increase has doubled and
the amount of increase is far greater than any other categories-far
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greater than hourly compensation or the unit labor, non-labor costs,
or anything else.

Mr. MOORE. Well, as in all of these cases, the figures fluctuate. It is
particularly true of profits that they move around a good deal more
than most of the other figures that are more stable.

And of course, profits were declining over a period prior to this
stabilization period so that while they are beginning to catch up to
where they were-

Chairman PROXMIRE. Not according to this table. From the first
quarter of 1969 to the second quarter of 1970, according to this table,
they increased 11 percent. In the first quarter of 1971, they increased
111/2 percent.

Mr. MOORE. Then they went down 20 percent.
Chairman PROXMIRE. They went down 20 percent from the first of

1969 to the first of 1970. That is ancient history compared to the rest
of this. At any rate, the latest figures show a 20-percent increase.

Mr. MOORE. And over phases I and II as a whole, a 2.1-percent
increase.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Because of the freeze, yes.
Mr. MOORE. Yes; the freeze really hit profits rather hard.
I think that is all that I would like to comment on at this time.

Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PROX1XIRE. All right, I have a series of questions here.
Unemployment in May as I said was right there at the same old

deadly 6-percent level. Your release does mention that at 5.9 percent,
the rate was a little bit below the 1-year-ago rate of 6.1 percent. Would
you not agree with me that essentially, there has been no significant
change in the unemployment situation, that we have been right there
at 6 percent ever since December of 1970?

Mr. MOORE. I think I detect a slight improvement in the unem-
ployment rate. As I mentioned earlier, the figures have been lower in
the first 5 months of this year than in the corresponding months a year
ago in every single month.

Chairman PROXMIRE. But so slightly lower. After all, 5.9 percent and
6.1 percent is a very marginal difference; is it not?

Mr. MOORE. Well, it is small, there is no question about that. I think
one thing that I would like to observe is that there has been a shift in
the composition of unemployment, in this sense: About 43 percent of
the total unemployed in May lost their jobs. The rest reentered the
labor force, quit their jobs, or were new entrants into the labor force.

Now, the 43 percent-that actually lost their jobs-is lower than it
was a year ago. And if you look over the past few months, I think you
can detect a downward trend in the proportion of the unemployed that
have actually lost their jobs.

Now, I thhink that that reflects the improving employment situa-
tion-fewer people have been losing their jobs, more have been becom-
ing employed. At the same time, there has been an expansion in the
number of people entering the labor force and still seeking work-that
is, not being able to find work immediately, and thereby being counted
as unemployed.

So there has been that important shift in composition that I think
makes the unemployment figures look a little more consistent with the
improving employment figures.
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Chairman PROXMIRE. Now, I have a table put out by your agency-
lost last job, May 1971, 2.8. January 1972, 2.5; February 1972, 2.4;
March 1972, 2.5; April 1972, 2.4; May 1972, 2.5. I certainly do not see
any very encouraging trend there. It is about as flat and level as these
things ever get. You still have about 21/2 percent of the unemployed
as a percentage of the labor force that lost their jobs. Is that right?

Mr. MOORE. 2.5 percent of the labor force have lost their jobs. My
point is that as a proportion of the total unemployed, that is a smaller
proportion than it was a year ago.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Let me ask you some other ones. How about the
significance of these figures. You say employment increased slightly.
Was the increase a statistically significant one, in your view?

Mr. MOORE. According to our standard test of significance it was less
than a significant increase.

Chairman PROXMIRE. It was not?
Mr. MOORE. Not significant.
Chairman PROXMIRE. You say the labor force edged up. Was that

statistically significant?
Mr. MOORE. No, that was not significantly higher, either.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Which increased the most, employment or the

labor force?
Mr. MOORE. I am sorry, I didn't get the question.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Which increased the most, employment or the

labor force?
Mr. MOORE. The labor force increased slightly more than employ-

ment.
Chairman PROXMIRE. The changes are almost the same?
Mr. MOORE. Almost the same.
Chairman PROXMIRE. So there does not seem to be any fundamental

improvement, you know. They used to say, instead of looking at the
hole, the unemployment, look at the doughnut, the part that you eat.
Even though there is more employment, there is not any change that
you can see. It is still the same.

Mr. MOORE. There has been a small improvement.
Chairman PROXMIRE. You do not know. It is statistically insignifi-

cant, the improvement, if any.
Mr. MOORE. It is within the margin of error, but I must point out

that if you follow that criteria consistently and limit your observation
to that, you will not detect any trends at all. For example, over the
last 12 months, there have been only 5 months out of that whole period
where there was a statistically significant increase in employment. Yet
there was a total increase of nearly 21/2 million over that 12-month
period.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Well, all I say is that for this month, May, you
simply can't see any statistically significant improvement in employ-
ment and certainly no improvement in unemployment.

Mr. MOORE. That is correct for this month; yes, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Unemployment for adult women went up

from 5.4 to 5.9 percent. For teenagers, it went down as you said, from
17.3 to 15.7 percent. For blacks it went up from 9.6 to 10.7.

I have already asked you about blacks. You have said that was statis-
tically significant. How about the other two? How significant was the
teenager change and the adult women change?
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Mr. MOORE. Both of those changes were statistically significant.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Let me get back to the wholesale prices for a

minute. How can anyone keep suggesting that the price control mecha-
nism is working in the light of the May wholesale price increases at
the annual rate of increase of 6 percent, the Industrial Price Index is
up 4.8 percent. When you eliminate all items exempt from controls, the
increase is still 4.8 percent. Do we have to go on a starvation diet if
that bulge continues, does not recede?

Mr. MOORE. Well, as you know, Mr. Chairman, I try not to comment
on policy aspects of the program. What we do try to do is provide
some of the facts that are needed to take a look at it. I do not really
have any observations to make on that.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Well, let me say as one who can comment on
the policy, I do not see how you can say a control program is working
when you have that kind of increase in wholesale prices and that kind
of increase in the part that is supposed to be under control.

Now, the index of leading indicators showed a relatively large rise
in April, according to that estimate. This index has now been rising
fairly steadily for some time-about 18 months, I believe. Yet during
those same 18 months, there was no progress in reducing unemploy-
ment.

You are a leading expert in business cycle analysis. Could you tell
us exactly what the sustained rise in the leading indicators means?
How long do these indicators have to keep rising before we see some
impact on unemployment?

Mr. MooRE. Well, I think the rise in the leading indicators has been
and still is telling us that a recovery in the economy has been under-
way since about a year and a half ago. That is what typically happens
when such a recovery gets underway. There are sharp rises in many of
the leading-type indicators. They are followed relatively shortly after-
wards by increases in many of the general indicators of the perform-
ance of the economy such as employment and output and a decline in
unemployment.

Now, in this case, there has not been a very large decline in un-
employment.

Chairman PROXMIRE. There has not been any.
Mr. MooRE. I think there has been a slight decline, but it has not

been very great.
Now, I think the significant or one of the significant facts has been

that the total labor force has increased relatively sharply in this re-
covery period as compared with previous recovery periods. In fact,
there is not a recovery period in the whole post war era when the labor
force has increased as rapidly as it has in the last 2 years. So that is
simply another way of saying that there are a lot of people looking
for work as well as a lot of people working. In fact, the percentage
of the population that is actually at work is very near an alltime record
high. There have been only 4 years in the whole postwar period when
the percentage of the population that is actually at work has been any
higher than it is today. So that indicates a relatively large number of
employment opportunities.

On the other hand, you do have a relatively large number of people
seeking work. Some of them have lost their jobs, as I mentioned ear-
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lier-about 43 percent in May were unemployed because they lost
their jobs. A larger fraction, 57 percent, had either quit their jobs or
had newly entered into the labor force or had decided to seek work
after not having worked or sought work before.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Let me indicate what I am getting at. I am
really concerned about whether the leading indicators are really tell-
ing us anything. The basic, fundamental economic statistics which is
most commonly known in the American public and appreciated is un-
employment. That is what they look at more than anything else.
Maybe they are wrong, but they look at it. It is an important figure,
as we all know, very vital.

Let's look at these other things. Am I correct in that of the 12 lead-
ing indicators, three of them are prices and that a fourth is corporate
profits? You see, we have had a price control program in effect since
August. It does not directly affect stock prices, but it should affect
those other three. The other three are industrial material prices, ratio
of price to unit labor cost in manufacturing, and corporate profits
after taxes. Can we expect these components, the leading indicators, to
follow their usual cyclical pattern at the present time? It seems to me
the control program makes a big difference in what these prices show.
And good business cycle analysis should recognize that the control
program should modify our evaluation of the performance of the lead-
ing indicators which, as I say, is heavily weighted on the side of prices;
is that not correct?

Mr. MOORE. I really do not think that they are heavily weighted on
the side of prices. The industrial materials price index that is in there
is a commodity price index that is true. But its recent behavior, I must
say, does not suggest that it is very firmly under control. It has been
rising at a very rapid rate. The other price index that is among the
leading indicators is stock prices and they, as you know, have not been
under control at all. The ratio of prices to

Chairman PROXMIRE. I wonder how reliable they are, too. You are
talking about common stock in the stock market?

Mr. MOORE. Yes, that is the common stock price index.
Chairman PROXMIRE. They seem to fluctuate so much on the basis of

war news, on the basis of SALT talks, and on the basis of other things
that are irrelevant.

Mr. MOORE. Well, that is true from day to day and month to month.
But broad trends in stock prices have made it one of the best leading
indicators that we have.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Well, let's take corporate profits. They are
no doubt a very good barometer of changes in the economy, but this
data is only available quarterly, and then only with a substantial
timelag. When did we get our data on the first quarter profits? The
answer is, it seems to me, not until mid-May; is that not right?

Mr. MOORE. I believe that is right; yes.
Chairman PROXMIRE. And this data is still preliminary; isn't it?
Mr. MOORE. Yes.
Chairman PROXMIRE. So how can the statistic which is available

only after such a long delay be of value as a leading indicator? By
the time we got data on corporate profits, had not most analysts already
formed a pretty firm idea on which way the economy is heading?
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Mr. MooRE, I think the answer to that is it is not as good a leading
indicator as if we had it more promptly. But in its historical behavior,
it has certainly behaved in the fashion of other leading indicators.

Furthermore, there is among the leading indicators a monthly ratio
of profits to unit labor costs in manufacturing. That is available
monthly. And one reason why it was selected among the leading indi-
cators was just exactly that; it gives a more up to date picture, at
least for that sector, on one of the profit determinants-namely, the
ratio of prices to unit labor costs.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Of course, there again, you have the control
program which makes it hard to know whether or not this is telling
us that something is useful.

Mr. MOORE. I think that is certainly true. You have to interpret all
of these data with a view to what is happening both within the econ-
omy and outside the economy and make the best judgment one can
about it.

Chairman PROXMIRE. I have asked you to do something a little differ-
ently than we have done before this morning, as you know. I have
asked you to come prepared to discuss employment and unemployment
in other industrialized countries. I have done this because the debates
between Senator McGovern and Senator Humphrey and because of
the debate going on between the Democratic Party and President
Nixon have convinced many of us we ought to take a good hard look
at the nature of our unemployment overall. The budget is formed on
the basis of so-called full employment. We have a $30 billion deficit
we are facing because we are operating at about 6 percent unemploy-
ment instead of 4. But there are strong arugments that we should be
looking at a 3-percent unemployment. Mr. Charles Schultze, the for-
mer Budget Director, indicated that we ought to take a hard look at
buttoning down the economy and doing as we did in World War II,
as we had in World War IIL, 2 percent unemployment, almost every-
body at work, very few on welfare, and far better revenues for the
Federal Government. Then we can do something better than the big
tax increases which some have suggested and which concern the tax-
payer, properly.

I think you have brought with you, one of your staff experts on the
subject. It is well known that many industrialized countries consist-
ently keep their unemployment rate far, far below that in the United
States, yet they are free countries, with free economies: France, with
1.6 percent, Japan, 1.6 percent, United Kingdom, 3.8 percent.

I would like to ask you first, how comparable are these statistics with
ours? Does the BLS ever prepare any statistics on an adjusted basis
which will give you a more valid comparison? What do these studies
show?

Mr. MOORE. Let me tackle that question first, and I will ask Mr.
Mark to comment further.

First of all, we have prepared a table, and I would like to have this
in the record, also, if I may.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Without objection, it will be printed in full in
the record at this point.

(The table referred to follows:)
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UNEMPLOYMENT RATES IN 9 COUNTRIES

[In percentl

1971 1969 1963

United States- 5.9 3.5 5.7

Canada -6.4 4.7 5.5
Great Britain- 53 3.7 3.8
Italy - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- 3.4 3. 7 2. 7France- - - 2.7 2.1 19
Sw eden ---------------------------------------------------------------- 2.6 1.9 .7Australia - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- 1.6 1 5 (')Japan -- -------------------------------------------------- 1.3 1.1 13
Germany-----------------------------.. .7 .8 .5

I Data begin with 1964, when the rate was 1.4 percent.
Source: Prepared by the Bureau of Labor Statistics from national and international sources. Data are adjusted, insofar

as possible, to U.S. concepts. March 1972.

Mr. MOORE. This shows the unemployment rate in nine countries, in-
cluding the United States, for 1971, for 1969, and 1963. I chose, of
course, 1971 as the most recent year for which we can get data from
these countries. I chose 1969 because it was the lowest rate in recent
years in the United States, 3.5 percent, and I chose 1963 because the
level of unemployment in the United States then was not too far
from what it is now. It was 5.7 percent during that year; and during
a few months of the year, it reached 5.9.

Well, there are several things that this table tells us. One is that
the 5.9-percent rate in the United States in 1971 was exceeded by the
Canadian rate of 6.4 percent, but was higher than the rates in any
of the other countries that are included in the table.

Another thing that the table tells us is that in all of the countries
with one exception-namely, Italy-the unemployment rates were
higher in 1971 than they were in 1969. And I think it is true also in
all of the countries, with one other exception-that is, Japan-the
1971 rates were higher than they were in 1963.

Chairman PROX3ITRE. I am not sure I follow this. In Germany, the
rate in 1971 was lower than in 1969.

Mr. MOORE. I am sorry, that is another exception. There would be
two exceptions.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Incidentally, it is interesting what that level
was. It was 0.7, seven-tenths of 1 percent unemployment. We talk
about full employment at 4 percent. I think if they had 3 percent un-
employment, they would have a revolution. It is a fantastic difference.

Mr. MOORE. I would like to make some comments on that, but let me
make one more point with respect to this table; namely, it shows that
year after year, these countries maintained something like the same
relative position in terms of the level of their unemployment rates
as in other years. And it is true in this case that the ranking or the
order in which these countries' rates fall is exactly the same in 1971
as it was in 1969 and also in 1963. The same thing would be true, broadly
speaking, if other years had been shown here.

So the fact that the unemployment rates for many of these other
countries in 1971 were lower than the rate in the United States, has
got to be taken-has to take into account the fact that in other years,
exactly the same thing is true.

60-174 p-72-pt. 3-16
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Chairman PROXMIRE. Yes. Well, I think we concede that.
Mr. MooRE. Well, on your point about the 0.7-percent rate for

Germany, although we have adjusted these rates as best we can so
that the concept is the same as used in the United States, we are not
entirely sure that that is the case. Furthermore, the economic circum-
stances in some of these countries are rather different.

For example, Germany imports some of its labor force when labor
conditions are tight and does not import as many when labor conditions
are joose.

Chairman PROXxIRE. For the benefit of those who do not have the
table, let me take a minute to go over this. As you say, in 1971, Canada
had higher unemployment than we had, and Great Britain's was fairly
comparable: 5.3.

But the rest: Italy, 3.4 percent; France, 2.7; Sweden, 2.6; Australia,
1.6 percent; Japan, 1.3; Germany, 0.7 percent.

All these nations, of course, suffer from inflation, but none of them
has a control program like ours. They all have a free enterprise system
in the sense that they have private property and they have privately
owned industry that competes and so forth. Yet they are successful
in holding down their unemployment so greatly. If we could do this,
all the problems that we have been so concerned about would be
greatly eased. We would have much of the revenues to meet the very
serious problems we have, without the very sharp increase in taxes,
would we not? And it seems to me that this committee is charged
under the Full Employment Act of 1946 with the responsibility for
doing our best to achieve this. I do not think we have given sufficient
attention to what we are doing wrong, as compared to these other
countries. You speak of trade and you speak of Germany importing
a labor force. That is very true. But it is hard for me to believe that
there could be this great difference between free enterprise economies.
I can understand it with controlled ecnomies, which none of us would
accept, regardless of price.

Mr. MooRE. Well, there are other differences as well. For exam-
ple, I have not studied this question specifically, but it seems to me
possible and indeed quite likely in some of these countries that if we
had statistics on the number of unemployed who had lost their jobs-
had been working and lost their jobs and now are unemployed, seeking
work-that would be more comparable to what the situation is in
this country. As I mentioned earlier, less than half of the people who
are unemployed in the United States actually lost their jobs; the
others are new entrants and reentrants.

Chairman PROXMTIRE. They have new entrants, too, of course, do
they not? They have young people coming into their work force. So
even if we assume that they have two-thirds of ours, their unemploy-
ment performance is far, far better than ours. We have 21/2 percent
of our work force who have lost their jobs, are unemployed because
they have lost their job. The total amount of unemployment in France
is 2.7, Sweden, 2.6; in Australia, 1.6-less than ours. So we know on
that criterion, too, their performance is better.

I would agree they have a more homogeneous society than ours,
they do not have the minorities we have. Perhaps they have fewer
women working; I do not know. But it seems to me there is no explana-
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tion that satisfies me that our performance has to be as poor as it has
been in the unemployment area.

Let me ask you this: Have the countries which have sustained lower
unemployment also experienced higher rates of inflation than the
United States, or have these countries generally gotten better trade-
offs between inflation and unemployment?

Mr. MOORE. I have only general knowledge, but I would say that
they have experienced over the last, say, 10 to 20 years a greater
rate of inflation than the United States has.

Chairman PROXMIRE. In recent years, they have been closer, more
comparable?

Mr. MOORE. Yes, I think that is true. In recent years, they have been.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Are there basic differences in social structure

which enables some other countries to have a better experience than
the United States? For instance, I believe in Japan, firms have a far
different attitude about keeping workers on the payroll through dif-
ficult times or bad. Once a man goes to work for a company, he is part
of that company, in almost all cases, for the rest of his life.

Mr. MOORE. Yes, the Japanese do have that custom and it is quite
pervasive. And that probably holds down their unemployment rate
significantly.

Chairman PROxMIRE. Let me ask you to comment-let me phrase it
this way. Mr. Charles Schultze of Brookings suggested in a hearing
this week that we ought to give some thought to the policy of pushing
the unemployment rate very low in this country, accompanying this
with strict controls, rationing if necessary. A lower unemployment
rate would accomplish so many things-not only put people to work,
but remove the fear of losing their job; remove many pressures against
technological change, against cutting back on military spending. It
would give us a chance to improve income distribution. It would make
the welfare problem so much easier to solve. Most of us would be far
happier if people, instead of being on welfare, would be working. I
am not endorsing this idea of lower unemployment or of imposing con-
trols, because I am opposed to controls unless they are absolutely essen-
tial, but I think we ought to take a look at it.

Do you have any comment, Mr. Moore?
Mr. MOORE. I think that is venturing into the policy area and I want

to avoid that.
Chairman PROXM1RE. Well, let me ask you then, without your giving

any position as to whether we ought to do it or not-and as I say, I
am not supporting this.

In your view, given our history, our social structure, would it be
feasible for us to have a system to push unemployment down to 2 per-
cent and have a price control and rationing system that would prevent
inflation? Is that possible? We would have to go back to World War II
for an experience like this.

Mr. MOORE. Well, I think the historical evidence is that at the times
when unemployment has gotten anywhere near that low, we have had
pretty rampant inflation. Now, I was going to mention this one consid-
eration: Unemployment is another way of saying seeking work, and
there are many reasons for seeking work, and for seeking work over
longer or shorter periods of time. One of those considerations is
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whether you can afford to be unemployed for a longer period of time
on the chance that you will be able to get a better job by looking
further and waiting longer until the job that you want turns up. Now,
that is partly a matter of affluence, how welloff people are. Particu-
larly I think that is true of young people and how welloff their par-
ents are, whether they can be supported readily while they are seeking
to get the best job that they can find and one that they want the most.
So there is that consideration. That does give you a freedom in the
United States to seek work over longer periods than would be feasible
for people in less affluent circumstances. And that, I think, in itself
tends to raise the rate of unemployment. I do not think that that is a
thing that we should be trying to do away with.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Well, perhaps, but we can still have that and a
far lower rate of unemployment. As I say, we have had one historical
experience when we had full employment, really full employment-
superfull employment-in World War II. And the amazing thing
about that to me is with all the terrible elements of war-and Heaven
knows they are terrible and all of us want to avoid it at any cost-
nevertheless, from the standpoint of the economy of our country, the
economic well-being of our people, although 50 percent of our produc-
tion went into the war effort-nevertheless, the people as a whole were
infinitely better off than they were in the depression period when they
didn't have work. So even though what they were producing in the
GNP in 1942-45 was shot up, shot to pieces, or used for military pur-
poses, nevertheless, people were far, far better off. And we had stable
prices because we had, during that period, effective control.

Mr. MOORE. But what happened immediately after that?
Chairman PROXMIRE. Well, we had a period when prices went up,

but we still had a much better situation immediately afterward than
we have had. ever since.

I am informed that the April job vacancy rate in manufacturing was
released this morning. That rate for April was 0.7, which is an im-
provement over the March rate of 0.6 and the February rate of 0.5;
am I correct?

Mr. MOORE. Yes.
Chairman PROXMIRE. A rising job vacancy rate should be good

news-that is, there are more jobs seeking people, seeking people to
work. I am calling attention to it because I do not want to give the
impression that I always stress just bad news. But the job vacancy
rate is available only for manufacturing and is not seasonally ad-
justed; is that right?

Mr. MOORE. Yes.
Chairman PROXMiRE. How does that compare, April 1972, with

April 1971?
Mr. MOORE. The rate last April was 0.5.
Chairman PROXMIRE. So it represents an improvement?
Mr. MOORE. Yes, a slight improvement.
Chairman PROXa31RE. Nevertheless, I think we should not let this

euphoria overwhelm us. I understand in April of 1969, the job vacancy
rate was 1.4, or twice as great.

Mr. MOORE. That is true.
Chairman PROXMIRE. So we have a long way to go before we get to

a full employment situation.
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Mr. MooRE. The vacancies have come back up from the low level that
they reached, but they have by no means come back to where they were
in the manufacturing sector.

Chairman PRoxifIRE. The staff informs me that the number of dis-
couraged workers-that is, the number of persons who say they are
not in the labor force because they cannot get a job-was higher in
the first quarter of this year than it was a year earlier. On a season-
ally adjusted basis, the number was slightly higher in the first quarter
than it was in the first quarter of last year. How does this fit into the
picture painted by so many analysts recently of a strong and acceler-
ating economic recovery?

Mr. MOORE. Well, the statement is correct but as between the fourth
quarter and the first quarter, there was a very minute increase. It was
796,000 in the fourth quarter and 802,000 in the first quarter.

I think that it fits in the sense that there has been very little change
in the unemployment situation and there is certainly very little change
in these numbers of people who have been looking for work but have
decided that they cannot find a job, can't get a job, and hence have
drooped out of the labor force.

Chairman PROXMIRE. I wonder if you could help me on another one?
In this committee's most recent annual report, we published an esti-
mate of what the unemployment rate would be if it were expanded to
include discouraged workers and the full-time equivalent of part-time
unemployment. We estimated that in 1971, this rate was 8.1 percent.
This estimate was made by the committee staff, but it was based en-
tirely on official BLS data. We entitled this "Total Officially Meas-
ured Unemployment."

I suggested to you at one of our earlier hearings that BLS under-
take the publication of this or a similar index on a regular basis. I
wonder if you can give me this morning an estimate for the first quar-
ter of 1972 of what the unemployment rate would be if the discouraged
workers and part-time unemployed were included?

Mr. MOORE. Well, I really can't do that; we have not computed that.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Our staff says 8.1 percent. Would you fault

that? It is about the same as it has been.
Mr. MOORE. I would have to verify the calculations and we can put

a statement in the record about it.
Chairman PROXMIRE. All right, fine.
(The following statement was subsequently supplied for the

record:)
Table 1 on page 9 of the 1972 Joint Economic Report is entitled "Total Officially

Measured Unemployment." Only the top line in this table contains the officially
measured unemployment published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. The addi-
tion to the unemployed of the full-time equivalent of that part of a full work-
week not worked by people on part-time who desire full-time work (line 3)
logically calls for the subtraction from the unemployed of the excess of the
number seeking only part-time work over their full-time equivalent. Accord-
ingly, the Bureau of Labor Statistics takes these three categories: (1) those
looking for full-time work; (2) those working part-time but desring full-time
work, and (3) those looking for part-time work, converts them to full-time
equivalents and combines them into the measure of "labor force time lost,"
which is published in table A-3 of our monthly press release, "The Employment
Situation."

This rate has been running higher than the official unemployment rate, ever
since the series began in 1955, and in recent years has been approximately one-
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half a percentage point higher. In May 1972 this rate was 6.3 percent as com-
pared with the unemployment rate of 5.9 percent. In 1971, it averaged 6.4 per-
cent compared with the official jobless rate of 5.9 percent. In 1969, it was 3.9
percent compared with the official rate of 3.5 percent.

The labor force time lost measure ooes not include "discouraged workers"-
i.e., those who are not seeking work because they think they cannot find a job. We
do not have any information on whether they want full-time or part-time work.
Moreover, we do not have any information on persons who are at work or seek-
hig work but would not do so if other members of the household, either unem-
ployea or "discouraged," found work. Such persons are, in effect, proxies for
some of the unemployed or "discouraged." In a measure of underutilization of
human resources those who would drop out of the labor force if unemployment
was reduced should be taken into account. We have no satisfactory means of
doing so.

Consequently, the BLS has provided separate information on the number of
"discouraged" workers. This procedure is In accord with the recommendations of
the Gordon Committee, appointed by President Kennedy in 1961. The Committee
recommended that the concept of unemployment be restricted to those who had
actually tested the job market within a reasonably recent period.

Chairman PROXMIRE. What is the average length of the expansion
phase of previous business cycles?

Mr. MOORE. I don't have the averages in my head, but roughly 3 to
4 years.

Chairman PROXMIRE. The National Bureau of Economic Research
estimates for 27 cycles from 1854 to 1970 is 33 months. Now, if this
present recovery started in November 1970, which is the low point as
identified by the National Bureau, it has been running about 19
months-about two-thirds of the time-not quite two-thirds-yet un-
employment is not declining at all. Suppose this is an average 33-
month recovery. Would that give us time to get back to full employ-
ment, or might we be in danger of entering a period where unemploy-
ment is going to stay above 4 percent for quite a long time?

Mr. MOORE. Let me make two observations. One is that while the
average over that loner period, going back more than a hundred years,
comes out to 33 months, it is quite clear that in the postwar period,
in the last 25 or 30 years, the average length of expansion has been
longer than it was in earlier years. That is why I said that between
3 and 4 years is where that average is; I do not remember the exact
number of months. But in any case, the average in the postwar period
has been distinctly longer than the average prior to World War II. So
I think if we come up to the post-World War II average, we still have
a long way to go and plenty of time to get the unemployment rate
down.

Chairman PRoxMiRE. I have one other. question that I am very con-
cerned about. It relates to Government productivity-productivity of
people in government. The assumption has been made that there is not
such a thing. Fortunately, we have been successful in getting the GAO
to make a studv of it. This committee requested it and the GAO has
a report on it. The headline of a news release from the Labor Depart-
ment states "Federal Government productivity rises faster over the
past 4 years than in private nonfarm sector, Hodzson reports."

I wonder if you would consider that a meaningful comparison? The
comparison used as the terminal year fiscal 1971. That was a year char-
acterized as a recession year for the private economy. Was there also
a recession affecting Government?

Mr. MOORE. Not that I am aware of.
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Chairman PROXmIRE. That is right. So the comparison is not very
appropriate. Do you believe that the trend values of productivity
would show public or private productivity advancing more rapidly?

Mr. MOORE. Well, it so happens that this figure for Government of
2 percent per year is the only figure that we have. It covers the period
1967 to 1971. If we had a longer period, we would get a better fix on the
trend. Certainly the long-run trend in the private nonfarm sector has
been higher than 2 percent. It has been in the neighborhood of 3
percent.

Chairman PROXINHRE. So that headline in that story by the Secretary
of Labor was quite misleading. He indicated that the productivity in
the Federal Government was higher than it is in the private sector.
We don't know. Maybe it is. But on the basis of the statistics we have,
the suggestion is that it is not. It is about two-thirds. If you accept the
figures-and as I say, we ought to be careful about making any initial
Judgment on it, but certainly we cannot make any judgment that it is
higher.

Mr. MOORE. What the Secretary said, and I just happen to have his
statement here, is this, that the rate of gain in productivity in the
Federal Government as presently estimated averaged about 2 percent
a year over the period I just mentioned, from fiscal 1967 to fiscal 1971.
Then he went on to say "Not a spectacular increase, of course, but you
must remember that for this period, it compares with a rate of 1.5
percent for the private, nonfarm sector."

Chairman PROXMiRE. That is the point where I think he went off
base. Because you are comparing it in a period when the private, non-
farm sector was moving into a recession, which is always a lesser in-
crease in productivity. Is that not right?

Mr. MOORE. Well, for fiscal 1971, I do not remember what the rate
of increase in productivity was, but I do not believe it was as low as
it was the year before. I think there was an improvement.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Yes, but you just told us it was 3 percent in
the long-term trend average, 3 or 31/2 percent.

Mr. MOORE. Well, that is right.
Chairman PROXMIRE. So that Mr. Mark, who spoke to us before

and gave us 3 percent is disagreeing with the Secretary of Labor.
Mr. MOORE. I do not think the Secretary of Labor would disagree

with my statement.
Chairman PROXMIRE. I do not think he would, either, but he would

have to disagree with himself.
Mr. MOORE. Well, I think his statement as I just read it is accurate.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Well, as you probably know, it was at the

urging of this committee that the GAO undertook the Government
productivity study. Yet there was no reference to either the committee
or the GAO in the release, leaving the impression that the work was
done by the Labor Department. What was the Labor Department's
contribution to the study?

Mr. MOORE. Well, we cooperated with and participated in the study,
both in providing some data with respect to productivity in the BLS
itself, which I am proud to say was a bit better than the 2 percent-
closer to 4 percent-and by providing some technical expertise to
the participants in the study itself. We were not responsible for the
final product.
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Chairman PRoxMiRE. How did you get the figure for BLS at 4-
percent productivity.

Mr. MOORE. I would like Mr. Mark to explain that. What we did
was look at some of the measures or some possible measures of the out-
put of the Bureau of Labor Statistics and compare them with the
man-hours that we put into producing them.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Did he measure your productivity, Mr.
Commissioner?

Mr. MOORE. My own?
Chairman PROXMIRE. Yes.
Mr. MOORE. Not independently of the rest of the staff.
Mr. Mark.
Mr. MARK. Essentially, it was a count of the publications separately

weighted by type of publication-
Chairman PROXMIRE. Number of pages?
Mr. MARK. No, by reports.
Chairman PROXMIRE, Number of reports?
Mr. MARK. Number of reports and statistical series and information

requests. We combined these with weights which reflected the differen-
tial man-hour requirements to develop the particular series and re-
ports that were provided.

Chairman PROXMIRE. How can number of reports-since reports
vary in length, reports vary in intensity required for developing re-
ports or vary in research, they vary in so many ways-how can they
be any kind of reasonable measure of productivity, number of reports?

Mr. MARK. They were weighted separately, Mr. Chairman, by type
of report to take into account, insofar as we could, some of the differ-
ences that you just mentioned and by examining the changing labor
requirements to produce similar types of reports, we could get some in-
dication of the productivity change.

Chairman PROXinIRE. The main thrust I have here is that the Gen-
eral Accounting Office did most of the work, did they not?

Mr. MARK. They did. Yes, as you mentioned, this study was ini-
tiated at your request and conducted by the General Accounting Office
and the WMB. The staff director was from the General Accounting
Office. We provided technical advice from time to time and some staff
support to them. But the report and the responsibility was in the Gen-
eral Accounting Office.

Chairman PRoxtrIRE. Secretary Hodgson is a very mild, unassum-
ing kind of fellow, does not like to claim any more credit than he de-
serves. But in this particular instance, one got the impression by read-
ing this that it was not the General Accounting Office that did it or the
Joint Economic Committee that requested it, but that it was a Labor
Department study and that the Labor Department did the work and
deserves the credit for having made the analysis. That is what con-
cerns us.

Thank you very much, Mr. Commissioner. Once again, you have
done a fine iob. We look forward to seeing you again.

The committee will stand adjourned.
(Whereupon, at 12:15 p.m., the committee was adjourned, to recon-

vene subject to the call of the Chair.)
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